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Preface

When the book proposal that led to this publication was reviewed, we were flattered,

but mainly daunted, by the suggestion from a particularly generous referee that we

should write this book ourselves. While grateful for the referee’s support of the project,

we persevered with our original intention of compiling an edited volume. The resulting

collection of chapters draws on the research of an international group of scholars and

practitioners who work in universities, government agencies, private consultancies and

research establishments. Their expertise is in academic and applied geomorphology,

hydrology, sedimentology, ecology and engineering. Their methods include numerical

modelling, laboratory experimentation and detailed field investigations. Looking at the

chapters that they have produced, it is clear to us that we were right to favour the great

variety and depth of their expertise and experience over our own, inevitably inferior,

knowledge of their areas of specialization. We are therefore grateful to our authors for

embracing our project, for sharing their understanding and for helping us to, in a sense,

avoid having to write this book ourselves.

And it is a book that needed to be written (in one way or another). River conflu-

ences are ubiquitous and critical nodes in river networks, and the branching pattern of

tributaries and sub-networks is one of the most characteristic features of river systems

on Earth and elsewhere. We find it somewhat remarkable, then, that this will be the

first book to focus attention explicitly on confluence dynamics, tributary impacts and

the links between processes at these scales and river network functions. We believe that

understanding confluence processes and interactions between the tributary and main

stem are keystones for scaling-up our understanding of river processes to the drainage

network scale: without an understanding of the nodes in the network and the inter-

actions between connected links, the development of basin-scale models and tools is

restricted. We subscribe to the view that such network-scale understanding is central to

the successful integration of Earth, environmental and biological sciences within river-

ine landscapes and thence the sustainable management of our riverscapes. We therefore

hope that this book will be a helpful stepping-stone for the pursuit of an integrated,

cross-scale river science.

xi
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xii PREFACE

To date, work in this area has been communicated almost exclusively via academic

journals in geomorphology, ecology, geology and engineering. By bringing together

the expertise represented here in one place, our aim is to provide a single benchmark

reference that defines the current state of understanding as well as the leading edge of

contemporary research. Each chapter is built around two central pillars: a critical review

of work in the author’s area of expertise and unpublished research that highlights the

cutting edge of research in that area. In this way, the book is at once intended to fulfil

the needs of students (of whatever age and standing) who require sound, thoughtful

reviews of particular topics and also those who are actively involved in conducting and

applying research on confluences, tributaries and networks. We therefore hope that

the book will be useful both as a standard reference and as a source of new research

questions and hypotheses.

To close, some thanks. First to the authors of these chapters for their time and effort:

we are grateful and hope that the exercise has been rewarding. Each chapter was fully

reviewed and we must thank the large number of colleagues who acted as indepen-

dent referees; their input was consistently constructive and has substantially improved

the quality of the end product. Natasha Todd-Burley’s editorial assistance was invaluable

during the final stages of production. Finally, the book has been a number of years in the

making and we therefore want to thank family and friends for their continued support.

In particular, SPR would like to thank Georgina for her support and encouragement

throughout this process and dedicate his contribution to his brother Mike, who beat

him to a publication with tributary associations. BLR thanks Kathy, Jamie and Steven

for helping him to keep life in proper perspective at all times. AGR thanks his co-editors

for their enthusiasm for this project, his research team for their constant support and

Catherine for being there.

Stephen Rice, Bruce Rhoads, André Roy

October 2007
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1
Introduction: river confluences,
tributaries and the fluvial
network

Stephen P. Rice1, Bruce L. Rhoads2 and André G. Roy3

1Department of Geography, Loughborough University, UK

2Department of Geography, University of Illinois, USA

3Canada Research Chair in Fluvial Dynamics, Département de Géographie, Université de

Montréal, Canada

Introduction

That river systems are networks consisting of links and nodes is one of their most obvious

characteristics. Despite the ubiquity of confluences and tributary networks, the first cen-

tury of modern fluvial geomorphology paid little consistent attention to river junctions

and the interactions between tributaries and the main stem (Kennedy, 1984). Important

exceptions include classic contributions from Playfair (1802), Lyell (1830) and Sternberg

(1875), works on tributary–main-stem interactions (e.g. Krumbein, 1942; Miller, 1958),

considerations of junction hydraulics and mixing (e.g. Taylor, 1944; Mackay, 1970)

and the seminal works on river network structure (e.g. Horton, 1945; Shreve, 1967).

However, the 1980s marked the beginning of a period in which confluence, tributary

and network studies developed rapidly. Key contributions were concerned with:

confluence morphology, hydraulics and sedimentology (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1986,

1988; Roy et al., 1988), tributary-induced changes in channel form (Richards, 1980; Roy

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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2 CH 1 INTRODUCTION: RIVER CONFLUENCES, TRIBUTARIES AND THE FLUVIAL NETWORK

and Woldenberg, 1986; Rhoads, 1987) and bed sediments (Church and Kellerhals, 1978;

Knighton, 1980), the ecological role of tributaries along unregulated (Bruns et al., 1984)

and regulated rivers (Petts, 1984; Petts and Greenwood, 1985), tributaries as repositories

of paleoflood information (Kochel and Baker, 1982) and tributary network structure

(Abrahams and Campbell, 1976; Flint, 1980; Abrahams and Updegraph, 1987).

Figure 1.1 indicates the rapid increase in the volume of published work on tributaries

and confluences in the period since 1980 and illustrates how the initial impetus of the

1980s was consolidated in the 1990s. Ecological interest has lagged behind geomorphol-

ogy and hydraulics, but it is clear that ecological interest is now growing at the fastest

rate. This body of work has demonstrated that river confluences are critical nodes in

river systems where tributary fluxes of water and sediment can elicit adjustments in

the geomorphology, hydraulics, sedimentology and ecology of the recipient channel. At
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Figure 1.1 The growth in research publications that deal with confluences and tributaries. Network

research is not included. Because of the cross-disciplinary nature of many papers, the classification

into sub-disciplines is imperfect. Searches were made for the period 1980–2007 using the ISI Web

of Science, Science Citation Index – Expanded (http://portal.isiknowledge.com/). A primary search

was made of titles, abstracts and keywords using the Boolean expression ‘(confluence* OR tributar*)

AND (river* OR channel*)’and subsequent searches explored other likely terms. Results from these

searches were then scrutinized and only those papers where tributaries or confluences were the

primary subject matter or where they were used explicitly to explain observed phenomena were

retained. Large numbers of papers that studied a particular river system including one or more of

its tributaries or confluences but which did not focus on the properties or processes of confluences

or tributaries were excluded. Because many papers on water chemistry across drainage basins fall

into this category, the ‘hydraulics and hydrology’ classification does not include any water quality

papers.
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the smallest scales, research at river confluences examined the distinctive flows, mor-

phologies, sedimentary assemblages and habitats that make confluence sites important

local features. Most attention has been directed towards understanding flow mixing at

junctions (Gaudet and Roy, 1995; Best and Ashworth, 1997; Biron et al., 2004; Rhoads

and Sukhodolov, 2004; Ding and Wang, 2006) and relations between sediment trans-

port, morphology and stratigraphy (Biron et al., 1993; Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995;

Ashworth, 1996; Leclair and Roy, 1997; Paola, 1997; Roy and Sinha, 2005; Boyer et al.,

2006). The biological attributes of confluences have received some attention (Cellot,

1996; Kupferberg, 1996; Franks et al., 2002; Fernandes et al., 2004; Kreb and Budiono,

2005; Kiffney et al., 2006), as have the dynamics of ice jams at confluences (Prowse, 1986;

Ettema et al., 1997; Shen et al., 2000; Ettema and Muste, 2001). At this scale, improved

understanding informed, and was informed by, studies of confluences in braided rivers

(Ashmore, 1991; Ashworth et al., 1992; Best and Ashworth, 1997), which, arguably,

has laid the foundation for recent investigations of the dynamics of river bifurcations

(Dargahi, 2004; Federici and Paola, 2003; Khan et al., 2000; Parsons et al., 2007).

At a slightly larger scale, the confluence zone has been recognized as an important

site of storage and staging for clastic and organic materials in fans and terraces (Al-

bertson and Patrick, 1996; Brierley and Fryirs, 1999; Florsheim et al., 2001; May and

Gresswell, 2004; Gomez-Villar et al., 2006). Ecological research at this scale suggests that

tributary channels in the vicinity of confluences can provide important biological re-

sources including, for example, refugia from high water temperatures (Bramblett et al.,

2002; Cairns et al., 2005) and main-stem predators (e.g. Fraser et al., 1995). It has been

proposed that such factors, along with enhanced morphological heterogeneity in this

confluence zone, may create hotspots of elevated biodiversity (Benda et al., 2004a). At

the larger, reach scale, main-stem adjustments to tributary fluxes of water, sediment and

organic materials have been shown to structure the longitudinal operation of various

abiotic and biotic processes leading to step-changes or gradient shifts in, for example,

bed material grain size (Dawson, 1988; Rice and Church, 1998), longitudinal profile

(Rice and Church, 2001; Hanks and Webb, 2006) and macroinvertebrate ecology (Perry

and Schaeffer, 1987; Rice et al., 2001). Earlier work on tributary influences has been

extended to investigate what controls the magnitude of tributary impacts (Rice, 1998;

Benda et al., 2004b; Ferguson et al., 2006; Rice et al., 2006).

Understanding confluence dynamics and tributary impacts at these various scales

is crucial for scaling-up knowledge of river processes to the drainage network scale:

understanding the operation of the nodes in a network is necessary in order to develop

network-scale models and tools. Indeed, there is increasing awareness that river system

science requires a better integration of process knowledge across a range of spatial scales

and particular emphasis is being placed on understanding network-scale functions (e.g.

Paola et al., 2006). Building on early work that focused on the topological properties

of river networks (see Abrahams, 1984, for a review), a large body of research over the

past 30 years has focused on the fractal properties and scaling relations of networks
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and the way in which these properties and relations are connected to basin hydrological

response (see Rodrı́guez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997). This line of research has matured

into the investigation and modelling of process dynamics at river network scales, for

example in geomorphology (Gasparini et al., 1999; Binnie et al., 2006; Sklar et al., 2006;

Bigelow et al., 2007) and lotic ecology (Poole, 2002; Power and Dietrich, 2002; Benda

et al., 2004a; Grant et al., 2007; Thorp et al., 2006; Bertuzzo et al., 2007). Other emerging

topics include the role of network structure in pollutant dispersion and the relation of

channel networks on other planets to those on Earth – topics that are covered in the

latter section of this volume.

Key aims of the book

Work on confluence dynamics, tributary impacts and network-scale functions is, then,

alive and well and involves experimental work in the field and laboratory, numerical

modelling and large-scale empirical field investigations. This endeavour is frequently

cross-disciplinary, challenging traditional boundaries between ecology, engineering, ge-

omorphology, hydrology and sedimentology and emphasizing that river network form

and functions control the spatio-temporal patterns of many physical, chemical and bi-

otic processes at the Earth’s surface (Paola et al., 2006). At the onset of the second century

of modern fluvial studies, our key aim in this book is to present a multidisciplinary,

multiscale perspective on confluences, tributaries and river networks. Our intention

is that by bringing together work on confluence dynamics and tributary–main stem

interactions with network-scale perspectives, the reader will be better positioned to

explore the links between processes across these scales. We have tried to draw out these

linkages explicitly wherever possible. We hope that the book will provide a foundation

upon which integrative effort can be built so that a truly network-scale understanding

of river systems can be developed. A recurrent theme, raised by numerous authors,

is the need for the continued collection of field and experimental data with which

to develop and test our models of confluence, tributary and network processes, and

we hope that the areas for further investigation highlighted herein will direct this ef-

fort. Also, by presenting the material here in book form, we hope to maximize the

involvement of the wider community and facilitate the incorporation of new conflu-

ence, tributary and network understanding into the management of river processes

and services.

Sections of the book

The book is organized into three parts: (I) River Channel Confluences, (II) Tributary–

Main-stem Interactions and (III) Channel Networks. Each section begins with a short
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introductory essay that includes an overview of the papers in that section, so we refrain

from providing such an overview here. Individual chapters focus on the core themes

of research and knowledge as well as some topics that have received less attention (e.g.

confluence and tributary management). Each chapter provides a review of current

understanding, presents new research and considers where future efforts should be

directed. We do not claim that the volume is comprehensive, and some topics, such

as the structure and dynamics of distributary drainage networks, are not covered here.

We do feel, however, that the book has sufficient scope to introduce the novice and

scholar alike to many important issues at the forefront of research on river confluences,

tributaries and networks. It is hoped that the book as a whole will provide a timely

synthesis of a rapidly growing and important field of study but will also bring forward

new and stimulating ideas that will shape a coherent and fruitful vision for future work.
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Introduction to Part I: river
channel confluences

André G. Roy

Canada Research Chair in Fluvial Dynamics, Département de Géographie, Université de

Montréal, Canada

Introduction

River channel confluences are critical interfaces where intense changes in physical pro-

cesses occur. These changes affect both the local and downstream characteristics of the

river flow and of the bed. How and why these changes occur are fundamental questions

for our understanding of the dynamics of the whole of the river system. In view of the

importance of channel confluences, it is surprising to note that it has taken much time

before confluences have become an object of scientific inquiry. This is partly explained

by the complex character of river channel confluences. Considering the difficulties

posed by the understanding of flow structure in single channels, how does one expect to

grasp the behaviour of flows when two streams with different characteristics meet? Such

complexity has defied researchers for years and, as a result, the interactions between

flows, sediments and bed morphology at confluences have long been neglected.

With the development of advanced instrumentation and of novel experimental de-

signs, research evolved quickly in the last two decades of the twentieth century. It is of

great interest to see how the science of river confluences has evolved since the 1980s

through an intricate and effective blend of laboratory work, field studies and numerical

modelling. The acquisition of this new knowledge on confluences has also had major

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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implications for the management of river systems. Tremendous advances in knowledge

have followed the seminal work of Mosley published in 1976. His laboratory experi-

ments paved the way for the identification of major controls on the flow structure and

on the associated bed morphology of river channel confluences. Two key variables, the

junction angle and the ratio of discharges between the confluent channels, have been

shown to affect the size and shape of the principal zones of the flow (e.g. flow separation

downstream from the tributary entrance) and of the scour area that is characteristic of

most confluences. The systematic investigation of confluence dynamics in the labora-

tory has produced a solid framework against which the results from field research can

be gauged. For instance, the hydraulics of confluences involve a number of processes:

flow separation, flow acceleration, flow stagnation and a shear layer with very high

turbulence intensity. These processes all take place within the confluence volume and

vary in space and time. Field studies have not only documented this variability but also

allowed researchers to discover new controlling variables and to develop a more com-

plete model of river confluence dynamics. For instance, the role of bed discordance has

emerged as a critical variable. In turn, the effect of this variable on the flow structure was

systematically tested in the laboratory. This interaction between laboratory and field

studies has been extremely fruitful. This, however, has raised the persistent issue of how

these results scale up. Researchers have recently tested the potential of applying results

from small laboratory and field experiments to large rivers, including some of the largest

confluences in the world. This has led to the identification of other critical variables,

such as the channel width-to-depth ratio. Advances have also come from the substantial

contributions of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The systematic examination of

the effects of various confluence geometries and planforms on the flow structure has

been successfully conducted. The application of CFD has been an audacious venture.

The complexity of the bed geometry as well as the high turbulence intensity generated

by a range of processes presented enormous challenges to researchers. The applications

have produced insightful results that both confirmed some of the empirical observa-

tions and provided new hypotheses to be tested. This knowledge has also important

implications for the management and design of river channel confluences. Confluences

are often preferential sites for flooding and ice jams and for bed instability. These fea-

tures are of great concern because they threaten many infrastructures, like bridges and

buildings.

This first section of this book aims at reviewing and expanding the current state of

knowledge on river channel confluences. As a reflection of the complex interactions

among processes at confluences, the material that composes this section is heavily

interrelated. It has been a challenge to divide the knowledge already gained on river

channel confluences into five individual chapters. Because we were hoping that the

material could be read as separate, stand-alone, chapters as well as a coherent set of

contributions, the amount of overlap between chapters had to be gauged carefully. This

section will provide readers with an exhaustive overview of our current understanding
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of the fundamental physical processes at confluences, of the potential to scale up these

processes to unconfined and large river systems and of the application of this knowledge

to the management of confluences. All chapters cover extensively the literature and

present new results and ideas for future work.

Individual chapters

In Chapter 3, Biron and Lane examine the flow and sediment-transport processes from

a modelling point of view. The authors set the stage by documenting the debate that has

emerged around the many (often conflicting) views on the flow structures at confluences.

They highlight the critical role of planform geometry, of topographic forcing by the

bed and of the shear layer that develops in between the confluent flows. They present

the challenges that modellers face when attempting to represent numerically these

flow processes and illustrate the effectiveness of three-dimensional models to represent

confluence dynamics. They also discuss models used for the transport of matter through

confluences, including solute, suspended and bedload sediment transport.

Following on this work, Best and Rhoads (Chapter 4) present the relations between

flow processes and the morphology of river channel confluences. They describe in de-

tail the typical morphological features found at river channel confluences (e.g. scour,

tributary-mouth bars). These forms vary with planform geometry and with the dis-

charges and depths of the confluent channels. They also describe bedload sediment-

transport patterns and their consequences on channel changes and on the imprints of

confluences in the sedimentological record.

Chapter 5 extends the work presented in the previous chapters as it is applied to

very large confluences (more than a kilometre wide). Written by a group of researchers

under the lead of Parsons, the chapter utilizes data collected in the first five years of

the twenty-first century. This work has been possible through advances in instrumen-

tation allowing for the measurement of flow and bed morphology over large bodies

of water. The authors highlight both the similarities and differences between small-

and large-scale confluences using selected examples. The fact that channel width in-

creases faster than flow depth when rivers grow in size is shown to be a critical factor

for explaining some of the features of the bed morphology and flow processes at large

confluences.

In Chapter 6, Ettema discusses the management approaches used in the context of

river channel confluences. He emphasizes two aspects of river channel confluences:

sediment transport and ice passage. Through examples, the author illustrates the ‘un-

ruliness’ of confluences and the main issues associated with channel (in)stability at

confluences. Management strategies to alleviate the effects of bed instability and of

ice jams are explored and discussed. The author also introduces a novel dimensional

analysis of the problem of ice passage.
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In the final chapter of the section, Ashmore and Gardner examine the morphology

and dynamics of unconfined confluences especially in the context of braided river

systems where confluences form a fundamental unit of the channel pattern. The authors

distinguish the main characteristics of the confluence-bar-bifurcation unit and link the

variable expression of this morphology with flow processes. The formation of deep

scour zones and of extensive bars is discussed in relation to the more classical setting of

confined channels. The authors describe the relations between bedforms and sediment

transport and present new methods and ideas for the understanding of the sorting

patterns of particles at confluences.

These chapters show how vital channel confluences are for the whole of the river

system and they set the stage for the next sections as the scale of interest is shifted

towards the role of tributaries and the properties of drainage networks.

Reference

Mosley MP. 1976. An experimental study of channel confluences. Journal of Geology 84:

535–562.
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Modelling hydraulics and
sediment transport at river
confluences

Pascale M. Biron1 and Stuart. N. Lane2

1Department of Geography, Planning and Environment, Concordia University, Canada

2Department of Geography, Durham University, Science Laboratories, UK

Introduction

River confluences are key features of drainage basins in terms of geomorphology, hydrol-

ogy, the routing of water, sediments, pollutants, for geological records, as well as from

a habitat point of view. Confluences are also sites of complex hydraulics with many

controlling factors. The observation, measurement and modelling of the hydraulic

behaviour of river confluences has proved to be a difficult enterprise. Earlier mod-

elling attempts of open-channel junctions focused on hydraulics using 1D approaches

based on momentum changes at confluences (Taylor, 1944; Webber and Greated, 1966;

Ramamurthy et al., 1988; Hager, 1989a; Hsu et al., 1998; Shabayek et al., 2002). However,

these theoretical approaches are based on a series of over-simplified assumptions (e.g.

constant width, negligible friction). Furthermore, they do not take into account mixing

processes, and are thus not well suited to represent the highly three-dimensional flow

at river confluences.

The advent of hydrodynamic modelling, particularly in three dimensions, has greatly

improved our understanding of the dynamics of confluences (Weerakoon and Tamai,

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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1989; Weerakoon et al., 1991; Bradbrook et al., 1998, 2000a, 2000b, 2001; Huang et al.,

2002; Biron et al., 2004a). Hydrodynamic models complement field and laboratory

studies of confluences, as they allow the exploration of a greater number of scenarios

(e.g. combinations of discharge or velocity ratio, junction angle, bed morphology, bed

roughness etc.) than can commonly be measured in the field or the laboratory. However,

their value in hypothesis testing is commonly challenged by two issues. First, conflu-

ences contain aspects of flow, mixing and sediment-transport processes, notably those

associated with turbulence, that represent extreme challenges for numerical models.

Second, the worth of hydrodynamic models in addressing some of the key unanswered

questions regarding confluences remains to be established. This is notably the case for

issues regarding large river junctions, where questions are emerging about the trans-

ferability of conclusions reached from small-scale field and laboratory studies (Parsons

et al., this volume, Chapter 5; Parsons et al., 2007; Lane et al., in press) where numerical

modelling represents a particular challenge as a result of limits to effective computation

over such large spatial scales. This chapter reviews the key findings that result from

hydraulics and sediment-transport modelling of confluences and uses these to present

new ideas on the generalization of observations from the laboratory scale to the very

large scale.

Hydraulics

Key elements of confluence hydraulics

The first real attempt to develop a general model of confluence hydraulics followed

from Mosley (1976) and was developed by Best (1987, 1988). The latter defined six

distinct elements of confluence hydraulics: (1) a zone of flow stagnation at the upstream

junction corner, (2) flow deflection where each tributary enters the confluence, (3) a

flow-separation zone below the downstream junction corner (also described in detail

in Best and Reid, 1984), (4) an area of maximum velocity, (5) a gradual flow recovery

area downstream from the flow-separation zone and (6) several distinct shear layers

associated with vortex generation (Figure 3.1(A)). The dominant controls on these

zones were believed to be confluence angle and discharge ratio. For instance, Best and

Reid (1984) show the effects of these two variables on the size of the separation zone

(Figure 3.1(B)). As the confluence angle or the discharge ratio increases, the zone of

separation widens and increasingly dominates the dynamics of the confluence. These

variables are also associated with the bed morphology of the confluence (Best and

Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4). There are, however, other factors that intervene, and

the presence of a shear layer is a dominant feature of the confluence. It is perhaps

unfortunate that on the visual representation of this model, the shear layer between
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Figure 3.1 (A) Best (1987) model of flow dynamics at river channel confluences; (B) relationship

between maximum separation zone width and the ratio of the angled tributary to post-confluence

total discharge (nq), and the channel momentum ratio (Mr) defined as (<U2>
2/<U1>

2) × (b2/b1),

where <U> is mean flow velocity, b is channel width and subscript 1 and 2 correspond to the main

channel upstream from the junction and the angled tributary respectively (from Best and Reid, 1984).

the two incoming streams appears as a simple dotted line (Figure 3.1(A)), as one does

not readily see the importance of this zone which can occupy a significant area of the

receiving channel (Biron et al., 1993; De Serres et al., 1999; Rhoads and Sukhodolov,

2001). However, Best (1987) explicitly reveals the importance of this element in the text:

‘A feature of great significance in this region is that a shear layer is created between the

two convergent flows along which powerful, vertical vortices are generated. These are
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responsible for increased bed shear stresses within the junction which, together with the

increase in velocity as both flows enter the confluence, are responsible for considerable

bed scour’ (Best, 1987, p. 31).

There has been surprisingly little research done on shear-layer dynamics at natu-

ral confluences, at least for angled junctions. Indeed, most of our understanding on

Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities generated in mixing zones comes from laboratory stud-

ies at parallel junctions (Winant and Browand, 1974; Chu and Babarutsi, 1988; Babarutsi

and Chu, 1998; Uijttewaal and Tukker, 1998; Uijttewaal and Booij, 2000; Van Proijen

and Uijttewaal, 2002). At natural junctions, Leclair and Roy (1997) provide evidence of

the shear layer expansion at low-flow and Roy et al. (1999) document the dynamics of

eddies in the mixing zone with a combined use of visualization and velocity time series.

However, to our knowledge, only the field studies of Biron et al. (1993) and Rhoads

and Sukhodolov (2004) quantify in detail shear-layer dynamics at natural confluences,

with the use of time series and spectral analyses of velocity measurements collected at

relatively high sampling frequency (20 and 25 Hz respectively). Although the quantifi-

cation of the coherent rotating mixing-layer vortices at natural confluences provides

a useful tool to characterize these features, visualization remains particularly efficient

to enhance our understanding of the complex processes occurring in mixing zones.

The ideal situation is when a colour difference exists between the incoming streams

(e.g. Bayonne–Berthier confluence, Roy et al., 1999). Otherwise, dye can be injected,

as was done in the Kaskaskia River–Copper Slough (KRCS) junction (Sukhodolov and

Rhoads, 2001; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2004). Care is required, however, when us-

ing this method as the injection point may affect the interpretation of the results. For

example, the same mixing zone appears differently with dye being injected from the

stagnation zone (Figure 12, Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 2001) or spread across the entire

width of the Kaskaskia River (Figure 13, Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2004), where much

larger coherent structures seem to prevail.

Current debate on confluence hydraulics

A long-standing debate about the nature and cause of observed flow structures at the

junction of two rivers has followed the work of Mosley (1976) and Best (1987, 1988).

This debate has mostly grown in the Earth science literature, as engineers have looked at

the merging of two channels from a different perspective, focusing on lateral momentum

exchange (Ramamurthy et al., 1988), the velocity field (Wang et al., 1996; Weber et al.,

2001), water-surface variation (Wang et al., 1996; Khan et al., 2000; Weber et al., 2001;

Huang et al., 2002) and subcritical versus supercritical differences (Hager, 1989a, 1989b;

Gurram et al., 1997).

A common view is that a major component of flow structure at confluences is the pres-

ence of two rotating cells which are converging at the surface in the centre of the channel,

and diverging near the bed (Figure 3.2(A)) (Mosley, 1976; Ashmore, 1982; Ashmore and
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 3.2 Different perspectives on secondary flow circulation models at confluences: (A) domi-

nating model in Earth science, with a back-to-back meander analogy implying two counter-rotating

cells converging at the surface and diverging at the bed at a symmetrical junction (from Ashmore,

1982); (B) an engineering perspective on secondary flow showing the two cells rotating in opposite

directions at an asymmetrical junction (from Gurram et al., 1997, based on the study by Fujita and

Komura, 1989); (C) another engineering perspective with only one clockwise cell downstream of the

separation zone (from Weber et al., 2001).

Parker, 1983; Ashmore et al., 1992; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995, 1998; McLelland et al.,

1996; Rhoads, 1996; Richardson et al., 1996; Richardson, 1997; Bradbrook et al., 2000b,

2001; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). Field measurements (Rhoads and Kenworthy,

1995, 1998; Rhoads, 1996) and hydrodynamic modelling (Bradbrook et al., 2000b)

suggest that these can rapidly evolve into a single, channel-width circulation cell

as a result of differences in the angular momentum of the two confluent tributaries.
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It has been suggested that such cells are responsible for scour formation as a result of

depression of the core of maximum velocity and/or intense shear towards the bed by

downwelling flow (e.g. Ashmore, 1982; Ashmore et al., 1992; Bridge, 1993). Studies also

describe either twin helical cells rotating in the opposite direction (Figure 3.2(B)) or a

single clockwise cell (Figure 3.2(C)). The latter is less surprising as hydrodynamic mod-

elling of trapezoidal channels (Bradbrook et al., 1998, 2001) has shown that there are

situations when single rotating cells form as flows join. The case shown in Figure 3.2(B)

does not match the current understanding of confluence hydrodynamics.

Part of the difficulty in producing a general model of flow structure formation at con-

fluences is that, whilst the processes that drive flow structure formation will be the same,

their manifestation in particular places may be very different as a result of differences in

the associated boundary conditions. There are a number of reasons for this. The first,

and one still overlooked in confluence studies, is the role played by upstream planform

forcing. For example, Ashmore and Parker (1983) present a situation where both incom-

ing streams are curved in an opposite way (one convex, the other concave) in a braided

system (Figure 3.3(A)). In this case, the helical flow pattern inherited from the two up-

stream meanders would indeed produce downwelling in the centre of the channel at the

junction as the cell motion is anticlockwise in the right tributary (looking downstream)

and clockwise in the left tributary. However, if the same situation is viewed as part of a

braid bar unit (e.g. Ashworth et al., 1992; Bridge, 1993; Figure 3.3(B)), whether or not

there is opposite curvature depends upon the rate at which helical circulation responds

to upstream planform forcing. In Figure 3.3(B), downwelling should migrate towards

the outer bank of each distributary channel alongside and immediately downstream

of the maximum bar width. Downstream from here, the curvature in both distribu-

taries reverses to mirror that in Figure 3.3(A), and the downwelling zone should migrate

back across towards the downstream end of the bar. The rate of adjustment between

planform forcing and helical circulation will then determine the nature of the heli-

cal circulation at the entrance to the confluence. Figure 3.3(C) shows a third scenario

where the two upstream channels curve in the same direction as per the Bayonne–

Berthier confluence studied by Biron et al. (1993, 2002), De Serres et al. (1999) and

Bayonne  

Berthier 

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 3.3 Different planform geometries of channels upstream of junctions: (A) braided river

upstream channels as depicted by Ashmore and Parker (1983); (B) braided river upstream channels

as depicted by Ashworth et al. (1992) and Bridge (1993); C) confined confluence planform geometry

at the Bayonne–Berthier confluence (Québec) (De Serres et al., 1999).
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Boyer et al. (2006). In theory, this should produce two anticlockwise cells when looking

downstream at the junction entrance. These observations are important because most

laboratory studies use straight incoming channels (e.g. Mosley, 1976; Best, 1987, 1988),

which effectively eliminates the possibility of there being planform curvature and so it

is not surprising that such studies have tended to underestimate its importance.

The second challenge, and one related to the influence of upstream planform forcing,

comes from the differences that emerge between laboratory studies which use rectangu-

lar channels (e.g. Ramamurthy et al., 1988; Fujita and Komura, 1989; Best and Roy, 1991;

Gurram et al., 1997; Weber et al., 2001) and laboratory and field studies of self-formed

confluences (e.g. Mosley, 1976; Ashmore, 1982; Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Best, 1987,

1988). This difference is crucial because the latter introduce an additional set of forcing

terms into the analysis associated with topography. As the width-to-depth ratio rises,

such terms will become increasingly dominant in the momentum balance and cause

deviation from models of confluence hydrodynamics that consider only bed pressure

gradients caused by curvature-driven helical circulation. These processes will not only

matter in relation to the confluence zone itself but will also condition the rate at which

flow patterns adjust to upstream planform forcing. They will also be controlled by the

relative submergence of bed roughness such that rivers with different bed sedimentolo-

gies should be associated with different magnitudes of the topographic forcing terms

and potentially different flow structures. If flow structures are a critical determinant of

sediment transfer and morphological changes in confluences, this may well contribute

to differences in the morphology of confluences in sand and gravel-bed rivers.

The third issue represents a specific extreme of topographic forcing. Confluences

commonly have a marked scour, and this may generate flow separation on both

avalanche faces. As such faces commonly extend across the tributary entrance tan-

gential to tributary flow direction, they may well cause helical circulation that has the

same orientation as would be expected from curvature-induced helical circulation of

the sort expected in Figure 3.3(A). Indeed, Best (1987, 1988) suggests that, in his ex-

periments, the counter-rotating helical vortices were resulting from – not causing –

scouring, and describes them as ‘leeside eddies’, that is flow-separation cells in the lee

of each avalanche face which contribute to further segregate bedload transport on each

side of the scour, thus maintaining a deep scour. Bed morphology, rather than plan-

form curvature, could thus be the primary control for the development of these cells.

The issue is still not resolved as numerical models suggest that planform curvature in

the absence of any kind of topographic forcing does result in the formation of counter-

rotating helical cells (Bradbrook et al., 2000a), although there are no coupled laboratory

or numerical studies of confluence evolution from the flat bed case. As we explain below,

such a study is a critical requirement but not at all straightforward.

Fourth, distortion of the shear layer due to bed discordance and vertical separation

may be more important than planform curvature in some situations (Best and Roy, 1991;

Gaudet and Roy, 1995; Biron et al., 1996a, 1996b; De Serres et al., 1999; Boyer et al.,

2006). At many natural junctions, the tributary is shallower than the main channel,
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leading to a depth difference which can be quantified by the depth ratio Dr (average

depth of the tributary over that of the main channel). Values of depth ratio as low as

0.36 have been observed in an estuary channel confluence (Pierini et al., 2005). Small

depth ratios often occur in large confluences, such as the Negro and Solimões (Dr ∼ 0.6,

Laraque et al., in press) and the Paraguay–Paraná (Dr = 0.5, Lane et al., in review). At a

smaller confluence (Bayonne–Berthier, about 10 m wide), Dr values ranged from 0.36

at low flow to 0.72 at high flow (De Serres et al., 1999). At discordant bed confluences

in small rivers, the role of vortices in the distorted mixing layer has been shown to be

crucial for sediment transport and scour formation (Biron et al., 1993; De Serres et al.,

1999; Roy et al., 1999; Boyer et al., 2006). However, Sukhodolov and Rhoads (2001)

state that although the shear layer is in general located within the scour-hole area, it

does not necessarily imply that shear-layer turbulence generates scouring. They believe

that helical motions, despite not being systematically present at junctions (Rhoads

and Sukhodolov, 2001), contribute to scour at confluences. Ashmore et al. (1992) also

acknowledges that Best (1988) considers helical circulation in confluences as arising

primarily from horizontal separation vortices in the lee of avalanche faces, but they

state that ‘it is possible that when flow separation occurs at the entrance it reinforces,

rather than replaces, the circulation due to streamline curvature’ (p. 300), and they

conclude that secondary circulation is dominated by double helical cells back-to-back.

The causal role of these cells is also highlighted by Bridge (1993), who states that ‘the

location and relative depth of the confluence scour zone is clearly influenced by the

curvature-induced spiral flow’ (p. 40), indicating that helical cells are not perceived as

leeside separation cells but rather as meander-like cells.

It is interesting to note that most of the studies which have described twin-secondary

cells as the dominating flow feature were carried out using relatively small width-to-

depth ratios, with an average of around 6 (ranging from 3 to 8) (Mosley, 1976; Ashmore,

1982; Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Ashmore et al., 1992; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995;

McLelland et al., 1996; Rhoads, 1996; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998). In most natural

rivers, the width-to-depth ratio is much higher, particularly for large rivers as down-

stream hydraulic geometry dictates that the rate of increase of width with discharge

should be greater than the rate of increase in depth (Leopold and Maddock, 1953).

Whilst the width-to-depth ratio may at first glance seem to be the variable that mat-

ters, the magnitude of water surface super-elevation at a confluence associated with

planform curvature alone should actually depend on the ratio of river width to radius

of curvature (Bradbrook et al., 2000b; Lane and Ferguson, 2005). The water-surface

elevation difference across a section normal to the direction of streamline curvature

(�E ni ) will depend upon the centrifugal acceleration, and for tributary i is given by:

�E ni = Us i
2

g
· wi

Ri

(3.1)
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where: Us i is the streamwise section-averaged velocity in tributary i , wi is the width

of tributary i , g is the acceleration due to gravity and Ri is the radius of the curvature

of tributary i . If we assume that there is a linear association between the radius of the

curvature and width (Leopold and Wolman, 1960; but note this needs to be tested for

large rivers) and because the rate of increase in section-averaged velocity with down-

stream changes in river discharge is commonly much smaller than in width (Leopold

and Maddock, 1953), the magnitude of water surface super-elevation will not scale with

width. Thus, the magnitude of the driving component of curvature-driven circulation

is likely to be very small indeed, and it is not surprising that early results from large

rivers do not find helical circulation (e.g. Parsons et al., 2007). However, for the same

river, Lane et al. (in press) show that there are situations in which channel-scale helical-

like circulation can form. They do not associate this with curvature-induced effects but

with the interaction of angular moment and topographic discordance that created a

particular scenario in which the deeper channel could penetrate fully underneath the

shallower channel. What emerges from this discussion is that we need to make sure

that studies of confluences explore the full range of width-to-curvature ratios, in the

presence of variable degrees of topographic forcing, including the extreme case when

scour or discordance can lead to flow separation.

Hydrodynamic modelling of confluence hydraulics

From the previous section, it is clear that laboratory and fieldwork both suffer from

limitations (e.g. site-specific, with varying upstream curvatures and bed roughness, low

width-to-depth ratio) which often prevent any comparison of results between studies,

and complicates the task of determining the dominant features and control variables of

confluence hydraulics. Hydrodynamic modelling can help in solving many of these is-

sues, although confluences represent an extreme challenge for hydrodynamic modelling

due, for example, to complex bed geometry, high three-dimensionality in the flow field

and the need for accurate turbulence representation of the mixing-layer zone. This is

particularly the case for natural junctions.

Some attempts were made to use two-dimensional (Khan et al., 2000; Weerakoon

et al., 2003; Zanichelli et al., 2004) or pseudo three-dimensional models (Wang et al.,

1996) for confluence modelling. However, Lane et al. (1999) show that the predic-

tive ability of a three-dimensional model is markedly increased over a two-dimensional

model at confluences, particularly if the two-dimensional model is not corrected for the

effect of secondary circulation. Furthermore, three-dimensional velocity data collected

at confluences indicate large variations from the bed to the water surface in the flow field

(De Serres et al., 1999; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001), which would not be adequately

simulated in a two-dimensional model. However, for large confluences where, for ex-

ample, the objective is to investigate flood-control measures rather than detailed mixing
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processes (Weerakoon et al., 2003), depth-averaged models still represent a reasonable

compromise if secondary circulation corrections are available.

In all existing studies on three-dimensional numerical modelling at junctions, the

full three-dimensional form of the Navier–Stokes equations, based on finite-volume

discretization, has been used (Weerakoon and Tamai, 1989; Weerakoon et al., 1991;

Bradbrook et al., 1998; 2000a, 2000b, 2001; Lane et al., 1999, 2000; Huang et al., 2002;

Biron et al., 2004a). For steady-flow conditions, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes

(RANS) equations are used, for which a turbulence model needs to be specified. The

standard k-ε turbulence model (Huang et al., 2002) or the modified renormalization

group (RNG) k-ε model, which has been shown to perform better in situations where

flow separation occurs (Yakhot et al., 1992; Bradbrook et al., 1998, 2000b, 2001;

Richardson and Panchang, 1998; Lane et al., 2000; Biron et al., 2004a), are commonly

adopted. It is interesting to note that many of these three-dimensional models were

developed by Earth scientists, but that their work is not always acknowledged in the

engineering literature despite publications in engineering journals (e.g. Bradbrook

et al., 2001; Biron et al., 2004a). For example, Parsons (2003) notes that Huang et al.

(2002) stress an urgent need to develop and to validate a three-dimensional numerical

method that is suitable for simulating open-channel junction flow, even though this

had already been successfully achieved a few years before by Bradbrook et al. (1998,

2000a, 2000b, 2001).

The complex geometry of confluences creates difficulties when developing a numer-

ical mesh. First, a multiblock approach is typically required to represent the main and

tributary channel (Bradbrook et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2002). Second, except for the spe-

cial cases of parallel junction (Bradbrook et al., 1998) or 90◦ junction (Huang et al., 2002)

where a Cartesian grid can be used, a boundary-fitted coordinate approach is required

to limit abrupt changes in the aspect ratio of cells or in gridline direction (Weerakoon

and Tamai, 1989; Weerakoon et al., 1991; Bradbrook et al., 2000b, 2001; Biron et al.,

2004a). Third, modelling of natural junctions requires either an innovative representa-

tion of the three-dimensional variability in bed topography in structured meshes (e.g.

Lane et al., 2004; Hardy et al., 2005) or the use of unstructured meshes (see below).

Virtually all three-dimensional modelling studies at junctions have focused on time-

averaged flow structures. However, the understanding of the effect of processes that

are occurring at various timescales (from the fraction of a second to several minutes

when looking at the mixing layer’s turbulence dynamics) is very important (Bradbrook

et al., 2000b). A solution to this problem is unsteady turbulence modelling with large

eddy simulation (LES), where direct numerical simulation is used for flow fluctuations

greater than the local grid dimension, and a sub-grid-scale turbulence model is used

only for fluctuations smaller than this dimension (Keylock et al., 2005). Bradbrook et al.

(2000a) have successfully used LES for both a laboratory and natural discordant-bed

junction, and have captured large-scale turbulence associated with these sites.

Three-dimensional numerical modelling studies have provided very helpful insights

to the flow structure control at river confluences. For example, Bradbrook et al. (1998)
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demonstrate that secondary circulation can develop at a parallel junction, that is in the

absence of planform curvature. They determine that the key control on the secondary

circulation strength was the velocity ratio rather than the junction angle and that, in the

presence of bed discordance, this effect was increased (Bradbrook et al., 1998, 2001).

Numerical modelling not only allows for a variety of scenarios to be tested but also

provides physical explanations which would otherwise be difficult to obtain as they are

related to a variable – pressure – that is complicated to quantify in both experimental or

fieldwork. For example, two factors appear to greatly control flow dynamics at junctions:

(i) the cross-stream pressure gradient, dependent upon the velocity ratio, and (ii) the

vertical extent of this pressure gradient, related to depth ratio and determining the

relative depth of flow for cross-stream mass transfer (Bradbrook et al., 1998).

At the Kaskaskia River and Copper Slough (KRCS) confluence, where helical cells

have been detected both from two-dimensional and three-dimensional velocity mea-

surements (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995, 1998; Rhoads, 1996; Rhoads and Sukhodolov,

2001), downwelling has been observed upstream of the scour hole in a three-dimensional

numerical simulation, and has been associated with the water surface super-elevation

present at confluences (Bradbrook et al., 2000b). However, Bradbrook et al. (2000b) also

performed an interesting numerical simulation of the KRCS confluence by numerically

filling the scour hole by 0.4 m (reducing the depth from 1.4 to 1 m). Their results show

that the zone of downwelling into the scour was no longer present. This suggested that

bed topography, that is scour hole and point bar at asymmetrical confluences, reinforces

the flow structures associated with planform curvature and that topographic steering

is playing a role similar to that observed in meanders.

Three-dimensional numerical modelling has also been used to compare secondary

flow generated at a symmetrical confluence to that resulting from a single meander

channel (Bradbrook et al., 2000b). Although the symmetrical junction did produce

two cells, there were still important differences compared to the meander case. For

instance, the surface elevation at the outer bank of the meander was greater than at

the centre of the symmetrical junction, and a much greater surface depression resulted

on the opposite side of the meander. Therefore, the water surface slope of meanders

provides a greater centrifugal force to turn the flow than what was observed at a junc-

tion. In other words, a fluid encountering a solid boundary (meander bank) does

not behave the same way as a fluid encountering another fluid, where a mixing layer

develops.

Challenges for confluence hydraulics modelling

The numerical representation of confluence geometry remains a challenge for three-

dimensional modelling. This is ‘the stage where the CFD modeller has the largest impact

on solution quality. Ideally, meshes are composed of hexahedral (8-node) elements that

are orthogonal (i.e. each element corner is 90◦), distributed in the physical domain in
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such a way that all gradients are represented adequately, and oriented with the direction

of flow. When complex geometries are involved, non-uniform meshes must be used.

A high quality non-uniform mesh satisfies criteria in attributes such as element size,

element-to-element size variation, aspect ratio, skewness, smoothness, and boundary

resolution’ (Weber et al., 2006, p. 278). As will be seen in the section on sediment

transport, an ideal mesh would not only minimize changes in direction or aspect ratio

between cells but also allow the mesh to be recomputed based on scouring and deposition

processes.

In many three-dimensional models, a rigid-lid approximation is used for the treat-

ment of water surfaces (Weerakoon and Tamai, 1989; Weerakoon et al., 1991). This, how-

ever, is not adequate for confluence junction flows where water surface super-elevation

is known to occur in the centre of the receiving channel (Mosley, 1976; Bradbrook et al.,

1998, 2000b; Biron et al., 2002). A porosity approach has been used in many confluence

three-dimensional simulations (Bradbrook et al., 1998, 2000b, 2001; Biron et al., 2002;

2004a) to correct for the effects of using a rigid-lid treatment. This approach does not

involve generating a new mesh. Instead, porosity is defined for each cell in the top layer

of fluid, and the flux across any cell face is equal to the porosity multiplied by the area of

the face and the velocity component perpendicular to it. Super-elevation is represented

by porosity values greater than 1.0, whereas surface depression has a porosity value

less than 1.0 (Bradbrook et al., 1998). Using this free-surface approximation, an im-

proved correlation in the downstream velocity component between the simulated and

the experimental data of Biron et al. (1996a, 1996b) was obtained (Bradbrook, 1999;

Han, 2002). Results also indicate that including water surface topography as a boundary

condition may improve the correlation between simulated and measured data (Biron

et al., 2002). However, this method is limited to situations where the water surface

depression or super-elevation is smaller than the height of the top cell. Other methods

exist to deal with free-surface variation, such as the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method (Ma

et al., 2002), the two-dimensional Poisson equation (Wu et al., 2000), the kinematic

and dynamic free surface conditions, where the mesh is regenerated through stretch or

compression (Huang et al., 2002), and a direct approach based on pressure distribution

at the surface, which also involves regenerating the mesh (Rameshwaran and Naden,

2004). For all these methods, one of the difficulties is that there are very few detailed

datasets of water surface topography for comparing simulated output, particularly at

natural confluences.

The free-surface porosity method described above is limited to small water fluc-

tuations and is not adequate for examining the more complex case of unsteady flow

conditions due, for example, to the passage of a flood. At confluences, this is further

complicated by the fact that floods may not be synchronized in both incoming streams,

giving rise to a varying discharge or momentum flux ratio, which in turn can affect

the position of the mixing zone (De Serres et al., 1999; Boyer et al., 2006). In order

to run these simulations, a wetting and drying algorithm would be needed. Most of
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the wetting and drying models, either based on a moving-mesh or a fixed-mesh ap-

proach, were developed for two-dimensional models or three-dimensional models with

Cartesian fixed grids in the vertical direction (Lin and Falconer, 1997; Jiang and Wai,

2005). When the vertical grid size is very small due to a three-dimensional model fol-

lowing the bed topography, it may prove difficult to reach a stable solution (Bates and

Horritt, 2005; Jiang and Wai, 2005). Furthermore, stable algorithms need to be derived

to accurately compute changes in the free water surface in three-dimensional models

(Olsen, 2003). Thus, a wetting and drying approach is still difficult to implement in a

three-dimensional confluence model using boundary-fitted coordinates.

The numerical modelling of mixing-layer dynamics requires the use of LES to examine

the different temporal scales present in mixing zones (Bradbrook et al., 2000a; Keylock

et al., 2005). Even though the ever-increasing power of computers will facilitate LES

studies of these zones in the near future, it will remain difficult to determine the impact

of these vortices on bed shear stress, and hence on bedload transport (Keylock et al.,

2005). Boyer et al. (2006) emphasize the inadequacy of the mean Reynolds shear stress

(–ρ <u′w′>, where ρ is water density, u′ and w′ represent longitudinal and vertical

velocity fluctuations and <> denotes a time average) to quantify the magnitude of the

forces exerted on the river bed at a river confluence. They suggest including all turbulent

stress fluctuations to explain instantaneous bedload transport rates. Obtaining accurate

values of these quantities in three-dimensional modelling remains a challenge. Estimates

of bed shear stress in mixing zones could perhaps be made using the turbulent kinetic

energy approach, where shear stress is proportional to the fluctuations in velocity of

the three velocity components (Biron et al., 2004b; Tilston and Biron, 2006). However,

not all scales of turbulence present in a mixing layer can be modelled using LES, and

the marked increases in turbulent fluctuations, and hence in turbulent kinetic energy,

which were observed in mixing zones (De Serres et al., 1999; Roy et al., 1999) remain to

be adequately quantified by a three-dimensional model. In order to determine whether

mixing-layer vortices can indeed generate bed shear stress values high enough to be

responsible for scour formation at junctions, these modelling issues must be addressed

at the same time as additional field measurements are collected in a wide variety of

scales of confluences with different scour depths.

Bedload, suspended and solute transport

Bedload sediment transport at confluences

Very few studies have investigated sediment transport at confluences, with the excep-

tion of Best (1987, 1988), Roy and Bergeron (1990), Rhoads (1996) and Boyer et al.

(2006). In his sand-bed experiments, Best (1988) shows clear segregation of bedload
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transport on each side of the scour, with very little going through the scour in both a

laboratory flume and a field study. A segregation around the scour zone was also ob-

served by Rhoads (1996), although bedload sediments appeared to mix over a relatively

short distance downstream of the scour. In a gravel-bed confluence, tracked marked

particles revealed a very different pattern, with particles from both tributaries converg-

ing towards the scour zone, with no apparent segregation (Roy and Bergeron, 1990).

Boyer et al. (2006) observe that the lateral distribution of bedload transport in a sand-

bed confluence showed highest values generally close to the edges of the mixing layer.

No clear correlation was established between mean Reynolds shear stress and bedload

transport rates, but the pattern of horizontal–vertical cross stresses (ρ <Uw′>, where

U is the mean streamwise velocity) appeared related to bedload transport patterns.

Corridors of high bedload transport were not associated with the existence of helical

cells but the shear layer zone, which is characterized by high turbulence intensities, was

believed to play an important role in the transport of sediment (Boyer et al., 2006).

Roy et al. (1999) also link high turbulence levels observed in the shear layer at the same

field site to higher bedload transport rates, despite lower mean downstream velocity. A

modelling approach using LES may help establish clearer links between instantaneous

stresses and bedload transport (Zedler and Street, 2001), although this has seldom been

attempted so far (Keylock et al., 2005). Best and Rhoads (this volume, Chapter 4) pro-

vide an exhaustive review of the interactions between bed morphology and sediment

transport.

Suspended and solute transport at confluences

The suspended and dissolved load transport at confluences has rarely been quantified at

confluences. This problem has been more often examined from a perspective of mixing

rates downstream of junctions. The general belief is that mixing distances downstream

of confluences are in the order of around 100 channel widths (Mackay, 1970; Smith

and Daish, 1991; Rutherford, 1994). According to Jirka (2004): ‘Regardless of potential

amplifications and complexities, the following rules of thumb apply for the mixing

properties of point sources in rivers: (1) Complete vertical mixing is a rapid process with

maximal dimensions of a few decades of the water depth. (2) Complete lateral mixing

requires large distances. For typical river morphology (B/h= 10 to 100) the complete

mixing will require from 100 to 1000 river widths’ (p. 17, where B is channel width

and h is flow depth). However, Gaudet and Roy (1995) observed much faster mixing

(around 25 channel widths) downstream from discordant bed confluences of widths

ranging from 5 to 15 m. This was attributed to the distortion of the mixing layer when

water from the shallower tributary tends to flow above the water from the deeper main

channel (Best and Roy, 1991; Gaudet and Roy, 1995). Dye injection experiments did not

reveal any mixing-layer distortion at the KRCS concordant bed confluence (Rhoads and
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Sukhodolov, 2004), which corresponds to the two-dimensional mixing layer observed

in parallel junctions (Uijttewaal and Tukker, 1998; Uijttewaal and Booij, 2000).

As the width-to-depth ratio is believed to affect mixing rates (Chu and Babarutsi,

1988), an important question is whether processes such as those observed by Gaudet

and Roy (1995) in small discordant confluences, usually characterized by a relatively

small width-to-depth ratio, are comparable to processes occurring in much larger con-

fluences, with larger width-to-depth ratios. Visualization provided by colour differences

between the two incoming channels at many natural confluences is particularly useful

to investigate this question. In the Amazonian basin, this situation arises where a white-

water river (with a high suspended load coming from its Andean sources) encounters a

blackwater river (with very limited suspended and nutrient load, and brown-coloured

acidic waters due to a high content of humic compounds) (Maurice-Bourgoin et al.,

2003). Typically, white rivers are markedly deeper than black rivers (A. Laraque, per-

sonal communication). For example, the white Solimões River near Manaus (Brazil) is

55 m deep at its junction with the black Negro River, which is 35 m deep (Sternberg,

1995; Laraque et al., 2000). Figure 3.4 illustrates remarkable similarities between mix-

ing layers in two discordant junctions with two-order magnitude differences in scale,

the Bayonne (turbid) and Berthier (clear) rivers in Québec (Figure 3.4(A)) and the

Rios Mamoré (white) and Guaporé-Itenez (black) in Brazil (Figure 3.4(B)), suggesting

that the suspended and dissolved load mixing processes at confluences are not scale-

dependent.

There are unfortunately no data available yet to quantify the rate of mixing at the

Mamoré and Guaporé-Itenez confluence, but it is very obvious from Figure 3.4(B) that

a very rapid mixing of their suspended load is occurring downstream of the junction.

At another large Amazonian confluence, between the Negro and Solimões rivers, an

extensive field survey was conducted at the end of the 1990s. Suspended load distribution

was measured at nine cross-sections along two to four verticals (Guyot et al., 1998;

Laraque et al., in press). Not surprisingly, 96.5 per cent of the suspended load came

from the Solimões River (with a total load of 4910 kg s−1 during the survey of September

1997). Mass balance showed that the mixing of waters at this confluence was achieved

25 km downstream of the confluence (Tao et al., 1999; Maurice-Bourgoin et al., 2003).

This, considering the width of the Negro channel (approximately 4 km), is extremely

rapid as it is equivalent to around six times the width. However, the explanations for

this rapid mixing are not clear. Further, a visual survey of large river junctions (Lane

et al., in press) suggests that some large river junctions can require a very large distance

downstream to mix completely. At present, we have no clear understanding of what

drives mixing in large rivers.

The evidence produced by three field studies forms the basis of an embryonic model

for large rivers. First, Lane et al. (in press) present evidence from a situation when

mixing downstream of the confluence of the Paraná and Paraguay rivers (post mixing

width of 2.8 km) takes over 400 km. They show that shear-related mixing processes
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A) 

B) 

Figure 3.4 The mixing-layer zone in two confluences of different scale with highly contrasted

colours: (A) the Bayonne (turbid) and Berthier (clear) confluence (Québec), with a width of about

10 m; (B) the Rios Mamoré (white) and Guaporé-Itenez (black) at the border between Brazil and

Bolivia, with a width of around 1 km (photograph J.-L. Guyot). Note the coherent vortices in the

mixing layer and pockets of turbid water on the other side of the receiving channel indicating rapid

mixing of the suspended load. In both cases, the turbid river is deeper than the clear-water one.

Flow is from right to left.
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resulted in some mixing but that this was largely confined to close to the upstream

junction corner (less than 0.5 multiples of post-confluence width downstream). They

could find no evidence of channel-scale helical circulation and they use this observation

to conclude that near-field mixing processes were a necessary requirement for rapid

mixing in large river junctions. Second, Laraque et al. (in press) in the Amazon have

observed the sliding of the Solimões waters under those of the Negro and attribute

this phenomenon to the larger speed, discharge and density in the Solimões River. The

larger density of the Solimões River is due to its higher suspended load and slightly

colder temperatures caused by a difference in albedo due to the dark-coloured Negro

River, and it might contribute to explaining why this river would slide under the Negro

River. Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities in the shear layer may be amplified by the density

difference, resulting in an upwelling of large boils of the denser Solimões water within

the Negro River (see Figure 1 in Biron et al., 1996b). The presence of large dunes (several

metres high), as well as the depth difference between the two rivers, may also explain

this particularly strong upwelling (A. Laraque, personal communication). Third, Lane

et al. (in press) also report on a case where mixing takes place at the Paraguay–Paraná

confluence in only 8 km downstream as compared with the more normal 400 km.

They show that this was because the combination of bed discordance with tributary

angular-momentum ratio resulted in the formation of channel-scale circulation that

was sufficient to transfer the more turbid water from the Paraguay rivers across the

full width of the post-confluence channel. This observation is interesting as it matches

the results from numerical modelling of small laboratory-style channels that show

that discordance at river junctions matters, although the effects of discordance are

conditioned by momentum ratio (Bradbrook et al., 1998, 2001).

Three-dimensional numerical modelling of solute transport

Three-dimensional numerical modelling has been used successfully to investigate mix-

ing patterns between water from two tributaries by simulating a numerical tracer sub-

ject to advection by the mean flow and turbulent diffusion (Bradbrook et al., 1998,

2000a, 2001). These simulations confirmed field observations by Gaudet and Roy

(1995) that mixing is greatly enhanced by the presence of bed discordance. However,

to our knowledge, the role of a density difference between the two channels, as is

typically the case at the large Amazonian confluences between a whitewater with a

high suspended load and a blackwater river (e.g. Negro and Solimões Rivers, Laraque

et al., in press; Paraguay and Paraná Rivers, Lane et al., in press), has never been

investigated.

The three-dimensional model used by Bradbrook et al. (1998, 2000a, 2001),

PHOENICS (from CHAM), is used here to investigate the density difference impact on

mixing. The model uses a finite volume approach to solve the fully three-dimensional
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form of the Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes equations in each cell of the modelling

domain. All simulations are performed using the RNG k-ε turbulence model.

A simple 90◦ junction with rectangular channels is used to represent a confluence

with features similar to the Negro and Solimões confluence, where the Solimões channel

joins the Negro river at an angle close to 90◦. The computational domain is 5 m in length,

each tributary is 0.6 m wide, the receiving channel downstream from the junction is

0.65 m wide and the flow depth is 0.1 m. A Cartesian grid of 140 × 80 × 12 (in the

longitudinal, lateral and vertical dimensions, respectively) is used with inlet velocities of

0.3 m/s for both tributaries. The standard law-of-the-wall is used at the bed and banks

(Bradbrook et al., 2001), with the roughness term defined as a median diameter of 1

mm. The porosity method is used for free-surface approximation (as described in detail

in Bradbrook et al., 1998). Four different scenarios are simulated: (A) concordant beds

with equal density, (B) concordant beds where the density of the angled tributary is

raised to 998.32 kg m−3, to represent an increased density due to a high-suspended load

such as that measured in the Paraguay River in 2004 by Lane et al. (in press), compared

to a main channel density of 996.57 kg m−3 (as in the Paraná River, Lane et al., in press),

(C) discordant beds with a depth ratio of 0.7 with equal density and (D) discordant beds

with a higher density in the tributary (same density ratio as in (B)). Mixing is visualized

with the aid of a numerical tracer with a concentration of 1 in the main channel and 0

in the tributary.

Figure 3.5 shows that even a small density difference of 1.75 kg m−3 (density ratio of

1.0018) has a marked impact on the mixing layer between the two tributaries. When

both streams are concordant and have the same water density, the mixing zone is ver-

tical and the segregation in the concentration of each tributary remains very strong

downstream (Figure 3.5(A)). However, when the tributary is denser, the heavier trib-

utary pushes the other stream near the bed, whereas at the surface the lighter fluid

is sliding above the tributary and is oriented towards the left bank (looking down-

stream), resulting in a distorted mixing layer (Figure 3.5(B)). Enhanced mixing is

also observed due to bed discordance, where the mixing layer becomes distorted as

its base is pulled towards the shallower tributary (Figure 3.5(C)). Interestingly, when

the tributary is both shallower and denser, the initial mixing-layer distortion due to

bed discordance is present close to the bed at the junction, but a reversed distortion

occurs due to the density difference, which pushes the near-bed (denser) part of the

mixing layer towards the right bank, despite the pressure difference due to discordance

(Figure 3.5(D)).

The deviation from complete mixing (Figure 3.6) was calculated for the four down-

stream transects of Figure 3.5. This is defined as:

Dev = (Cs − C P )

C P
*100 (3.2)
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Figure 3.5 Simulated numerical tracer downstream of the confluence where blue corresponds to a

value of 0 and red to a value of 1 for (A) concordant beds with equal density, (B) concordant beds

where the tributary density is increased to 998.32 kg m−3, with the density of the main channel set

at 996.57 kg m−3 (following the density difference of the Paraguay and Paraná Rivers, Lane et al.,

in press), (C) discordant beds (shallower tributary) with equal density and (D) discordant beds with

a higher density in the tributary (same as in B). Flow is towards the top. A colour reproduction of

this figure can be seen in the colour section towards the centre of the book.
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Figure 3.6 Deviation from complete mixing for the minimum values of concentration at the four

downstream cross-sections shown in Figure 3.5. Non-dimensional downstream distances are com-

puted by dividing the distance from the upstream junction corner by the width of the parent channel.

The discordant reversed density represents the case where the denser channel is the main channel

instead of the tributary.
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where Cs is the minimum simulated concentration of each transect and C P is the

predicted concentration (Gaudet and Roy, 1995). The predicted concentration is:

C P = (C1 Q1 + C2 Q2)

Q3

(3.3)

where C1 and C2 are the concentrations in the main and tributary channels, Q1 and

Q2 are the discharge in the main and tributary channels and Q3 is the total discharge

downstream of the junction. As expected, mixing is faster for discordant beds than

for concordant beds (Figure 3.6). Because the tributary channel is denser, the density

difference when beds are discordant appears to slightly decrease mixing due to bed

discordance. To verify the impact of density on mixing rates, another simulation was

performed using a denser fluid in the main channel instead of the tributary channel.

This, for example, would represent the situation of the Negro and Solimões confluence.

Figure 3.6 indicates that the combined effect of bed discordance and density difference

when the deeper channel is denser is producing a faster mixing.

Challenges for confluence sediment-transport modelling

Three-dimensional models have been used successfully to simulate bedload and sus-

pended load transport (Wu et al., 2000; Olsen, 2003; Nagata et al., 2005). Both structured

(Wu et al., 2000; Nagata et al., 2005) and unstructured grids (Olsen, 2003) have been

employed. In some cases, a mass balance function is used to obtain the overall sediment

transport (Wu et al., 2000; Olsen, 2003). This can be further divided into a suspended

load component, which uses the convection–diffusion equation (Wu et al., 2000; Olsen,

2003), and a bedload component, where a van Rijn (1987) equation (Wu et al., 2000;

Olsen, 2003) or a momentum equation have been used (Nagata et al., 2005). In all cases,

the grid must be able to adjust to account for erosion and deposition occurring at the

bed. To avoid creating a new grid at each time step, the bed porosity approach could

be used, where each cell is given a porosity value of 0 if it is fully within the bed or the

banks, 1 if it only consists of fluid and between 0 and 1 if it is partly in the bed or banks

(Lane et al., 2004; Hardy et al., 2005). The value of porosity would then change ac-

cording to erosion and deposition patterns, but the grid would remain constant. So far,

this method has been used successfully to represent bed roughness, but it has not been

tested with a coupled sediment-transport algorithm. Since our understanding of the

role of spatially distributed bed roughness as a control on flow and sediment transport

at confluences is limited at this stage, the porosity approach would allow for a further

testing of this question in gravel-bed rivers. Nevertheless, at river confluences, adding a

sediment-transport module remains a challenge considering the previously mentioned

difficulties in designing a suitable numerical mesh.
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Furthermore, all existing methods for coupling a three-dimensional hydrodynamic

model with a sediment-transport module are based on determining shear velocity

or shear stress – required in bedload transport equations – from the equilibrium or

non-equilibrium logarithmic law in the boundary cells (e.g. Wu et al., 2000; Nagata

et al., 2005). However, turbulence intensity in the mixing layer, which is important to

initiate and sustain particle motion in the mixing zone (Boyer et al., 2006), may not

be adequately simulated by this approach. A bed shear stress approximation based on

instantaneous fluctuations of velocity, such as Reynolds shear stress or turbulent kinetic

energy (Biron et al., 2004b) or horizontal–vertical cross-stresses (Boyer et al., 2006), may

be more directly related to sediment transport at confluences. The calculation of these

parameters would require the use of non-steady simulations such as LES to adequately

simulate the fluctuations in velocity associated with the passage of Kelvin–Helmholtz

instabilities in the mixing zone. However, this could only be obtained by running the

complete LES simulations before computing bed shear stress or cross stresses, which

would then preclude a grid adjustment at each time step based on erosion and deposition

patterns (Keylock et al., 2005).

Conclusion

Three-dimensional numerical modelling is a very powerful tool for improving our

understanding of flow dynamics at complex sites such as river confluences as it allows

the assessment of the role of controlling variables more efficiently than in experimental

or field studies. It has also helped to clarify the debate surrounding the role of back-

to-back helical cells at the junctions of two streams, although it has yet to resolve the

question of whether or not helical circulation is a cause or a consequence of confluence

scour. A second aspect that three-dimensional models have not fully clarified yet is

the role of the mixing-layer zone, as it requires running LES simulations, which are

computer-intensive. Considering the large number of studies which have emphasized

the essential role of vortices in the mixing zone in confluence dynamics and sediment

transport, it is important that future research examines this issue.

Most studies on river confluences so far, including numerical simulations, have ex-

amined small junctions where the width-to-depth ratio was small. More field data are

needed in larger width-to-depth ratio environments. Recent studies in large Amazonian

confluences suggest that factors which were not deemed important in small junctions,

such as the presence of large dunes or a density difference between incoming chan-

nels, could play a fundamental role in large junctions (see Parsons et al., this volume,

Chapter 5). The three-dimensional simulations presented in this chapter clearly re-

veal the importance of density ratio on mixing rates, but field and laboratory data are

required to validate these simulations.
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More research is also required on the use of three-dimensional numerical models

for large confluences, for example examining problems of numerical instability created

by the aspect ratio of grid cells, where the horizontal scale of cells could be a few

orders of magnitude larger than the vertical scale. The research agenda in confluence

studies should target the development of hydrodynamic models applicable at all scales,

including the large Amazonian confluences, with a coupled sediment-transport module.

This will require major efforts from a numerical modelling perspective, as well as

additional suspended and bedload transport data at small and large natural confluences

to calibrate and validate these models.
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Context

River channel confluences are sites of significant hydraulic and morphological change

within fluvial networks (Richards, 1980; Rhoads, 1987; Ferguson et al., 2006; Biron and

Lane, this volume, Chapter 3) and also occur within river channels where islands or bars

are present. The local and downstream effects of confluences can have a profound influ-

ence on the geomorphology and ecology of river channels – see, for example, Rice et al.

(2001) – as well as on strategies for effective channel management (Pinter et al., 2004).

For these reasons, the morphology of river channel confluences is of major importance

within a range of considerations and disciplines. For example, scour-depth predictions

at channel junctions are clearly needed in the design of engineering structures, whilst

the recognition of confluence scour is important in reconstructions of ancient sed-

imentary environments (Bristow et al., 1993; Siegenthaler and Huggenberger, 1993;

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Miall and Jones, 2003). Within contemporary environments, considerations of channel

and floodplain ecology may also be critically affected by confluence morphodynamics

(Ezcurra de Drago et al., 2007).

The morphodynamics of the confluence hydrodynamic zone (CHZ; Kenworthy and

Rhoads, 1995) can be related to the complex fluid dynamics of confluences, which, in

turn, are controlled by several principal factors, including: (i) the planform geometry

of the confluence, including the confluence angle, α, and the planform shape of the up-

stream and post-confluence channels, (ii) the ratio of discharges (Qr, = Qt/Qm, where

subscripts t and m refer to the mainstream and tributary respectively) or momentum

(Mr = ρtQtUt/ρmQmUm, where ρ and U are the flow density and mean velocity re-

spectively) between the confluent rivers, (iii) the presence and nature of any bed height

discordance between the levels of the incoming tributary beds and (iv) any differences

in density between the incoming flows. Although these factors strongly influence the

bed morphology at channel junctions through their imprint on the fluid dynamics, the

feedback among flow, sediment transport and bedform must also be accounted for be-

cause flow within a fully formed mobile bed will be distinctly different from flow within

sediment-free channels (Best, 1988). Thus, a full understanding of the morphodynam-

ics of channel confluences requires an intimate knowledge of the dynamic interactions

among flow, sediment transport and bed morphology over a range of spatio-temporal

scales, ranging from flow in rill networks (Bryan and Kuhn, 2002) to the dynamics of

junctions within the world’s largest rivers (Best and Ashworth, 1997; Amsler et al., 2007).

Although measurements of bed morphology have been made at a range of junctions

of different sizes, far less work has sought to quantify the nature of sediment transport

at confluences. Furthermore, the temporal evolution of bed morphology in relation to

changing flow and sediment dynamics has been extremely difficult to measure and has

been tackled in even fewer studies: this topic represents an area of great future promise

for field, laboratory and numerical experimentation.

This chapter will review the nature of bed morphology and sediment transport at

open-channel confluences and examine the nature of the morphodynamic feedbacks

between fluid and sediment movement at these sites and the development of bed mor-

phology. It also explores the sedimentology of channel confluences and how such sites

may be represented within the ancient sedimentary record. Herein, we largely restrict

our attention to the confluence of smaller channels since the morphodynamics of large

junctions are discussed in Parsons et al., this volume, Chapter 5.

Bed morphology

Our present knowledge of the morphology of channel confluences has come from a

range of studies that have examined a variety of field junctions at differing scales, as

well as physical experimentation that has detailed the nature of bed morphology within
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fixed-wall channels and also within completely mobile beds (e.g. Ashmore and Parker,

1983). Based on these studies, five principal morphological features can be identified

at channel confluences, although the presence/absence of these features and their exact

nature are dependent on a range of controlling parameters that are examined below:

1. a scour hole whose orientation approximately bisects the junction angle and whose

origin is linked to increased velocities and turbulence within the junction and the

transport pathways of sediment (see below)

2. tributary-mouth bars, or topographic steps, that form at the mouth of one or both

tributaries and often slope into the scour hole

3. a mid-channel bar or bars within the post-confluence channel

4. bank-attached lateral bars in the post-confluence channel that are associated with

regions of flow deceleration and/or flow separation

5. a region of sediment accumulation near the upstream confluence corner, perhaps

associated with flow stagnation.

Each of these morphologic units is examined below, within a range of differing scale

confluences, and the controlling variables influencing each are identified and discussed.

Confluence scour

Considerable work has been devoted to documenting the depth and form of scour at

channel junctions, since such scour may have adverse effects on engineering structures

within rivers and the maximum scour depth must be known for design purposes. In

confluences with asymmetric or symmetric planforms, a zone of scour often exists with

an axis of maximum depth that approximately bisects the junction angle (Mosley, 1975,

1976, 1982; Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Best, 1988). Such scour holes can be found at

many junctions, ranging from small single-channel rivers to braided river junctions and

anabranching rivers (Rodrigues et al., 2006) to the world’s largest channel confluences

(Klaassen and Vermeer, 1988; Best and Ashworth, 1997; Sarker, 1996). Studies detailing

scour depths at river channel confluences include those of Mosley (1975, 1976, 1982),

Best (1988), Ashmore and Parker (1983), Rezaur et al. (1999), Bryan and Kuhn (2002)

and Ghobadian and Bajestan (2007), whilst Kjerfve et al. (1979), Ginsberg and Perillo

(1999) and Pierini et al. (2005) document the morphology and dynamics of similar

channel confluence scours within estuarine channels.
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Figure 4.1 Various controls on the morphology of channel confluences in laboratory experiments:

(A) Scour depth (cm) as a function of junction angle (degrees; redrawn from Mosley, 1976); (B)

Scour depth (ds, see inset diagram for definition) as a function of junction angle and discharge

ratio, Qr (redrawn from Best, 1988); (C) Plot of the penetration of the tributary-mouth bar edge (ε,

see inset diagram for definition) into the junction as a function of confluence angle, and discharge

ratio, Qr (redrawn from Best, 1988); (D) Scour depth (cm) as a function of the total sediment load

passing though the confluence (g min−1; redrawn from Mosley, 1976).

Best (1988) found that the orientation of the maximum scour depth responded to

the discharge ratio between the confluent streams, with the scour responding to the

increased penetration of the tributary fluid into the junction at higher discharge ratios.

Mosley (1975, 1976) documents the form of confluence scour in a series of mobile-

bed physical experiments and found that the depth of scour became greater with an

increasing junction angle (Figure 4.1(A)), although the relationship was non-linear

and flattened off at junction angles higher than approximately 100◦. Best (1988) also

confirmed this relationship and found that, at a given junction angle, scour depth

increased as the relative discharge of the tributary channel increased relative to that of

the mainstream (Figure 4.1(B)). In a study of scour at the confluence of rills, Bryan

and Kuhn (2002) found that the junction planform was a more important influence on

bed scour than junction angle. In symmetrical (Y-shaped) confluences, the confluence
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scour was symmetrical in planform shape. However, asymmetrical junctions tended to

have more complex scours that eventually led to the evolution of a symmetrical junction

planform through bank erosion opposite the tributary mouth, which eventually led to

higher confluence angles than the original channels. Mosley (1975, 1976) also found

some change in the alignment of the junction scour in asymmetrical junctions, largely

forced by the growth of a bar within the separation zone (see below) and subsequent bank

erosion, but he concludes that confluences exhibit little tendency to evolve towards any

equilibrium angle based on the flow and sediment discharges in each confluent channel.

Such differences between these studies may be linked to the very different hydraulic

conditions present in many rill junctions, where supercritical flows, hydraulic jumps

and flows that are shallow with respect to the bed roughness are frequently present.

Biron et al. (1993) document that in junctions where there is a discordance in bed

height between the two tributaries (see below) the central confluence scour may be

small or absent. The lack of substantial scour may be linked to the different nature

of flow at these sites, especially the presence of upwelling in the leeside of the step

at the mouth of the shallower channel (see Best and Roy, 1991; Biron et al., 1996a,

1996b; Bradbrook et al., 2000, 2001). Additionally, confluences with lower junction

angles or bed material that imparts a high relative roughness (Roy et al., 1988) also

have smaller scour depths or beds that possess no scour. Additionally, most studies of

channel junctions have assumed or imposed straight channels upstream of the junction

whereas many confluences possess curved channels in one of both tributaries (see Biron

and Lane, this volume, Chapter 3). Indeed, as long ago as 1902, Calloway noted that

many river tributaries entered the mainstream on the concave outer bank of meander

bends. In this case, curvature within the upstream confluent channels may also lead

to differences in flow structure at the junction (Roberts, 2005) and promote smaller

scour holes than would be expected for a given confluence angle and discharge ratio at

the junction of straight channels. More work on confluent meander bends is needed to

understand the morphodynamics of these types of confluences.

It is interesting to examine the nature of confluence scour over a range of channel sizes,

since there are several studies that have documented confluence scour in large rivers (see

Parsons et al., this volume, Chapter 5) as well as those from smaller channel junctions.

Sambrook Smith et al. (2005) present a plot that compiles data from a range of studies.

These data are replotted and further examined in Figure 4.2. These data, consisting

of 233 data points compiled from 20 studies, show that there is a broad relationship

between scour depth and junction angle. The broad scatter is not surprising and can

be attributed to variations in scour caused by other important controlling parameters,

such as discharge ratio, junction planform type, bed discordance and sediment load. If

the data are decimated on channel size (Figure 4.2 and see Sambrook Smith et al., 2005),

it appears that the larger junctions (here arbitrarily chosen as > 5 m depth) are often

characterized by smaller relative scour depths than shallow confluences with equivalent

junction angles. This difference may reflect the increasing complexity of larger channels,
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Figure 4.2 A summary of scour depth data from channel confluences (see Sambrook Smith et al.,

2005). Data sources are from experimental studies of channel junctions and a range of field studies.

Data from Mosley (1975, 1976, 1982), Ashmore and Parker (1983), Best (1985, 1988), Klaassen

and Vermeer (1988), Roy and De Serres (1989), Orfeo (1995), Best and Ashworth (1997), Roy et al.

(1988), McLelland et al. (1996), Rhoads and Sukhodolov (2001) and from research in Bangladesh

(see Sarker, 1996; Delft Hydraulics and Danish Hydraulics Institute, 1996). A colour reproduction of

this figure can be seen in the colour section towards the centre of the book.

their often greater width–depth ratios and the probable increased influence of both

form roughness and width-scale variations in flow processes and sediment transport

(see Parsons et al., this volume, Chapter 5 and also Szupiany et al., in review).

Tributary-mouth bars

Many junctions possess accumulations of sediment at the mouth of one, or both, of the

confluent channels that have widely been termed ‘tributary-mouth bars’ (Alam et al.,

1985; Best, 1988; Bristow et al., 1993; Biron et al., 1993; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995;

Rodrigues et al., 2006). These bars may possess steep avalanche faces that dip, at up

to the angle of repose, into the central scour (see Mosley, 1976; Best, 1986, 1988; Petts

and Thoms, 1987; Bristow et al., 1993), although these slopes may be much lower in

angle, particularly at large channel junctions (Parsons et al., this volume, Chapter 5).

The position of the edges of these bars responds to the ratio of discharges, or mo-

mentum, between the two confluent channels, with experimental work (Figure 4.1(C))

demonstrating the increased penetration of the bar edges into the junction at higher

discharge ratios. The position of tributary-mouth bars is also a function of the junction

angle, in that, at a given Qr, a higher junction angle will result in greater flow deflection
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between the confluent streams, changes in the sediment-transport paths (see Sediment

transport below) and the consequent reduction of the penetration of the bar into the

junction (Figure 4.1(C)). Spectacular field examples of this have been presented where

one channel has been dominant during a flood (Jaeggi, 1986; Reid et al., 1989) or as a

result of dam impoundment in one of the tributaries that results in the other confluent

channel becoming dominant in its sediment and fluid discharge contribution to the

junction (e.g. Lodina and Chalov, 1971; Petts and Thoms, 1987; Mosher and Martini,

2002): both of these result in the tributary-mouth bar from one channel migrating into

the junction. This migration clearly provides potential for infill of the scour and the

preservation of the tributary-mouth bar (see Sedimentology below). Biron et al. (1993),

Rhoads (1996) and Boyer et al. (2006) describe morphological change at small channel

confluences and show how the position of the tributary-mouth bar from one channel,

as well as the angle of the avalanche face, respond to a changing momentum ratio and

the position of the shear layer between the two mixing flows. Such rapid morphological

change at the junction of small rivers is also evident in the maps presented by Biron

et al. (2002) that show changes in the position of the tributary-mouth bar as a function

of a changing discharge ratio and flow stage (Figure 4.3).

The suppression of flooding through upstream damming can have particularly

marked impacts at channel confluences through the enhanced progradation of

tributary-mouth bars. Erskine et al. (1999), in a study of channels affected by the Snowy

Mountains hydroelectric scheme in New South Wales, Australia, found that spatially

variable channel shrinkage (5–95 per cent) is actively occurring due to the suppres-

sion of floods and the loss of high spring baseflows. Erskine et al. (1999) reason this

regulation caused several effects linked to the tributary-mouth bars:

1. tributary-mouth bars were able to form and prograde into the confluence due to the

tributary channels and gullies joining a reduced-flow mainstream

2. side bars and slackwater deposits subsequently formed due to the reworking of the

tributary-mouth bar deposits

3. the confluence scour was infilled by the tributary-mouth bar progradation and bio-

genic sediment

4. native and exotic vegetation was then able to invade and establish itself, resulting in

the stabilization of these deposits.

The net result of these changes due to mouth bar progradation was to lower the ecological

diversity of the river, and suggests that maximum flows in impounded rivers must be

kept sufficient to maintain the hydrogeomorphic diversity of the river, of which channel

junctions and tributary-mouth bars are a key element.
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Figure 4.3 Bed morphology of the confluence between the Berthier (top) and Bayonne (right)

rivers, Quebec, and its variation as a function of flow stage and changing discharge (Qr) or momentum

(Mr) ratio between the rivers. A) Low Flow; Qr = 0.85; Mr = 0.91; B) Low Flow; Qr = 0.57; Mr =
0.71; C) Low Flow; Qr = 1.20; Mr = 2.22; D) Low Flow; Qr = 1.19; Mr = 1.80; E) Mid Flow; Qr =
1.48; Mr = 02.16; F) High Flow; Qr = 01.38; Mr = 1.76. The dashed line represents the limit of

the tributary-mouth bar from the Berthier and zero elevation is the water surface. Note the greater

depth range in F). From Biron et al. (2002).
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The beds of confluent rivers may be either equal or unequal in height at the junction,

and these are termed ‘concordant and discordant bed confluences’ respectively. The

presence of a bed height discordance can be a common feature of many junctions and

has been shown to radically alter the flow dynamics within the confluence (Best and Roy,

1991; Biron et al., 1993, 1996a, 1996b). Kennedy (1984) found that many confluences are

distinctly discordant, and reasoned that discordance was more likely as the magnitude of

the confluent rivers becomes increasingly disparate. Kennedy (1984) thus concludes that

Playfair’s Law, which states that rivers largely adjust to become concordant at junctions,

is largely incorrect. Concordance or discordance at the confluence will influence both

the flow dynamics and sedimentology, and could vary from event to event as a tributary-

mouth bar migrates into and out of a confluence. The importance of bed discordance

for mixing processes at junctions is also demonstrated by Gaudet and Roy (1995) who

show that the presence of bed discordance may increase the rapidity of flow mixing at

confluences by a factor of 5–10.

Post-confluence mid-channel bars

A bar is often present in the middle of the post-confluence channel (Mosley, 1976; Best,

1988), especially in junctions that have a Y-shaped planform. This feature sometimes

forms the confluence–diffluence unit characteristic of braided rivers. Mosley (1975,

1976) records how this mid-channel bar deposition can cause bank erosion in each

channel and lead to channel widening. The formation of this bar is linked by Mosley

(1975) to the convergence of sediment-transport paths downstream of the junction

scour (see Sediment transport below), where sediment may be routed around, rather

than through, the scour (Mosley, 1975; Best, 1985). Additionally, if sediment is scoured

in the upstream region, the declining flow velocities downstream from the region of

maximum flow acceleration, as well as decreasing turbulence intensities as the shear

layer dissipates (see Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 2001; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2004),

will inevitably lead to sediment deposition. Ashmore (1993) shows that medial-bar

deposition downstream of a junction in scaled braided river models can often be linked

to the passage of a unit bar or gravel sheet through the junction. Passage of this sediment

pulse through the junction and its emergence downstream as a mid-channel bar are

principal mechanisms of braid initiation (Ashmore, 1993; Ashworth, 1996; Ashworth

et al., 2000) and will thus be controlled by the confluence dynamics and downstream

development of the bifurcation (Parsons et al., 2007).

Bank-attached bars

Experimental studies in rectangular channels have shown that a bar may form in the

region(s) of flow separation/expansion formed at the downstream junction corner(s)

(Mosley, 1976; Best, 1987, 1988), and such accumulations have been found in several
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field studies (e.g. Best, 1988; Biron et al., 1993; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads,

1996; Mosher and Martini, 2002). These bars, which have been termed ‘separation zone

bars’ (Best, 1988) and ‘bank-attached bars’ (Bristow et al., 1993) may be characterized

by finer bed sediments than in the adjacent channel (Best, 1988), and can become

emergent at low flow stages (Rhoads, 2006). Best (1988) attributes the origin of these

bars to flow separation at the downstream junction corner. However, it is evident that

these bars may also form in regions of flow deceleration/expansion in this region but

without flow separation, since separation may be impeded by both a rounded junction

corner and the presence of appreciable roughness (large grains in tributaries, vegeta-

Figure 4.4 Morphology of the Kaskaskia River – Copper Slough (KRCS) confluence, Illinois. (A)

Progradation of tributary-mouth bar into KRCS after high momentum-ratio flow in July 1991

(Kaskaskia River to the left, Copper Slough towards the top); (B) bank-attached, junction-corner

bar that is part of the prograding tributary-mouth bar, July 1991; (C) isopach map showing changes

in bed morphology between May 1990, when bed morphology was dominated by Mr < 1.0 flows,

and July 1991, when bed morphology was dominated by Mr > 1.0 flows. Note deposition in the

center of the confluence and near the downstream junction corner. Erosion of the inner bank of the

downstream channel was caused by flows with Mr < 1.0 occurring between May 1990 and July 1991.
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tion), and flow separation can be expected to lessen as the separation zone fills with

sediment. Changes in bed morphology in response to individual hydrological events

at the asymmetrical confluence of the Kaskaskia River Copper Slough (KRCS) suggest

that the bank-attached bar that develops during high-momentum-ratio events may

join with elevated regions of a tributary-mouth bar complex that progrades into the

confluence (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads, 2006; Figure 4.4), a feature also

noted in the study of Mosher and Martini (2002). The presence of coarse gravel on

the surface of the junction-corner bar indicates that it is a zone of active downstream

bedload transport during formative events (Rhoads, 2006). The downstream edge of

this junction-corner bar at the KRCS site consists of an elevated ridge of fine sand

that appears to mark the edge of an adjacent region of flow separation. Deflection of

subsequent flows by the junction-corner bar can produce deposition of a fine-grained

bar in the region of separated, recirculating flow in the lee of the main bar (Rhoads

and Kenworthy, 1995). Sediment deposited on the separation-zone bar may come from

both suspension, due to entrainment into the separation zone along the bounding shear

layer, and also bedload, as evidenced by upstream migrating bedforms. Coarse deposits

at the head of bank-attached confluence bars are noted by Petts and Thoms (1987)

and Best (1988). Downstream coarsening of gravel-size material was documented on

a bank-attached bar at a confluence on the North Tyne River, United Kingdom, with

the coarsest material occurring in the middle of the bar (Petts and Thoms, 1987). Ma-

terial also coarsened laterally towards the adjacent scour hole. In contrast, Best (1988)

found that gravel-size material became finer towards the middle of a bar at the conflu-

ence of the River Ure and Widdale Beck, United Kingdom, but coarsened towards the

bar tail. It is evident that the sedimentology of junction-corner bars is complex, and

that flow patterns near the downstream junction corner and the supply of sediment to

this region are critical in determining bar morphology and bed-material characteris-

tics. These factors will be influenced, to a large extent, by upstream morphodynamics,

which can feed coarse sediment into this region, and by the position and nature of the

tributary-mouth bars.

Bed morphology at the upstream junction corner

The region of flow near the upstream junction corner may be characterized by a zone of

relatively slow-moving fluid, with slight water surface super-elevation, that is generated

by the stagnation of flow in this region (Best, 1987; Biron et al., 2002; Rhoads and

Sukhodolov, 2001; Mosher and Martini, 2002). Flow within this stagnation zone can be

recirculating, or exhibit reverse flow from one tributary into the other. Given the low

velocities, bed surface sediment commonly is finer than in the adjacent channels (Best,

1988). Although no distinct bar forms are present in this region, bedforms can reflect

flow patterns indicative of upstream flow.
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Sediment transport

Only a handful of studies have investigated bedload sediment transport within the

confluence hydrodynamic zone, and this aspect of confluence dynamics is fertile ground

for future research. Sediment transport, particularly bedload transport, serves as the

link between confluence flow structure and bed morphology. The turbulent, three-

dimensional flow at confluences produces patterns of bedload transport that are highly

two-dimensional. Under steady flow conditions, such as those produced in laboratory

experiments, flow and form evolve towards equilibrium conditions where a sediment-

flux continuity is maintained throughout the junction, thereby maintaining a constancy

of bed morphology. Conversely, during transient flow conditions, such as those that

occur at natural confluences, the bed will dynamically evolve due to spatio-temporal

variations in transport capacity.

Experimental studies have provided initial insight into patterns of bedload transport

under equilibrium conditions in mobile-bed confluences with scour holes (Mosley,

1976; Best, 1988). Mosley (1976) observes that most sediment within symmetrical

confluences moves along the flanks of the scour hole, rather than directly through it,

and attributes this pattern to the presence of helical flow cells within the scour that

sweep sediment laterally towards its margins. These zones of high sediment transport

converge downstream of the scour to produce maximum transport rates in the centre

of the channel (Mosley, 1976). Moreover, Mosley (1976) demonstrates that as total

sediment load increases under conditions of constant flow and junction angle, the depth

of the scour hole decreases. Mosley (1976) also reports that the scour depth decreases as

the total sediment load passing through the junction becomes higher (Figure 4.1(D)),

indicating an important feedback of transport rate on the depth of scour. The influence

of total sediment load on scour depth was corroborated by the later work of Rezaur et al.

(1999). Ashmore (1993) also highlights the important influence of pulses of bedload

(that may be independent of discharge fluctuations, perhaps introduced by barform

migration) that pass through confluences within braided rivers on the alignment of

scour holes and the evolution of confluence morphology over time. The experimental

work of Best (1988), which provides quantitative assessments of transport rates in

asymmetrical confluences, confirms some aspects of the spatial patterns of sediment

transport observed by Mosley (1976). In particular, the data of Best (1988) show that

sediment loads from each stream are clearly segregated and that this effect becomes

more pronounced as junction angle, mutual deflection of the incoming flows and scour-

hole depth increase. In contrast to observations by Mosley (1976), a transport deficit

occurred in the centre of the channel downstream of the scour hole at a high-angle

(70◦) asymmetrical junction. Transport rate increased in the centre of the downstream

channel for a low-angle (15◦) junction, but this confluence lacked a scour hole.

Particle-tracing experiments in natural confluences have been conducted to try to

confirm the basic aspects of results derived from laboratory studies. At the confluence
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of the River Ure and Widdale Beck in North Yorkshire, United Kingdom, gravel particles

entering the junction from the mainstream River Ure move along a bar flanking the scour

hole (Best, 1988). These particles remain along one side of the downstream channel and

do not mix with sediment from the tributary Widdale Beck. In contrast, the movement

of gravel particles through the scour hole and the mixing of particle paths within the

confluence were noted in a study of a small junction in the Ruisseau de Sud watershed

in Quebec, Canada (Roy and Bergeron, 1990). At both confluences, however, bedload

particles travel more or less parallel to the channel banks and bed contours within the

junction. An abrupt change in the alignment of migrating ripples was noted between

the crest of a tributary-mouth bar and the bed of the main channel at the confluence of

the Bayonne and Berthier rivers in Quebec, indicating that bed morphology at this dis-

cordant confluence has a substantial influence on patterns of bedload transport (Biron

et al., 1993). These studies suggest that patterns of particle movement at confluences

are complex and require further study to better characterize sediment-transport paths.

Actual measurements of bedload-transport rates in asymmetrical confluences have

been obtained by Rhoads (1996) and Boyer et al. (2006). At the concordant confluence of

the KRCS in Illinois, United States of America, Rhoads (2006) found that, for a momen-

tum ratio of less than 1.0, sandy bedload from the Kaskaskia River is clearly segregated

from the gravel-dominated bedload of the Copper Slough within the scour hole. How-

ever, the highest transport rates also occurred within the scour hole, confirming that sub-

stantial amounts of material move through this feature. Within the downstream channel,

the channel bed along the bank opposite the tributary mouth (outer bank) is swept free

of sediment by inward-directed near-bed flow associated with large-scale helical motion.

Here the bed consists of exposed glacial till. Along the channel bed on the tributary side

of the confluence (inner bank), bedload from the tributary and main stem converge and

mix. Here, size-selective sorting results in sandy bedload being confined to near-bank

locations and gravel-dominated bedload moving along the inner flank of the scour hole.

The discordant confluence of the Bayonne–Berthier lacks a substantial scour hole

but exhibits a dynamic prograding bar that influences patterns of sediment transport

in relation to shear-layer-induced erosion within the confluence (Boyer et al., 2006;

Figure 4.5(A)). The highest bedload transport rates were found to occur near the edges

of the shear layer (Boyer et al., 2006; Figure 4.5(A)), and as the shear layer impinges

on the tributary-mouth bar it was found to cause erosion of the bar, thereby resulting

in high bedload transport rates. Thus, variations in the position of the shear layer

produced by changing Mr can influence bedload transport rates through the interaction

of the shear layer with the extant bed morphology, such as the tributary-mouth bar. No

substantial segregation of sediment, such as that seen at the concordant KRCS, occurs at

the discordant Bayonne–Berthier confluence, but instead bedload within the confluence

is well mixed. However, at some flow stages, increased transport rates along the edges of

the shear layer can lead to corridors of higher sediment-transport rates (Figure 4.5(A)

and (B)).
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Figure 4.5 (A) Spatial distributions of bedload transport rates at the Bayonne–Berthier discordant

bed confluence, Quebec, for four different dates (i–iv) with differing values of momentum ratio.

The background contours denote the bed morphology at these times (from Boyer et al., 2006).

(continued )
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Figure 4.5 (B) A conceptual model of sediment transport and morphological change at the

Bayonne–Berthier bed confluence (from Boyer et al., 2006), at different flow stages and momentum

ratios: (i) Mr < 1 and high flow; (ii) Mr > 1 and low flow. The background grids show the bathymetry

of the bed. In the confluence, high values of turbulent stresses (Uw′; where U is the mean down-

stream velocity, w is the vertical component of flow and the prime denotes the deviatoric value)

were observed along the edges of the shear layer, with the center of the shear layer being dominated

by normal turbulent stress in w (w′2). Bedload transport measurements were used to define transport

corridors, whilst regions of erosion and deposition were assessed from the measured changes in bed

morphology and bedload transport patterns. A colour reproduction of this figure can be seen in the

colour section towards the centre of the book.
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The work by Boyer et al. (2006) highlights the connection between sediment transport

and the dynamic change in bed morphology, but few studies, apart from this, have ex-

amined patterns of sediment transport in confluences when the bed is actively evolving.

Such changes will be related to spatial variations in bedload transport capacities along

or across the confluence, and in particular: (i) sediment-flux convergence, or decreasing

transport capacity in the downstream or cross-stream direction, to generate deposition

or (ii) sediment-flux divergence, or increasing transport capacity, to cause erosion. The

dynamic change in bed morphology at the KRCS confluence (Figure 4.4) indicates that

the alternation of high-momentum-ratio and low-momentum-ratio events results in

scour within, and downstream of, the confluence when Mr < 1, but deposition within

the confluence and along the downstream junction corner when Mr > 1 (Rhoads and

Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads, 1996; Rhoads, 2006). In other words, sediment-flux conver-

gence characterizes the dynamics of the confluence during the transition from Mr < 1

to Mr > 1, whereas sediment-flux divergence occurs during the transitions from Mr > 1

to Mr < 1. The net result of this change is the episodic storage and flushing of sediment

from within the confluence during discrete transport-effective hydrologic events with

different momentum ratios.

Sedimentology

The depositional character of channel confluences has become a subject of great interest

in the past decade, partly due to the fact that the sedimentary fill of confluences may

be expected to be common in many rivers, such as rapidly migrating braided rivers,

and partly due to the fact that confluences may represent some of the points of deepest

incision into the underlying sediments. For instance, Ardies et al. (2002) show that in

the Lower Cretaceous incised valleys of Western Canada, enhanced erosion at tributary

junctions has produced regions, approximately 2–3 km in diameter, where the valley fill

is up to five times thicker and much coarser grained than in the deposits of the adjacent

valleys. This figure matches well with past studies examining the depth of scour within

modern channels (Figure 4,2 and references therein). Ardies et al. (2002) highlight that

these localized scour fills may be excellent targets for hydrocarbon exploration. The

presence/absence of confluence scour and its depth may also be a considerable aid to

deciphering the nature of autocyclic and allocyclic scour and identifying the controls

on fluvial deposition (Salter, 1993; Best and Ashworth, 1997; Fielding, 2007); however,

the scour zones need to migrate spatially through time to produce widespread erosion

surfaces (see Roy and Sinha, 2005, for an account of migration of confluences of the

Ganga–Ramganga–Garra rivers in India).

Based on the current understanding of the morphology of channel confluences, it

can be expected that the sedimentology of these sites will be characterized by: (i) a scour

hole, or erosion surface, that represents the confluence scour and its spatio-temporal
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migration, (ii) sets of cross-strata, perhaps at a high angle-of-repose, that represent the

migration of the tributary-mouth bars into the scour and (iii) sediments associated with

other barforms within the junction. These depositional elements are used by Bristow

et al. (1993) to propose a series of schematic facies models for confluence sedimentation

that were based on junction angle and flow stage. The nature of sediment preservation at

channel junctions will be largely a function of the evolution and migration of bars within

the confluence, as is highlighted and discussed by Ashmore (1993) and Siegenthaler and

Huggenberger (1993). Confluence sediments may also possess disparities in grain size,

mineral composition and/or the type and abundance of sedimentary structures (see

Frostick and Reid, 1977) that reflect differences in the sediment characteristics of the

contributing drainage areas. For instance, in a study of sedimentation in an ephemeral

river network, Frostick and Reid (1977) document that the number of planar laminae

which can be found in sediments downstream of each junction increases downbasin

in the main trunk channel. They reason that this phenomenon is due to the main

channel capturing more and more tributary inputs in a downstream direction, with the

asynchronous timing of water and sediment contributions from upstream ephemeral

tributaries producing distinct laminae at each successive confluence. Heavy minerals

may also concentrate along scour surfaces and within the sediments of channel junctions,

and these sites can be areas of significant heavy-mineral accumulations (Mosley and

Schumm, 1977; Best and Brayshaw, 1985; Carling and Breakspear, 2006).

In a historical context, Leeder (1998) presents a fascinating appraisal of the con-

tribution of Charles Lyell to the study of sedimentology and highlights that some of

the first descriptions of cross-stratification were those of Lyell (1830), who examined

deposits at the confluence of the Arve and Rhône rivers in France (Figure 4.6), concern-

ing a stratified sequence he observed in the incised flood deposits of the Arve within

the Rhône. Leeder (1998) contends this is the first illustration and serious explana-

tion of cross-bedding in the geological literature, with the sketch showing ‘tangential

thinning-downward foresets, truncated above by upper-phase plane beds, which are

in turn succeeded by pebbly sand lenses’ (p. 100). Leeder (1998) argues that these de-

scriptions and the location of the outcrop show that Lyell was describing the avalanche-

face cross-strata of a confluence tributary-mouth bar together with the overlying planar

gravel strata. Lyell (1830) states that ‘[t]hese layers must have accumulated one on the

other by lateral apposition, probably when one of the rivers was very gradually in-

creasing or diminishing in velocity, so that the point of greatest retardation caused by

their conflicting currents shifted slowly, allowing the sediment to be thrown down in

successive layers on a sloping bank’ (p. 255).

Siegenthaler and Huggenberger (1993) document pool deposits in the lowest deposi-

tional units of the Pleistocene Rhine gravels, which they argue are formed by sedimen-

tation at channel confluences within a braided river. These pool fills (Figure 4.7(A)) are

characterized by: (i) lateral dimensions of a few meters to more than a hundred meters,

with thicknesses being approximately 0.5–0.6 m, (ii) in sections normal to paleoflow,
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Figure 4.6 A copy of the woodcut version (Lyell, 1830, p. 254, Figure 6) of Lyell’s field sketch of

cross-stratification taken at the confluence of the Rivers Rhône and Arve, as observed at low river

stage by Charles Lyell in January 1829 (as given in Leeder, 1998; Lyell, 1830).The field of view is

3.66 m by 1.52 m, and illustrates cross-stratification from the tributary-mouth bar from the River

Arve (labelled C), produced by the 1828 spring flood, that has been subsequently dissected by the

River Rhône.

the erosional surface can be circular, (iii) the cross-sets that infill the scour are strongly

curved and often tangential to the lower bounding surface and (iv) interfingering sets

that infill the scour may show growth from two opposite directions, with there often

being a textural/compositional variation between these sets. Siegenthaler and Huggen-

berger (1993) argue that this shows the sediments which form these sets were sourced

from different input channels. Siegenthaler and Huggenberger (1993) also detail the

nature of the sets that infill the pools, ranging from gravel dunes that form distinct

gravel couplets formed on angle-of-repose avalanche faces (the faces of the tributary-

mouth bars) through to lower-angle accretion surfaces lateral to the scour. Siegenthaler

and Huggenberger (1993) also discuss how the mode of pool migration will influence

what is preserved (Figure 4.7(B)) together with the orientation of the section within the

deposits.

In describing trough-shaped depositional elements within the Quaternary deposits

of a gravel-bed meandering river in the Neckar Valley, in north-west Germany, Kostic

and Aigner (2007) detail concave-up erosion surfaces that are then filled by cross-sets

that consist mainly of openwork and filled framework gravels (Figure 4.8). These scours

were found to dominate the lowest parts of the channel fills, and are up to 1-m thick with

widths often greater than 5 m and lengths of several tens of meters. The cross-sets that

filled the scours are typically oblique to the lower bounding surface and may become

tangential with the lower erosional surface (Figure 4.8(B)). Kostic and Aigner (2007)

contend that these depositional structures, which represent confluence scour fills, are

preferentially preserved as they constitute the lowest parts of formative braided channels,
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Figure 4.7 (A) Photograph of the preserved ‘pool’ deposits of Siegenthaler and Hugenberger (1993)

that were interpreted as caused by erosion and sedimentation at a channel junction. Note the

concave-upwards, curved erosional base (labelled ‘a’) and infill with cross-stratification that be-

comes tangential to the lower bounding surface (labelled ‘b’). (B) Schematic model of the migration

of a braided river confluence and the nature of junction sedimentation as a function of outcrop

orientation. From Siegenthaler and Huggenberger (1993), Geological Society of London Special Pub-

lication 75: 147–162.
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Figure 4.8 Example of the confluence fills in the Neckar valley gravels as described by of Kostic

and Aigner (2007): (A) trough-shaped fill that is composed mainly of cross-sets of openwork, filled

or massive gravels (see Kostic and Aigner (2007) for facies descriptions and codes); (B) ground-

penetrating radar plot of the Neckar valley gravels illustrating: (i) the scale of the confluence

scours, (ii) their lower, concave-upwards erosional bases and (iii) dipping surfaces (cross-sets from

tributary-mouth bars?) that infill the scours.

supporting the earlier contention of Bristow et al. (1993). The complex heterogeneity of

such fills can be expected to form an extremely complicated hydrogeological suite with

multilateral flowpaths (Kostic and Aigner, 2007; Whittaker and Teutsch, 1999). Heinz

et al. (2003) also found the scours and fills of channel confluences to be dominant in

the Quaternary glaciofluvial gravels of south-west Germany, and that the size, shape,

orientation and migration directions of these scours are significant in controlling the

flow of groundwater.

Similar scours have also been documented by Cowan (1991) in the Jurassic Morrison

Formation of New Mexico as well as by Miall and Jones (2003) in the Triassic Hawkesbury

sandstone of New South Wales, Australia. Miall and Jones (2003) describe their ‘hol-

low’ architectural facies elements (Figure 4.9) as being characterized by a scoop-shaped

curved erosional base, lacking a flat floor, and a fill that is often composed of a single set

of low-angle cross-bedding that dips obliquely to the margin of the hollow (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9 Two examples of the ‘hollow’ architectural elements of Miall and Jones (2003) in

the Triassic Hawkesbury Sandstone, New South Wales, Australia. These hollows were interpreted to

represent the fill of channel confluences. Photographs courtesy of Andrew Miall. (A) Confluence scour

and fill that is approximately 30 m wide, with the base of the confluence scour sharply truncating

the cross- stratification in the underlying beds (arrowed); (B) a confluence scour that is 18 m wide,

with faint, low-angle cross-stratification (tributary-mouth bar?; labelled ‘a’) dipping to the right.

Again, note the sharply erosional lower contact (arrowed) and the steep right margin of the scour.

The hollows are up to 10 m deep and 60 m wide and in some cases show superimposition,

illustrating the repeated occurrence of scour at the same site. Miall and Jones (2003)

interpret these hollows as due to scour and infill at channel confluences and that they

formed some of the largest scour surfaces within the sedimentary architecture of this

deposit. Wooldridge and Hickin (2005), in a study of sedimentation in a stable ‘wander-

ing’ gravel-bed river, note that confluence scours are not as common as found in earlier

studies of braided rivers and attribute this to the relative stability of the islands, lim-

ited channel migration and hence a reduced probability of confluence migration. Salter

(1993) and Best and Ashworth (1997) highlight the fact that channel confluences are
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sites of some of the deepest scours within braided rivers and that, if they are mobile (see

Siegenthaler and Huggenberger, 1993; Figure 4.7(B), this volume), scours may produce

widespread erosion surfaces. In deciphering the impact of sea-level change (allocyclic

control) versus intrinsic autocyclic channel scour within the ancient sedimentary record,

it thus becomes important to be able to distinguish the effects of confluence erosion (Best

and Ashworth, 1997; Fielding, 2007). Better recognition of the scale, infill and possible

regional extent of these scour surfaces, and the junction fill, thus becomes important.

In a study of confluence sedimentation in an anastomosing river, Alam et al. (1985)

record bidirectional current indicators on a tributary-mouth bar near the upstream

junction corner of the Castlereagh River–Warrena Creek confluence, New South Wales,

Australia. They record cross-sets of up to 0.40 m thickness and dip angles between 7

and 31◦ that extend upstream into the tributary Warrena Creek. Alam et al. (1985)

outline three possible hypotheses for such cross-sets within the tributary channel at

river junctions: (a) deposition on the upstream sides of antidunes (although the cross-

stratification at their field site was clearly shown to be due to subcritical dunes and

ripples), (ii) deposition by reverse flow in a separation zone (although the occurrence

of reverse flow indicators across the whole tributary channel mouth, rather than just in

an area near the upstream junction corner, negated this hypothesis) and (iii) deposition

by flow reversal in the tributary channel due to local reversals in water-surface slope

caused by backwater effects. Alam et al. (1985) thus argue that partial diversion of the

mainstream flow was the cause of the bidirectional current indicators they recorded

and that this effect is produced when the main channel flow is dominant. They further

reason that such reversals in flow may be more common in low-gradient rivers where it

may be easier to create favourable backwater conditions for such flows. Such conditions

also may be more likely in catchments where there is a disparity in rainfall timing and

quantity across the different tributary areas (see Frostick and Reid, 1977). Extreme cases

of tributary sedimentation when the main channel is dominant come in the form of

slackwater deposits within the tributary channel (e.g. Baker, 1984; Kochel and Baker,

1988; Leopold et al., 2006): here, sediment is deposited within the stagnant backwater

in the tributary when the main channel dominates the flow at a junction (i.e. very low

Qr values). Studies of such slackwater sites have shown the usefulness of these deposits

for various paleoflood estimates, such as water depth and sediment load (Rudoy and

Baker, 1993; Carling et al., 2002).

Conclusions

The morphology and sediment-transport characteristics of river channel confluences

are highly complex and involve many interactions between flow structure, sediment

transport (as both bed- and suspended load) and the development of bed morphol-

ogy, which will change over differing spatial and temporal scales. Although the bed
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morphology of a range of channel confluences has been found to have a number of

common characteristics, namely a central scour, tributary-mouth bars and bars within

the post-confluence channel, it is apparent that much work remains to be conducted in

relation to a wide range of controlling boundary conditions. For instance, what effect is

exerted on the bed morphology by differing curvature in the upstream confluent chan-

nels, by the presence and extent of bed discordance or by extreme discharge/momentum

ratios?

Several broad areas appear ripe for research. First, most of our knowledge of the

confluence hydrodynamic zone still stems from laboratory modelling and the study of

relatively small field junctions. Although documentation of flow and morphology at

larger junctions is now becoming a reality (see Parsons et al., this volume, Chapter 5),

it is evident that far more study is required into the nature of a range of differing size

junctions, their controlling processes and the nature of any scale invariance in both

form and process. Second, although progress has been made in quantifying the nature

of sediment transport within channel confluences, much work remains to be done

and we have a comparatively sparse knowledge of how sediments, of differing sizes, are

routed through channel junctions. Field studies and numerical models that incorporate

sediment transport would provide obvious approaches in which to gain key insights

here and address this area, which is perhaps the most acute gap in our understanding

of channel confluences. Thirdly, the role of confluences in relation to downstream

sediment dispersal and bed morphology (for instance at bifurcations) appears an area

for critical analysis and for informing ideas of how inherited flow structure affects large-

scale channel morphology in these sites. Lastly, the depositional character of confluence

sediments is becoming increasingly well known, and progress in our understanding

of sediment routing within channel junctions will better inform depositional models

that can be linked to hydrogeological predictions of the sub-surface behaviour of these

elements of alluvial architecture.
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Introduction

River channel confluences are a fundamental component of fluvial systems and are

ubiquitous within both dendritic drainage networks and most channel planforms. De-

spite the clear importance of fully understanding the processes and dynamics of river

channel confluences, our current understanding is based largely on laboratory exper-

iments (e.g. Mosley, 1976; Best, 1988; Best and Roy, 1991) and on the observations,

measurements and numerical modelling of small-scale natural junctions, which are

often less than tens of metres wide (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998; Bradbrook et al.,

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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1998; Lane et al., 2000; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2004). Although investigations of

channel junctions have become increasingly sophisticated, allowing identification of

some of the key variables that control confluence morphodynamics, this advance has

largely focused on small-scale confluences. Until recently, there have been almost no

detailed studies of flow, sediment transport and bed morphology at larger scales, and

it is reasonable to question whether or not current conceptual models of confluence

dynamics are valid for larger rivers (channels ∼>100 m wide). This question is sig-

nificant as the junctions of smaller channels can be expected to differ considerably

from the junctions of channels several orders of magnitude larger. For example, smaller

channels are usually characterized by relatively low channel width–depth ratios, whilst

larger channels are usually wider and shallower. Moreover, the junction of two larger

channels may drain significantly different areas in terms of geology and climate, and

can thus have a greater range of inflow conditions at the confluence as compared to

smaller junctions, which more frequently drain areas with similar catchment charac-

teristics. Understanding the influence of such scale effects on the process dynamics

of large river confluences is vital since they adopt a pivotal role in controlling, and

regulating, the passage of colossal volumes of water and sediment, and determine the

delivery and timing of fluid and sediment discharge to downstream coastal zones and

oceans. Such influences can thus have a wide range of impacts at both the regional and

global scale.

Recent developments in technology, and in particular advances in global positioning

systems and the advent of acoustic Doppler current profiling and multibeam echo

sounding, have begun to facilitate investigations of large river morphodynamics (e.g.

Richardson and Thorne, 2001; McLelland et al., 1999; Ashworth et al., 2000; Parsons

et al., 2004, 2005, 2007; Szupiany et al., 2005; Lane et al., in press). These new instruments

enable the rapid and precise mapping of flow fields and bed morphology from such

large channels, and the initial results from these investigations (e.g. McLelland et al.,

1999; Parsons et al., 2007) question whether large-scale secondary flows are present at

large river channel confluences and suggest that boundary-layer effects at higher width–

depth ratios and the impacts of high form roughness might suppress the development

of such flow structures.

This chapter will examine the influence of scale on junction morphodynamics and

highlight the similarities and differences between large and small confluences. The flow

structure present at larger river confluences will be compared with models developed

for smaller junctions, allowing discussion and speculation on the influence of these

processes on the dynamics of fluid mixing at large river channel confluences. This

chapter presents details from relatively new material, as data on large-scale confluences

are only now becoming available, and highlights some of the challenges that such new

information is raising.
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Bed morphology

A detailed review of bed morphology at smaller channel confluences is presented by

Best and Rhoads (this volume, Chapter 4) and only a brief summary of this previous

work is presented herein to provide the context for the present chapter. Confluences

are often dominated by junction scour (Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Best, 1986, 1988;

Bristow et al., 1993; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998; Bradbrook et al., 2000; Rhoads and

Sukhodolov, 2001; Best and Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4), with scour depth often

being between three and five times the depth of the confluent channels. A range of

small-scale laboratory experiments have shown scour depth to increase at both higher

junction angles and discharge ratios (the ratio of discharges from the two tributary

channels) between the confluent channels (Mosley, 1976; Ashmore and Parker, 1983;

Best, 1988). Bedload transport rates through the confluence are also found to have an

influence on scour depth, with less scour being observed as sediment flux increases

through the junction. Despite some variability in these relationships, significant trends

between junction angle, momentum ratio (the ratio of flow momentum between the

two tributary channels) and scour depth have also been reported from a range of

small-scale field investigations (e.g. Ashmore and Parker, 1983; see Sambrook Smith

et al., 2005; Best and Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4). The presence of avalanche faces

associated with tributary-mouth bars that dip into the scour has also been identified

as a common morphological feature in numerous confluence studies (e.g. Best, 1986;

Best and Roy, 1991; Bristow et al., 1993; Gaudet and Roy, 1995; McLelland et al., 1996;

De Serres et al., 1999; Biron et al., 2004). Such features can be produced by relatively

deep central scour (McLelland et al., 1996) or by bed discordance (Kennedy, 1984; Biron

et al., 1993), where one tributary channel enters the confluence at a higher elevation

to the other, thus forming a negative step. The presence of such morphological steps

within channel confluences has also been found to significantly alter the flow structure

and hence overall confluence dynamics (Best and Roy, 1991; Gaudet and Roy, 1995;

Biron et al., 1996; DeSerres et al., 1999; Bradbrook et al., 2001), with less deep scours

often found at these sites with a bed discordance.

Downstream of the junction, as the flow recovers and shallows out of the scour hole,

barforms often develop. The scale and location of these bars vary as a function of both

planform geometry and discharge (momentum) ratio (Best, 1986; Bristow et al., 1993).

At symmetrical, roughly equal discharge channels, mid-channel bars often form in the

centre of the post-confluence channel (Ashworth, 1996). However, below the down-

stream junction corner of asymmetrical junctions, bars often develop that are primarily

produced by flow deceleration and flow separation as the tributary channel turns into

the downstream channel alignment (Best and Reid, 1984; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995;

Best and Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4).
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The influence of channel scale on these general features of confluence bed morphol-

ogy and their controlling variables is not fully understood. Best and Ashworth (1997)

present morphological data from one of the largest river confluences in the world, that

of the Jamuna and Ganges rivers in Bangladesh (Figure 5.1), which indicate several

features of bed morphology that are similar to smaller junctions: a central scour, the

edges of mouth bars that dip into the scour and an accumulation of sediment below

the downstream junction corner. Best and Ashworth (1997) present data from five

bathymetric surveys taken at different times that show scour depth approaches 30 m

at the junction, which equates to five times the mean depth of the confluent channels.

A plot of scour-depth data from several junctions within the braided Jamuna River

(Figure 5.2) also displays a similar range of relative scour depths (often around three

times channel depth). A comparison of these dimensionless scour depths with data from

smaller confluence sites (< 100 m width) and previous laboratory investigations (see

Sambrook Smith et al., 2005, Best and Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4) suggests some

scale invariance in junction morphology, with scour depths typically ranging from two

to four times the incoming tributary channel depths. However, despite the large scour

depths, steep (angle-of-repose) avalanche faces were not found in the surveys reported

by Best and Ashworth (1997), and the slopes of the bed dipping into the scour hole at

the junction of the Jamuna–Ganges were typically less than 5◦ (Figures 5.1 and 5.3).

Indeed, the depositional slopes of these tributary-mouth bars at the Jamuna–Ganges

confluence are often 2–3◦, with smaller dunes migrating down their faces (Figure 5.3),

demonstrating the lack of large-scale sediment avalanching on these bar fronts. This

is in marked contrast to data reported for smaller confluences, where avalanche faces

typically approach the angle-of-repose (e.g. Best, 1988; McLelland et al., 1996). Hence,

although the relative scour depths at these larger confluences may be similar to smaller

junctions, the morphology of the avalanche faces is not. This is significant as it points to

the role of the junction flow dynamics, and specifically flow acceleration and shear-layer

dynamics, in generating the scour, rather than flow over a steep morphological step or

tributary-mouth bar front.

Other research (Parsons et al., 2007; Szupiany et al., 2007, submitted) has also iden-

tified similar scours at braid bar confluences on the Rı́o Paraná, Argentina. The relative

scour depths recorded at these relatively low-angle junctions (Figure 5.4) again fall

within the range identified from laboratory investigations and smaller-scale conflu-

ences. In these junctions on the Rı́o Paraná (Figure 5.4; Szupiany et al., 2007), the scour

depth is approximately two to three times the pre-confluence average channel depth,

with scour depth reaching over 22 m at confluence B (Figure 5.4) and extending ap-

proximately 1000 m in length. At confluence A (Figure 5.4), although the central scour

is not as well defined, there is a noteworthy discordance in the bed height between

the confluent channels, with the true left channel being shallower (∼ 7 m) than the

true right channel (∼ 12 m). However, once again and similar to the Jamuna–Ganges

junction, the slopes dipping into the scours are very low-angle, being less than 6◦.
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Figure 5.1 Bed morphology at the confluence of the Jamuna and Ganges rivers, Bangladesh. Plots

show morphology of confluence at various times (a–e) and a difference map of bed elevation (f).

Reproduced from Nature, 387: 275–277 (1997). A colour reproduction of this figure can be seen in

the colour section towards the centre of the book.
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Figure 5.2 Plots of dimensionless confluence scour depth from the braided Jamuna River,

Bangladesh. From Sarker (1996) and Best et al. (2007).

These results thus suggest that steep avalanche faces may be rare features in these larger

river channels, even though appreciable scour depths are not.

The plots of bed morphology presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.4 show that accumu-

lations of sediment exist as bars in the post-confluence channel at all these sites. The

formation of such bars in the downstream channel, and in particular at the downstream

junction corner, mirror similar morphologies found in smaller junctions (see Best and

Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4) and point to possible similarities in sediment routing
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Figure 5.3 Bed morphology at three cross-sections across the scour at the Jamuna–Ganges con-

fluence (see Figure 5.1), illustrating the low angle of the slopes that dip into the scour and the

superimposition of dunes upon those slopes.

at such sites. Finally, the presence of dune and bar forms in large sand-bed rivers may

have a significant impact on flow and morphodynamics. For example, Figure 5.3 indi-

cates the prevalence of dune forms migrating down the tributary-mouth bar face into

the confluence scour, and these may have some role in modifying the flow structure,

as speculated by Parsons et al. (2007), who highlight the role of form roughness in

suppressing channel-scale secondary flows.
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Figure 5.4 Bed morphology of two braid bar confluences in the Rı́o Paraná, Argentina (depths

refer to the 0-m level in the Rosario Port gage in Argentina). Survey dates: 13/06/06 (A) and

07/06/06 (B). Reproduced from proceedings of the 5th International Conference on River, Coastal

and Estuarine Morphodynamics, Twente, The Netherlands (2007).

Flow structure at large river channel confluences

Research during the last quarter of the twentieth and the beginning of the twenty-

first century has contributed greatly to our identification and understanding of the

characteristic flow structures commonly found in confluences. Much of this work is

summarized by Biron and Lane (this volume, Chapter 3). Key flow features reported
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from past work include: (1) a region of stagnated, super-elevated flow at the upstream

junction corner, (2) a shear or mixing layer between the two flows, (3) a zone of flow

acceleration as the flows combine within the junction, (4) a region of separated flow

below the downstream junction corner, (5) the possible presence of twin back-to-back

helical flow cells that converge at the water surface over the region of maximum scour

depth and diverge at the bed back towards the channel banks and (6) a region of flow

recovery downstream from the confluence where the flows mix. The distance over which

this mixing takes place in large rivers may appear, at first, to be very long. For instance,

the distance required for complete mixing may be greater than 400 km at the junction

of the Rı́o Paraguay and Rı́o Paraná, and upwards of 200 km in many other larger river

channels (see Table 1 from Lane et al., in press). Lane et al. (in press) show from semi-

theoretical analysis that such long distances should be expected in the absence of the

significant near-field mixing often observed in smaller junctions, and can be extremely

rapid in cases with bed discordance (e.g. Gaudet and Roy, 1995). Below, we examine

which aspects of this broad fluid dynamic pattern have been detected at the confluences

of large channels and discuss the apparent differences in process dynamics between

small- and large-river confluences.

Flow acceleration

Fluid acceleration, as tributary flows combine at a confluence and pass into the down-

stream channel, is perhaps the most common feature of junction-flow dynamics (e.g.

Roy et al., 1988). Acceleration is produced by the reduction in cross-sectional area that

often occurs (despite the presence of scour) and is linked to both non-linear changes

in downstream hydraulic geometry, where width tends to increase more quickly than

depth, and the local influence of the confluence bed morphology, particularly the de-

velopment of junction bars. Research has identified flow acceleration in the very largest

confluences in the world. Both Parsons et al. (2007) and Szupiany et al. (2007) identify

the acceleration of flow at braid bar confluences on the Rı́o Paraná. Figure 5.5 shows the

post-confluence fluid acceleration from the data of Szupiany et al. (2007) from the Rı́o

Paraná, where accelerations of over 30 per cent are present in the downstream channel.

Flow acceleration is thought to be one of the key drivers in the formation of scour at

junctions and is likely to be of particular importance in large confluences given that

the tributary-mouth bar faces appear to be significantly lower-angle or absent, suggest-

ing that flow separation over these barforms may not be influential or even present.

Although data are still limited, such flow acceleration appears to be a ubiquitous feature

of confluence dynamics. However, Szupiany et al. (2007) do identify a possible signif-

icant difference with channel scale and suggest that, as the width–depth ratio of the

confluent channels increases, then the distribution of the velocity across the tributary

inflow may have a greater potential for variability as compared with smaller channels,

particularly in the presence of larger bar forms. Such cross-sectional spatial variability
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Figure 5.5 Primary and secondary flow velocity fields at sections through a braid bar confluence on

the Rı́o Paraná (Confluence B in Figure 5.4). Reproduced from proceedings of the 5th International

Conference on River, Coastal and Estuarine Morphodynamics, Twente, The Netherlands (2007). A

colour reproduction of this figure can be seen in the colour section towards the centre of the book.

can be expected to alter the local momentum ratios as the channels combine, and thus

influence flow acceleration and resultant scour within the junction. For example, at

the Confluence B site of Szupiany et al. (2007), two areas of distinct flow acceleration

and scour are present in the confluence (Figure 5.5). It can thus be speculated that such

cross-sectional variability could have a significant and increasing control on the dynam-

ics of larger confluences, particularly at lower flow stages where stronger topographic

forcing may result in more variable flow fields through the section. This effect would

significantly alter the dynamics of the combining flows, resulting in the generation of

more complex patterns of flow at the confluence.
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Secondary flow

Flow through channel confluences is characterized not only by a general flow accel-

eration but also, in many cases, by two streamwise, counter-rotating helical flow cells

(Mosley, 1976; Ashmore et al., 1992; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995) that are convergent

at the surface, downwell over the centre of the channel (scour region), diverge at the bed

and upwell at the channel boundaries. Such secondary flow cells have been identified

in a number of field cases, particularly where the tributary channels are concordant at

their confluence (e.g. Ashmore et al., 1992; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995, 1998; Rhoads

and Sukhodolov, 2001), and have often been found to occupy the entire width of the

channel. Such channel-scale flow features have also been identified in confluences with

significant bed discordance, where the shear generated at the mixing interface occupies

a large portion of the central channel and generates upwelling within the deeper channel

near the downstream junction corner (e.g. De Serres et al., 1999).

Although previous investigations of secondary flows in large rivers indicated that they

can occupy large portions of the channel width (Richardson et al., 1996), later research

(Parsons et al., 2007; Szupiany et al., 2007), has questioned the validity of a scale invariant

model for secondary flows at confluences. Indeed, Parsons et al. (2007) report results

from a confluence–diffluence unit on the Rı́o Paraná and found no evidence of the

classic back-to-back helical circulation. Similarly, Parsons et al. (2007) also found no

clear impact of the slight bed discordance (∼ 4 m depth differential) at their field site

upon the generation of secondary flows within the confluence. Szupiany et al. (2007),

reporting on two braid bar confluences further downstream on the Rı́o Paraná, did

identify counter-rotating, surface-convergent, helical flow cells in their measurements

(Figure 5.5). However, the spatial extent of these secondary cells was limited to only small

proportions of the total channel width (<25 per cent), compared with cells that often

occupy over 80 per cent of the width in smaller confluences (e.g. Rhoads and Kenworthy,

1998). This again highlights the potential importance of the spatial non-uniformity of

flow within a cross-section as the scale of the channels increases, and suggests that both

flow acceleration and the presence of helical secondary flow cells at large junctions

might be different from that which has been observed at small confluences.

The absence, or limited spatial extent, of helical circulation cells at large confluences

is interesting. In the cases described above, the confluent channels are curved with flow

convergence through the confluence zone, and it may be expected that the flow direc-

tion at the surface would differ from that at the bed. However, the fact that there is

a near-uniform flow direction throughout the flow depth (Parsons et al., 2007, their

Figure 4) suggests that the steering of flow at the bed is readily transmitted through-

out the entire flow depth, preventing channel-scale differences between near-bed and

near-surface flow directions as found at smaller river confluences. Parsons et al. (2007)

suggest that in the wide, relatively shallow, flows typical of larger river channels (Nezu

and Nakagawa, 1993; Yalin, 1992) form roughness may assist this process, whereby
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near-bed local steering of flow over bedforms is transmitted throughout the flow depth,

thereby negating or lessening the production of channel-scale secondary flows. Szupi-

any et al. (2007) present data showing that cross-sectional variations in the incoming

flows might also play an increased local role in the dynamics of confluences as chan-

nel scale increases, resulting in a localization of coherent secondary flows into smaller

portions of the channel width. Such localization may also be reflected in local levels

of water surface superelevation and pressure gradients across a section at large conflu-

ences, as it is unlikely that superelevation produced by curvature will scale with river

width and be consistent across wider channels, but these variations might exist at the

sub-section scale.

The influence of bed height discordance on the generation of any helical flow cells

may also tend to diminish with increasing channel scale. As highlighted above, avalanche

faces and morphological steps due to bed discordance are typically very low-angle in

larger channels, preventing the formation of permanent flow separation that is often

found over this morphological step at smaller confluences. Therefore, secondary flows

generated through this mechanism (e.g. Best, 1987, 1988; McLelland et al., 1996), and

the three-dimensional distortion of the shear layer interface often caused by discor-

dance (Best and Roy, 1991), may be significantly less likely to occur in larger channel

confluences.

Shear-layer dynamics

The development of shear at the interface of the combining flows can generate sub-

stantial levels of turbulence and may be a significant influence on confluence scour

(Best, 1987) and mixing rates. Biron et al. (1993), Sukhodolov and Rhoads (2001)

and Rhoads and Sukhodolov (2004) identify a number of scales of variability in

velocity signals from within confluence shear zones: (i) longer-term fluctuations,

possibly related to backwater effects, flow within the stagnation zone at the upper

junction corner and larger-scale shifts in the shear-layer position, (ii) large-scale Kelvin–

Helmholtz vortices generated by a velocity differential across the shear layer, and (iii)

shorter period events nested within the larger structures. Bed discordance also appears

to influence the form and nature of the shear layer between the two flows. For example,

in the concordant bed junction examined by Rhoads and Sukhodolov (2004), the larger

coherent flow structures they identify are quasi two-dimensional with little vertical

motion. In contrast, Biron et al. (1993) and De Serres et al. (1999) identify significant

vertical upwelling and three-dimensional turbulence generation in a junction with ap-

preciable bed discordance, where flow over the discordant step interacted with the shear

layer to produce large zones of upwelling near the downstream junction corner.

There is currently a paucity of data concerning the dynamics of shear layers at large

confluences. Lane et al. (in press) identify, using at-a-point three-dimensional velocity
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surveys, turbulent shear associated with a near-vertical shear layer at the confluence

of the Rı́o Paraná and Rı́o Paraguay, Argentina. However, they note that this zone

of turbulent shear was restricted to very close to the junction (<0.3 post-confluence

widths downstream). Lane et al. (in press) discuss how turbulence along the shear layer

at the Paraná–Paraguay junction was manifested in the formation of three-dimensional

instabilities that are associated with the intermittent upwelling of turbid Paraguay water

into the clearer Paraná water. However, these features were not to be sustained for a great

distance downstream and the flow became largely two-dimensional in less than ∼ 0.3

multiples of the post-confluence width downstream (Lane et al., in press, their Figure

3). This resulted in a very rapid reduction in the lateral mixing between the two flows

in only a short distance downstream from the confluence, with a significant reduction

in shear and shear-layer expansion.

Given that large-scale bed discordance and significant morphological steps seem to

be lower in magnitude at higher width–depth ratios (>100), the possible distortion of

the mixing-layer interface often found in small junctions may be less likely to form.

The corollary of this speculation is twofold: first, the junction scour is likely to be

concentrated along the vertical axis of the shear layer and, secondly, mixing rates at

larger junctions are likely be less rapid, as discussed in the following section.

Flow mixing at large river confluences

Research on small channel junctions in the field and in the laboratory has shown that

the three primary flow mechanisms that contribute to mixing at river confluences are:

(i) shear between the confluent flows, (ii) helical motions associated with streamline

curvature and (iii) the influence of bed discordance between the two confluent channels,

which can drive the upwelling of fluid from one channel into the waters of the other

confluent channel. Shear-generated vortices may lead to substantial lateral transfers of

fluid between the two combining flows, although field observations in small channels

suggest that this only results in mixing as long as the shear between the two flows

is maintained (e.g. Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 2001; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001).

Channel-scale secondary circulation results in substantial flow mixing if the circulation

is strong and may transform into a single, channel-scale, helical cell (e.g. Bradbrook et al.,

2000; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). Finally, the upwelling of water at discordant-bed

junctions has been shown to reduce the downstream distance required for complete

mixing, from approximately 100 multiples of the channel width (W) to as little as 10 to

25 W in small rivers (Gaudet and Roy, 1995).

Field measurements and remotely-sensed data show that the complete mixing of

flows where two large rivers join commonly requires a significant river length (Mackay,

1970; Krouse and Mackay, 1971; Stallard, 1987), which can often extend to tens or

even hundreds of kilometres. Fischer et al. (1979), applying a semi-theoretical analysis,
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suggest that mixing distances should increase significantly in very large rivers because

the rate of transverse diffusion is a function of the square of channel width. Moreover,

as discussed above, channel-scale secondary flows are often absent (Parsons et al., 2007)

or restricted (Szupiany et al., 2007) in larger channels, thus preventing the channel-

scale overturning and mixing of flows. Furthermore, significant morphological steps

or avalanche faces at larger confluences are also absent, and thus mixing driven by

channel-scale shear-layer distortion may also be absent or weak. The absence of these

factors should mean that mixing lengths downstream of confluences should retain a

strong dependence on the square of channel width, and so be expected to be very long

in large rivers.

Lane et al. (in press) present information on mixing processes from the Rı́o Paraná–

Paraguay confluence (Figure 5.6). Semi-theoretical analysis suggested that the mixing

length should be greater than 400 km, and they documented one time period when this

was the case. However, Lane et al. (in press) also obtained measurements on an occasion

when the mixing length was only 8 km. For the slower mixing case, as mentioned above,

three-dimensional flow structures were identified along the mixing interface, resulting

in local mixing close to the upstream junction corner, well within one channel width

downstream. However, after this distance, shear was minimal and the flows mixed very

Figure 5.6 Oblique aerial photograph of the junction of the Rı́o Paraná and Rı́o Paraguay. Note the

contrast produced by the higher suspended sediment concentrations of the Rı́o Paraguay and the

vorticity present along the mixing interface. A colour reproduction of this figure can be seen in the

colour section towards the centre of the book.
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slowly. Lane et al. (in press) found no channel-scale secondary flow in the slow mixing

case and suggest that this, combined with reverse topographic forcing on the mainstream

Rı́o Paraná side of the river, effectively prevented substantial mixing at the confluence

zone.

For the case of rapid mixing, Lane et al. (in press) identified significant channel-

scale flow circulation, which was associated with penetration of the more turbid Rı́o

Paraguay water further across the channel width at depth, leading to much more rapid

mixing. Research conducted in 1998, performed at the junction of the Negro and

Solimões rivers in Brazil, also identified rapid mixing, complete within 25 km of the

junction (Maurice-Bourgoin et al., 2003), and thus in around six channel widths. The

results presented by Lane et al. (in press) caution against the possibility of turbulence-

driven mixing playing a significant role in very wide channels and instead highlight the

importance of the interaction between the momentum ratio of the confluent channels

and the channel-bed morphology in producing channel-scale circulation. Lane et al. (in

press) suggest that mixing between two large rivers may be critically dependent upon

the time-varying, basin-scale, hydrological response, and highlight that a differential

hydrological response from each tributary is more likely as the scale of the confluent

channels increases due to the different climatic zones each river may capture. Finally,

because large rivers have a greater probability of draining different geological terrains,

the potential for significant differences in suspended sediment concentrations between

confluent channels increases. The influence that such density differences could have

on confluence flow and mixing dynamics is currently unknown, although their role in

enhancing shear-layer distortion may act to increase mixing rates at such sites. Further

research is clearly required in this area of confluence-mixing dynamics in order to explore

the variability of these mechanisms and identify the dominant controls at different

spatio-temporal scales.

Conclusions

Although river channel confluences are key nodes within fluvial systems, our knowledge

and understanding is skewed significantly to investigations based upon small river

channels and laboratory models. These small channels usually have small width–depth

ratios. This is significant as a large number of variables do not scale linearly and in

proportion to the observed processes occurring at these sites, and we therefore currently

have a limited ability to assess the extent to which small-scale studies can be extrapolated

to larger junctions.

This chapter has briefly reviewed the current state of knowledge with respect to the

influence of scale on confluence morphodynamics and has highlighted some significant

similarities and differences between small and large confluences (> 100 m wide). Sig-

nificantly, large channel confluences appear to have a similar overall bed morphology

to junctions several orders of magnitude smaller, with the presence of prominent scour
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holes being the most distinctive feature. However, the morphological step and tributary-

mouth bar face, which creates any bed discordance, have generally a low angle in large

junctions and thus may have a far more limited impact on flow than within smaller junc-

tions. Moreover, recent research has highlighted that channel-scale secondary flows can

be absent or restricted to small spatial areas of channel cross-sections at large river junc-

tions. The absence of such helical flows may be attributable to: (1) the fact that the rate of

increase in channel width is greater than depth as river scale is increased, leading to rela-

tively low depths for the channel widths being considered, (2) the role of form roughness,

which effectively suppresses the development of such channel-scale flow structures, (3)

the lesser importance of secondary flows driven by gradients in water-surface elevation at

larger junctions and (4) the increased likelihood of spatial differences in bed morphology

(bars and dunes), and thus the topographic forcing of flow fields, within large junctions.

These significant differences have major impacts on confluence morphodynamics.

Despite the progress highlighted above, there remains a significant paucity of data on

large river confluences. However, we are now far better equipped to measure and monitor

large rivers than ever before. Future work clearly calls for quantification of bed mor-

phology, flow and sediment transport at a wider range of confluence morphologies, and

for this to be allied with developments in numerical modelling. Such an approach will

yield a methodology for addressing a range of controls on confluence morphodynamics

and how these vary with channel scale and at what scales such changes are manifest.
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6
Management of confluences

Robert Ettema

College of Engineering and Applied Science, University of Wyoming, USA

Introduction

Left to nature, confluence morphologies adjust in response to variations of water

flow and sediment transport. Further, for fluvial networks subject to frigid winters,

confluence morphologies must also adjust to ice formation and passage. The com-

bined impact of the adjustments can be substantial and dynamic, and thus may create

difficulties for land use and infrastructure operation in the vicinity of confluences.

Numerous case-study examples document such difficulties. Figure 6.1, for example,

illustrates the substantial difficulties faced in maintaining flow conditions at the conflu-

ence of the Missouri and the Mississippi Rivers, especially during winter when ice adds

complications.

Confluence management, the primary subject of this chapter, entails controlling con-

fluence morphologies so as to mitigate or minimize the difficulties that they may pose for

land use and infrastructure operation. The chapter discusses confluence management

in terms of two issues:

1. sediment transport and channel stability

2. ice passage and channel stability.

The issues sometimes conflate. For fluvial networks in cold regions, sediment and ice

jointly affect confluence morphology. Spatial distributions of sediment deposition and

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Figure 6.1 Confluence adjustments in response to inflow variations of water, sediment and ice

may hamper infrastructure activities, including navigation, as depicted here for the confluence of

the Missouri and the Mississippi Rivers, January 1978.

scour within a confluence may limit its capacity to pass drifting ice. In turn, spatial

distributions of ice growth and accumulation may alter channel alignment and ham-

per the confluence’s capacity to pass water and sediment. This chapter briefly recaps

elements of the chapter by Best and Rhoads (this volume) regarding confluence mor-

phology, outlines the ways whereby ice may affect confluence morphology and discusses

approaches to managing confluences that seek to mitigate concerns regarding sediment

transport and ice passage.
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Unruly confluences

Channel confluences may not readily lend themselves to the fixed alignments required

for land use and infrastructure purposes. Consequently, confluences can seem un-

ruly places, their morphologies complex, even untidy, frequently unstable and shifting.

Moreover, confluences commonly are sites where drifting material, such as ice or woody

debris, may choke a fluvial network.

Morphological instabilities

Effective confluence management entails understanding the main aspects of confluent

morphologies as well as the possible destabilizing impacts of variations in flow and

sediment transport, and of ice formation and ice passage. As described in the preced-

ing chapters of this book, confluence morphologies vary in accordance with relative

magnitudes of confluent water and sediment flows, channel slopes and sediment char-

acteristics. All manner of alluvial channel instability may occur at confluences. As with

practically any alluvial channel, variations in water and sediment inflows may cause

changes in channel grade, movement of the thalweg, bank erosion and formation or

adjustment of various depositional forms.

Quite radical shifts of confluent channels can occur when a flow thalweg swings

around the alternate sides of the various bar forms occurring in confluences, or when

bank erosion triggers a lateral shift of a channel. Sometimes, the bars include remnants

of adjoining land cut-off by a shift in a channel. Depositional bars typically form where

flow capacity to move bed sediment locally diminishes. In particular, point bars may

form within flow-separation zones that develop when confluent flows merge within

the curved planform of a confluence. Deltaic bars may exist at the mouth of a channel

confluent with a larger and more sluggish channel. As outlined in the ensuing section,

ice formation can amplify the effective size of bars and, thereby, further induce changes

in thalweg alignment.

Ice effects on morphological stability

The annual cycle of ice formation and break-up is a prominent phenomenon of fluvial

networks exposed to frigid winters. The extent to which ice affects channel morphol-

ogy depends on a combination of factors, in addition to water flow rate. Particularly

important are factors determining the amount of ice formed and the ways in which

ice forms and then eventually breaks up. These factors assume great significance at

confluences, where water, sediment and ice merge, and where channel morphology
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becomes complicated. Prowse (2001), Ettema and Zabilansky (2004) and USACE

(2006) summarize the extant knowledge regarding ice effects on channel stability.

Ashton (1986) and Beltaos (1995), among others, are useful books on general aspects of

river ice.

The total amount of ice formed along a channel usually is governed by the cumulative

period of temperature degrees below the freezing temperature of water. Under condi-

tions of unregulated flow, the annual cycle of ice formation is accompanied by a decline

in water runoff and channel flow. Rates of sediment supply and channel transport di-

minish commensurately. Runoff and channel flow subsequently increase during spring

thaws, and it is then that ice-cover effects on channel behaviour can become especially

significant.

Ice may dampen or amplify erosion processes along channels. Additionally, its effects

act over varying scales of time and channel length. Dampening effects include reduced

rates of water runoff from the channel’s watershed (snowfall instead of rain, freezing

of overland flow), cementing of bank material by frozen water and armouring of bars

and shorelines by ice-cover set-down when flow rates reduce as winter progresses. Ice,

though, may amplify erosion and sediment-transport rates locally by concentrating flow

within channels or under ice jams. Freeze-thaw weakening of banks greatly increases

the amount of bank sediment entering a channel. During spring thaws and ice-cover

break-up, the effects of ice coupled with high flows can be especially dramatic. The

surge of water and ice consequent to the dynamic break-up of an ice cover or collapse

of an ice jam can severely erode a channel’s bed and banks.

Over a timescale of several months and length scale of miles of channel, ice alters the

relationships between flow rate, flow depth and sediment-transport rates. As it forms,

an ice cover usually increases and redistributes a channel’s resistance to flow and reduces

the capacity of flow to move water and sediment. In a sense, because the channel’s bed

roughness does not actually increase, ice-cover effect on channel morphology may be

likened to the effect produced by a reduction in energy gradient associated with flow

along the channel. More precisely, it may be likened to a change in thalweg sinuosity

(Ettema and Zabilansky, 2004); the additional flow energy consumed overcoming the

resistance created by the cover offsets a portion of the flow’s energy that the channel

dissipates by thalweg lengthening or bifurcation.

Locally, an ice cover may redistribute flow laterally across a channel reach, altering

coherent flow structures, such as eddies, and accentuating erosion in one place and

deposition in another. Such local changes of the bed may develop during the entire

cycle of ice formation, presence and release. They may develop briefly, lasting slightly

longer than the ice cover to then disappear shortly after the cover breaks up. Or, they may

persist for some time, for example when they precipitate bank erosion. For confluences,

whose morphologies already reflect quite delicate balances imposed by merging sets

of water and sediment inflow, ice increases the complexity and seeming unruliness of

confluence morphologies.
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Ice jams in confluences

The threat of ice jamming is a major concern for confluences in cold regions. Because

confluences concentrate ice and water from upstream reaches, and confluence mor-

phology can be complicated, confluences are prone to ice-jam formation. Ice quantities

entering a confluence may exceed the capacity of the confluence to pass ice. In turn, by

virtue of their influence on flow distribution and scour, jams may affect confluence sta-

bility. Therefore, it is no surprise that ice-jam literature often mentions confluences (e.g.

Michel, 1972; Wuebben and Gagnon, 1995; Andres, 1996; Tuthill and Mamone, 1997;

Ettema et al., 1999; Ettema and Muste, 2001). Accordingly, confluence management

often must include efforts to mitigate the formation and consequences of ice jams.

Ice moves through, and possibly jams, fluvial networks on two annual occasions. One

is during winter when ice initially forms during frigid weather. Jams of newly formed ice

are called ‘freeze-up jams’, and typically comprise accumulations of relatively small ice

pieces. The other occasion is when an ice cover breaks up during warming weather, such

as in spring. These jams are called ‘break-up jams’, and usually are formed of relatively

large ice pieces.

The extents to which ice jams develop in confluences depend on the structure and

orientation (north–south) of the fluvial network, the way ice forms and moves through

the network, the location of the confluence in the network, the local morphologic fea-

tures of the confluence itself and the characteristics of ice and water flow at a confluence.

A general consideration associated with ice jams is the deceleration of the inflow that

occurs once ice movement slows. Slowing and accumulating ice increases flow depth,

and thereby decreases average velocity. Flow drag exerted against the accumulating ice

decreases and ice motion may come to a halt. Increased flow depth, though, increases the

hydrodynamic force of water exerted against the jam. Then, as ice warms and weakens,

the jam eventually may collapse, releasing a surge of water and ice. Jam formation is an

inherently unsteady process.

Field observations (e.g. Andres, 1996; Tuthill and Mamone, 1997) and laboratory ex-

periments (Ettema et al., 1999; Ettema and Muste, 2001) indicate that ice jams can result

from the following sets of processes for confluences of rectangular channels (Figure 6.2):

1. An ice run in one channel is blocked by stationary or slow-moving ice in the outflow

channel (Figure 6.2(a)).

2. A run of relatively large ice pieces (compared with channel width) lodge as an arch

across the confluence (Figure 6.2(b)).

3. Merging ice runs congest the confluence (Figure 6.2(c)).

4. Cross-flow impact of flow from the other channel congests and blocks ice discharging

from the other channel (Figure 6.2(d)).
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Figure 6.2 Ice-jam processes in confluences: (a) drifting ice arrested by a stationary ice cover in

the major channel; (b) lodgment arching of large ice pieces; (c) congestion of merging ice runs; (d)

high cross velocities pressing ice against channel bank. Note: Q and G are water and ice discharges

respectively.
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Non-uniform flow depths and the morphological convolutions of alluvial bars within

alluvial confluences slow ice passage and contribute to jamming. As Figure 6.3 illustrates,

additional jamming mechanisms arise:

1. Congestion of a single ice at a confluence point bar (Figure 6.3(a)). During low

flows, the bar increasingly constricts the surface of the outflow channel. Flow around

the bar produces centrifugal forces compressing drifting ice towards one side of the

outflow channel. Ice congestion adjacent to the confluence bar may occur whether

ice enters the confluence from one inflow channel or from both. Ice passage is made

more difficult by ice growth or accumulation at the point bar (Figure 6.3(b)).

2. Two ice runs congest the narrowed pace adjacent to a point bar (Figure 6.3(c)).

3. Ice accumulation and bridging at deltaic bars or dunes (Figure 6.3(d)). During

relatively shallow flow conditions in both confluent channels, ice from the smaller

channel may ground on exposed alluvial bars and dunes. Grounded ice may cause

other ice to arch between the bars or dunes and thereby initiate a jam.

Jamming implies congestion of ice and water flow. Two ice runs merging in the con-

fluence may cause the ice run in one channel to congest and jam at a location near the

channel’s exit (Figure 6.2(c)), or congestion may form at the narrowed region adjoining

a point bar (Figure 6.3(c)). The former congestion occurs if the upstream component

of the lateral pressure exerted by ice discharging from one channel equals or exceeds the

net force driving the ice in the second channel. This jamming mechanism arises when

an ice run in a smaller channel tries to merge with an ice run in a channel that is larger

or conveys more ice; jamming typically will occur in the smaller river, immediately

upstream of the confluence. Jamming in the vicinity of the point bar arises when ice

flows of about the same order of magnitude from the two channels squeeze past the

separation bar. In short, the following four factors influence the jamming of merging

ice runs:

1. the proximity to incipient jamming in each inflow channel

2. the relative location of the dividing streamline between the merging flows (see Fig-

ure 6.2(c))

3. the relative magnitude of the flow-separation zone (Figure 6.2(c)) or point bar (Fig-

ure 6.3(a) and (b)), which depends on relative magnitudes of the two inflows, and

confluence geometry

4. the magnitude of the backwater effect in each channel that results from ice congestion

in the confluence.
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Figure 6.3 Ice congestion at alluvial bars: (a) one ice run congested at a point bar; (b) one ice

run at a point bar narrowed by border-ice formation; (c) two ice runs at a point bar; (d) one ice run

congested at deltaic bars and islands.
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Ice-jam literature elaborates how ice breaks up, moves and possibly jams in fluvial

networks. Michel (1972), for instance, outlines a process typical of many fluvial net-

works. Ice-cover break-up begins in tributary channels, then progresses downstream to

main-stem channels. He suggests that daytime fluctuations in springtime runoff flows

have a greater destabilizing impact on ice covers in the steeper tributary channels of a

network than on ice covers in the flatter-sloped main-stem channel of a network. In

many networks, therefore, the break-up of tributary ice covers precedes break-up of

the ice cover on a main-stem channel. Broken tributary ice accumulates at ice-covered

reaches downstream, doing so in a sequential staggered manner. Further warming of

weather, weakening of the downstream ice cover and increased runoff flow eventually

cause the ice cover to collapse and the enlarged mass of broken ice to drift down-

stream or to move more dynamically as a surging ice run. In turn, an ice run may

be impeded by the next ice-covered reach downstream, and form an ice jam of still

greater size. With still further warming and flow increase, the ice reach and jam col-

lapse, and another run ensues, possibly resulting in yet another jam downstream. It

may take several runs for a fluvial network to release its ice or for ice to disintegrate

and melt within the network. The manner and sequence of ice break-up, passage and

disintegration along a fluvial network are strongly influenced by weather patterns,

sources of runoff flow throughout the network, the north–south direction of flow and

local channel morphology. Accordingly, jam configurations and channel impacts can

vary widely.

Field observations indicate that the processes sketched in Figures 6.2(a–d) and 6.3(a–

d) are common. Many illustrative case studies of ice-jam formation in confluences are

documented. For example, USACE (1962, 1977), Wuebben and Gagnon (1995) and

Tuthill and Mamone (1997) describe confluence jams in the United States. It is well

known that problematic ice jams often use to form at the confluence of the Mississippi

and Missouri Rivers (Figure 6.1). The jams blocked navigation through the confluence

and would damage and disrupt towboat-fleeting activities in the vicinity of the conflu-

ence. Also, they would damage shoreline structures and threaten to laterally shift the

confluence. The problem of ice-jam formation in the confluence of the Mississippi and

Missouri Rivers was extensively investigated by USACE (1962, 1977), Stevens (1978),

Ettema et al. (1999) and Ettema and Muste (2001). The two USACE studies document

field conditions attendant to jam events. A review of ice-jam events shows that the jams

typically are freeze-up jams that occur during a period of low flow in the Missouri

and Mississippi Rivers and frigid weather conditions. For these flows, the confluence

bar greatly constricts flow through the confluence. Additionally, during frigid weather,

border ice growth and the accumulation of grounded ice amplify the constrictive effect

of the bar. As described below, management methods were able to mitigate the problem,

at least for typical winter conditions. Ettema et al. (1999) and Ettema and Muste (2001)

describe laboratory studies aimed at confirming the efficacy of confluence-management

methods to mitigate jamming.
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The occurrence of confluence jams increases with latitude. Andres (1996, 1997, 1998)

describes three situations in western Canada where jams result in recurrent flooding

problems for towns located near confluences. Each case involved an ice run in the

tributary channel blocked by a stationary ice-cover break-up on the main-stem channel.

One case occurs at the confluence of the Smoky River and the Peace River, which is larger

and has a more northern watershed (Andres, 1996). The ice cover on the Smoky River

breaks up first during spring, but is blocked by the intact cover on the Peace River in

British Columbia. If break-up flows are sufficiently large in the Smoky River, ice jammed

at the confluence may thrust through ice on the Peace River and produce a subsequent

jam a short distance downstream in the Peace River. Ice on the McLeod River typically

breaks up before ice on the Athabasca River does, and it jams in the confluence of the

two rivers (Andres, 1998). In some years, the jam develops in the Athabasca River at a

short distance downstream of the confluence. A freeze-up ice jam commonly occurs at

the confluence of the Nechako and Fraser Rivers in British Columbia (Andres, 1997).

The Fraser River, the larger river, and of flatter slope, typically freezes over first.

Prowse (1986) presents the findings of an extensive investigation of ice jams formed

in the Liard River at the confluence of the Liard and Mackenzie Rivers in the Northwest

Territories, Canada. His study, conducted over a six-year period, 1978 through 1984,

indicates that two factors led to jam formation in the Liard River at its confluence with

the Mackenzie River. One factor was the presence of an ice cover in the Mackenzie

River. Ice cannot pass out of the Liard River when the Mackenzie is ice-covered at the

confluence. The other factor is the confluence morphology of the Liard and Mackenzie

Rivers. The mouth of the Liard River opens relatively widely at the confluence and is

marked by the presence of deltaic sand bars and islands, the latter having formed from

the vegetated, more permanent, bars. Large ice pieces have difficulty moving through

the mouth of the Liard River without arching or grounding. Arching of ice pieces at the

mouth of the Liard may cause ice to jam in the Liard when openwater conditions

exist in the Mackenzie River. In general terms, the confluent sub-channels of braided-

meandering channels and sinuous-braided channels are potential sites within a channel

where localized jams may form.

A comparatively unusual case associated with shallow flows in braided channels is

worth mentioning. It concerns an ice jam formed at the confluence of the Porcupine

River and its tributary the Bluefish River in the Yukon Territory (Jasek, 1997). The case

is unusual because the jam was attributable to the formation of aufeis at the confluence.

Aufeis is ice that forms in very shallow flows, extends up from the channel bed and thick-

ens as shallow flow oozes and freezes over the aufeis (Schohl and Ettema, 1986). Aufeis

formed in the Bluestone River encroached over and enveloped the ice cover formed

over the Porcupine River. The aufeis thickened substantially and virtually dammed the

Porcupine River, blocking the downstream passage of drifting ice.

For many large networks, the joint probability of ice discharging simultaneously

from two channels into a confluence depends on the similarity of the two watersheds
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Figure 6.4 Ice jamming, and consequent flooding, at the confluence of the Iowa and Cedar Rivers.

The shear zones and lines form as an ice layer that pushes past stationary boundaries.

drained. The frequency of confluence jamming is less for rivers draining watersheds in

significantly different hydrologic regions, though early break-up in one watershed and

late break-up in the other can result in ice running from one watershed being blocked

by an intact ice cover at the confluence (as sketched in Figure 6.2(a)). Rivers draining

adjoining hydrologic regions are more likely to experience ice runs at about the same

time. The confluence illustrated in Figure 6.4 frequently experiences ice jams, because

an ice break-up occurs practically simultaneously for the watersheds of the merging,

Midwest rivers.

Management approaches

Two general conceptual approaches have been used to manage confluences in order to

mitigate concerns about channel instability, and thus facilitate sediment transport and

ice passage through confluences:

1. Zoning: limit land use and infrastructure development within a buffer region cir-

cumscribed around a confluence. This approach leaves a confluence more or less free

to adjust its morphology, within the bounds of the buffer region. It is feasible when

the land around a confluence is not entirely developed.
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2. Channel control: employ channel-control methods to constrain confluence channels

along, more or less, fixed alignments and channel widths, and protect channel banks.

This approach is commonly used in locations where land and river use are well

developed and it is necessary to intervene with channel-control methods.

Each approach entails the application of scientific and engineering principles, even if

at times each also had a certain metaphysical or religious overtone. In ancient times,

confluences were commonly viewed as sacred places best left alone whose management

was tacitly accomplished by paying homage to the resident river deity or god. Celtic

peoples, for instance, had a god devoted to confluence management: Condatis, a god of

water and its perceived magical properties (Ross, 1967). During more recent times, when

population centres began growing along rivers in Europe (often near their confluences),

fluvial channel behaviour was customarily regarded in biblical terms. River channels that

shifted, eroded, flooded or turned land into swamp did not conform to biblical ideals

of how a river should look and behave. To hard-working, devout people struggling to

make land fruitful, such deviant behaviour was practically sinful and needed correction.

Unruly channels also did not sit well with the land-use notions of ‘manifest destiny’, a

belief strongly held in nineteenth-century North America.

A prominent early river engineer, or ‘river Korrector’ (as then called), Johan Tulla, set

the tone in 1815 with his dictum: ‘As a rule, no stream or river needs more than one bed’

(Cioc, 2002, p. 3). His dictum practically became a law in the minds of engineers, whose

education during the 1800s and 1900s emphasized orderliness and the application

of the principles of engineering mechanics. Since Tulla’s early work along the Rhine

and its tributaries, numerous channel confluences in developed locations throughout

Europe and other places have been channelized. This work is mentioned in several books

(e.g. Freeman, 1929; Schoklitsch, 1937). River-engineering literature, though, contains

no general design guidelines, overall summary of experience or hindsight review of

channel control at confluences. Much of the experience resides in reports on hydraulic

laboratory studies of confluence control at specific sites (e.g. Franco and McKellar, 1973;

McVan, 1997).

Starting in the later decades of the twentieth century and motivated substantially by

environmental concerns, there has been a definite trend to lessen the use of channel-

control methods for fluvial channels, including confluences, and where possible to rely

more on the zoning approach. However, when certain infrastructure facilities must be

protected, the zoning approach is not always feasible.

Managing confluences for sediment transport

Confluences formed of stable channels having the capacity to convey water and trans-

port sediment are required for many circumstances where channels flow through ar-

eas of developed land and infrastructure. Concerns about confluence stability and
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sediment-transport often arise for the following infrastructure situations: protection of

land, maintenance of river navigation, operation of water intakes and outfall structures,

and the safety and performance of bridges and drainage structures.

The protection of land adjoining confluence channels is common to all of these

situations, as it entails fixing the overall boundaries of the channels at a confluence.

Protection of land

Confluence management for land protection entails the use of several channel-control

methods, and sometimes bank-protection methods. Where originally the mouth of the

tributary channel could shift from one to another main outlet (Figure 6.5(a)), channel

control constrains the tributary channel to a constant width and alignment smoothly

faired into the confluence (Figure 6.5(b)). The other channel also would be faired into the

confluence in a manner whereby the inner banks of the confluence converge to an acute

point. The inner banks forming the confluence point are protected by means of riprap

stone, rock-filled gabions or sometimes sheet-piling. It is usual for the left bank (looking

downstream) of the main channel to form a smoothly faired curve similarly protected.

Figure 6.5 Channel and bank control for land protection at a confluence: (a) natural condition;

(b) channelized condition. The structural methods shown (riprap banks, spur dikes) are widely used,

though they may vary in combination.
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Information from laboratory experiments on flow behaviour at confluences is often

used in checking that the channel-control concepts will not result in adverse scour or

deposition conditions (e.g. Taylor, 1944; Fujita and Komura, 1986, 1989; Ramamurthy

et al., 1988; Hager, 1989; Gurram et al., 1997; Hsu et al., 1998).

The alignment of the right bank (looking downstream) of the lesser channel is typ-

ically maintained by means of a set of spur dikes, which sometimes may extend along

the entire right bank of the confluence. The spur dikes fend flow away from the bank

and delineate the channel’s edge. Often, the flow-separation region developed within

a confluence may cause sediment to deposit as a separation bar (see Best and Rhoads,

this volume, Chapter 4) so that this portion of the right bank may not need protection.

However, as discussed in River navigation below, it is sometimes necessary to limit the

extent to which the bar encroaches into a confluence.

Figure 6.6 illustrates the confluence-management methods applied to protect land

adjoining two scales of confluence. Figure 6.6(a) shows the riprap-protected inner

banks of the confluence point between the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. Figure

6.6(b) illustrates the same management method for the confluence of two much smaller

rivers.

Maintenance of river navigation

Maintenance of commercial navigation through a river confluence may require the use

of additional methods of channel control besides those used for land protection. The

navigation (sailing) path through a confluence usually coincides with the thalweg of

the main channel, and sometimes the thalwegs of both channels. However, the sailing

path may deviate from a thalweg at certain instances, such as the approach to a lock or

a mooring area. Typically, the confluence is managed so that minimum flow depth and

curvature of the sailing path meet the requirements for the commercial vessels passing

through the confluence.

The additional channel-control methods comprise channel-control structures and,

frequently, dredging. These methods seek to keep the alignment and depth of the sail-

ing path steady so that river navigation vessels (towboats in rivers like the Mississippi

River) can proceed safely along well-marked paths and can approach locks or moor-

ing areas. The protection of land flanking the sailing path helps prevent any major

lateral shifting of the channel. Also, channel-control structures may narrow the conflu-

ence channel and increase flow velocities, but only to within limits associated with the

channel conditions needed for navigation. Sediment conveyed into a confluence may

accumulate as bars or large dunes along the channel, causing the thalweg and sailing

path to shift and possibly shoal. Dredging is conducted to remove sediment deposits

along the sailing path and thereby maintain a minimum navigation depth through the

confluence.
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two small streams. Confluence boundaries lined with riprap or rock gabions, with spur dikes also

used for outer banks
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The scouring action of low-profile structures like bendway weirs (submerged, low,

spur dikes, Davinroy, 1994), which can fit beneath over-passing vessels, further help

to delineate thalweg and sailing path alignments, and thereby reduce the need for

dredging. The flow of water and transport of sediment from the Missouri River show

that bendway weirs deployed in the confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers

force the thalweg to a reasonably central alignment in the confluence, while also enabling

vessels to approach a lock at one side of the confluence. Figure 6.7(a) and (b) shows the

deployment of bendway weirs, and bank armouring, at the confluence of the Mississippi

and Missouri Rivers. The bendway weirs the weirs push the thalweg and sailing path to

a more central alignment through the confluence.

Figure 6.7 Water and sediment flow from the Missouri River into the Mississippi River, 1998 (a);

and (b) detail of bathymetry showing use of bendway weirs, riprap-armoured banks, and dredging

to maintain the sailing path through the confluence
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Figure 6.7 (Continued )

Operation of water intakes and outfall structures

The function of concentrating water draining from two watersheds makes the channel

immediately downstream of a confluence attractive for locating water intakes and

wastewater outlets. However, thalweg shifting and sediment deposition, as well as scour,

in the confluence along with channel shifting can cause problems for intakes. The main

management concern is to ensure that adequate flow gets to the intake. An intake
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sited near a point bar may encounter excessive sediment deposition and even become

partially enveloped by the bar, while an intake sited on the bank opposite a point

bar will have a scour concern if this bank erodes. Additional structures, such as spur

dikes and vanes, placed within a confluence can be used to guide adequate flow to

an intake.

The safety and performance of bridges and drainage structures

The channel instabilities associated with many confluences pose problems for bridges

at or near confluences and for culverts collecting water from confluent channels. The

main problem for bridges concerns the possible shifting of a channel as it approaches

the bridge to an orientation that causes a severe scour problem. This problem usually is

addressed by means of guide banks extending upstream of the bridge so as to direct the

flow suitably through the bridge waterway. It is a problem that also arises for culverts

near the confluences of small streams and drainage channels.

A further confluence concern for bridges and culverts is getting the flow through their

entrance opening. The capacity of a bridge or a culvert to pass flow may be reduced if

the approach flows merge at their entrance, because the merged flow would not be well

aligned with the opening. If the confluent approach flows convey sediment, they may

deposit it at the entrance of a bridge or culvert, thereby partially blocking the entrance;

this is a particularly severe problem for multibarrel culverts draining agricultural land

subject to substantial soil erosion. Effective confluence management for bridges and

culverts requires that confluent flows merge well upstream of the bridge or culvert,

and the merged flow then be acceptably aligned towards the bridge or culvert. A pair of

guide banks is commonly used for this purpose.

Finally, an interesting situation arises where a spill-through bridge abutment forces

flow over the floodplain such that it subsequently merges with the flow in the main

channel downstream. This is analogous to conditions at a confluence with discordant

channel beds where particular patterns of flow and scour can develop (e.g. Biron et al.,

1996). In this compound-channel case, the angle between the two channels (now the

main channel and the floodplain) is essentially zero degrees. The bathymetry of the scour

hole formed near the abutment is then very similar to that for scour at a discordant bed

confluence. In this case, the angle between the two channels (now the main channel and

the floodplain) is essentially zero degrees. The bathymetry of the scour hole formed near

the abutment is very similar to that for scour at a discordant-bed confluence. Indeed,

the same formulation may be followed in estimating the scour depth. Any management

of this confluence condition primarily entails ensuring that the approach flow can pass

through the bridge waterway without causing unacceptable scour. This can be achieved

by suitably armouring the sides of the abutment and the main channel in similar ways

to armouring the banks of a confluence.
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Managing confluences for ice passage

Stabilizing confluence channels with regard to the consequences of ice formation and

transport entails essentially the same activities as described above for land protection and

navigation at a confluence. The overall aim of confluence management is to encourage

water and ice to pass smoothly through a confluence while maintaining channel stability.

The channel-control works illustrated in Figures 6.5 through 6.7 for the confluence of

the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers have proven effective in reducing the incidence

of ice jams as well as enhancing navigation through the confluence. Otherwise, not

much work has been done regarding the enhancement of ice passage at confluences.

The extant fieldwork is summarized by Tuthill and Mamone (1987), and laboratory

work by Ettema et al. (1999) and Ettema and Muste (2001).

Ice effects on channel control

Several ice-related considerations should be kept in mind regarding the selection and

performance of channel-control structures in channels subject to frigid winters:

1. The length of such structures should not exceed the normal width of border ice at the

bank they are required to protect. Compared to openwater conditions, shorter and

closer-spaced structures are preferable for use in ice-covered flow. Structures longer

than the normal width of border ice attached to a bank move the ice crack along the

shoreline outwards into the channel, thereby widening border ice and increasing the

ice load exerted on a bank. Border ice between and near groins or spur dikes form

significantly wider than along an unprotected bank. When the river is ice covered,

border ice forms a floating membrane attached to the groins and the bank. However,

when the ice breaks up and flow stage subsides, large slabs of border ice collapse,

possibly damaging the banks and vegetation along them.

2. Ice formation may alter the flow field around long groins, spur dikes and bendway

weirs so as to negate their intended action. Ice formation may locally concentrate

flow towards the bank rather than away from the bank.

3. Riprap stone must be sized, and riprap slope configured, for border-ice conditions.

At some locations along the protected bank, riprap stones might be plucked from the

bank by collapsed bank ice. The upper elevation of riprap stone placement should

take into account the probable elevation of the ice cover.

Experience with control structures placed along the Missouri River, and several other

rivers in the greater basin of the Mississippi River, substantiate these considerations

(Zabilansky et al., 2002).
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As with confluence management for sediment transport, management for ice passage

entails estimating ice-passage capacity and identifying locations where ice may accu-

mulate. In this regard, it is useful to categorize the general conditions of ice passage

through confluences and to identify useful non-dimensional parameters for describing

them. The two conditions are:

1. a drifting individual ice pieces whose velocity is about that of the water surface; this

condition may result in ice stoppage for channels of relatively mild slope conveying

ice pieces that are relatively large compared to channel width

2. a moving layer of accumulated ice pieces extending approximately the full width of

the channel and moving with a velocity significantly less than the bulk velocity of

water flow in the channel. This condition may occur for larger channels of steeper

slope, as larger forces normally are needed to convey a complete layer of ice pieces.

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 are simplified illustrations of variations of these two conditions and

show where the congestion and jamming occur.

Differences occur in the way ice passes through confluences in these two conditions.

For example, any significant shoving and thickening of the confluent accumulations

would accompany the merging of two moving particulate layers. Shoving and thicken-

ing are much less likely to accompany the merging of free-drifting ice pieces. Instead,

the aerial packing of pieces may be a characteristic feature. The forces propelling the ice

into the confluence commensurately differ between the two conditions, and therefore

differences arise between the sets of parameters needed to describe the two categories.

Whereas flow drag and impact forces on individual ice pieces, and the inertia of indi-

vidual ice pieces, drive free-drifting ice pieces into a confluence, boundary shear stress

along the underside of an extensive accumulation of ice, together with a streamwise

component of accumulation weight, drives a moving accumulation of ice. For the free

drift of ice, the size of individual ice pieces is important. It is less important in describing

the behaviour of an accumulation of ice, for which accumulation thickness and width

are more important.

Ice passage through confluences is conveniently described in terms of non-

dimensional parameters, though a potentially large number of parameters could be

identified. A useful simplification is to consider the confluence as the intersection of

two prismatic (rectangular) channels whose width greatly exceeds their depth. The in-

fluences of confluence morphology (bars, islands, large dunes, rock outcrops etc.) are

not considered here. Also not considered are the influences of engineered features, such

as bridges and channel-control structures. Additionally, hydrologic influences, such as

air temperature, snow fall and wind, are neglected. While these physical, structural and

hydrologic factors are important, arguably they do not play key roles in ice movement
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through the confluence of prismatic channels, which is considered in the ensuing dimen-

sional analysis. The approximations reduce the number of non-dimensional parameters

needed to estimate the ice-passage capacity of a confluence.

Passage of drifting ice pieces

Figure 2(b) indicates, in simplified format, the variables associated with ice pieces drift-

ing through a confluence of two, fixed-bed channels of rectangular cross-section. The

same size of ice piece is taken to be moving through both channels. The confluent

inflow channels are designated with subscripts 1 and 2. The confluence outflow chan-

nel is designated with subscript 3. The confluence location of primary concern for

ice passage is the constricted section where the flow-separation zone has maximum

width. The variables associated with this section depend on the variables associated

with confluence-channel elements 1, 2 and 3.

The discharge, Q, or a representative bulk velocity, V , of flow in one of the channels

shown in Figure 6.2(b) can be described using the variables Y, k, S and b, for example

by means of the Darcy–Weisbach equation for flow resistance. The present analysis uses

Q, as the relative magnitudes of confluent channels usually are described in terms of

flow discharge. The fluid properties of concern are kinematic viscosity, ν, density, ρ,

and surface-tension strength, σ . The ice pieces, are taken here to be of uniform size and

are describable using a characteristic plan dimension, D, thickness, h, density, ρi , and

friction coefficient for contact among ice pieces and with the channel banks, μ. The

flow is driven by specific weight: γ = ρg, with g = gravity acceleration. The discharge

of free-drifting ice pieces moving at nearly the surface water velocity in a single channel

can be described in terms of aerial concentration, C . Ice discharge can then be calculated

as G ≈ C(hb)(Q/bY) = C(h/Y)Q.

A total of 13 variables are needed to describe the discharge of free-drifting ice in a

channel: Q1, Y1, b1, k1, ν, ρ, σ , D, h, ρi , μi , g and C1. To describe ice discharge in

two channels that differ only in geometry and discharges of water and ice the number

of variables increases to 20; added for the second channel are Q2,Y2,b2,k2,C2,D2 and

h2. The material properties of water and ice are taken to be the same for all chan-

nels. To describe the merging of ice flow from two channels confluent into a single

outflow channel, additional variables are needed to describe the orientation of the

outflow channel relative to the confluent channels, α and θ , and the hydraulic char-

acteristics of the outflow channel (b3,Y3 and k3). The total number of variables is

now 25.

The present brief analysis considers incipient ice jamming at a confluence of rivers

and at a river discharging into a reservoir or lake. Under the assumption that ice-piece

dimensions, D and h, are the same for all channels, and that the channels have about
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the same hydraulic roughness, k, the number of variables reduces to 21 (25 – 4). For ice

drifting in actual rivers, it can be assumed further that the influences of water viscosity, ν,

and surface tension, σ , are negligible (not so for most laboratory experiments, though).

The number of variables finally reduces to 19 (21 – 2).

If the ice pieces move through the confluence as a single layer of ice pieces of a given

size, the following functional relationship may be written for the congesting aerial

concentration of ice discharge at the narrowest cross-section of flow in the confluence

outflow channel, C3, as the dependent variable of interest:

C3 = fd (Q1, Q2, b1, b2, b3, Y1, Y2, Y3, k, D, h, C1, C2, α, θ, μ, ρ, ρi , g ) (6.1)

The 19 variables in Equation 6.1 reduce to 16 non-dimensional parameters, given the

three basic dimensions (length, mass and time) involved in the volumetric discharge of

ice through a confluence. If a dimensional analysis is carried out using h,Q2, and ρ as the

repeating variables (expressing length, time and mass units), the following functional

relationship emerges for the limiting condition of a single layer of free-drifting ice

discharging through a confluence:
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These parameters are useful for describing how the basic confluence flow condi-

tions illustrated in Figure 6.2(b) influence ice movement and jamming in a simple

confluence of rectangular channels. Note that the second independent parameter essen-

tially expresses a densimetric Froude number, which, together with D/h, characterizes

criteria for the possible submergence of a drifting ice piece resting against a station-

ary ice cover and then the under-ice transport of ice pieces beneath a stationary ice

cover (Beltaos, 1995): Q2/hb ≈ U2, the bulk flow velocity in channel 2. The param-

eters in Equation 6.2 delineate conditions of thickened jamming in any channel of a

confluence.

Ettema et al. (1999) report series of laboratory experiments to illuminate the influ-

ences on C3 (i.e. jam initiation at the flow-separation region within channel 3) of the

first eight parameters in Equation 6.2. In their experiments, b3 = b2. The experiments

showed that jamming would occur for a narrow range of values for the concentrations

C1 and C2 (i.e. both values need to be close to the critical value of ice concentration

for the flow in each inflow channel). The lateral pressure exerted by ice in one channel

provides the additional resistance force needed to cause jamming in the other channel.

A merging ice run exerts a force component upstream along the axis of the ice run
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with which it merges. Values of ice-piece size relative to channel width, D/b3, need to

be sufficiently large such that the arching of ice pieces occurs in a confluence. Usually,

D/b3 > 1/7 in order for arching to occur.

Passage of moving ice layers

Water flow may convey moving layers of accumulated ice pieces, as sketched in Figures

6.2(c) and (d) and 6.3, and illustrated in Figure 6.4. This condition is common for steeper

channels that mobilize a larger hydrodynamic force for given flow depth relative to ice-

piece thickness. A simplified analysis, similar to that leading to Equation 6.2, provides a

functional relationship for ice-layer thickness in channel 3, H3. This is appropriate for

layers merging in confluent rectangular channels and is especially appropriate in the

vicinity of the point bar,

H3

Y3

= ϕd2

⎛⎝ Q1

Q2

,
(Q2/H2b2)2(

1 − ρi
/
ρ

)
g H2 tan φ

,
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b2

,
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b2

, p1, p2,
H2

b2

,
H2

H1

,
ρi

ρ
, φ, μ, α, θ,

b1

b2

,
b2

b3

,
H2

Y2

,
Y1

Y2

,
Y3

Y2
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(6.3)

in which the material behaviour of each inflow layer can be defined using its thickness,

H , angle of internal resistance, φ, layer porosity, p, and friction between ice and banks,

μ. The volumetric rate of ice-layer discharge (a contiguous layer of accumulated ice

pieces extending across the full width of the channel and moving at a speed less than the

surface water speed in a single channel), G , can be written approximately as a volumetric

proportion, η, of the water discharge, that is G = ηQ(1–p)−1. The hydraulic roughness

of ice underside and channel bed are ki and kb respectively The second parameter in

Equation 6.3 expresses the relative magnitudes of the driving drag force and resisting

internal strength of an ice layer.

Observations of model-ice movement and jamming in the confluences simulated

with hydraulic models (Ettema et al., 1999) reveal that an important factor associated

with ice jams at confluences, and ice jams generally, is the deceleration of the inflow that

occurs once ice movement slows. As an ice layer congests and thickens in a confluence,

it retards the inflow, creating a backwater condition. As inflow depths increase and flow

velocity decreases, flow drag force against the ice decreases and ice motion is more readily

halted. Channel-control methods aimed at mitigating jamming, such as the deployment

of bendway weirs shown in Figure 6.7, accelerate ice movement through a confluence.

Figure 6.8 illustrates this effect in model of ice movement through a hydraulic model

of the confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers.
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Figure 6.8 A hydraulic model shows how the use of bendway weirs for channel control (as in

Figure 6.7) hastens the passage of Missouri River ice through the Mississippi–Missouri confluence.

Summary

The main purpose of this chapter is to outline methods used for managing alluvial-

channel confluences with respect to channel stability and concerns regarding sediment

and ice passage. As explained herein, difficulties associated with sediment and ice pas-

sage create concerns for human infrastructure activities in the vicinity of confluences.

The concerns often are linked, insofar as sediment and ice processes may affect one

another. For example, sediment bars hamper ice passage and often trigger ice jams. In

turn, ice growth, ice passage and jams may alter flow distribution and modify channel

morphology. The management methods essentially seek to facilitate unimpeded sedi-

ment and ice passage through confluences. Nature being what it is, though, the methods

require constant monitoring.
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Unconfined confluences
in braided rivers
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Introduction

Confluences are basic building blocks of dendritic stream networks and also of

anabranching or braided rivers with successive bifurcations and confluences of two

or more channels. Simple confluences in these multichannel systems may have local

morphology and flow structure similar to confluences at tributary junctions in den-

dritic stream networks, but they also differ from stream network confluences in some

important respects. Tributary junctions in branching networks are confined in position,

morphology and influence by local valley topography and network geometry, topol-

ogy and size (Benda et al., 2004). These network confluences experience essentially

constant average discharge and sediment delivery regimes to which confluence mor-

phology is adjusted, and the confluences themselves have little, even local, effect on

downstream channel morphology, except in some steep basins (Benda et al., 2004).

In contrast, confluences in multichannel rivers are unconfined in the sense that they

migrate laterally and longitudinally, and come and go, as the river morphology changes

and the local distribution of flow and sediment-transport shift, unconstrained by the

basin-scale topography. Confluences in multichannel rivers are an integral part of the

entire channel morphology, channel-pattern dynamics, sediment-transport rate and

routing, and formation of alluvial deposits. Their influence is at the scale of the channel

planform morphology rather than the stream network structure and they develop and

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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change at the spatial and temporal scales of channel-reach morphology. These attributes

make confluences in multichannel rivers a key element of river morphodynamics in a

way that tributary confluences in branching networks typically are not. However, the

fact that both network confluences and unconfined confluences in multichannel rivers

share similar local morphology and flow structure, at least in well-defined, two-channel

confluences, means that the rapid adjustment between flow structure, sediment trans-

port and confluence morphology in unconfined braided-river confluences provides an

opportunity to observe these interactions over short timescales and to gain insights into

some of the dynamics and morphology of more-stable river network confluences. There

are exceptions to this distinction between dendritic stream network (confined) and mul-

tichannel anabranch (unconfined) confluences that blur the boundaries. An obvious

example is confluences of large, alluvial, floodplain rivers (Best and Ashworth, 1997;

Roy and Sinha, 2005), which look much like unconfined confluences in an anabranch-

ing or braided river, migrate in response to upstream channel migration and variation

in discharge and sediment delivery and affect downstream patterns of sedimentation

and channel development.

Multichannel rivers cover a wide spectrum of morphological types, including truly

braided rivers and a wide range of anabranching (Nanson and Knighton, 1996; Makaske,

2001; Amsler et al., 2005) morphologies. By definition, anabranching channels have veg-

etated, stable alluvial islands (Nanson and Knighton, 1996) in contrast to braided rivers,

in which the vegetation of bars is limited, channels are very unstable and confluence–

bifurcation dynamics are a dominant component of the channel morphology (Makaske,

2001; Ashmore, 2003). Studies of the morphology, dynamics and sedimentation pro-

cesses in anabranching systems have not generally emphasized the role of channel con-

fluences, but a recent example is work on the morphology and flow characteristics at

a relatively stable confluence–bifurcation formed around islands in the anabranching

Rı́o Paraná (Parsons et al., 2007). In many cases, multichannel formation and main-

tenance is dominated by other processes (e.g. ridge and channel systems; Nanson and

Knighton, 1996) or by fine-sediment transport and deposition, and avulsion, in which

case confluence dynamics may be less important to channel morphology. In channels

with significant sand or gravel bedload and vegetated banks and islands (e.g. ‘wander-

ing’ rivers), lateral migration may be restricted by cohesive and/or vegetated banks.

These channels may have some of the characteristics of confluence–bifurcation dynam-

ics found in braided rivers but morphological change is slower and channel-pattern

change is dominated by avulsion (Burge, 2005; Burge and Lapointe, 2005). The effect of

vegetation in slowing lateral migration and changing channel complexity has now been

demonstrated for braided rivers using field observations, physical experiments and nu-

merical models (Gran and Paola, 2001; Murray and Paola, 2003; Tal et al., 2003). Thus,

while confluences may be significant in the morphology and dynamics of a number

of multiple-channel river types with a range of channel stability, it is in braided rivers

that the morphodynamics and function of unconfined confluences is best exemplified.
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Much of the research on confluence dynamics and braided-river morphology has been

done in gravel-bed rivers, and it is on this river type that this chapter focuses. The

overall goal is to review, and add new observations and ideas to, current understanding

of confluence morphodynamics and sedimentology primarily in gravel braided rivers

and thus (indirectly) to illustrate ways in which unconfined confluences in this setting

may differ in characteristics and function from those at tributary junctions in river

networks.

General characteristics and significance of confluences in
braided channels

Active confluences are significant elements of braided-river morphology because they

are funnels for bedload transfer along the river and affect rates of transport, the down-

stream distribution and redeposition of transported sediment and, therefore, channel

morphology and dynamics. They are zones of distinctive flow structure and dynam-

ics, leading to local bed scour and fill as well as significant bar deposition and spatial

sorting of grain sizes in gravel-bed rivers. The local scour associated with confluences,

and the related flow structure, have drawn much of the attention of researchers (Best

and Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4; Biron and Lane, this volume, Chapter 3), but

the influence of confluence zones extends beyond this immediately obvious feature,

affecting downstream patterns of channel migration, bifurcation and avulsion and the

channel-pattern dynamics in general (Smith, 1973; Mosley, 1976; Hein and Walker,

1977; Ashmore, 1982, 1991; Southard et al., 1984; Davoren and Mosley, 1986; Ferguson

et al., 1992).

Many researchers have identified confluences and their associated bed scour and

bar deposition as a building block of braided-river morphology with distinctive ‘unit

processes’ (Ferguson, 1993). The confluence-bar-bifurcation unit is seen as a basic mor-

phological component of braided channels (especially in gravel), which is equivalent to

the pool-riffle or pool-bar unit of single-channel streams. However, not all anabranch

confluences have distinctive and well-developed flow structure, bed scour and associated

deposition. Figure 7.1(a) shows a reach of a gravel braided river with several confluences,

illustrating the variety and complexity of confluence planform (and hence topography

and dynamics) in a typical braided river. There are few confluences with two well-defined

channels of similar size, and many have multiple confluent channels that converge pro-

gressively over some distance. Pronounced bed scour is a feature of many confluences

(Figure 7.1(b)), although the size and depth of scour also varies, depending on conflu-

ence planform geometry and other factors (see below). Single anabranches of braided

rivers also contain simple pool-riffle units, with significant local scour and deposition
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Figure 7.1 Examples of confluence zones in braided rivers: (a) ortho-photo of a reach of the

Sunwapta River, Canada, highlighting complex planform morphology of most confluences. Flow is

from left to right; (b) DEM of a physical model (approximately 1:30 scale) of a gravel-bed braided

river in a laboratory flume. The image covers an area in the model approximately 12 m x 3 m. Darker

shades indicate lower elevation. Note deep scour associated with confluences (ovals) and bend

scours (rectangles) in several locations. Flow was left to right; (c) aerial photograph of the sand-

bed, braided South Saskatchewan River, Canada. Flow is left to right and darker areas in the channels

are areas of deeper flow (scour).

that are also important in braided-river morphology, and some of these features can be

seen in the digital elevation model (DEM) in Figure 7.1(b).

There are few measurements of flow structure in braided-river confluences, but the

main elements of the structure, at least in symmetrical, Y-shaped confluences, are similar

to those found in confined confluences with similar planform configuration and channel

geometry (Ashmore et al., 1992; McLelland et al., 1996). There is a strong shear layer
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in the centre of the confluence, and secondary flow is dominated by a double-helical

circulation with a downward component in the shear zone and flow obliquely outward

at the bed (Biron and Lane, this volume, Chapter 3). This structure will inevitably be

different in less-symmetrical confluences with more-complex morphology (Ashmore

et al., 1992), but this has never been documented.

While anabranch confluences do occur in sand-bed braided rivers (Klaassen and

Vermeer, 1988; Bristow et al., 1993; Best and Ashworth, 1997; Sambrook Smith, et al.,

2005), their characteristics have not often been analysed beyond simple descriptions

of morphology and/or sediments, and descriptions of sandy braided-river morphol-

ogy focus much more on the bars, dunes and other bedforms (e.g. Collinson, 1970;

Smith, 1971; Cant and Walker, 1978; Sambrook Smith et al., 2005, 2006). Scour

in sand-bed braided rivers occurs at confluences (Figure 7.1(c)) and also as local

deep troughs alongside individual bars that evolve rapidly in shape in response to

the evolution of bar morphology. In general, channels in sandy rivers are also less

well defined than in gravel-bed channels, resulting in an impression that conflu-

ences and confluence scour are similarly much less well defined in sand-bed rivers,

except when forced around, for example, vegetated islands. The major distinction

presumably arises from differences in bed-material mobility and dominant channel-

scale bedforms between the two cases, as well as the effects of sand dunes that

affect local flow and bedload transport patterns in larger sand-bed rivers (Parsons

et al., 2007).

Bed morphology at well-defined, two-channel, symmetrical confluences is character-

istically a spoon (at high confluence angles) or trough (at low angles) shape (Figure 7.2)

(see Best and Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4, for more detail on confluence mor-

phology). The upstream entrance to the confluence may have high-angle avalanche

faces, although this varies with the depth of the scour relative to confluent-channel

depth and bed-material grain size. These features are more pronounced in higher-angle

confluences (where scour depth is greater) and when the confluent channels are of a

similar size. When confluent channels are of unequal size, an avalanche-face bar may

prograde into the confluence from the larger channel (Figure 7.2(b)) (Best, 1986, 1988;

Ashmore, 1993) or may be entirely absent (Figure 7.2(e)). In high-angle confluences,

it is common to find submerged ‘wings’ of finer sediment deposited on either side of

the downstream part of the scour pool, apparently related to bed-flow vectors diverging

strongly at the centre of the confluence and pushing sediment out towards the chan-

nel margin (Figure 7.2(a–c)). Typically, there is bar deposition along the margins of the

confluence and often in the centre of the channel downstream of the confluence (Smith,

1973; Ashmore, 1982, 1993; Davoren and Mosley, 1986; Best, 1986), although this may

be restricted to confluences at higher angles (Mosley, 1976) (Figures 7.1 and 7.2(a) and

(c)). Lateral deposition is more pronounced when the confluent channels are unequal

and the confluence migrates towards the smaller confluent channel. In these cases, the

overall morphology becomes very similar to that of bend scour and deposition in a

single, low-sinuosity channel.
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Figure 7.2 Examples of confluence-zone morphology in a small-scale physical model of a gravel-

bed braided river with the water drained: (a) oblique view looking downstream of a symmetrical

confluence showing avalanche faces, scour hole, downstream divergence and bar formation, and

lateral sorting of particle size; (b) side view (flow was right to left) of scour hole and avalanche

faces at a confluence; (c) ortho-photo of an area of the river showing both symmetrical (lower box)

and asymmetrical (upper box) confluences and associated features and sorting patterns. Image area

is approximately 3 m x 3 m and flow is left to right; (d) oblique, close-up view of symmetrical scour

hole looking upstream and illustrating the low relief ‘wings’ of fine deposition on either side of the

scour hole with area of coarse particles in between; (e) oblique, upstream view of an asymmetrical

confluence with minimal scour and sediment sorting.
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Confluence scour depth

Analyses of scour depth at confluences have been approached either by controlled ex-

periments on small-scale, single confluences using fixed (or partially constrained) mor-

phology (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1988) or by measurements of freely developed confluences

in braided rivers or physical models (Ashmore and Parker, 1983). While the experiments

on single confluences can be used to isolate the effects of particular variables, they do not

allow the full range of adjustment of natural, unconfined confluences. Mosley (1976)

supposes that his single-confluence measurements represent unconfined confluences

in a braided river, but presents only informal descriptions from the field as supporting

evidence. Measurements in natural confluences may identify the range of variability in

morphology but, even so, measurements tend to focus on simple morphologies similar

to the controlled, single-confluence experiments. There has been no systematic study

of the morphological variation or range and frequency of scour depth within a reach of

a braided river in relation to the range of confluence morphology.

The data from single, fixed-configuration confluences (e.g. Mosley, 1976; Best, 1988)

show that maximum (absolute) scour depth, or scour depth relative to the depth of in-

coming channels, increases with increasing confluence angle (up to about 90◦) (Mosley,

1976; Best, 1986, 1988) and with increasing equality in the flow characteristics (discharge

or momentum) of the confluent channels for a given total discharge. Confluence depth

is typically two to four times the mean depth of the confluent channels (Mosley, 1976;

Best 1986) but is lower in more-cohesive material (Mosley, 1976). There is no significant

increase in depth at the confluence when confluence angle is less than about 15◦ (Best,

1986). There is also a significant effect (reduction in depth) due to increased sediment

delivery to the confluence (Mosley, 1976).

These effects of angle, discharge ratio and sediment delivery are also observed in

natural anabranch confluences and in physical models of braided rivers, confirming

that the fixed-geometry laboratory confluences represent some of the major features

of simple configurations in unconfined confluences (Ashmore and Parker, 1983) and

showing that these relationships are consistent over a wide range of physical scales (see

Best and Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4, Figure 4.2 and Sambrook Smith et al., 2005,

Figure 2). Typical maximum flow depth at well-defined natural confluences is three to

five times the mean confluent-channel depth for confluence angles from 30◦ to 100◦

(Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Klaassen and Vermeer, 1988) in both sand- and gravel-bed

rivers. In the sand-bed Jamuna River, Klaassen and Vermeer (1988) observed lower

relative scour depths, for given discharge ratio and confluence angle, than in gravel-

bed rivers (Ashmore and Parker, 1983) and speculate that this is related to the large

suspended sand load of the Jamuna River at high flow, but there may also be an effect

due to channel size alone.

Relationships between scour depth and confluence angle and discharge ratio have

greater scatter in natural confluences than in fixed-geometry laboratory experiments
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(Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Ashmore, 1985). There may also be an effect on scour

depth due to bed-material size, sorting or mobility (Ashmore and Parker, 1983), but

this has not been clearly established. The greater scatter in relationships between scour

depth and confluence geometry in natural confluences is presumably the consequence

of greater variation in morphology (seldom are they the neat, Y-shaped planform of

fixed-geometry experiments), temporary effects of flow or bedload variation at the

time of measurement and the possibility (especially in the field) that measurements

are made under non-equilibrium or evolving flow field, morphology and confluence

geometry. Flow stage may also affect scour depth directly and the relative flow depth in

the confluent channels and confluence. Observations of gravel-bed rivers indicate that

confluences do not fill with sediment during the falling stage except for some reworking

of steep, avalanche faces in some cases. Further details on these aspects of confluence

morphology are in Best and Rhoads (this volume, Chapter 4).

Much of the focus of the analysis of confluence scour depth has been on maximum

confluence depth relative to the mean depth of the confluent channels. Data show

self-similarity in relative flow depth over a range of confluence scales and in partic-

ular show the effect of confluence geometry and discharge ratio on confluence depth

in a gravel-bed river. While the focus has been on relative depth, little attention has

been paid to absolute depth at confluences, which has been shown to have a clear re-

lationship with total discharge at confluences in gravel braided rivers (Mosley, 1981;

Ashmore, 1985). Further analysis of data from the Sunwapta River and from physical

model experiments (Ashmore, 1985) suggests that maximum confluence flow depth

follows a relationship much like the mean- or maximum-depth relationships in stan-

dard hydraulic-geometry equations for stable gravel channels. Figure 7.3 illustrates

this using maximum flow depth at confluences compared with mean and maximum

depths of anabranches immediately upstream of confluences in the Sunwapta River

and in physical models of a braided river. The depth–discharge relationships and ratio

of maximum to mean depth (1.3–1.5) for the anabranch confluences are very sim-

ilar to those for stable, single, gravel-bed channels (Hey and Thorne, 1986), which

confirms the reliability of the data. Presumably, the exact discharge–depth scaling re-

lationship will vary with confluence geometry, but existing data are insufficient to

confirm this.

For a given total discharge, typical scour depth at confluences is greater than the

maximum and mean depth of the confluent anabranches by a factor of about two for

maximum depth and a factor of three for mean anabranch depth. This is consistent

with the relative depth data discussed above. Maximum anabranch depth (rather than

mean) is used here because confluence depth is also a maximum, not a cross-section,

mean. Note also that the increase in discharge alone at a confluence is expected to

cause an increase in mean depth by a factor of 1.2–1.3 in symmetrical confluences. In

asymmetrical confluences, the increase in confluence discharge is smaller relative to the

discharge of the larger confluent channel, and this may partially account for the lower
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Figure 7.3 Flow depth versus discharge in confluences and upstream anabranches (single channels)

for confluences on Sunwapta and Ohau Rivers (from Mosley, 1981) and unconfined confluences in a

physical model of a braided river (data from Ashmore, 1985) showing almost identical depth scaling

with discharge for confluences and single channels.

relative scour depth at asymmetrical confluences. The analysis also demonstrates that

maximum confluence depth follows a hydraulic geometry relation with an exponent

almost identical to those for mean and maximum anabranch depth (all three regressions

yield exponents of 0.38–0.39) and very similar to those typically found for the mean

and maximum depth of gravel-bed channels (Hey and Thorne, 1986). The differences

in absolute scour depth are expected to be smaller at lower confluence angles and in

asymmetrical confluences, but it is likely that the overall discharge scaling relationship

is preserved.

The analysis of confluence morphology in terms of scour depth and easily measured

variables, such as confluence angle and relative discharge of the confluent channels,

is clearly a simplification of the physics and morphology of the confluence. These

may be viewed as surrogates for more direct physical controls (Roy and Lane, 2003)

but also miss important complexities and differences in confluence geometry. Mea-

surement and computational flow modelling of flow structure at confluences has led

to considerable insight into the effects of specific aspects of morphology on flow

structure, but little progress on the feedback of between flow and spatio-temporal

variation in bed-material transport at the timescale of the significant morphological

development of confluences (Ashmore, 1993; Roy and Lane, 2003). Although there

are descriptions of key features of unconfined and developing confluences, there has
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been no analysis of the complete three-dimensional geometry of confluence scour that

takes our understanding beyond the prediction of maximum scour depth. There are

very few data on even simple aspects of confluence shape and limited descriptions of

major morphological features of confluences. In the case of unconfined confluences,

such as those in braided rivers, this is clearly an important area for future research

that may be led by new developments in computational flow modelling and also by

advances in the measurement of complex geometry and sediment-sorting patterns

discussed below.

Confluence kinetics and bar formation

It is apparent from the earliest experiments that confluence geometry adjusts to changes

in the confluent flow and sediment supply (see Best and Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4).

Mosley (1976) argues that the geometry of the upstream channels could be regarded

as independent of the confluence geometry and that the confluence responded largely

to conditions upstream. For example, the orientation of the confluence channel tends

to rotate to reflect the balance of flow and sediment input from the confluent channels

(Mosley, 1976; Ashmore, 1982, 1993; Best 1988). Mosley (1976) developed a simple

total-momentum relationship for the confluent channels that predicts the orientation

of the channel exiting the confluence relative to the confluent-channel angles. This

appears to be different from the predictions developed for branching networks (Horton,

1945; Howard, 1971) in which the slope ratio is the primary predictor of exit angle,

although Howard’s (1971) modified equation based on discharge ratio gives a reliable

prediction of exit angle in some cases (Mosley, 1976). A modification of Howard’s

(1971) optimization approach (Roy, 1985), based on analogy with locational analysis

using stream power or total flow resistance, predicts that junction-angle asymmetry

is controlled by the relative discharges of the confluent channels and by the downstream

hydraulic geometry with respect to average flow velocity. The importance of discharge

asymmetry is consistent with other models and with observations in braided rivers and

laboratory experiments, but the model has not been tested on unconfined confluences

in braided rivers.

When the confluence is formed by two channels of equal momentum (or dis-

charge), the longitudinal axis of the confluence tends to bisect the confluence an-

gle. When the confluent channels have unequal discharge, the confluence axis rotates

to align more closely with the larger channel and the scour shifts laterally within

the confluence towards the smaller of the confluent channels. This is often associ-

ated with the progradation of a sediment lobe or bar into the confluence from the

larger channel (Ashmore, 1982; Best 1986). These shifts of confluence position have

also been observed in large sand-bed rivers (Klaassen and Vermeer, 1988; Best and

Ashworth, 1997).
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Bar deposition and the development of new bifurcations is common downstream of

pronounced confluences. In some cases, this can be seen to originate with the passage

of a pulse of bedload through the confluence from upstream, re-forming downstream

of the confluence as a prograding sediment lobe (Ashmore, 1993). This lobe, accom-

panied by channel widening, then forms the core of a new lateral or mid-channel bar

and subsequent bifurcation or cut-off leading to renewed braiding. The deposit at the

bifurcation is often built subsequently by gravel sheets migrating through, and directed

by, the upstream confluence. It is possible that in some cases the material scoured at

the confluence initiates the downstream bar formation but this has never been directly

tested. Observations in single channel pool-bar sequences (e.g. Pyrce and Ashmore,

2005) indicate that most of the particles eroded from the pool are deposited on the

next bar downstream and it is likely that the same is true in the case of confluences.

Recent radio-tracing observations (Obermoser, 2004) have shown that grains intro-

duced upstream of the confluence pass through the confluence and are deposited in the

downstream bifurcation, as are particles introduced directly into the confluence. This

is consistent with earlier suppositions (Carson and Griffiths, 1987) that the confluence

operates mainly as a transfer zone between upstream lateral-erosion sites and down-

stream bar deposition, and that particle transfer occurs in short steps commensurate

with the bar-pool-bar spacing.

Confluences may also cause bar incision and erosion if expansion (associated with

an increased flow in the confluent channels), reorientation or downstream migra-

tion (caused by migration of the confluent channels) brings the confluence closer to

the downstream bar or changes the geometry of the channel network downstream

(Ashmore, 1993). Lateral migration of a confluence, away from the larger of the conflu-

ent channels, can produce extensive bar deposits similar to point bars in low-sinuosity,

single-channel rivers (Bluck, 1971, 1974; Ashmore, 1982, 1993). Distinctive lateral ac-

cretion deposits of overlapping gravel sheets can be seen alongside laterally migrating

confluences. The adjustability and response of confluences to the number and geom-

etry of confluent channels and to changes in the balance of discharge and sediment

supply cause a wide range of responses. Confluences can migrate laterally or down-

stream, expand or contract in extent, and rotate into new orientations. The long-term

development of single, long-lasting confluences can therefore affect the pattern of sed-

imentation and braiding morphology for much of the river width and can propagate

downstream through successive confluences (Ashmore, 1993). Ultimately, all conflu-

ences have a defined lifespan, at the end of which they are abandoned, become single

channels or are filled by migration of the nearby channels (Ashmore, 1993). However,

there has been no analysis of the life history of confluences from which the length and

direction of typical migration pathways, along with variation in dimensions, might be

developed. The processes of migration, the way in which they are abandoned and filled,

and their morphology, may all be a significant influence on the geometry of braided

river deposits (see below).
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Confluence spacing and the length-scale
of braided morphology

The confluence and bifurcation of anabranches are defining features of braided river

morphology. The downstream spacing of these features is controlled by channel pro-

cesses locally within the river channel and by the overall size of the river. Thus, indirectly,

drainage basin properties may influence confluence spacing but not in the direct way

in which tributary-junction nodes in a branching channel network are controlled by

basin-scale processes and structure.

The spacing of confluences and bifurcations arises because they are part of the basic

pool-bar morphological unit apparent in many coarse-bed channels (Ferguson, 1987,

1993). While in single-channel streams the pool-bar unit is fundamental to the geo-

morphological functioning of the river and the length scale of the morphology (bend

wavelength), in braided channels the equivalent morphological unit is the confluence–

diffluence. This can be seen directly by observing that braiding in laboratory models

often develops by the chute cut-off of alternating bars in an initial sinuous, single chan-

nel, or multiple-row bars in a wide channel (Fujita, 1989), and that the downstream

spacing of the resulting confluences or diffluences is similar to the wavelength of the ini-

tial bars (Ashmore, 1985). The initial cut-off produces two channels, both with bends,

that diverge upstream of the bend apexes and converge downstream. The converging

segments merge close to the apex of the second bend in the initial single channel. In

this way, the downstream spacing of confluences is controlled by the wavelength of the

initial single channels and by the wavelength of the individual anabranches, both of

which are related to the fundamental bar-pool spacing (Bertoldi, 2005). Presumably,

as with pool-bar length in single channels, confluence–diffluence spacing in braided

rivers is controlled by the size (width or discharge) of the confluence channel: larger

confluences would have greater distances to the downstream bifurcation.

This effect of channel size or discharge on morphological length scale can be seen

in relation to the total discharge of the river (Ashmore, 2001, Figure 1) in which the

average spacing of nodes (confluences or bifurcations) in the braided network increases

approximately as the square root of total river discharge. This may be expected on the

basis that the total discharge of the stream is likely to be a strong control on the width

of individual channels within the braided system. A larger total discharge will result in

larger average anabranch widths, given that the proportional allocation of flow between

channels is similar in streams of different discharge (Mosley, 1983, Figure 23). The overall

trend parallels that of the well-known meander wavelength–discharge relationship but

the braid wavelength is shorter for a given discharge, presumably because the braided-

river discharge is divided among several channels. Dividing the flow into more than one

channel reduces the characteristic wavelength for each channel and therefore for the

river as a whole. One implication of this is that, for a given discharge, rivers with higher
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Figure 7.4 A possible relationship between meander wavelength and braid wavelength (confluence

spacing) of a simple braided channel for identical total channel-forming discharge.

braiding intensity will have a smaller average anabranch width and therefore shorter

confluence–bifurcation spacing.

Braid wavelength, as defined in the previous paragraph, is shorter than meander wave-

length for a given total discharge by a factor of about 0.88, based on data in Ashmore

(2001) and standard relationships for meander wavelength. Assuming the simplest sce-

nario of a flow combining and dividing equally in a single confluence-bar sequence, and

based on the square-root relationship between discharge and wavelength, it is possible

to see how this relationship might arise (Figure 7.4). The combined flow downstream

of the confluence would have a wavelength equivalent to the pool-bar spacing (half the

wavelength) in a single channel with the same discharge. The channels downstream of

the bifurcation tend to form pool and bar topography at a scale commensurate with

their discharge, which is half of the total discharge. This produces a pool-bar spacing

0.7 times shorter than in the channel upstream of the bifurcation, in other words 0.35

times the pool-bar spacing of a single channel with the same discharge. This results

in spacing between successive confluences (or bifurcations) 0.85 times the meander

wavelength of the equivalent single channel. This is clearly a simplified scenario but it

may provide the basis for a theoretical analysis of the distribution of length scales of

braided-river confluence-bar sequences and for the river morphology as a whole.
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Sediment transport and sediment budgets

The overall flow structure and pattern of flow velocity, shear stress and bedload asso-

ciated with confluence zones is important in understanding confluence development

and downstream effects on the stream network. Experimental and theoretical studies

of the stability and morphology of bifurcations in braided rivers have emphasized the

potential effect of migrating bars and transverse flow on the evolution of bifurcations

(Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003). The few synoptic studies of the rate and patterns of bedload

transport in confluences (e.g. Thompson, 1985; Davoren and Mosley, 1986; Ferguson

et al., 1992; Goff and Ashmore, 1994; Luce, 1994; Varkaris, 1999) show that the conflu-

ence is a zone of generally higher bedload transport rate that peaks near the downstream

end of the scour pool at the transition into the downstream depositional area. An over-

all decrease in average shear stress then accompanies downstream deposition, but this

depends on the details of the morphology in particular cases. This fits with Carson

and Griffiths’ (1987) concept of the confluence as bedload conduit between upstream

bar erosion and downstream deposition and implies that, in a developed confluence,

vertical scour contributes little to the total transport.

The pattern of flow, bedload and morphological change varies as the confluence

zone develops and the confluence fluctuates between erosional and depositional states

(Ferguson et al., 1992; Luce, 1994; Varkaris, 1999). For example, repeated mapping

of the morphology of a developing confluence and downstream bar in the Sunwapta

River (Luce, 1994) revealed daily changes in the spatial pattern of morphological change

and erosion, deposition and bed-material transport within the confluence zone as the

confluence morphology evolved. Often, the confluence zone did not have the expected

pattern of erosion in the centre of the confluence and sedimentation downstream but

was either largely erosional or depositional over its length before becoming abandoned,

and partially filled, as a consequence of channel migration. The downstream pattern

of inferred bedload-transport rates varied accordingly. Because the confluence was

eventually abandoned and partially filled, the whole confluence zone showed net depo-

sition during the observation period, and deposition volumes were greatest in the scour

zone.

A similar analysis of sediment budgets from an evolving confluence zone in a physical

model of a braided river (Varkaris, 1999) showed that, during development and periods

of morphological stability, the cross-section averaged transport rate (back-calculated

from DEMs of topographic change) generally increased through the confluence, peaking

at the scour hole or at the downstream end of the confluence, and migrating with the

scour hole (Figure 7.5). Often, the peak in transport rate was related to the lateral

erosion and migration of the confluence, rather than scour enlargement. However, as

the confluence became less active, the locus of maximum transport rate became less tied

to confluence morphology and shifted upstream of the confluence during net deposition

at the confluence or the onset of local scour in the upstream anabranches.
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Figure 7.5 Maps of a sequence (a–g) of changes in the downstream pattern of bedload transport

rate in two confluent anabranches and the downstream confluence in a physical model of a braided

river over a period of approximately one hour. The plots are approximately 10 minutes apart in

time. Colour transition from blue to red indicates increasing transport rate and the location and bed

elevation in the scour hole is shown in grey tones superimposed on the transport pattern. Cross-

section average transport rates were calculated by morphological methods (Ashmore and Church,

1998) at a series of closely spaced cross-sections based on high-resolution, photogrammetric DEMs

(Stojic et al., 1998). Flow is left to right. A colour reproduction of this figure can be seen in the

colour section towards the centre of the book.

Particular modes of confluence adjustment and change are therefore expected to have

associated patterns of erosion/deposition and therefore distinctive downstream trends

in bedload transport through a confluence zone, tied to the particular morphological

changes (Ashmore, 1993; Luce, 1994; Varkaris, 1999). The confluence itself is by no

means always, or even mainly, a zone of erosion and maximum bedload-transport

rate. Thus, confluences have a life history during which the flow structure, spatial
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pattern of bed-material transport and associated morphological change (sediment-flux

convergence or divergence) undergo constant change along the time line from initial

development and scour, through phases of development and migration to abandonment

or infilling, during which the confluence is a net source, a transfer zone or a net sink for

bed material. In this respect, confluence-zone dynamics is an important element of the

spatial and temporal variation of the bedload-transport rate in braided rivers, driven

by the inherent instability of braided-river morphology.

There is a very clear link between confluence-zone morphodynamics and the spatial

and temporal pattern of bedload flux locally along the river. It is well known from phys-

ical model studies that the bedload-transport rate, integrated across the river, fluctuates

over a range of frequency and amplitude even at constant river discharge (Ashmore,

1988; Young and Davies, 1991; Hoey and Sutherland, 1991; Hoey et al., 2001; Bertoldi

et al., 2006). One approach to explaining these fluctuations is to envisage a spatial

pattern of variation in shear stress along the braided network associated with major

morphological features of braided morphology, such as confluences, that cause down-

stream changes in the transport rate related to the changes in shear stress (Davoren and

Mosley, 1986; Hoey et al., 2001). An alternative is to view this variation in transport rate

as being related to the processes of morphological change, such as bar migration, avul-

sions, cut-offs and the formation/filling of scour holes (Ashmore, 2001). These may not

be explicitly predictable and tied to channel hydraulics in a system that is intrinsically

unstable and typically in disequilibrium (Ashmore, 2001; Paola, 2001).

Confluence formation is one of a set of processes that may generate pulses and

fluctuations in the bedload transport rate as they pass through cycles of formation,

migration, stability and abandonment. However, they represent one of several sets of

such processes, which include scour in other locations such as bar margins or bends in

single anabranches. Analyses of physical model data on braiding and sediment transport

(Ashmore, 1988; Hoey and Sutherland, 1991; Bertoldi et al., 2006) suggest that a variety

of scales of morphological processes can be associated with bedload fluctuations. The

longer-period fluctuations (one to eight hours in a typical model) can be related to the

temporal development of confluences and bifurcations and to the period of overall shift

or avulsion of the channel network that induces a phase of increased transport rate as

the network adjusts to the new configuration (Bertoldi et al., 2006). In all cases, the

development and morphodynamics at nodes in the network are implicated, directly or

indirectly, in the fluctuations of transport rate. The spatial patterns of bedload associated

with confluences, along with their length scale and rate of migration, may be a significant

control on the amplitude and frequency of bedload variation along a braided river

and over time at a given cross-section. Direct measurements of these patterns using,

for example, inverse methods based on mapping volumes of erosion and deposition

(Ashmore and Church, 1998) are needed to provide the direct connection between

confluence morphodynamics and the characteristics of the bedload time series and

spatial patterns of variation of bedload in braided rivers. This will also help to address
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the possibility (Carson and Griffiths, 1987) that the funnelling of bedload through active

confluence zones may facilitate bedload transport in braided rivers to the extent that

they do so more efficiently than single-thread channels.

Sediment sorting and alluvial deposits

Much of the channel migration, bar deposition and development of bed topography in

braided rivers can be related in some way to confluences and associated features and

dynamics. One implication of this is that confluences may be a significant component of

braided-river deposits. While this has been recognized by a number of sedimentologists

(e.g. Bridge, 1993; Siegenthaler and Huggenberger, 1993, and see Best and Rhoads, this

volume, Chapter 4), the evidence remains poor, the criteria for recognizing confluence

deposits are unclear and there is no conceptual or quantitative model of the way in

which confluence processes and features are preserved in sandy or gravely braided-river

deposits.

The combining flows, abrupt changes in bed elevation and rapid erosion and sedi-

mentation at confluences create the potential for distinct patterns of particle size sorting,

especially in a gravel-bed river. Two primary effects are the oblique and diverging flows

at the bed in the downstream parts of the confluence zone and steep avalanche faces

at the upstream end of the confluence. In symmetrical, high-angle confluences, these

sorting patterns may be very distinct and have pronounced, bilateral fining outwards

from the thalweg in the scour pool (Figure 7.2(a–c)) driven by obliquely outward flow

at the bed (Ashworth et al., 1992; Bridge, 1993; Powell, 1998). This often evolves down-

stream into distinct coarse-grained deposits in the centre of the channel and on the

downstream bar head (Figure 7.2(a)). At the same time, there may be vertical sorting

by avalanching at the entrance to the scour pool, which tends to cause larger particles to

fall to the base of the avalanche face, near the centre of the scour pool (Ashmore, 1982).

In symmetrical confluences, this bilateral fining tends to dominate but is not ubiqui-

tous (Jackson, 1994). In asymmetrical confluences, in which the outward-directed (at

the bed) flow structure is less developed and in which the scour hole is smaller and

occupies less of the channel width, sorting patterns are more variable and many have

unilateral fining (fining towards the larger channel) as well as bilateral fining (Jackson,

1994) (Figure 7.2(c) and (e)). In more complicated confluences, the sorting patterns

may be completely disrupted. Observations (Ashmore, 1985; Jackson, 1994) also show

that sorting patterns are disrupted by gravel sheets and bedload pulses passing through

the confluence. Under these conditions, sorting may be dominated by the internal sort-

ing in sediment lobes emerging from the confluence, and by the normal flow structure

in the confluence being disrupted. The overall consequence is that sorting patterns in

many confluences constantly adjust to the prevailing geometry and sediment supply

and are very sensitive to changes in any of these conditions.
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Whether, and which, sorting patterns are preserved in the deposits depends on

the manner in which the filling occurs and the development of the confluence itself.

Examples of confluence deposits to date have tended to focus on static, symmetrical

confluences with little analysis of if, and how, the sorting patterns evolve or are preserved

during migration, morphological development and infilling. Focusing on symmetrical

confluence morphology ignores the fact that most confluences in braided rivers have

complex morphology and are seldom symmetrical. In terms of the preservation of as-

sociated deposits, it seems more likely that asymmetrical confluences, which migrate

and infill much like low-sinuosity meanders, are more likely to have extensive preserved

deposits (Bridge, 1993).

Within both sand and gravel braided rivers, confluences have the potential to mi-

grate across a braid-plain and to erode to the greatest depth (Ashmore and Parker,

1983; Klaassen and Vermeer, 1988; Best and Ashworth, 1997; Sambrook Smith et al.,

2005), resulting in a significant preservation potential (Bridge, 1993; Siegenthaler and

Huggenberger, 1993). Confluences must therefore have a significant influence on over-

all and maximum bed thickness. In the context of braided-river alluvium, confluence

scour zones may constitute a large proportion of the preserved sediments (Cowan,

1991). If so, then the structure of braided-river alluvium may be largely explained by

the migration and filling of confluences. However, there are relatively few examples of

confluence scour deposits in the literature, and a number of these are essentially snap-

shots of a single scour feature (Williams and Rust, 1969; Cowan, 1991; Siegenthaler and

Huggenberger, 1993; Heinz et al., 2003). There is an apparent paradox that confluence

zones are morphologically and sedimentologically significant but yet seldom feature in

analyses and models of braided-river alluvium. Indeed, Miall and Jones (2003) wonder

why more examples of confluence deposits were not found in the Hawksbury formation

(an analogue for the Brahmaputra River’s deposits). The answer may be that there is in-

sufficient understanding of the geometry and internal structure of confluence deposits

and that existing ideas of the likely characteristics of confluence deposits are incomplete.

To date, there has been no systematic, process-based analysis of the morphological and

sedimentological development of confluence zones to encourage the development of

diagnostic features of confluence deposits.

While there are examples in the literature identified as preserved confluence deposits

(Williams and Rust, 1969; Cowan, 1991; Siegenthaler and Huggenberger, 1993; Heinz

et al., 2003), it is apparent that deposits of static and migrating confluences will differ in

sorting and geometry. An asymmetrical, migrating confluence may move across a braid-

plain maintaining approximately the same geometry and flow structure as it migrates.

In this way, the confluence erodes older adjacent deposits and is filled in, leaving an

erosion surface at its base distinguished by a coarse, open-framework, layer. A possible

example of this was provided by Heinz et al. (2003), who interpreted large sections of

the ancient Rhine deposits to be confluence fills. An analysis of their data shows the

aspect ratios of these confluence fills are similar to documented cases of gravel-bed
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sheets (aspect ratio = ∼ 15+) rather than scours (aspect ratio = ∼ 5) (e.g. Sheets

et al., 2002). The migration of the confluences may explain these larger aspect ratios

and thus the wide fills. This contrasts with the ‘onion’ structure of confluence deposits,

identified by Siegenthaler and Huggenberger (1993), that may be indicative of a more

stable confluence scour migrating only a small (less than the confluence dimensions)

distance laterally and downstream. An intermediate example may be that of Wooldridge

and Hickin (2005, Figure 12, p. 855), who document a possible example of a stalled and

reactivated confluence scour zone. The depositional form resulting from confluence

migration may therefore be a thick horizontal bed of massive or graded material – the

type of geometry usually associated with bar deposits in previous studies.

Sedimentological analysis of braided and wandering rivers is becoming more quanti-

tative and based on complete three-dimensional data and histories of deposit develop-

ment in contemporary rivers from direct observation and shallow geophysical methods

(e.g. Lunt et al., 2004; Wooldridge and Hickin, 2005). The possibility of acquiring

quantitative data on a wide range of morphological and sedimentological processes

and characteristics now exists. These might include the length scale of bars and scours

associated with confluences, the frequency distribution of scour depth, amplitude and

spatial pattern of topography and topographic change and the typical distance and

pathways of scour-zone migration. Quantitative analysis of relationships such as the

distribution of bed thickness based on the amplitude of scour-bar topography, simi-

lar to that proposed for dune deposits (Paola and Borgman, 1991), are now possible.

The technology for achieving this in the field has developed rapidly in the past decade

(e.g. Chandler et al., 2002; Westaway et al., 2003), although turbid water still presents

a problem for remote sensing and laser-based measurement of topography. In labo-

ratory models, with reduced timescale, high-resolution DEMs may be acquired from

laser scanning or photogrammetry (e.g. Stojic et al., 1998, and see Figures 7.1(b) and

7.6(b), this chapter) at high frequency and over timescales commensurate with a com-

plete reworking of the river bed and for channel length covering several confluence

zones. At the same time, automated image analysis (e.g. Carbonneau et al., 2005) can

provide complete high-resolution mapping of grain size. The differencing of successive

DEMs enables the measurement of the shapes of erosion and deposition volumes (e.g.

Ashmore, 2001; Westaway et al., 2003) that can be related to channel morphology and

sedimentary processes. These data will also provide a source of verification information

for numerical models (Doeschl and Ashmore, 2005).

As an example of the development and utility of this new type of data, Figure 7.6 shows

a vertical image, derived DEM and grain-size map of a confluence zone in a physical

model of a gravel braided river. DEMs (Figure 7.6(b)), with a resolution and precision

of about 1 mm, were generated using Leica Photogrammetry Suite, and the images used

in the photogrammetry were also used to produce calibrated grain-size maps based on

textural analysis (Figure 7.6(c)) (Carbonneau et al., 2005). The three images combined

can be used to see morphological detail, measure topography and elevation distribution
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Figure 7.6 Confluence scour zone in a braided-river model: (a) ortho-photo mosaic of the river bed

at the confluence (drained of water) with approximate channel boundary outlined. Flow direction

was left to right. The positions of the cross-sections in Figure 7.7(b) and (c) are shown, along with

the position of the bounding boxes in those diagrams; (b) DEM of river bed at confluence. Darker

areas represent lower elevations, lighter areas are higher elevations; (c) grain-size map of the river

bed showing sorting patterns at the confluence. Lighter areas are fine-grained pixels and darker

areas are coarse-grained pixels.
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and correlate these with spatial and topographic grain-sorting patterns. For example,

local areas of fine and coarse grains are readily seen in the area of the confluence scour.

A sequence of such data through time enables the analysis of the changes in topography,

elevation and grain-size distribution within a developing confluence zone and could be

used to develop high-resolution, three-dimensional information on deposit geometry

and grain size.

Figure 7.7 shows the overall pattern of elevation and grain size change within the

confluence over a period of 15 hours. After initial scour and coarsening (Figure 7.7(a)

(165–169 hr), there are further phases of filling and grain-size change before a final

fill with coarse sediment from the true left confluence anabranch (179 hr). Further

detail of sorting patterns can be obtained from single transects across the river in any

orientation and a time series of transects can be used to visualize changes in these

patterns. Transverse and longitudinal profiles (Figure 7.7(b) and (c)) show a complex

relationship between grain size and bed elevation in general but also clear lateral sorting

(fines input from left anabranch, coarser near the centre and at right anabranch) in the

confluence scour hole and a coarsening at lower elevations, that may represent a basal

scour layer, along the longitudinal profile. Temporal sequences such as these can be used

to develop relationships between elevation and grain size and between elevation change

and vertical fining or coarsening. These can then be used to construct a quantitative

model of the braided-river deposit geometry in association with particular features and

events and to evaluate the nature of the contribution from confluence morphology,

kinetics and size sorting.

Prospect

There is enormous scope and a need for analyses that build on the existing descriptions of

the morphodynamics of unconfined confluences in braided rivers (see also conclusions

of Best and Rhoads, this volume, Chapter 4). This will contribute insight into the

comparative significance of confluences in the functioning of a range of multichannel

river types, differences between sand-bed and gravel-bed rivers and the role of lateral

(in)stability (e.g. through bank-vegetation effects) on confluence and river dynamics.

In addition, there is the potential to increase our understanding of the morphology and

dynamics of alluvial junctions in branching networks and their influence on sediment

transport and river morphology.

A variety of new techniques make it possible to develop a more sophisticated and

quantitative understanding of confluence behaviour in relation to a variety of prob-

lems. Locally at confluences there has been little analysis of the mutual interaction

of flow, sediment transport, morphology and sediment-size sorting. Developments

in numerical modelling (e.g. Bradbrook et al., 2000; Biron and Lane, this volume,

Chapter 3) hold great promise in this respect but at the same time techniques for synoptic
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Figure 7.7 Changes in topography, elevation and grain size within a developing confluence zone:

(a) frequency distributions of bed elevation and grain sizes in the confluence through 15 hours of

experiment time; (continued )
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Figure 7.7 (b) cross-section across the braided river bed showing variable bed elevation and grain

size. The confluence zone is outlined. Lateral sorting is evident because finer material enters the

confluence from the left anabranch, and secondary flow at the bed sorts the finer material to the

margin of the scour hole. The scour hole is relatively coarse-grained but fine-grained ‘wings’ are

prominent; (c) a long profile bisecting the confluence scour hole shows a steep avalanche face with

normal fining trend down into the scour. The scour is lined with a coarse lag deposit, and coarse

material is prominent along the length of the confluence zone.
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flow, morphology and sediment-transport measurement are available for both field and

physical model studies.

Beyond the traditional focus of work on confluences, there are almost no data on

transport paths and the distribution of path lengths of particles in braided rivers and

how these relate to the length scale of the confluence–diffluence units and to the flow

structure in the confluence zone. There is scope here for active tracer studies in the

field, direct observations in physical models and numerical tracer experiments on path

lengths and storage times. Similarly, confluence migration and kinetics are understood

conceptually but there has been no analysis of the physical processes by which these

adjustments occur beyond the prediction of exit angles in stable confluences. This

is important in understanding confluences as distributors of bed material and fine

sediment. There is scope for further theoretical development based on work in the

1970s and 1980s, along with new physical experiments.

Spatial and temporal patterns of bedload through confluences and their role in

observed fluctuations in bedload-transport rates over time and along the river are a

significant aspect of the dynamics of confluences in this setting. Bedload transport rates

can, and have, been inferred from measured topographic change in the field and in

physical models, but more work is needed based on either direct flux measurements

or inferred rates from topographic change (DEMs). Reduced-complexity, exploratory

models of braiding exhibit this unstable behaviour in sediment output and there is

scope for further theoretical developments using such models to understand the origin

and characteristics of these fluctuations.

Finally, high-resolution data from DEMs and image analysis can also provide in-

formation on confluence dimensions, persistence and migration distances from which

to develop models of confluence stability and controlling conditions and processes.

When combined with grain-size mapping, there is the prospect of complete three-

dimensional models of braided river sedimentology based on the quantification of river

morphodynamics and grain-sorting patterns in physical models and in the field, where

sedimentary structure can also be quantified from GPR (ground-penetrating radar)

and other geophysical techniques. All of these components of confluence morphology

and sedimentology can be seen to connect to one another, and this reflects the signif-

icance of unconfined confluences as elements of, and essential to understanding, the

morphodynamics of braided rivers.
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Introduction to Part II:
tributary–main-stem
interactions

Stephen P. Rice

Department of Geography, Loughborough University, UK

Introduction

When viewed at the largest scales, many rivers exhibit incremental downstream changes

in key physical characteristics (e.g. discharge, bank strength, bed slope and bed-material

grain size) that are associated with downstream changes in channel shape (e.g. Leopold

and Maddock, 1953) and planform style (e.g. Church, 1992), with hydraulic properties

such as channel roughness (e.g. Bathurst, 1993), with the organization of stream biota

(e.g. Vannote et al., 1980) and with the sedimentary architecture of alluvial basin fills.

However, these general trends are revealed to be more complex at smaller scales where

additional spatial structure is apparent (e.g. Mosley and Schumm, 2001). Variations in

lithology, climate, tectonic history and land use may be important sources of structure

along some, but the supply of water, sediment and organic materials from tributaries

affects longitudinal patterns of channel form and function in all river systems, without

exception.

Thus, discharge, width and depth are not smooth, monotonic functions of distance

downstream but exhibit step changes wherever large tributaries join a channel (Rhoads,

1987; Richards, 1980). Similarly, downstream fining of bed sediments by abrasion and

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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sorting processes is repeatedly interrupted by the recruitment of sediment from tribu-

taries (Sternberg, 1875; Miller, 1958; Knighton, 1980; Rice and Church, 1998 and many

others). Increases in grain size occur at junctions where coarse sediment is supplied

and sudden reductions can occur where fine sediment is supplied in sufficient volume

(e.g. Andrews, 1979). These step-like changes in discharge and sediment size may be

accompanied by discontinuities in longitudinal profile (Rice and Church, 2001; Hanks

and Webb, 2006), changes in planform style (e.g. Russell, 1954; Galay et al., 1998; Mosley

and Schumm, 2001), the growth of tributary fans (e.g. May and Gresswell, 2004), shifts

in fish and insect community composition (e.g. Rice et al., 2001; Fernandes et al., 2004;

Kiffney et al., 2006) and a suite of other geomorphological and ecological impacts (re-

viewed in Ferguson and Hoey, and Rice et al., Chapters 10 and 11 respectively, this

volume).

Physical impacts ultimately reflect the adjustment of channel properties to abrupt

changes in the key controls of channel form (discharge, sediment load and sediment

calibre) a process that Lodina and Chalov (1971, p.372) point out has implications

for channel stability above and below tributary junctions and refer to, wonderfully, as

the ‘play of tributaries’ (see also Large and Petts, 1996). Geomorphological adjustment

processes can be particularly dramatic during significant flooding episodes (e.g. Sloan

et al., 2001), where tributary sediment yields have been modified by human activities,

such as placer mining (e.g. James, 2004), and on regulated rivers where attenuation of

main-stem flows or a reduction in their duration, or both, leads to accelerated aggra-

dation below tributary confluences (Petts, 1984; Allen and Hobbs, 1989; Gilvear, 2004

and many others). Aggradation may be exacerbated on regulated rivers if lower water

levels in the main stem reduce the tributary base level, inducing tributary rejuvenation

and increasing sediment production and delivery (e.g. Petts, 1979).

This last point highlights the fact that there is a two-way interaction between trib-

utaries and their recipient channels such that main-stem processes also impact upon

tributary processes and characteristics. For example: main-stem incision may propa-

gate upstream along tributaries via knickpoint retreat (e.g. Brierley and Fryirs, 1999);

tributaries may be back flooded by main-stem flows that reverse sediment transport

(e.g. Kennedy, 1999) and produce slackwater deposits (e.g. Kochel and Baker, 1982);

main-stem processes influence tributary fan development by moderating the amount

of sediment deposited in distal tributary reaches (Gomez-Villar et al., 2006) and con-

tributing main-stem overbank sediment to the fan architecture (Florsheim, 2004). The

potentially complex geomorphological interaction of main stem and tributary has been

compared to that in meso-tidal estuaries by Kennedy (1999). Xu (2001) provides a

modern example from China, where rising base level in the Laohahe River and the

complex response of its tributary the Yangchangzihe are described by a five-phase qual-

itative model. The presence of a two-way exchange between tributaries and main stem

is particularly important for river ecology, with mobile animals utilizing the contrast-

ing environments between main stem and tributary for various purposes that include
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refuge from predators or high flows (Scrivener et al., 1994; Fraser et al., 1995; Power

and Dietrich, 2002).

Individual chapters

The five chapters in Part II tackle several elements of this large field of interest. Their

main theme is the reach-scale importance of tributaries for the channels that they

join. This is a logical scale of attention for the central part of the book, which links

local confluence effects in Part I and the network-scale perspective considered in Part

III. Recipient channels are generally referred to as ‘main stem’ channels throughout

these chapters, but this is a linguistic instrument that implies relative size, not that the

recipient channel is the principal drainage line: It may refer to the trunk stream or any

of its tributary branches.

Kennedy (1999) points out that few studies of tributary–main-stem interactions have

considered cases where the tributaries are very small relative to the main stem or where

hydrographs are grossly asynchronous (cf. Reid et al., 1989), and Ferguson and Hoey

(Chapter 10, this volume) suggest that there is a somewhat inevitable bias in studies

of tributary impact towards those junctions where there are large and obvious effects.

Many tributaries may have no impact on the channel they join or their impacts may

be difficult to disentangle from the background noise. In their respective chapters (11,

12 and 13, this volume), Rice et al., Liebault et al. and Benda each emphasize the need

to discriminate significant from insignificant tributaries. Part II therefore begins with

Torgersen et al. identifying tributary-induced impacts amidst general river system het-

erogeneity. They illustrate various approaches drawing on examples from a range of

disciplines. Because broad-scale, spatially explicit investigations of tributary impacts

are uncommon, they demonstrate graphical and geostatistical methods of identify-

ing tributary impacts through specific case studies of remotely sensed summer water

temperature and Coastal Cutthroat Trout distributions in streams from Oregon, USA.

Looking to the future, they suggest that the increasing availability of high-resolution

data over long reaches, coupled with the adoption of pattern-recognition and analysis

tools developed for similar data by other disciplines, will greatly improve the ability of

river scientists to identify tributary-related heterogeneity. This is ultimately necessary

in order to test models that aim to predict the style, magnitude and location of tributary

influences, such as biodiversity hotspots at network scales (Benda et al., 2004).

Ferguson and Hoey focus on tributary–main-stem geomorphology and particularly

the question of how tributary and main-stem characteristics affect the style and extent

of reach-scale geomorphological impacts. Alongside a review of available field evidence,

they use three models of increasing sophistication to examine this question, including a

qualitative, conceptual model, a new quantitative regime theory and a width-averaged

sediment routing model. They highlight several areas for further research: better
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understanding of width adjustment at junctions, which has a substantial effect on

predicted downstream impacts, collection of bedload flux data to help test models,

improved understanding of the links between confluence-scale morphology and reach-

scale impacts, and more systematic sampling of tributary characteristics and impacts to

promote a generic understanding that is not biased towards those tributaries that have

obvious and significant effects.

The need for quality datasets with which to test hypotheses and develop better models

is also taken up by Rice et al. in their examination of tributary impacts on main-stem

biota. They argue that tributaries matter ecologically because they can alter environ-

mental conditions and elicit a biological response in the channel that they join, but also

because tributaries and confluence zones are sites of intrinsic ecological value where

particular biophysical processes and ecosystem services may be concentrated. The chap-

ter uses new field data from multiple confluences to explore the spatial and temporal

dynamics of tributary influence on main-stem ecology in the Cascade Mountains, USA

and reviews numerical modelling work exploring the controls on physical and thence

biotic diversity at confluences. They highlight two key requirements for future research:

the need for extensive empirical work to evaluate the abundance, spatial distribu-

tion and landscape-scale controls of tributary influence and complementary intensive,

perhaps experimental, work focused on understanding the mechanisms that underlie

confluence effects.

Liébault et al.’s chapter is concerned with the possibility of managing main-stem

river problems by the careful manipulation of tributary characteristics. They present

conceptual tools and practical examples that indicate how tributaries can be and have

been utilized in the management of catchment-scale sediment regimes. Their primary

example comes from southern France, where the reactivation of tributary sediment

sources is being considered as a tool for managing serious problems of incision and

degradation in the main stem of the River Drôme. A gross sediment budget for the

river indicates that the extent of the main-stem sediment deficit can only be overcome

by assisted replenishment. They present a decision-making tool that may help river

managers to implement such a scheme by identifying the bedload supply, transport

and delivery potential of individual tributaries. They suggest that the most important

challenge in this arena is to understand sediment routing through the channel network

by both developing theoretical tools and making observations of channel responses to

disturbed sediment regimes.

This is a theme that is further developed by Benda in the final chapter of Part II, which

provides a link to the network-scale focus of Part III. Benda uses the term ‘confluence en-

vironment’ to describe main-stem reaches where there are observable tributary impacts

on channel and valley morphology. His chapter explores how river network structure

and scaling properties may control the number, nature and locations of confluence envi-

ronments. He also considers the effect of branching networks on the stochastic character

of the sediment and organic inputs that create confluence environments, emphasizing
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the temporal aspect of tributary impacts. Looking to the future, Benda suggests that a

perspective on rivers as networks, that recognizes both confluence and non-confluence

environments has the potential to underpin advances in fluvial geomorphology and

riverine ecology. For example, given that confluence environments appear to be one

type of biological hotspot in river networks, he suggests that an improved understand-

ing of how significant tributary impacts are organized in time and space within networks

could benefit the planning and implementation of watershed and channel restoration

projects.
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Introduction

The ability to assess spatial patterns of ecological conditions in river networks has been

confounded by difficulties of measuring and perceiving features that are essentially

invisible to observers on land and to aircraft and satellites from above. The nature of

flowing water, which is opaque or at best semi-transparent, makes it difficult to visualize

fine-scale patterns in habitat and biota at close range, and the linear topology of river

networks complicates the process of scaling up to detect coarse-scale patterns. This

spatially incomplete perspective limits our understanding of lotic systems because the

scaled character of biotic and abiotic patterns produces different results depending on

the method of data collection (Fausch et al., 2002; Hildrew and Giller, 1994).

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads Published 2008 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd This chapter is a US Government

work and is in the public domain in the United States of America.
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Recent changes in the way river scientists collect data are now filling in these gaps

to reveal patterns that raise new questions about the structure and function of river-

ine mosaics and networks. The recent identification of tributary influences on stream

channel morphology (Benda et al., 2004b; Benda et al., 2003) and associated data

(Fernandes et al., 2004; Kiffney et al., 2006; Rice et al., 2001) has been made pos-

sible, in part, by the use of spatially explicit sampling approaches. This chapter fo-

cuses on contributions of such approaches to recognizing and describing the impacts

of tributaries in river networks. The emphasis here is on identifying patterns as op-

posed to explaining the processes underlying such patterns. Other sections of this book

elucidate the functional impacts of tributaries on spatial heterogeneity in fluvial mor-

phology, water quality, biological response, network topology, hydrology, sediment de-

livery and contaminant transport. This chapter explains how to see patterns amidst this

heterogeneity.

We illustrate various approaches for identifying impacts of tributaries along the re-

ceiving channel (hereafter referred to as the main stem) in a river network. Literature

examples are drawn from a range of disciplines that apply different sampling designs,

data types and data-collection methods. Many of the studies cited in this chapter do not

state an explicit intent to evaluate tributary impacts, but their methods hold promise

for addressing important questions in this area. Except for terrain analysis of avail-

able digital elevation data (e.g. Benda et al., in press), broad-scale, spatially explicit

investigations of tributary effects on fluvial features and aquatic biota are uncommon.

Therefore, we demonstrate graphical (longitudinal analysis and smoothing) and geo-

statistical (one-dimensional and network variograms) methods of identifying tributary

impacts through specific case studies of (1) remotely sensed summer water tempera-

ture in the North Fork John Day River in north-eastern Oregon, USA and (2) coastal

cutthroat trout distribution in a headwater stream network of Camp Creek, a tributary

to the Umpqua River in western Oregon, USA.

Data and measurement

The detection of tributary influences requires information on the locations of conflu-

ences and spatial variation in the response variables of interest. In this respect, the task

of spatial identification of tributary impacts is as much cartographic as it is geomor-

phologic and ecological. The first challenge in designing a study to identify tributary

impacts is to locate the tributaries themselves. Without walking the entire length of the

river network, it is difficult – if not impossible – to map first-order tributary junctions

in densely forested watersheds. However, analytical tools are now available to automate

recognition of tributary junctions from relatively high-resolution digital elevation data

(< 10 m2) over broad spatial extents (> 10 000 km2) (Benda et al., in press). The abil-

ity to locate tributary confluences may depend on the size and intermittency of the
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tributaries relative to the main stem (Benda et al., 2004a; Clarke and Burnett, 2003;

Wigington et al., 2005). Thus, it is essential to specify the source, scale and date of

the map or digital data used to identify the location and relative size of confluences

in relation to the main stem. In forested headwater streams, tributaries of 1–2 m in

width are very difficult to detect using aerial photography, on which topographical

maps are based. The error in maps of various types and scales can often be quite sig-

nificant. For example, in a forested landscape, a commonly available US Geological

Survey (USGS) topographic map with a scale of 1:24 000 represents the best estimate

of an aerial photo interpreter on the location and extent of a tributary that is not visible

from above due to overhanging riparian vegetation. The USGS standard for horizontal

positional accuracy in 1:24 000 data is that 90 per cent of mapped points lie within

approximately 12 m of their true positions (USGS, 2007). However, no such standard

exists for mapping the occurrence or spatial extent of streams. Errors in spatial accu-

racy cannot be quantified without field verification. Digital elevation models (DEM) of

various resolutions (e.g. 10–30 m for USGS 7.5 minute topographic quadrangles) may

give the impression of greater accuracy than the hand-drawn maps from which they

were derived. However, these data by definition incorporate additional error during

translation from analogue to digital form. Therefore, 10- and 30-metre DEM data must

be viewed critically as tools for locating tributary junctions that cannot be viewed in

aerial photographs (Clarke and Burnett, 2003; Stock and Dietrich, 2003). Light detec-

tion and ranging (LiDAR, or lidar) offers the most promising potential for mapping

fine-scale topography of fluvial features in both forested and non-forested landscapes.

(Power et al., 2005).

Sampling design

In the past, traditional sampling methods attempted to avoid biases caused by disconti-

nuities at tributary confluences rather than focus on such discontinuities in physical and

biological gradients (Bruns et al., 1984). This was a reasonable approach for pursuing

objectives of detecting dominant gradients in environmental conditions and biological

communities. For example, broad-scale longitudinal patterns in water temperature are

more accurately represented by avoiding sampling locations immediately downstream

of confluences, where temperature measurements are likely to be viewed as outliers.

However, with rising interests in exploring discontinuities along the river continuum

(Poole, 2002), traditional sampling techniques (sensu Cochran, 1977) are being adapted

(see Hirzel and Guisan, 2002) to address scientific questions that are fundamentally

spatial in nature.

Investigations of tributary impacts in river networks employ two kinds of sampling

designs that differ in the scale and the spatial arrangement of sample units. In the

nomenclature of statistical design in aquatic resource monitoring and assessment, these
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(a) (c)(b)

Figure 9.1 Intensive and extensive sampling approaches for identifying tributary impacts in fluvial

networks. An intensive design employs a limited number of (a) sites positioned upstream and

downstream of tributary confluences. Extensive designs use (b) sample points or (c) sample areas

(pool/riffle units and reaches) that are distributed along the entire main stem or throughout the

river network.

types of study designs are termed ‘intensive’ and ‘extensive’ (Conquest and Ralph, 1998).

Simplified graphical representations of these approaches are depicted in Figure 9.1.

Intensive sampling

Intensive surveys employ methods that meet specific data requirements at a limited

number of sites distributed within and among catchments (Figure 9.1(a)). This survey

method focuses sampling effort at sites in the main stem upstream, adjacent to and

downstream of tributary confluences. Measurements of biological and physical param-

eters are collected at a single site, often with an emphasis on establishing long-term

records of change. Techniques employed in intensive surveys may be time consuming

but offer an advantage in that they usually quantify accuracy and precision. The spatial

scale of an intensive survey may range in resolution from 0.1 to 10 m (i.e. the minimum

dimension of an individual measurement in terms of length of stream) and in extent

from 10 to 1000 m (i.e. the site or length of stream within which individual samples

are taken). Within a site, sampling may be conducted hierarchically at points, along

transects or over areas to assess variation at microhabitat, pool/riffle and reach scales

individually or, using a nested design, collectively (Armitage and Cannan, 1998; Fris-

sell et al., 1986). The number and spatial dimensions of sites in an intensive survey

are generally limited by the time it takes to sample multiple parameters accurately and

precisely at each site. Thus, considerable effort must be expended to identify sites where

tributary impacts are most likely to be detected. Any determination of the appropriate

sampled length requires a knowledge or estimation of the downstream and upstream

extent of the tributary effects before data are collected and analysed – a difficult task

in remote or poorly studied regions where tributary impacts typically occur. In spite
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of these logistical challenges, the intensive approach has been used effectively in sev-

eral studies that have identified tributary impacts on aquatic biota (Bruns et al., 1984;

Fernandes et al., 2004; Kiffney et al., 2006; Osborne and John Wiley & Sons, 1992;

Stevens et al., 1997).

Extensive designs

Extensive surveys are designed to characterize spatial variation contiguously across

many sites to obtain a picture of entire river segments. The distinguishing feature of

an extensive survey is the relatively high resolution (0.1–100 m) and density of samples

distributed over a relatively large extent of the main stem (> 1000 m) (Figure 9.1(b)). To

identify longitudinal patterns in aquatic habitat and biota, data are typically gathered

only in the main stem (Rice et al., 2001). Recent recognition that network structure can

influence fluvial systems has led aquatic scientists to collect spatially continuous data

throughout entire headwater catchments (Figure 9.1(c)) (Gresswell et al., 2006). As in

intensive surveys, samples in extensive surveys may be collected at point locations or

along transects, but areal sample units, such as geomorphologically defined pools and

riffles, are most commonly employed to map aquatic habitat in linear networks (Radko,

1997). The size of the sample unit (i.e. micro-, meso- or macro-habitat features) de-

termines the degree of variability in the data and the patterns observed. For example,

extensive surveys typically exclude micro-scale variability by targeting geomorphically

defined meso-scale habitat features, such as pools and riffles. Nested sampling designs

have potential for evaluating longitudinal patterns in fluvial characteristics and biota

at multiple spatial scales, but such approaches are often not combined with exten-

sive surveys (Torgersen and Close, 2004). Certain types of data lend themselves better

to point- or area-based sampling techniques. For example, continuous data types –

including elevation, water temperature, chemistry, and channel width and depth – may

be measured effectively using a point-based sampling technique. Discrete data types,

such as counts of fish, invertebrates, sediment particles and logs, are usually quantified

in linear or areal units. Counts can be estimated over large areas with point sampling

methods (Barker and Sauer, 1995), but these methods are not widely used in rivers

(Persat and Copp, 1990).

In spite of the apparent advantages for quantifying spatial pattern in rivers, three

key trade-offs are associated with extensive surveys: (1) contiguous sampling along a

main stem or a river network, rather than among catchments, generally limits studies

to a smaller sampling extent, (2) including a large number of samples can increase data

subjectivity if methods are used that rely on indirect measurement and estimation, as

opposed to direct measurement with defined levels of accuracy and precision and (3)

the large number of observers needed to sample many kilometres of river in a short

period increases the cost of field data collection for synoptic assessments.
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Data collection

Spatially extensive, high-resolution data are useful for identifying spatial patterns of

geomorphological and biological responses (Cooper et al., 1997). Data of this nature

have recently become available in fluvial geomorphology and lotic ecology (Fausch

et al., 2002; Power et al., 2005; Walsh et al., 1998), but traditional, intensive approaches

for sampling fluvial systems are still the dominant method of data collection. River-

ine scientists are beginning to weigh the known precision and accuracy of traditional

measurement methods against newer methods with greater capacity to quantify spatial

patterns but with less-well-known performance. The continued experimentation and

development of such approaches is essential for improving our understanding of tribu-

tary confluences and their role in structuring the biotic and abiotic properties of fluvial

networks.

The following examples of data collection illustrate techniques across disciplines

that have been used successfully to evaluate tributary impacts or have high potential

for development and application. The methods are presented according to the nature

of data collection: (1) samples that are collected in the field and (2) remotely sensed

images that are sampled in the laboratory. The distinction between the two methods

is important because field sampling requires an observer to travel to and collect data

at a site and so is more time consuming. Moreover, the scales of spatial and temporal

variation in some types of field data are not suited for extensive data collection. For

example, data types that require near-simultaneous sampling or complicated collec-

tion protocols, such as pH and turbidity, cannot be sampled in large numbers of sites

without increasing the number of field personnel. The requirement that the observer

be present – on the ground – makes it difficult to collect spatially extensive data at a

high resolution in river networks. Remotely sensed data, in contrast, can be collected

from a variety of platforms (ground, airborne or space) in a short period and offers the

advantage that sampling can be streamlined, and even automated, using a computer

in the laboratory. As a general rule in collecting data to quantify spatial patterns, the

time in the field collecting and processing samples is minimized to increase the number

of samples and the distance over which they are collected (Hirzel and Guisan, 2002;

Schneider, 1994a).

Field measurement

Data-collection methods for measuring spatial variation in river channel dimensions,

substrate composition, water temperature and chemistry, and fish and macroinver-

tebrate distribution can be modified to increase the spatial resolution and extent of

sampling. Using the technique developed by Hankin and Reeves (1988), visual esti-

mates of channel width, depth and pool/riffle length can be corrected for observer bias

based on a systematic selection of verified measurements. This dramatically reduces
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the time required to map spatial patterns in river morphology so that over 10 km per

day may be surveyed by a two-person crew (McIntosh et al., 2000). A similar approach

has been developed for visually characterizing and validating gravel-cobble river-bed

sediments at the scale of kilometres (Latulippe et al., 2001). In navigable rivers, water

temperature, depth and conductivity can be measured in an extensive manner by towing

probes behind a boat and continuously logging temperatures every one to three seconds

while a global positioning system (GPS) records spatial coordinates. Using this method,

Vaccaro and Maloy (2006) mapped thermal patterns and groundwater discharge areas

over distances of 5–25 km.

Measurements of water-nutrient concentrations cannot be estimated visually, and it

is difficult to collect samples sequentially along a main stem to quantify spatial hetero-

geneity at the scale of kilometres. However, Dent and Grimm (1999) employed up to

14 different people arrayed along a 10-km stream segment and collected nearly simul-

taneous water samples every 25 m. The samples were then processed in the laboratory

to quantify nutrient concentration (nitrate-nitrogen and soluble reactive phosphorus)

and conductivity. This technique provided data of sufficient resolution and extent to

identify discontinuities in longitudinal patterns associated with tributary confluences;

however, no attempt was made to relate spatial patterns in the measured variables to

the positions of tributary junctions.

Quantifying spatial patterns of biological organisms in fluvial systems presents a

new set of sampling challenges in addition to those just described. Field equipment

required for observing and collecting aquatic organisms and measuring important

variables, such as algal biomass and chlorophyll, is bulky and heavy. Moreover, some

organisms, such as fish, amphibians and large macroinvertebrates, avoid detection by

terrestrial observers and snorkellers. In spite of these difficulties, various techniques

have been developed to approximate spatial patterns and thus help identify tributary

impacts. Macroinvertebrates are particularly difficult to sample at high spatial resolu-

tion and over long distances because collection and laboratory processing techniques

are time consuming, and traditional sampling equipment, such as Surber samplers and

drift-collection devices, are not easily transportable if one intends to traverse multi-

ple kilometres along a stream (Hauer and Lamberti, 1998). Nevertheless, quantifying

patchiness in macroinvertebrate distribution is important for understanding abiotic

factors influencing community organization (Downes et al., 1993). Rice et al. (2001)

employed a two-person crew to collect 10-minute kick samples at 10 different sub-

samples per site and was able to gather data in 43 sites over 12 days. The distribution

of large-bodied macroinvertebrates, such as freshwater mussels, can be mapped also by

snorkelling (Howard and Cuffey, 2003). Similar methods are currently being developed

for quantifying spatial patterns of large-bodied arthropods, such as stonefly larvae (C.V.

Baxter, Idaho State University, USA, personal communication).

Stream fishes have long been observed and counted by divers with mask and snorkel

(Cunjak et al., 1988; Mullner et al., 1998; Roni and Fayram, 2000). However, only recently

have spatially continuous distributions of fish abundance and species composition
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been mapped by visual surveys. Such methods are particularly suited for small- to

medium-sized rivers that have good visibility due to low turbidity and high water

quality (Torgersen et al., 2006). Although visual surveys are considerably more time

consuming for quantifying fish than physical habitat, multiple two-person crews, with

each mapping up to 4 km per day, can cover tens of kilometres per week. In contrast to

snorkelling, electrofishing techniques involve heavy equipment and are generally not

employed to map spatially continuous fish distributions, but these methods also have

been adapted to increase the resolution and extent of sampling (Bateman et al., 2005).

Remote sensing

Remote-sensing technology is revolutionizing the study of fluvial networks (Hauer and

Lorang, 2004; Power et al., 1999; Walsh et al., 1998). New methods have developed at a

rapid rate since sensor technology and computer processing capability improved dra-

matically in the mid-1990s. The remote sensing of rivers and streams is still primarily an

airborne application, particularly with regard to identifying tributary impacts in small

rivers and streams. However, this is merely a technical challenge of spatial resolution

and may be solved in the next decade by improved space-borne sensors. The list of

biotic and abiotic features that may be remotely sensed is rapidly growing, and the most

comprehensive review of these techniques applied to rivers was compiled by Mertes et al.

(2004). Remote sensing can now obtain digital data that – with calibration – are nearly

identical to field measurements for a variety of parameters used to identify tributary im-

pacts, including topography, surface-suspended sediment concentration, water-surface

height, bed material grain size, bathymetry and surface temperature. Moreover, remote

sensing data, once considered too costly due to the expense of contracting both a sensor

and aircraft, are increasingly recognized as more economical than collecting, entering

and processing similar field-collected analogue data.

Airborne remote-sensing methods that have been particularly helpful for quantifying

fine-scale spatial patterns over long distances in small- to medium-sized rivers include

lidar (Charlton et al., 2003; Reutebuch et al., 2005), multi- and hyperspectral sensors

(Legleiter et al., 2004; Lorang et al., 2005; Marcus et al., 2003) and thermal infrared

imaging (Cherkauer et al., 2005; Handcock et al., 2006; Torgersen et al., 2001). Direct

observations from a helicopter have also been used to map spawning habitat for salmon

over hundreds of kilometres (Isaak and Thurow, 2006).

Significant advances have also resulted from very high-resolution digital aerial pho-

tography and an automated sampling algorithm to generate a spatially continuous

record of the median grain size of substrates in an 80-km river section (Carbonneau

et al., 2005). A major limitation of these airborne methods – with the exception of

lidar – is that they are effective only when the vertical view of the stream is unob-

structed by riparian vegetation. Thus, in some instances it may be necessary to employ
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remote-sensing approaches on the ground, underneath the riparian canopy. Traditional

methods for characterizing the size of river-bed sediments involve a time-consuming,

manual collection of particles (Diplas and Sutherland, 1988; Wolman, 1954), but var-

ious ground-based photographic methods can reduce the time spent at each site and

thereby increase sampling resolution or extent. Graham et al. (2005) developed a trans-

ferable ground-based technique using a hand-held digital camera and automated image

processing to quantify grain-size variability in rivers and streams that are not suited for

airborne applications. In summary, digital imaging and computerized-processing tech-

niques have produced major advances that are just beginning to help establish a spatially

explicit template for identifying tributary impacts. Thus, much fertile ground remains

for exploring remote-sensing technology and applying it to the study of main-stem–

tributary dynamics in fluvial networks.

Analytical tools

In the section on sampling design, intensive and extensive approaches for identifying

tributary impacts were differentiated. Intensive studies, with widely dispersed sam-

ple sites, are not spatially explicit in the strictest sense because the gradient across

all sites is evaluated, not the actual spatial patterns among sites. Hildrew and Giller

(1994) eloquently describe this problem in relation to environmental gradients de-

termined by the statistical analysis of intensive survey data: ‘These gradients are not

“real” gradients in space, such as those which might exist along a single river, but

are abstracts from all of the sites surveyed.’ A recent study by Kiffney et al. (2006

and Chapter 11, this volume) addressed this problem by collecting nested samples

in transects spaced along the main stem 500 m upstream and downstream of trib-

utary confluences. Responses of multiple-habitat, water-quality and biological vari-

ables to tributary confluences were then averaged among sites, but the spatial locations

of transects with respect to the confluence were maintained and included in statisti-

cal analysis. In another intensive study, Fernandes et al. (2004) statistically identified

impacts of tributaries by plotting fish species diversity upstream of tributary conflu-

ences against fish diversity downstream; departures from a 1:1 regression relationship

provided evidence of tributary effects. Both methods were appropriate and instruc-

tive, but they provided limited information about the spatial gradients in species–

habitat relationships between confluences, which would, potentially, provide additional

insights.

The next sections on analytical tools for identifying tributary impacts focus pri-

marily on the analysis of data acquired through extensive rather than intensive sur-

veys. Additional information on the statistical analysis of intensive survey data can

be obtained from a standard statistical text (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995). Extensive survey

data, however, require non-traditional approaches to analysis because they are spatially
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autocorrelated, non-normally distributed and generally inappropriate for traditional

statistical tools, such as least squares regression and analysis of variance (ANOVA)

(Legendre and Fortin, 1989).

Graphical methods

The most basic method for identifying tributary impacts in fluvial systems is graphical

analysis of longitudinal data sets, which can be readily generated with new GIS-based

analytical tools (Benda et al., in press). Heterogeneity associated with tributary conflu-

ences has been effectively characterized in physical attributes (e.g. boulders and wood)

through graphical approaches to examining field data (Benda et al., 2003; Bigelow

et al., 2007; Macnab et al., 2006). Spatially continuous data from extensive surveys

are instructive for evaluating associations between locations of tributary junctions and

biotic and abiotic patterns, but certain data types are easier to interpret than others.

Measurements of variables, such as water temperature, are relatively stable over short

distances and produce plots that are directly interpretable. For example, remotely sensed

water-temperature data are well suited to longitudinal analysis in a 80-km section of

the North Fork John Day River, a medium-sized wilderness stream (5–30 m in width)

(Figure 9.2).

Figure 9.2 Remotely sensed water temperature in the main stem and tributary confluences of the

North Fork John Day River, north-eastern Oregon, USA. Airborne thermal infrared remote sensing

was conducted on 4 August 1998. Dashed vertical lines indicate the spatial locations of tributaries

with respect to main-stem water temperature.
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The fine-scale variation in water temperature in Figure 9.2 is the result of measure-

ment error of approximately 0.5 ˚C (Torgersen et al., 2001), and broad-scale variation

is caused by multiple landscape factors influencing solar inputs, groundwater–surface-

water exchange and channel morphology (Poole and Berman, 2001). As with other

methods of airborne remote sensing of streams, the aircraft flew upstream and col-

lected overlapping imagery sequentially along the main stem. Geographic coordinates

for each image were recorded in flight with a GPS and were used to create maps linking

water temperature to locations in the river. Individual temperatures were sampled digi-

tally (n = 10) in each image, and the median was calculated and plotted versus distance

upstream. Water temperatures measured from the imagery were not corrected for diel

changes during the aerial survey, but the duration of the flight was short, approximately

45 minutes. The depiction of the location and temperature of tributaries relative to

the main stem facilitated analysis of potential tributary impacts. The precise magni-

tude of tributary effects on main-stem water temperature was identified in individual

high-resolution (< 1 m) thermal images. Thermal variations in main-stem water tem-

perature downstream of river km 25 suggested a cooling influence of some tributaries.

The utility of simple graphical representations such as Figure 9.2 is that they provide

a broad-scale perspective on longitudinal patterns and the magnitude of the tributary

effects.

Graphical analyses of spatial variation in counts of biological organisms and mea-

surements of channel morphology in rivers can be difficult to interpret due to the

high degree of heterogeneity in these variables over short distances (sensu Downes

et al., 1993). Data-smoothing techniques can help sort this fine-scale variation from

ecologically meaningful coarse-scale variation. To demonstrate data smoothing in a

longitudinal graphical analysis of fish counts, data were selected from Camp Creek,

a headwater stream in western Oregon, USA that was surveyed extensively to evalu-

ate spatial and temporal patterns in trout distribution (Gresswell et al., 2006). Counts

of trout were obtained using single-pass electrofishing in all pool and cascade habitats

throughout the entire fish-bearing sections of the stream network (Bateman et al., 2005)

(Figure 9.3). Locations of sampled units were geographically positioned and mapped

in a geographical information system (GIS) based on field-measured distances between

mapped landmarks, such as tributary junctions and road crossings (Torgersen et al.,

2004). The main stem of Camp Creek has eight fishless tributaries and four fish-bearing

tributaries. Hydrography for the stream network was derived from 7.5-minute USGS

topographic maps.

Similar to spatially continuous counts of other organisms, trout counts in Camp Creek

were highly variable among sample units (range 0–22 trout) and gave the appearance

of being randomly distributed (Figure 9.4(a)). Such a distribution requires smoothing

techniques to identify patterns amidst the heterogeneity. Locally weighted scatterplot

smoothing (LOWESS) is a robust, unbiased nonparametric regression technique for

identifying trends in ‘noisy’ data (Trexler and Travis, 1993). Many statistical packages
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Figure 9.3 Distribution of fish-bearing (open circles) and fishless (squares) tributaries and counts

of coastal cutthroat trout in Camp Creek, western Oregon, USA. The size of the black dots indicates

the relative abundance of trout sampled in all pools and cascades in the fish-bearing portion of the

stream network. The direction of flow in the main stem (plotted in Figure 9.4) is from A to B.

can perform LOWESS, but SigmaPlot (SPSS, 2004) is particularly flexible in allowing

the user to specify two parameters that determine the fit of the model: (1) a smoothing

factor that corresponds to the fraction of data points used for each regression and (2)

the polynomial degree of the model (SPSS, 2004).

For Camp Creek data, a smoothed trend line of trout counts along the main stem

was created with a sampling fraction of 0.2 and a second-order polynomial. The loca-

tions of fish-bearing and fishless tributaries were overlaid on the LOWESS trend line to

graphically evaluate the correspondence between peaks and valleys in trout abundance

and the locations of tributary confluences (Figure 9.4(a)). Fish-bearing and fishless

tributaries showed a weak association with valleys and peaks in trout abundance re-

spectively (e.g. tributaries 2, 3, 4 and 5). However, using scaling techniques (Schneider,

1994b; Schneider and Piatt, 1986), counts of trout were smoothed by modifying the

bin size of the analysis to 100 m as opposed to plotting raw counts (Figure 4(b)). When

LOWESS with the same smoothing factor and polynomial degree was applied to the

binned data, the correlation between tributary junctions and the spatial structure of

trout distribution became apparent (Figure 9.4(b)). No statistical tests were employed

to test the relationship between tributary locations and the distribution of trout because
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Figure 9.4 Longitudinal variation in trout counts, and locations of fish-bearing and fishless trib-

utaries in the main stem of Camp Creek (see Figure 9.3). Tributary locations (circles and squares)

are overlaid on locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS) of trout counts and 100-m bins of

trout counts to facilitate graphical analysis. The labels ‘A’ and ‘B’ refer to the positions indicated in

Figure 9.3.

a complete census of trout was conducted in the study stream. Nine tributary junctions

corresponded precisely with peaks and valleys in the LOWESS trend line, and only two

of the tributary junctions were not aligned with a peak or a valley. Of particular interest

is the association between fishless tributaries and peaks in trout distribution and the

association between fish-bearing tributaries and valleys in trout distribution.

Trout distribution in headwater streams, such as Camp Creek, reflects complex in-

teractions between physical habitat structure and biological requirements for trout

growth and reproduction (Connolly and Hall, 1999; Gresswell et al., 2006; Hicks and

Hall, 2003). Further verification of the patterns identified here and their relevance to

cutthroat trout ecology require similar analyses in multiple headwater streams. This
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is the subject of ongoing work at the present time on multiscale determinants of cut-

throat trout distribution, diet and growth in western Oregon (see Gresswell et al., 2006).

Examples from the literature in similar headwater streams of the Pacific Northwest sug-

gest that fishless tributary junctions function as localized conduits of invertebrate prey

and may be associated with higher densities of fish in the main stem (Wipfli and Gre-

govich, 2002; Wipfli, 2005). Additionally, fishless streams, although small in drainage

area and channel width, can contribute substantially to large wood accumulations trans-

ported by debris flows from steep, forested hillslopes of headwater catchments (May and

Gresswell, 2003). These large accumulations of wood in the main stem at tributary junc-

tions contribute to channel complexity and may help to explain localized peaks in trout

abundance.

Statistical methods

Graphical analysis of longitudinal patterns may not be sufficient for detecting subtle

tributary–main-stem interactions. Therefore, statistical methods may be required to

compare multiple longitudinal data sets or explore patterns of within- and between-

site variability in stream networks. The careful application of standard statistical tests,

such as ANOVA, can be used to parse out sources of variation associated with tributary

impacts (Rice and Church, 1998). However, the assumptions of independence and equal

variances make ANOVA a problematic tool for analysing closely spaced geographic

data (Legendre and Fortin, 1989; Rice and Church, 1998). Geostatistics provides an

alternative means to directly evaluate spatial autocorrelation among samples (Rossi

et al., 1992). Spatial autocorrelation is the tendency of samples that are collected near

to one another to be more similar than samples that are further apart. A semivariogram

depicts the variance (y-axis) between sample points versus the distance at which they are

separated (x-axis) (Palmer, 2002). The shape of the semivariogram provides insights into

the spatial structure of the variable of interest (Ettema and Wardle, 2002). Variograms

may be calculated for one-dimensional data (x-coordinate only) and also for two-

dimensional data (x- and y-coordinates). The Camp Creek data demonstrate how the

shape of a semivariogram can provide information on the spacing of peaks and valleys

in fish counts.

The semivariograms in Figure 9.5, calculated using the statistical package GS+ for

the data depicted in Figure 9.4 (GDS, 2004), illustrate two important phenomena: (1)

spatial structure was not discernible from the semivariogram of either the raw fish counts

(Figure 9.5(a)) or the binned data (Figure 9.5(b)), but (2) semivariograms of the data

smoothed with LOWESS summarized the average spacing between peaks and valleys.

The x-axis location of the first peak in the semivariogram (Figures 9.5(c) and 9.5(d))

indicates the average spacing between peaks and valleys in the smoothed data, and the
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Figure 9.5 Semivariograms of (a) trout counts, (b) 100-m bins of counts, (c) locally weighted

scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS) of counts and (d) LOWESS of 100-m bins in the main stem of

Camp Creek (see Figure 9.4). Dashed vertical lines indicate the locations of peaks and valleys in

semivariance with respect to the x -axis.

x-axis location of the first valley indicates the average spacing between successive peaks

and valleys (Legendre and Fortin, 1989). The shapes of the variograms from the raw

counts (Figure 9.5(c)) and from the binned data (Figure 9.5(d)) differed little. Thus,

the underlying spatial structure of fish counts was the same whether it was derived

from the LOWESS of the raw counts or the LOWESS of the binned data. Statistical

tests were not necessary to evaluate the significance of the variograms of fish counts in

the main stem of Camp Creek because the patterns confirmed the results of graphical

analysis.

Extending this analysis into the fish-bearing tributaries (Figure 9.3; tributaries 4,

7, 9 and 10) required an automated approach for testing the statistical significance

of patterns observed in the semivariogram (Ganio et al., 2005). A network semivar-

iogram was used to simultaneously compare spatial autocorrelation throughout the

entire fish-bearing portion of the stream network shown in Figure 9.3. The semivar-

iogram provided a means to compare the patterns of fish counts in the network to
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a hypothetical random spatial distribution. If the data are randomly distributed in

space, the semivariogram depicts a horizontal cloud of points with no trend in semi-

variance with increasing separation distance between sample points. Such a pattern

confirms that the data are spatially independent (i.e. sample points that are close to

one another are not more similar than sample points that are far apart). To deter-

mine whether the spatial structure of fish counts depicted in the network semivar-

iogram differed from a random distribution, 5000 permutations of the fish counts

were generated, and 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles were calculated. A statistical routine

in the S-PLUS statistical package (S-PLUS, 2002) was used to randomly reassign the

fish counts to different locations in the stream network for each permutation (Ganio

et al., 2005). The characteristic shape and inflection point of the semivariogram in

Figure 9.6 indicates that fish counts were non-randomly distributed in the stream net-

work. The departure of semivariance values outside of the horizontal ‘random’ band

defined by the percentile boundaries indicated statistically significant spatial structure

in the semivariogram at a scale of approximately 1 km – the mean distance between

fish-bearing tributaries. This distance is greater than the corresponding peak-to-valley

distance (0.5 km) in the main stem alone (Figure 9.4(b)) because it incorporates the

entire fish-bearing portion of the stream network. These analyses indicate the potential

value of geostatistical techniques for identifying tributary impacts (Torgersen et al.,

2004), but more work is needed across multiple stream networks to test specific hy-

potheses on the role of tributaries in structuring biotic and abiotic gradients in river

networks.

Figure 9.6 Network semivariogram of trout counts in Camp Creek (see Figure 9.3). Dashed vertical

line indicates the location of the peak in semivariance with respect to the x -axis. Horizontal lines

are 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles generated from 5000 permutations.
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Future developments and challenges

Methods for identifying tributary impacts in fluvial networks have advanced rapidly

due to improvements in sampling, mapping and automated analysis techniques. How-

ever, the increasing availability of high-resolution data over long reaches of stream will

require riverine scientists to draw upon analysis tools and approaches developed by

other disciplines. Intensive approaches to data collection and statistical analysis, which

have traditionally derived relationships from a limited number of sites, will need to be

adapted to handle large, spatially autocorrelated data sets. Sophisticated statistical tools

for pattern detection, such as wavelet analysis, are perfectly suited to evaluating com-

plex spatial patterns but are not commonly applied in rivers (Csillag and Kabos, 2002).

These methods were designed for decomposing hierarchical structure in time series and

one-dimensional data, which are similar in spatial configuration to the nested spatial

pattern of biotic and abiotic features along river channels. An advantage of wavelets over

semivariograms is that the wavelet transform function preserves locational information

along a transect (i.e. the main stem) (Bradshaw and Spies, 1992). Thus, in wavelet anal-

ysis the positions of tributary junctions can be evaluated directly with respect to any

hierarchical spatial structure in the data. In contrast, the semivariogram loses locational

information due to the averaging of variances across all data points. These two different

methods of analysis are complementary but seldom have been used together to elucidate

spatial heterogeneity associated with tributary effects (Torgersen et al., 2004).

The spatial analysis of river networks is currently a major focus of environmental

monitoring and assessment at local and regional scales and can provide useful tools

for understanding and modelling tributary impacts in a network context (Peterson and

Urban, 2006; Theobald et al., 2006; Ver Hoef et al., 2006). Other disciplines, such as

transportation geography, have developed specialized techniques for studying point

patterns in road networks (Yamada and Thill, 2004). Kernel density estimates use a set

of probabilities to represent the intensity of spatial point patterns and have been used to

examine the spatial clumping of plant species in road networks (Spooner et al., 2004).

The analytical tools and approaches described in this chapter constitute a first step

towards understanding tributary impacts using spatially explicit data sets. The applica-

tion of these and other state-of-the-art methods has significant potential for identifying

tributary impacts and developing a better understanding of complex spatial patterns

in fluvial networks. Next steps involve the development, testing and transfer of models

that predict tributary impacts in systems where data are limited or difficult to collect

over large areas (Benda et al., 2004b; Rice, 1998). Recent modelling work on sediment

routing at tributary junctions illustrates that longitudinal discontinuities in physical

and biological diversity can be predicted at network scales (Ferguson et al., 2006; Rice

et al., 2006). Such predictive models can be tested against empirical patterns revealed

through the methods outlined in this chapter. The ultimate goal of a combined ap-

proach to empirical pattern analysis and modelling is to simulate the spatially dynamic
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physical and biological mosaic of tributary–main-stem interactions unfolding through

time.
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Introduction

All tributaries add to the water discharge of the streams or rivers that they enter, and most

also supply additional sediment. The consequences of tributary inputs may be apparent

both within the confluence and for some distance up and down the main channel. The

local consequences stem from the detailed hydrodynamics of the confluence and include

the formation of scour pools and junction bars, as discussed by Best (1988 and Best

and Rhoads, Chapter 4, this volume). This chapter is about the more extensive effects

that tributaries can have on main-stem geomorphology by inducing discontinuities in

channel size, slope and bed composition. These discontinuities and the consequent step

changes in flow characteristics and physical habitat are ecologically significant (Rice

et al. and Benda, Chapters 11 and 13, this volume) but they have received only sporadic

attention from geomorphologists. Moreover, this attention has generally been restricted

to a speculative interpretation of changes past junctions in particular catchments. The

pioneers of hydraulic geometry (Leopold and Maddock, 1953) recognized a general

principle that if channel properties scale as power functions of discharge they should

change discontinuously with distance (see also Knighton, 1987), but there have been

remarkably few attempts to test whether this is actually the case; Richards (1980) is a

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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notable exception. Tributary inputs of water and sediment also appear to cause discon-

tinuities in main-channel gradient and/or bed grain-size distribution (e.g. Sternberg,

1875; Church and Kellerhals, 1978; Knighton, 1980; Rice and Church, 1998) and are

sometimes associated with transformations of channel pattern (e.g. Schumm, 2005,

p. 105). Only a few authors have considered what kinds of tributaries have the most

impact on main-stem properties, using either qualitative arguments (e.g. Knighton,

1980; Rice, 1998) or statistical analysis of field evidence (Rice, 1998; Benda et al., 2004).

In this chapter, we discuss the circumstances in which tributaries have reach-scale im-

pacts on main-stem characteristics and consider how the type and extent of change

is related to the characteristics of the tributary, the channel it is joining and the geo-

morphological setting. We refer extensively to the empirical literature but attempt to

complement it by considering the topic from a theoretical point of view, since this can

isolate the effects of the multiple controlling factors that are commonly present in field

situations.

The structure of the chapter involves an interplay between deductive arguments

about how tributaries might be expected to affect the channels they join, based on

conceptual and theoretical models which represent fluvial processes in tractable ways,

and empirical evidence of what actually happens near tributary junctions. We begin

with a conceptual model that suggests why tributaries can be expected to affect main-

channel characteristics, particularly in gravel-bed rivers that occupy confined valleys.

A survey of the case-study literature shows that the conceptual arguments capture

some of what happens in nature but have limitations. Empirical evidence on width

change past confluences is considered in this section. The third section reverts to a

theoretical approach, developed in two stages. The first is a new mathematical analysis

of what downstream changes are necessary past a junction to maintain the sediment-

transporting equilibrium of the main stem. This analysis is similar to rational approaches

to river regime and downstream hydraulic geometry insofar as it represents the mosaic

of bed grain-size distributions in a reach by a single representative diameter. We then

relax the assumption of equilibrium and represent the bed by a grain-size distribution

which may alter along a reach and, together with the long profile, may evolve over time.

Analytical solutions are no longer possible so we resort to using numerical modelling to

explore sensitivity to the controlling factors and identify a typology of tributary impacts.

In the final section of the chapter we reflect on the increased complexity that is required as

additional degrees of freedom are recognized, the limitations this imposes on our ability

to understand and predict the effects tributaries have on main-stem geomorphology,

and what the research community needs to do to make further progress on this topic.

Attention is mainly directed towards natural situations where tributaries join main

stems, but the qualitative and quantitative arguments also apply where the tributary or

the main stem is regulated. They even hold in situations where there is no tributary in the

usual sense, but natural processes (e.g. debris flows or landslides) or human activities

(e.g. waste disposal from alluvial mining) add substantial amounts of sediment to a
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river over a very short distance without a significant addition of water. Our conceptual

framework is also applicable to mixed alluvial-bedrock river systems, which share a

qualitatively similar network structure and downstream hydraulic geometry. However,

some of the reach-scale controlling processes differ in bedrock-dominated systems; we

consider these differences in our discussion.

Conceptual considerations

A useful starting point is a qualitative regime model that was proposed by the American

engineer Emory Lane (Lane, 1955), has antecedents in the much earlier work of Gilbert

(1914) and is mentioned in many textbooks of fluvial geomorphology and river engi-

neering (e.g. Richards, 1982; Chang, 1988). Lane recognized that river regime requires

a balance between sediment supply and transport capacity, and expressed this in the

pseudo-equation:

Q, S ∼ L , D (10.1)

where L , D denote the flux and characteristic grain size of bed-material load supplied

from upstream and Q, S denote the water discharge and channel slope. The idea is that

if any of the four variables alters at least one other must respond to maintain regime.

The variable on the same side of the balance could change in the opposite direction (e.g.

the higher the discharge, the lower the gradient required to convey a given amount and

calibre of load), or a variable on the opposite side could change in the same direction

(e.g. the coarser the sediment in a river, the greater the discharge and/or slope required

to convey the same quantity of sediment).

Lane’s qualitative balance can be given some quantitative underpinning using stan-

dard equations for width-averaged flow and bed-material transport. For example, the

transport capacity L (mass or volume per unit time) of a gravel-bed river is often

assessed using the Meyer-Peter and Müller equation, which can be expressed as:

L = kw (τ − τc)1.5 (10.2)

Here k is a scaling coefficient that depends on sediment density and the units of

measurement of the other variables, w is channel width, τ is the shear stress applied by

the flow to the bed and τc is the critical shear stress to move the bed material. Discharge,

slope and grain size do not appear directly in Equation 10.2 but they are implicit in it

since τ is proportional to the product of depth and slope, depth increases with discharge

when other factors are equal and τc depends mainly on D. Transport capacity therefore
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increases with Q and S but decreases with D. It is far more sensitive to D in gravel-bed

rivers, where τ seldom exceeds τc by more than 50 per cent, than in sand-bed rivers,

where τc is normally at least an order of magnitude smaller than τ (e.g. Dade and

Friend, 1998). For equilibrium, the transport capacity must balance the supply from

upstream, so Equation 10.2 becomes a more specific form of Equation 10.1, as also

noted by Church (2006).

Lane (1955) does not apply his conceptual model to what happens past confluences,

but it describes the possibilities well. Unless the extra streamflow exactly balances the

extra sediment load, Equation 10.1 or Equation 10.2 suggests there will be some adjust-

ment of slope and perhaps also grain size. For example, if D and τc were unchanged, a

heavily laden tributary would overload the main stem unless there was some increase in

channel slope past the junction. This implies aggradation at the junction or a reduction

in sinuosity. Conversely, a clearwater tributary (one flowing from a lake or reservoir,

with negligible sediment load) increases Q but not L , so Equation 10.1 suggests that the

main-stem sediment load can be transported over a lower slope below the confluence;

this could be achieved by degradation, as commonly observed below dams, or by an

increase in sinuosity.

In the light of our present understanding of river processes and response, based on a

literature that has grown hugely since 1955, Lane’s qualitative arguments remain valid

in essence but can be seen to simplify or omit some other relevant considerations. First,

the extent to which D can be a response variable rather than an independent control

depends very much on the type of river. Gravel-bed rivers generally have a far wider

range of grain sizes present on the bed than do sand-bed rivers, and gravel transport

is often size-selective, so the bed can become coarser or finer through preferential

entrainment and deposition. For example, rather than a clearwater tributary leading to

a reduction in slope it could lead to partial armouring of the bed, or some combination

of degradation and armouring, as observed in most of the dam case studies discussed

by Williams and Wolman (1984). Sand-bed rivers generally have narrower bed-material

size distributions, affording less opportunity for D to be an adjustable part of the regime,

and transport is normally almost unselective. A massive tributary input of gravel to a

main stem with a sandy bed can, however, be enough to transform it into a gravel-bed

channel, just as a massive input of sand into a gravel channel can blanket the gravel and

transform the river bed.

The other factor not considered by Lane (1955), but which complicates the application

of his balance concept to adjustments at confluences, is the possibility of a change in

main-stem channel width as a result of tributary inflow. The bankfull width of a river

channel scales with the discharge it conveys during flood conditions. Statistical data

analysis suggests a power-law relationship w ∝ Qb with an exponent of about 0.5 over

the full range from laboratory channels and small streams to the Earth’s largest rivers (e.g.

Church, 1992). This is one of a set of trends often referred to as ‘downstream hydraulic

geometry’ (Leopold and Maddock, 1953), but ‘downstream’ is rather misleading here
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since discharge does not in fact increase smoothly with distance downstream but in

step changes at major junctions; width and depth might therefore be expected to do

the same. A change in width past a junction complicates the assessment of change in

bedload transport capacity. Considering Equation 10.2 again, transport capacity for

given Q, S, D increases linearly with width but non-linearly with depth and therefore

depends on the width-to-depth ratio. In most situations, the wider the channel below

a junction, the lower its transport capacity if all else is equal. This is an example of how

rivers have more degrees of freedom than Lane (1955) considered, so that adjustments

are shared amongst several channel characteristics each of which alters less than might

be supposed on the basis of Equation 10.1.

A third conceptual consideration is the degree of coarse-sediment coupling between

tributary and main stem. This is an extension of a concept familiar in relation to hillslope

geomorphology and accelerated soil erosion (e.g. Harvey, 2002): a slope separated from

the river by a floodplain does not feed water or sediment directly into the river, which

in turn does not influence what is happening in or on the hillslope. Tributary flow does

normally connect to main rivers, but flood peaks may not be synchronous (especially

in regulated systems or large basins spanning different climate zones), and in drylands

ephemeral flows in tributary and main stem may not coincide and transmission losses

have to be considered (Thornes, 1977; Reid et al., 1989). Tributaries have sedimentary

coupling in narrow upland valleys (e.g. Rice and Church, 1996), and also in wide valleys

if the recipient channel happens to be up against flanking hills, but where tributaries

cross a low-gradient floodplain their coarse load is deposited in fans at the valley margin.

This greatly reduces the scope for tributaries to have a major impact on main-stem slope

or grain size. In valleys of variable width, it is possible for some tributaries to be coupled

in terms of sediment supply but others not (e.g. Rice, 1998).

Empirical evidence

It is very likely that the majority of tributaries have no perceptible effect on the rivers

they join, but it is hard to demonstrate this from the published literature, which un-

derstandably emphasizes locations where something ‘interesting’, but possibly unusual,

occurs. The meta-study by Benda et al. (2004) documented a variety of responses, with

aggradation prominent, and noted a statistical tendency for effects to be reported more

often for larger tributaries. Rice’s work on the Pine and Sukunka rivers in western

Canada (Rice and Church, 1998; Rice, 1998, 1999) emphasized the disruptive effects of

tributaries to these confined rivers, but in fact less than 20 per cent of the tributaries

had a perceptible effect on main-stem grain size. This is not surprising from a theo-

retical standpoint: the topology of drainage networks is such that most junctions are

between channels of very different link magnitude (= number of fingertip headwaters,

a surrogate for catchment area and streamflow), and a tributary that is much smaller
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than the stream it joins is unlikely to add enough discharge to require a significant

increase in width or enough bedload to have a perceptible impact on bed calibre or

slope. Moreover, even large tributaries cannot alter the calibre of the main-channel bed

unless the tributary bedload is not merely large in quantity but also appreciably coarser

or finer.

Theoretical considerations do nevertheless suggest two kinds of impact that should

be discernible in the field: main-stem width should increase appreciably where a major

tributary joins and bed grain size and/or slope should alter where a tributary injects

a significant quantity of bedload that is substantially finer or coarser than the load

from the proximal main stem. We present here a non-exhaustive summary of the lit-

erature that either describes situations known to fulfil these conditions or infers the

second type of impact from the existence of discontinuities in main-stem character past

junctions.

Channel size

The expectation of step changes in channel size past major confluences is noted by

Leopold and Maddock (1953) but there have been few detailed investigations of changes

in width and none as far as we know of changes in mean channel depth (as opposed

to studies of how confluence scour-pool depth relates to junction angle and discharge

ratio). The most detailed study of discontinuities in width is that by Richards (1980), who

uses field measurements along streams in upland Britain to show that width is essentially

constant along individual network links but increases past junctions in proportion to

the 0.6 power of link magnitude. Since magnitude scales with catchment area and

discharge generally increase more slowly than area, Richards’ result is not inconsistent

with w ∝ Q0.5.

Circumstantial evidence supporting the application of traditional hydraulic geometry

equations to confluences is illustrated in Figure 10.1. This plot refers to 14 of the biggest

river junctions on Earth, located in South America, Siberia, western Africa and northern

Canada, and is based on measurements made from satellite images (S.N. Lane, personal

communication, 2006). Lane’s data on the widths of the channels above and below each

confluence can be used to test agreement with the assumption that w ∝ Qb in general

and w ∝ Q0.5 in particular. Let wp, w t, and wd denote the widths of the proximal main

river (taken to be the wider of the two rivers that join), the tributary and the distal main

river respectively. Since few of the rivers concerned are routinely gauged, Qp, Qt and

Qd are unknown, but if w ∝ Qb applies with a fixed non-zero value of b then we should

find that:

wd = wp[1 + (w t/wp)1/b]b (10.3)
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Figure 10.1 Predictions of width change at major river confluences based on standard hydraulic

geometry.

This implies that, for any exponent in the plausible range 0 < b < 1, we expect the

combined river to be wider than either of the channels above the junction, but not as

wide as the sum of their widths. If the exponent is specified, Equation 10.3 predicts the

precise value of wd from the values of wp and w t. Figure 10.1 compares the observed

distal widths with those predicted using b = 0.5. The data points fall on either side of

the line of perfect agreement, indicating no obvious bias in the predictions, and when

the exponent b is calibrated to the data the optimum value is found to be very close

to 0.5: 0.51 for minimum sum of squares of percentage error, or 0.54 for zero mean

percentage error. The data as a whole are therefore consistent with the conventional

hydraulic geometry equation.

There is, however, considerable scatter in Figure 10.1, with prediction errors ranging

from −37 per cent to +49 per cent, and four of the confluences contradict even the

qualitative predictions of Equation 10.3 by having wd < wp or wd > (wp + w t). In this

particular data set the widths are for discharges below bankfull, and possibly further

below bankfull in one tributary than the other since the catchments concerned are so

large that it cannot be assumed that they experience synchronous discharge fluctuations.

Another factor, relevant at all scales, is that channel width depends on channel materials

as well as discharge. Stronger banks can resist a higher shear stress, allowing the channel

to be narrower and deeper (e.g. Millar and Quick, 1993). This can happen where a

tributary with a high wash load causes deposition of cohesive sediment on the distal

channel banks; Schumm (2005, p. 104) gives an example from Kansas, USA. Also, a

coarser bed requires a greater shear stress to maintain a given transport capacity, so
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the channel must be relatively deeper and narrower. Dimensionally consistent regime

equations fitted to river data suggest w ∝ Q0.5 D–0.25, or something very close to this

(Parker, 1979; Bray, 1982; Parker et al., 2007).

Sedimentary links

The other anticipated effect of tributaries on main-channel geomorphology is to create

discontinuities in slope and/or bed grain size where a significant load of relatively

coarse or fine sediment is added. The most obvious example is punctuated downstream

fining. This is the situation in which the usual downstream reduction in mean and

maximum grain size is disrupted where tributaries enter, segmenting the river into

what Rice and Church (1998) call ‘sedimentary links’. Punctuated downstream fining

is widespread. It is noted by Sternberg (1875) in his classic work on the Rhein and

has been identified in many subsequent studies (e.g. Church and Kellerhals, 1978;

Knighton, 1980; Dawson, 1988; Rice and Church, 1998). Rice and Church (2001) show

that slope as well as grain size tend to decline along sedimentary links, then increase

abruptly at the start of the next link. Thus, the longitudinal profile is also segmented in a

cuspate way: there are multiple concave links with each coarse tributary acting as a local

base level. The amount and calibre of bedload in rivers is very rarely monitored, so

there is a danger of circular argument here (‘punctuated downstream fining supports

the hypothesis that coarse tributaries affect main-stem geomorphology’ and ‘these

tributaries disrupt downstream fining, so they must be injecting coarse sediment’), but

there is some circumstantial evidence to support the hypothesis. Rice (1998) shows that

tributaries which terminate sedimentary links in one Canadian river system tend to be

bigger and steeper than those which have a negligible effect on main-stem grain size; by

implication, they will also convey more and coarser sediment. Similarly, the meta-study

by Benda et al. (2004) of 14 case studies in the western United States and Canada

found that larger tributaries were more likely to have an impact on main-stem grain

size and/or long profile. Counter-examples nevertheless exist; for example, Rengers

and Wohl (2007) did not find a no consistent pattern of disruption by steep tributaries

of a gravel-bed river in the mountains of Panama, and speculate that variations in

main-stem width mask the expected discontinuities. This can be understood from

Equation 10.2: narrowing of the main stem can increase shear stress sufficiently to

convey the added coarse load from a tributary without any increase in slope.

Punctuated downstream fining and segmented long profiles are mainly reported

from confined or incised gravel-bed rivers, but they are not restricted to such set-

tings. Discontinuities in slope and grain size have been reported from boulder tor-

rents and rock gorges (e.g. Shimazu, 1994; Hanks and Webb, 2006) which receive

occasional injections of coarse material in the form of debris flows down steep tribu-

taries. There are also documented cases of local coarsening and/or aggradation where
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tributaries enter sand-bed rivers. Pinter et al. (2004) investigated locations along the

upper and middle Mississippi that require frequent dredging and identified unreg-

ulated tributaries as one of the main causes, and Harmar and Clifford (2006) note

that further down the Mississippi the Arkansas River supplies enough gravel to in-

crease the thalweg D50 of the main river from 0.5 mm to over 2 mm for a short dis-

tance and cause local steepening. Gravel-bed rivers in wide valleys where tributaries

deposit any coarse load before reaching the main channel may still show segmen-

tation as a result of non-point ‘supply zones’ of coarse sediment such as moraines

(Davey and Lapointe, 2007). Whilst almost all the examples mentioned so far are of

the effect of relatively coarse tributaries, cases have also been reported where major

lateral inputs of fine sediment from dune fields (Smith and Smith, 1984) or waste

disposal from alluvial metal mining (Knighton, 1989) have transformed gravel beds

to sand.

In summary, there are numerous field case studies which show main-channel width,

bed grain size or slope altering past a junction in the direction that would be ex-

pected from qualitative conceptual arguments. But not all tributaries have any impact,

and some do not have the anticipated direction of impact. Moreover, it is not always

possible to make a qualitative prediction; for example, if the bedload injected by a trib-

utary is of a similar calibre to that being transported by the main stem, Lane’s balance

leaves it unclear whether slope will increase, decrease or stay the same. Even where

the direction of impact is predictable from Equation 10.1, its magnitude is not. For

quantitative prediction of regime change past junctions, and qualitative prediction in

otherwise ambiguous situations, Lane’s arguments must be made more precise by adopt-

ing mathematical representations of the physical processes involved. They must also be

extended to embrace all potentially relevant controlling factors and degrees of freedom

for channel response, notably by taking the likely change in width into account. In the

next section, we develop a quantitative regime model for tributary effects on recipient

channels.

Theoretical models: (1) Regime analysis of confluences

The balance between bed-material supply from upstream and local transporting ca-

pacity can be made precise by using specific equations to make a quantitative link

between discharge Q, slope S, width w , grain size D and load L . We assume the

confluence is in equilibrium (the capacity of the combined river equals the sum of

the bed-material supply from the proximal main stem and the tributary) and make

the same three simplifications as in other analytical treatments of channel regime:

calculations are done on a spatially averaged basis with no consideration of within-

reach spatial variation in morphology and flow, there is no allowance for variation

over time in discharge and sediment transport, and the bed grain-size distribution is
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represented by a single diameter which serves to characterize both the grain rough-

ness of the bed and the grain sizes in transport. These simplifications may be in-

appropriate in some situations but are necessary to make progress with an ana-

lytical approach. Some or all of them can be relaxed in a numerical approach, as

discussed later.

The details of the analysis differ between gravel- and sand-bed rivers since some

process equations are specific to one or other type of channel, but the general approach

is the same. Flow width, mean depth and mean velocity are denoted by w , d and v

respectively, and the proximal main stem, distal main stem and tributary are denoted

by subscripts p, d and t, as before. The tributary contributions of water and sediment

are defined as ratios:

QR = Qt/Qp (10.4a)

LR = L t/L p (10.4b)

DR = Dt/Dp (10.4c)

These ratios are assumed to be known, along with all properties of the proximal main

stem. The problem is to determine the properties of the distal main stem such that it

can just convey the additional sediment from the tributary.

Seven constraints are required to obtain a unique solution. Five are provided by

the conservation of water, Qd = Qp + Qt = Qp (1 + QR); conservation of sediment,

L d = L p + L t = L p (1 + LR); the flow continuity equation Q = wdv ; a flow resistance

equation; and a transport capacity equation. The sixth is a hydraulic geometry relation

for width, and we close the system using the same bed mixing model as Sklar et al.

(2006):

Dd = (Dp L p + Dt L t)/(L p + L t) (10.5a)

This estimates distal grain size as a weighted average of the proximal and tributary grain

sizes, weighted according to the relative sediment loads. It simplifies to:

Dd/Dp = (1 + DR · LR)/(1 + LR), (10.5b)

which shows that, unless the tributary load has the same calibre as the proximal main

stem, the distal main stem will become finer or coarser to an extent that depends on DR

and LR in combination. Figure 10.2 shows the range of possibilities.
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Figure 10.2 Mixing model (Equation 10.5 for grain-size change past a junction as a function of

tributary load ratio (LR) and bedload grain-size ratio (DR). D p and D d are the grain sizes of the

proximal and distal main channel respectively. Curves are for DR = 10, 5, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1 from

top to bottom.

Sand-bed rivers

These normally have dune beds and we assume that flow resistance can be represented

by a constant value of Manning’s n. Thus, v ∝ d2/3 S1/2 and:

d ∝ (Q/w)3/5 S−3/10 (10.6)

An appropriate and tractable equation for total bed-material load, including the sus-

pended component, is that of Engelund and Hansen, which predicts transport capacity

per unit width from the friction factor and the 2.5 power of the dimensionless shear

stress on the bed. For given n, sediment density and water density the transport equation

can be simplified to

L ∝ wd1/3(dS )5/2/D (10.7)

For the system to be in sediment-transporting equilibrium, the ratio L d/L p calculated

using Equation 10.7 must equal 1 + LR. By using Equation 10.5b, Equation 10.6 and the
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assumption that w ∝ Q0.5 the sediment balance can be solved for the change in slope

past the junction:

Sd/Sp = (1 + LR · DR)20/33/(1 + QR)9/11 ≈ (1 + LR · DR)0.6/(1 + Q R)0.8

(10.8)

Even if there is no change in grain size, it is apparent from Equation 10.8 that the effect

of the tributary on the main-stream long profile depends on the balance between the

discharge ratio QR and the load ratio LR. The tributary injection of load may require

an increased channel slope despite the extra streamflow, the tributary addition of water

may be sufficient to convey the increased load over a gentler slope or, with particular

combinations of LR and QR, the slope could remain unchanged. If the tributary injects

relatively coarse or fine sediment, it is the balance between QR and LR · DR that matters.

A sediment-laden tributary with LR much bigger than QR, DR > 1, or both, requires

an increase in main-stem slope if the extra load is to be transported away. Conversely,

a lightly loaded or completely clear tributary with negligible LR but appreciable QR

enables the combined river to transport the load from upstream over a gentler gra-

dient. In the particular case of a symmetric confluence of two identical rivers, with

QR = LR = DR = 1, Equation 10.8 predicts that the combined river will have a gradient

Sd = 0.86Sp, that is a small but perceptible reduction in gradient. The physical inter-

pretation is that the deeper combined river is more efficient at transporting sediment

despite its greater width.

Gravel-bed rivers

For these we use the Manning–Strickler representation of flow resistance, n ∝ D1/6,

which is a good approximation of the theoretically superior Keulegan-style logarithmic

resistance law for rivers in which d/D exceeds 10. It follows that:

d ∝ q 3/5 D1/10 S−3/10 (10.9)

The most appropriate but tractable transport equation is now that of Meyer-Peter

and Müller, Equation 10.2 above, in which we can assume τc ∝ D. The equilibrium

requirement L d/L p = 1 + LR gives:

1 + LR = w2

w1

(
τ2 − τc2

τ1 − τc1

)1.5

= (1 − 1/�)−1.5

(
w2

w1

) (
τ2

τ1

− τc2

�τc1

)1.5

(10.10)

where the new parameter� = τ /τc is the transport stage in the proximal main stem. This

has a typical value of 1.2–1.5 in gravel-bed rivers at bankfull discharge (e.g. Dade and
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Friend, 1998). By substituting τ ∝ dS and τc ∝ D an explicit solution can be obtained

for the distal slope:

Sd

Sp

=
[

(1/�)
(
wd/wp

)2/3 (
Dd/Dp

) + (1 − 1/�) (1 + LR)2/3

(1 + QR)3/5
(
wd/wp

)1/15 (
Dd/Dp

)1/10

]10/7

(10.11)

The distal grain size is again specified using the mixing model (Equation 10.5). Finally,

we consider two alternatives for the width: the traditional simple hydraulic geometry

relation:

w ∝ Q0.5 (10.12a)

or the Parker–Bray relation:

w ∝ Q0.5/D0.25 (10.12b)

Substitution of Equation 10.5 and Equation 10.12a or Equation 10.12b in Equation

10.11 allows an analytical solution for the distal slope if QR, LR, DR and � are known.

No broad conclusions can be drawn from the general solution but it simplifies somewhat

in special cases. Three interesting cases are (a) the symmetric confluence of two identical

rivers, (b) the effect of a clearwater input where there is a lake or dam a short way up

the tributary and (c) the effect of natural or anthropogenic inputs of sediment without

significant extra streamflow, such as landslides, debris flows and mine waste disposal.

We also consider what happens if (d) grain size is assumed the same everywhere, as in

most landscape-evolution models.

At a symmetric confluence (QR = LR = DR = 1), the slope solution simplifies to

Sd/Sp = (1.02 – 0.21/�)10/7 irrespective of which width equation is used. This pre-

dicts a substantial reduction in slope below the junction (an 18 per cent reduction for

� = 1.4, for example), as in our sand-bed analysis.

In case (b), the clearwater tributary with LR = 0, the change in regime slope past the

junction depends only on QR and � irrespective of the width equation. The solution

simplified in this way shows that the addition of water without extra sediment always

leads to a reduction in slope, more so for higher QR (as would be expected) and also for

higher stress ratio � (Figure 10.3). The effect is quite pronounced for major clearwater

tributaries.

Case (c), where there is an addition of sediment but no significant addition of wa-

ter, is represented by setting QR = 0. The solution for distal slope in this case does

depend to a small extent on the choice of width equation. Figure 10.4 shows predic-

tions using w ∝ Q0.5; if w also depends on D–0.25, the curves plot slightly lower. It can

be seen that coarse lateral inputs (DR greater than about 2) can only be transported

if there is a substantial increase in distal slope, implying aggradation at the junction.
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Figure 10.3 Predicted effect of a clearwater tributary on the regime slope of a gravel-bed river.

Sd and Sp are the distal and proximal main-channel slopes. Curves are for different ratios (SSR) of

actual to critical shear stress in the proximal main channel, with values 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 2 from top to

bottom.

The necessary distal slope increases with the tributary grain size, as would be expected

intuitively, and also with tributary load up to a value of LR ≈ 2 (the physical interpre-

tation of the downturn in the curves beyond LR = 2 is not immediately obvious). Fine

lateral inputs are predicted to have the opposite effect: they can be transported over a

reduced gradient because the main-stem bed becomes finer and the critical shear stress is

reduced.
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Figure 10.4 Predicted effect of lateral sediment input on main-stem slope if there is no additional

streamflow. Curves are for different bedload grain-size ratios. Calculations assume standard hydraulic

geometry and shear stress ratio 1.4.
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Figure 10.5 Predicted change in main-channel slope past the confluence of a tributary of specified

discharge ratio (QR) and load ratio (LR) and no difference in grain size (DR = 1). Curves are for

QR = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1 from top to bottom.

Turning finally to case (d), setting DR = 1 in the general solution removes the effect

of relatively coarser or finer inputs and focuses attention on the discharge and load

ratios. These operate in opposite directions, as in the sand-bed case (Equation 10.8):

with other things equal, transporting extra sediment load requires a higher slope, but

extra discharge allows a given load to be transported over a lower slope. Figure 10.5

shows the trade-off between these separate effects in typical gravel-bed conditions. Small

additions of sediment can be transported on a reduced slope even if there is little extra

streamflow, but large additions of sediment require a steepening of the main stem even

if the tributary has a substantial water discharge.

This new regime analysis of tributary effects has qualitative implications consistent

with interpretations made by field workers and with Lane’s balance concept. Most of the

ingredients of the analysis are widely accepted process equations, the exceptions being

the hydraulic geometry relation and the mixing model for grain size. The equations

show that discontinuities arise in main-stem slope and grain size because of trade-offs

amongst width, depth, shear stress and bedload transport capacity as they adjust to step

changes in water discharge, sediment load and sediment calibre. Despite the number

of degrees of freedom involved, the regime analysis provides quantitative predictions

of the outcome of any combination of changes in the input variables. It therefore

goes beyond Lane’s qualitative approach (Equation 10.1), which cannot predict even

the sign of change in most situations in which both discharge and load alter past a

junction.
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Two of the simplifications recognized at the outset (width-averaged calculations and

steady discharge) will be discussed later. The next step up towards the full complexity of

the real world is to relax the other two simplifications: the assumption that the system is

in exact equilibrium, and the use of a single grain size for the bed (in the flow resistance

equation) and the bedload (in the transport-capacity equation) even though in reality

flow resistance in gravel-bed rivers is dominated by the coarsest grains in the bed whereas

transport is usually preferentially of the finer grains.

Theoretical models: (2) Numerical experiments
with adjustable grain-size distributions

A model of how a tributary affects the slope and grain-size distribution (GSD) of a

gravel-bed main stem was developed and applied by Ferguson et al. (2006). The model,

called TRIB, operates on the same basis as the SEDROUT model developed by Hoey and

Ferguson (1994) to model the transient co-evolution of long profile and downstream

fining. Like the regime analysis of the last section, TRIB is width-averaged, uses the

Manning equation for flow resistance and w ∝ Q0.5 for width change, and assumes

tributary discharge and load are steady over time and can be specified as ratios QR, LR

of the discharge and load in the proximal main stem. The two main differences are that

the single representative grain size D for each channel segment is replaced by separate

bed and bedload GSDs at each of a large number of nodes along the main channel, and

that the bed elevation and GSD at each node are free to evolve over time in accordance

with the sediment continuity equations for each size fraction. This necessitates the use of

a transport law that is designed for size fractions and allows for hiding and protrusion

effects on τc; TRIB uses the equations of Wilcock and Crowe (2003). The tributary

bedload also has a GSD, which is user-specified to give the desired ratio DR between

the median diameters of the tributary and proximal loads. The evolution of the system

is computed iteratively using a finite-difference scheme.

Ferguson et al. (2006) report a large set of generic simulations in which different

combinations of tributary QR, LR and DR were tried for a tributary entering midway

along a 10-km main stem. The initial condition for each run was the same: a smoothly

concave main-stem long profile with moderate downstream fining, generated by run-

ning the model with no tributary until aggradation had fallen to a low rate so that

the system was in quasi-equilibrium. The tributary is turned on when the run starts.

Adjustment is initially rapid but slows down as the system takes on a segmented form

with discontinuities in slope and grain size at the junction. Runs were stopped when

the transient changes set into play by adding the tributary had slowed so much that the

maximum local rate of aggradation or degradation was no greater than in the absence of

a tributary. Continuing a simulation indefinitely leads towards the only possible exact

equilibrium, in which the proximal and distal channel segments are both straight but
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have different slopes (as in the regime analysis of the previous section). This would

take such a long time to achieve in most real-world situations that catchment hydrol-

ogy, sediment supply or base level would probably have altered meanwhile. It is likely,

therefore, that most natural confluences are also in a state of quasi-equilibrium rather

than exact equilibrium. We are not aware of any sufficiently detailed repeat surveys with

which to test this supposition but it is consistent with Mackin’s (1948) interpretation

of the widely accepted concept of grade or dynamic equilibrium.

Analysis of the results of over 100 simulations revealed clear links between the tribu-

tary parameters QR, LR and DR and the simulated impact of the tributary on the main

stem. The quantitative results are specific to the ideal main stem that was considered, but

sensitivity analyses reported in Ferguson et al. (2006) show that the qualitative trends

summarized below are unaffected by altering the initial long profile shape (straight,

gently concave or highly concave) or the hydraulic boundary conditions (proximal Q,

w , S, n and D, all of which are jointly mediated through the proximal shear stress ratio,

� in our regime analysis). A typology of responses was established with the primary

criterion being whether the junction itself aggraded, degraded or experienced negligibly

small vertical change. As would be expected, very small tributaries (QR and LR both

<0.1) have little or no impact, and nor do tributaries with DR ≈ 1. Where larger trib-

utaries inject relatively coarse sediment (DR > 1) the outcome depends on the balance

between QR and LR but almost always involves aggradation and consequent disconti-

nuities in main-stem slope and grain size. The magnitude of this effect increases with the

product LR·DR but decreases with QR (Figure 10.6, upper curves). Only with LR/QR <

0.2 (almost a clearwater tributary) is there no aggradation or even slight degradation.

This neutral or degrading behaviour also occurred in all simulations with an appreciable

input of relatively fine sediment (DR < 1). Amounts of degradation are generally far

smaller than amounts of aggradation; they increase with LR and with QR as shown by

the lower pair of curves in Figure 10.6(A). The response close to the junction there-

fore depends on the balance between the overloading effect of the tributary (higher

LR and DR) and the greater transporting capacity of the distal stream (higher QR), in

accordance with Lane (1955).

A significant aspect of the results, and a secondary component of the typology pro-

posed by Ferguson et al. (2006), is that the simulated effects of a tributary extend some

way upstream as well as downstream. Aggradation due to coarse tributaries leads to

the development of separate proximal and distal sedimentary links: slope and grain size

just above the junction are lower, and slope and grain size just below the junction are

higher, than they would be in the absence of a tributary.

Something that is apparent in TRIB simulations, but is unknowable in the field, is

that the grain size of the main-stem bed well below a junction is not necessarily the

same as it would be without the tributary. If LR is appreciably lower than QR, the

distal bed tends to become coarser as fine sediment is winnowed from the bed to build

the load up to capacity; if LR is appreciably higher than QR, the distal bed tends to
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Figure 10.6 (A) Change in junction bed elevation during simulations using the TRIB model with

different combinations of tributary load ratio (LR, on horizontal axis), discharge ratio (QR, dis-

tinguished by solid or dashed curves) and grain-size ratio (DR; upper pair of curves showing ma-

jor aggradation are for coarse input, lower pair showing slight degradation are for fine input).

(B) Simulated long profiles and downstream fining profiles for the two runs in the shaded area of

part A. Faint dotted lines show the initial (no tributary) situation; solid lines show outcome with

QR = 0.5. The outcome for QR = 0.1 is the dashed line (grain size) and upper edge of grey tone

(long profile).

coarsen close to the junction but become finer further down the link as excess load is

deposited. This is again qualitatively consistent with Lane (1955) and with our regime

analysis. Table 10.1 shows how, for a given grain-size ratio DR, different combinations of

aggradation (A) or degradation (D) at the junction and coarsening (C) or fining (F) well

past the junction (beyond 1 km in our 5-km distal reach) are associated with different

Table 10.1 Type of main-stem response in simulation experiments at different ranges of the

ratio LR/QR, for tributaries injecting relatively coarse (DR = 4) or fine (DR = 0.3) load.

Response types A and D denote aggradation or degradation; F and C denote finer or coarser

than in the absence of a tributary.

Range of LR/QR over

Type of response which observed

at junction 1 km downstream coarse inputs fine inputs

A F 1–100 not observed

A 1 not observed

A C 0.5–0.7 not observed

C 0.1–0.7 0.05

D C 0.01–2 0.01–3

D not found 1–4

D F not found 3–500
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ranges of the ratio LR/QR. For coarse tributaries, there is a sequence of response types

from DC to C, AC, A and finally AF as LR/QR increases. For sandy tributaries, the

sequence runs in the opposite direction: C, DC, D, DF as LR/QR increases. All these

results are for the standard w ∝ Q0.5 hydraulic geometry. If width increases faster than

this with discharge, the effect of QR is reduced; conversely, if distal width is restricted,

QR has more effect and degradation is more likely. This points to the significance of

our earlier discussion of scatter about hydraulic geometry trends and whether channel

width depends on grain size as well as discharge.

Running a large number of simulations allowed Ferguson et al. (2006) to identify

how main stems respond to the three independent controls of tributary discharge, load

and load calibre, both individually and in combination. It is almost impossible to do

this through field case studies. The validity of the general conclusions rests on that

of the assumptions made, but the conclusions are compatible with what has been in-

ferred from case studies. Relatively fine-grained or clear tributaries tend to cause slight

degradation, often with distal coarsening. Coarser-grained tributaries cause modest to

massive aggradation and coarsening at the junction, with consequences that extend

up and downstream. The resulting streamwise pattern of sedimentary links is just as

described by Rice and Church (1998) and implies a greater range of substrate, hydraulic

conditions and physical habitat than in the absence of tributaries. The ecological im-

plications of this heterogeneity are considered further in Rice et al. (2006) and by Rice

et al., Chapter 11, this volume.

Discussion

Many tributaries have no perceptible effect on the geomorphology of the rivers they

join, but some do, and the effects vary in style and magnitude. Empirical studies have

generated some understanding of when and how tributaries affect main-stem geomor-

phology, but they provide little basis for predicting the magnitude of any impact. A

hydraulic geometry relation can be used to predict how channel width will increase past

a junction (Richards, 1980; Figure 10.1 above), but there are no comparably specific

relations to predict impacts on slope or grain size. All we have is some indication that

aggradation and punctuated downstream fining are more probable where tributaries

are relatively large (Rice, 1998; Benda et al., 2004) and perhaps also relatively steep (Rice,

1998). This poverty of empirical knowledge is partly for lack of adequate data. Any im-

pact a tributary has on main-stem slope or grain size must depend on the amount and

calibre of bedload that it supplies, but measurement of bedload is difficult, imprecise

and rarely undertaken, so very few data are available for statistical analysis.

This chapter has therefore taken a mainly theoretical approach based on widely

accepted representations of alluvial river processes at three levels of sophistication,

taking progressively more variables and degrees of freedom into account. The simplest
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approach, applying the long-standing concept of a qualitative balance between the

amount and calibre of bedload and the transporting capacity provided by river discharge

and slope, was shown to be applicable to channel changes past confluences and to give

some insight into the effects of tributaries. Specifically, it highlights the existence of at

least three controlling factors: the ratios of tributary to main-stem discharge (QR) and

bed-material load (LR) and the ratio (DR) of the calibre of the respective loads. But

qualitative theory cannot predict the magnitude (sometimes not even the direction)

of response to a change in one or more controls, and this particular qualitative theory

does not allow for changes in channel width past a junction. These deficiencies are

overcome in our second contribution: a new quantitative regime theory of how changes

in width, slope and grain size past a sand-bed or gravel-bed junction can combine to

maintain onward transport of the water and bedload supplied by the tributary. The

general solution for distal slope remains to be tested but several special cases of it were

shown to be compatible with the qualitative model. The regime theory also predicts

whether junctions will aggrade or degrade according to the relative coarseness of the

tributary load and the relative amounts of sediment and water that are added. The third

and most sophisticated approach, summarized here from the full account in Ferguson

et al. (2006), is to allow spatially and temporally variable GSDs and transient adjustment

of the main channel. This highest level of complexity requires a numerical modelling

approach rather than mathematical analysis, but the results remain compatible with the

simpler models and have analogues in the field literature.

Because each level of theory is based on physical principles, it can be applied to what-if

management questions, for example regarding the potential impacts of flow regulation

or land-use change. However, notwithstanding the plausible and mutually consistent

results from the quantitative models, they make simplifying assumptions that need to

be considered carefully. The simplifications are of two kinds: what’s left out and just how

the included factors are represented. We think the most problematic issues are of the first

kind: the one-dimensional nature of the models, the assumption of steady ‘dominant’

discharge and the lack of consideration of possible feedback to tributary properties as

the main channel adjusts. These are discussed in turn below. One other omission –

abrasion of bed material, in situ and during transport – is less problematic at the scale

of interest in this chapter, though Cui and Parker (2005) and Sklar et al. (2006) show its

importance over longer distances and at network scale. Our particular choices of flow

resistance and bedload transport equations are less important: alternatives would make

some difference to quantitative predictions but not to qualitative patterns.

A width-averaged treatment of hydraulic and bedload calculations is standard in

regime theory and sediment-routing models, but it probably exaggerates the mag-

nitude of change in the immediate vicinity of a junction. The tributary is assumed

to mix immediately and uniformly across the main river, whereas in reality there is

some spatial lag and often an asymmetric morphology with the flow concentrated

on the side opposite to a tributary junction bar or fan/delta, like the one shown in
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Figure 10.7 Deflection of main-stem flow by a junction delta where a small glacier-fed tributary

joins the Hunza River, Karakoram mountains, northern Pakistan. Main river is flowing right to left

at about 60 per cent of seasonal maximum discharge. Photo: Robert Ferguson.

Figure 10.7. In such situations, the main flow is likely to be narrower, which usually

increases transport capacity since the higher shear stress in Equation 10.2 outweighs

the lower width. This must reduce the aggradation rate. A two-dimensional numerical

model would be required to simulate such effects in any detail but they can be rep-

resented crudely in a one-dimensional model by reducing the width at the junction.

Re-running the coarse-tributary examples of Figure 10.6 with a 25 per cent reduction

in width at and immediately past the junction makes little difference to the simulated

pattern of grain sizes but reduces junction aggradation by over 30 per cent. A related

issue that was touched on in relation to Figure 10.1 is that width changes past junctions

are not perfectly predictable and probably depend on sediment characteristics as well

as the tributary discharge ratio. Since the transport capacity of the distal main stem is

sensitive to its width, departures from a simple w ∝ Q0.5 scaling could exaggerate or

mask the types of response that we predict. As already noted, Rengers and Wohl (2007)

speculate that streamwise variations in width might account for the lack of clear punc-

tuated downstream fining along the river they studied. A further complication when

attempting one-dimensional modelling of irregular natural channels is the difficulty of

specifying the effective width of active transport; it is likely to be less than the bankfull

channel width, and the choice has a sensitive influence on simulated transport rates

(see, for example, Ferguson et al., 2001), but there is no sure basis for choosing a value.

The assumption of constant high discharge (e.g. bankfull or mean annual flood)

is again universal in regime theory and common in sediment-routing models (e.g.
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Ferguson et al., 2001; Cui and Parker, 2005). It is justifiable insofar as the main injection

of sediment from a tributary will be when it is in flood, and (in gravel-bed rivers at least)

onwards transport of the additional load will occur only when the main stem is in flood.

But tributary and main-stem flows may not be synchronous, as already noted, and even

if they are synchronous the discharge and load ratios may vary from one event to the next

so that coarse sediment injected by the tributary is stored before redistribution down the

main stem at a later date (e.g. Marutani et al., 1999). The concept of coupling becomes

tenuous if the frequency of bedload transport in the tributary is radically different from

that in the main stem. This may happen if the main river is regulated, leading to an

accumulation of tributary fans (e.g. Church, 1995) or if the material supplied by the

tributary (perhaps in the form of a high-magnitude, low-frequency debris flow) is so

coarse that it will take centuries to disperse (e.g. Hammack and Wohl, 1996). Such effects

cannot be allowed for in a simple regime analysis, but they will arguably tend to cancel

out over long periods of time and they could be simulated using numerical models.

Benda (Chapter 13, this volume) considers the long-term implications of stochastic

debris flow activity and coupling at network scales.

In developing our theoretical treatment of tributary impacts, we chose to specify

tributary characteristics through the ratios QR, LR and DR, which quantify how the

water discharge, bed-material load and bed-material calibre of the tributary compare

with those of the main channel above the junction. This is a natural approach when

trying to quantify Lane’s balance concept, and is mathematically and computationally

tractable, but it is hard to apply to specific field situations with no data on tributary

load. Explicit modelling of tributary load using tributary slope, width and bed grain

size (or GSD) would be an obvious and computationally straightforward modifica-

tion of the set-up used in TRIB, though any application to specific situations would

require the necessary data on the tributary as well as the main stem. This approach

would also open the way to allowing for certain kinds of feedback from main stem

to tributary, for example how any incision or widening of the main channel increases

the slope and sediment load of the tributary immediately above the confluence (e.g.

Cohen and Brierley, 2000) and how tributary fans deflect the main channel towards

the far side of the valley and thus reduce the tributary gradient at the confluence. But

no simple model can reproduce some of the other observed consequences of deflec-

tion by tributary fans: alternation of single-channel and braided planform (Dawson,

1988), interbedding of fan deposits with main-stem floodplain deposits (Florsheim,

2004) and incision of a deflected main channel into the inner spur of a valley bend

(James, 2004).

Many of the issues raised in the analysis and discussion above also apply to bedrock-

controlled river systems, but there is far less empirical information about such river

systems for use in evaluating theoretical predictions. The fundamental importance of

bedload transport rate and grain size in controlling the evolution of bedrock rivers

has been established (e.g. Sklar and Dietrich, 1998). Incision into bedrock depends on
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a supply of abrasive tools, but not in such quantity as to cover and protect the bed.

Tributaries (and other lateral inputs of sediment from debris flows or landslides) can

alter this supply and therefore affect incision, gradient and long profile. Hanks and

Webb (2006) show that the long profile of the Grand Canyon is controlled by episodic

injections of large amounts of coarse material from steep tributaries. Recent suggestions

that bedrock channel width acts as a control over incision rate (Finnegan et al., 2005)

need to be balanced against ongoing uncertainty about the controls over channel width

in bedrock settings (Whipple, 2004). Given the long timescales involved in incision,

bedrock morphology is sensitive to long-term variations in climate, which affects both

hydrology and sediment supply. The assumptions of quasi-equilibrium that are valid

in the alluvial case may not be so readily applicable, and caution needs to be exercised

in relating bedrock river morphology to averaged measures of present-day conditions

(such as mean annual flood).

Several research needs are implicit in the preceding discussion. First, channel-width

adjustment past junctions is of interest in itself and has substantial influence on pre-

dicted slope discontinuities and junction aggradation in both regime and transient

models. The main issue is the extent to which tributary injections of relatively coarse

or fine sediment alter the increase in width that would be expected on the basis of

discharge alone. Studies of tributaries of contrasting type could help throw light on

this, but quite large sample sizes would be required to obtain clear results. Second, the

regime model presented here remains to be tested. The main obstacle to doing this is

the shortage of data on bedload fluxes. In areas of contrasting lithology, it may be pos-

sible to estimate the sediment-load ratio from the dilution of natural sediment tracers

(Hoey, 1994). Another indirect approach is to estimate main-channel fluxes inversely

from channel change and constrain tributary contributions by hydraulic calculations

(Ham and Church, 2000). Conversely, if the regime model is trusted it could be in-

verted to estimate tributary flux. A third need is to assess the role of within-confluence

adjustments in reducing the amplitude of beyond-confluence adjustments. The ex-

ample given above was the demonstration that narrowing the confluence in a TRIB

simulation, to mimic the effect of a junction bar, substantially reduced the amount of

aggradation and thus the degree of discontinuity in main-stem slope. Field studies of

the extent of narrowing and asymmetry near junctions, or better still flow measure-

ments yielding the spatial distribution of shear stress, would be instructive; so would

theoretical investigation using a two-dimensional model or a ‘1.5-dimensional’ model

with an effective width and shear stress based on cross-sectional information. A fourth

area for further research is junction geomorphology in bedrock or mixed rock/alluvial

channels, where basic observational studies are needed. Finally, and more broadly, the

literature on tributary impacts is heavily biased towards those tributaries that have ob-

vious and significant impacts on main-stem morphology. More systematic sampling

of tributary characteristics and impacts is required if we are to develop generic under-

standing. Similarly, our understanding is best of small river systems where tributaries
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can be considered to be in equilibrium with present-day conditions. Data from a wide

range of scales of river system, which adjust over a wide range of characteristic timescales,

are required (See Parsons et al., Chapter 5, this volume). Each of these lines of re-

search could add to our understanding of how tributaries affect the main channels

they join.
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Introduction

Until recently, the ecological importance of tributary confluences had received relatively

little attention (e.g. Bruns et al., 1984; Petts and Greenwood, 1985), but this is now

changing. It is increasingly clear that tributaries matter, not only because they can alter

environmental conditions and elicit a biological response in the channel that they join

(e.g. Rice et al., 2001a; Fernandes et al., 2004) but also because tributaries and confluence

zones are sites of intrinsic ecological value where particular biophysical processes and

ecosystem services may be concentrated (e.g. Power and Dietrich, 2002; Kiffney et al.,

2006). There is some evidence that these impacts may extend beyond the channel to

affect floodplain biodiversity (Godreau et al., 1999). In the first part of this chapter, we

review existing evidence for tributary effects and the mechanisms responsible for them,

and the recent theoretical developments that place the role of tributaries in a network

context (Poole, 2002; Benda et al., 2004; Thorp et al., 2006; Grant et al., 2007). We argue

that developing our understanding of tributary effects is crucial because tributaries and

confluence zones fulfil ecosystem functions and provide a variety of ecosystem services

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads Published 2008 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd This chapter is a US Government

work and is in the public domain in the United States of America.
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that will only become more important as anthropogenic pressure on riverine ecosystems

grows.

While empirical and theoretical evidence for tributary influence is convincing, it is

clear that many questions remain to be answered, not least about the spatial extent and

temporal characteristics of ecological tributary impacts – which tributaries matter, when

and for which plants and animals? These and other information gaps hinder our ability to

develop sustainable management strategies that accommodate tributary value. We argue

that key limitations include a paucity of sufficiently detailed and extensive empirical data

and the difficulties of integrating physical, chemical and biological factors into useful

explanations of observed patterns. In the second part of this chapter, we therefore present

field data from multiple confluences over several years, integrating physical, chemical

and biological information to explore the spatial and temporal dynamics of tributary

influence on main-stem ecology in the Cascade Mountains, Washington State, USA.

Tributaries, confluences and river ecology

The distribution and health of in-stream biota in part reflect responses to abiotic en-

vironmental conditions. In this context, tributary confluences are important because

they are places where the recruitment of water, sediment and organic matter can have

a substantial impact on habitat in the recipient channel. In addition, tributaries and

confluence zones (those parts of the main-stem channel directly affected by tributaries)

are important because they provide unique habitats and support important ecological

functions.

Changes in main-stem habitat characteristics at tributary confluences

Principal abiotic effects at tributary confluences can be abrupt changes in main-

stem water volume, water chemistry, organic matter and supplied sediment. These, in

turn, have implications for a number of important habitat characteristics that include

total wetted area, water chemistry and temperature, shading, channel slope, width and

depth, substrate characteristics, channel hydraulics and hyporheic flow. It is not too

surprising, then, that a number of studies have demonstrated significant shifts in main-

stem invertebrate, fish and other communities at individual confluences, for example

in association with changes in water temperature (Milner and Petts, 1994; Knispel and

Castella, 2003), substrate characteristics (Rice et al., 2001b), nutrient chemistry (Kiffney

et al., 2006) and assorted physio-chemical factors (Cianficconi et al., 1991). Below dams,

where main-stem disruption of water and sediment regimes means that tributary sup-

plies of water and sediment are of enhanced importance, significant changes in aquatic
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communities are widely documented (e.g. Petts and Greenwood, 1985; Vinson, 2001;

this is further discussed below).

Beyond these local impacts, tributaries are important for the longitudinal organi-

zation of stream biota. An early illustration of this is in Illies’ (1953) observation that

major transitions between benthic communities along the Fulda River, Germany tended

to occur at tributary confluences. In the River Continuum Concept, it was suggested

that tributaries accelerate or retard downstream gradients of community development

by resetting bioenergetic conditions (Vannote et al., 1980; Minshall et al., 1985). Thus,

Bruns et al. (1984) found that tributaries along the Snake River, Idaho modified some

downstream gradients, particularly the composition of macroinvertebrate functional

feeding groups and of transported organic matter. They suggest that small tributaries

have the effect of sliding communities forward along the ambient continuum while

large tributaries set back community development.

Subsequently, it has been suggested that tributaries might, in fact, define a stepped,

river discontinuum (Perry and Schaeffer, 1987; Bravard and Gilvear, 1996) and the Link

Discontinuity Concept (Rice et al., 2001a) formalized this by proposing that recruitment

of water and sediment at tributaries (and other sediment sources) configures an abiotic

framework within which confluence nodes and the intervening channel links are basic

spatial elements of biotic organization. Field evidence to support this comes from the

Pine and Sukunka Rivers, Canada, where within-link longitudinal trends in macroin-

vertebrate abundance and richness are disrupted and reset at confluences (Rice et al.,

2001a) and differences between macroinvertebrate communities upstream and down-

stream of confluences are substantially greater than differences between equally spaced

sites in the intervening channel links (Rice et al., 2001b). Recent studies have shown

that nutrient chemistry, algal biomass and fish communities can also exhibit structured

patterns around tributary junctions (Kiffney et al., 2006).

Biological functions of tributary confluences

It is apparent that tributaries and confluence zones are important sites in their own right,

with intrinsic biological value beyond their importance for structuring communities

at larger scales. This reflects at least four functions. First, confluences can be associated

with increased productivity due to tributary supply of supplemental nutrients, drift and

detritus. For example, along 2000 km of the Solimões–Amazon main stem in Brazil, the

diversity of electric fishes (O. Gymnotiformes), increases close to confluences, especially

where the tributary is ‘white water’ and therefore rich in nutrients, organic matter and

invertebrate prey (Fernandes et al., 2004). The cumulative effect may be substantial:

in the coastal watersheds of south-eastern Alaska, every kilometre of salmon-bearing

channel receives sufficient energy surcharges from fishless tributaries to support between

100 and 2000 young-of-the-year salmonids (Wipfli and Gregovich, 2002).
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Second, confluences are sites where the juxtaposition of distinctive upstream, down-

stream and tributary environments may be usefully exploited by mobile species (Power

and Dietrich, 2002). For example, yellow-legged frogs (Rana boylii) over-winter in trib-

utary streams but congregate at main-stem confluences to breed on the South Fork Eel

River, northern California (Kupferberg, 1996). These patterns probably reflect the higher

illumination and algal productivity of the main-stem environment, which is more con-

ducive to tadpole growth, and the presence of coarse sediments supplied by tributaries

that provide low-velocity environments for egg clutches. Another example is provided

by Scrivener et al. (1994), who found that juvenile chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus

tshawytscha) moved between the main stem of Fraser River, British Columbia and a

small non-natal tributary in response to seasonal variations in main-stem flow and tur-

bidity. Elevated numbers of chinook were found in the clear tributary during the period

of main-stem nival flooding, presumably because feeding opportunities were temporar-

ily better, but returned to the main river after the flood when turbidity there declined.

The juxtaposition of contrasting environments may also enhance particular eco-

logical processes such as refugia use. For example, tributaries may act as refugia from

main-stem predators, as in the northern Range Mountains of Trinidad, where the main-

stem presence of the piscivore Hoplias malabaricus (Wolf fish) causes higher tributary

densities of the killifish Rivulus hartii, which is its main prey (Fraser et al., 1995). Sim-

ilarly, shaded tributaries may provide thermal refugia that mobile fish utilize during

warm summer months (Kaeding, 1996; Bramblett et al., 2002). In the Smith River,

Oregon tributaries provide cool, thermal refugia that juvenile coho (Oncorhynchus

kisutch) exploit during warm periods to minimize metabolic demand and reduce par-

asite infestation (Cairns et al., 2005). The importance of tributaries as thermal refugia

may become increasingly important with predicted increases in temperature resulting

from global warming.

Third, the morphology and hydraulics of confluences are unusual and may provide

unique ecological opportunities for some organisms (Franks et al., 2002). For exam-

ple, the Irrawaddy river dolphin (Orcaella brevirostris) shows a strong preference for

confluence areas along the Mahakam River, Borneo. Kreb and Budiono (2005) argue

that dolphins congregate at these habitats due to high fish abundances in deep con-

fluence scour holes and the counter-circulating, scour-hole flow structures which trap

migrating fish. River dolphins in the Cinaruco River, Venezuela, the Amazon River, Peru

and the Yangtze River, China also exhibit a marked preference for confluence locations

(McGuire and Winemiller, 1998; Leatherwood et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2003), pos-

sibly for the same reasons. Similarly, deep, clean confluence pools provide important

habitat for over-wintering steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss) in north-western California

(Nakamoto, 1994).

Fourth, adjustment of the main-stem channel to tributary water and sediment fluxes

can increase physical heterogeneity at confluences, ensuring a wider array of environ-

mental conditions per unit channel length than would otherwise be present (Rice et al.,
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2006). That is, habitat variability is likely to be greater along a stretch of river including

a confluence than along a similar reach without a confluence. In this sense, tributaries

are one of many factors, like variations in geology or valley confinement, that enhance

in-channel heterogeneity in river systems. The argument that greater habitat hetero-

geneity was provided by coarse-grained sedimentation downstream of confluences was

one of several reasons used to explain increases in taxa richness below tributaries and

other sediment sources along the Pine and Sukunka Rivers, Canada (Rice et al., 2001b).

More comprehensive evidence for this effect comes from three river basins in Washing-

ton, where tributary confluences are associated with habitat discontinuities (in nutrient

loading, wood loading, substrate size, channel slope and water depth) and significant

shifts in primary productivity (periphyton biomass), sculpin density (Cottus sp.) and the

abundance of salmonids (Kiffney et al., 2006). Moreover, species richness, measured as

species × size classes, peaked close to seven of the 12 tributaries studied. Elevated

physical heterogeneity may augment biological diversity because of the well-established

principle that biological diversity tends to increase with habitat variability (MacArthur

and MacArthur, 1961; Benda et al., 2004). This concept led Benda et al. (2004) to

propose that confluences are biological ‘hotspots’ (cf. McClain et al., 2003) that con-

tribute disproportionately to the overall aquatic biodiversity of the river network. Benda

(Chapter 13, this volume) considers the implications of this model at network scales and

the properties of networks that are important for creating widespread heterogeneity.

Numerical experiments utilizing a one-dimensional sediment-routing model, TRIB

(details of the model are discussed by Ferguson and Hoey, Chapter 10, this volume)

suggest that tributaries are most often responsible for increasing main-stem physical

heterogeneity if they introduce coarse sediment in sufficient quantities to generate con-

fluence aggradation (Rice et al., 2006). Under these circumstances, the model predicts

that heterogeneity is increased in two ways. First, geomorphological adjustments pro-

duce step-changes in environmental variables that define two physically distinct zones

where otherwise there would be no zonation. Specifically, the channel upstream devel-

ops a flatter gradient with finer sediments, greater sand content and deeper, slower flows,

while the downstream channel becomes steeper, coarser and cleaner with faster, shal-

lower flows. Second, adjustment processes produce strong physical gradients within each

zone that further diversify environmental conditions. For example, confluence aggrada-

tion promotes a size-selective sorting of the bed sediment and this produces downstream

fining below the confluence (grain size declines rapidly with distance downstream).

These predictions are in broad agreement with field observations (see Ferguson and

Hoey, Chapter 10, this volume for a review) and the upstream–downstream zonation

is summarized in Benda et al.’s (2004) reference to regions of upstream ‘interference’

and downstream ‘mixing’ (see their Figure 2).

Scenario modelling using TRIB suggested that the two key controls on confluence

aggradation (and thence habitat diversity in this model) are the quantity and size of

the tributary bedload relative to the main-stem bedload. Relative discharge was found
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to be much less important (Rice et al., 2006). This result emphasizes the importance

of identifying and quantifying the significant sediment sources and sediment-routing

pathways within the hydrological channel network, because it is these which may be most

important for identifying high-heterogeneity confluences and therefore putative bio-

logical hotspots. Based on this modelling work, Rice et al. (2006) outline some testable

hypotheses to guide future work in this area. These included expectations that: (1) as

the volume and grain sizes of the tributary bedload increase relative to the main-stem

load, there will be increases in overall biotic diversity around tributary confluences and

strengthening of biotic gradients, (2) the reaches upstream and downstream from con-

fluences that are affected by tributaries are likely to support assemblages of plants and

animals that exhibit lentic and lotic characteristics respectively (because slower, deeper

flows upstream are replaced by faster, shallower flows downstream). In the absence of

appropriate physical and biological data, these hypotheses remain to be tested in the field.

Tributary effects at river network scales

Work on the inherent biological importance of confluences has occurred alongside

broader calls for a ‘fluvial landscape ecology’ (Fisher, 1997; Poole, 2002; Wiens, 2002),

in which it is emphasized that rivers are spatially distributed, heterogeneous systems

wherein the shape and topology of the drainage network and the juxtaposition of small

and large sub-networks in a hierarchical structure are key controls of ecological func-

tions and the distribution of lotic organisms. The emergence of this network-scale

perspective is represented by a raft of theories that seek to explain the spatial and tem-

poral organization of river biota across networks rather than along individual drainage

lines; for example, the landscape-scale application by Poole (2002) of Hierarchical Patch

Dynamics, the Network Dynamics Hypothesis (Benda et al., 2004) and the River Ecosys-

tem Synthesis (Thorp et al., 2006). Grant et al. (2007) broaden this discussion to consider

the population- and community-level importance of the architecture, nodes and links

of dendritic ecological networks (DENs), of which river systems are one type.

General support for a network-scale perspective is found in a burgeoning array of

arguments that food webs, patterns of habitat fragmentation, population dynamics,

biogeochemical cycling and genetic differentiation are intimately connected to river

network architecture (Power and Dietrich, 2002; Fagan, 2002; Fisher et al., 2004; Lowe

et al., 2006a; Grant et al., 2007). Studies at network scales have demonstrated links

between the distribution of fish communities and network geometry (Osborne and

Wiley, 1992; Grenouillet et al., 2004) and the importance of landscape-scale factors like

geology and land-use for understanding the distribution of stream biota (Richards et al.,

1996; Steel et al., 2004).

At these network scales, confluences are important system elements (nodes) that

have been shown to affect ecosystem organization. For example, in the Osage River,
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Missouri confluences act as zoogeographic barriers to the distribution of the Niangua

Darter (Etheostoma nianguae), where the difference in stream order between tributary

and recipient channel is greater than or equal to three. This is most probably because

droughts disproportionately affect small tributary channels and force the fish to move

into adjacent, main-stem channels (Mattingly and Galat, 2002). Moreover, the density

and spatial arrangement of confluences may be an important control on ecosystem

form and function. For example, Smith and Kraft (2005) found that the number of

confluences downstream from a site is an important determinant of fish assemblage in

the Catskills, New York and, in landscape-scale modelling of steelhead (Oncorhynchus

mykiss) distributions in Oregon watersheds, confluence density was a significant corre-

late with redd density (Steel et al., 2004; EA Steel, personal communication, 2005). Lowe

et al. (2006b) suggest that the number of confluences in a network might be positively

related to network-scale community stability and overall biodiversity.

Tributaries, ecosystem functions and river management

The preceding review indicates that tributaries and confluence zones fulfil important

ecosystem functions that include structuring main-stem habitat, increasing main-stem

productivity, providing local refugia and enhancing network heterogeneity. Therefore,

tributaries are critical landscape elements affecting patterns of biodiversity and ecosys-

tem function at various river scales. Because of their importance, the degradation or

disconnection of tributary streams resulting from in-stream interventions or land-use

actions may result in declines in critical ecosystem services locally along reaches and

across networks. Just as river managers should recognize the importance of tribu-

taries for managing main-stem sediment dynamics (see Liebault et al., Chapter 12, this

volume), so it is clear that protecting, maintaining and/or rehabilitating tributaries and

confluence zones is important for the general health of riverine ecosystems. Moreover,

where there are strong associations between confluence habitats and particular organ-

isms, the conservation of those organisms may rely upon the careful management of the

confluence zone. This may involve the protection of locally scarce organisms, such as

the freshwater snail Gyraulus acronicus in the United Kingdom (Killeen and McFarland,

2004), or species threatened with global extinction, such as the Yangtze River dolphin

(Lipotes vexillifer) (Zhang et al., 2003), both of which show a strong preference for

confluence environments.

As pressures on riverine ecosystems grow, for example due to global warming, nutrient

loading, river regulation and river fragmentation (Meybeck, 2003), the ecosystem value

of tributaries will become increasingly important. Global circulation models predict

that air temperature will increase by 1–5◦C over the next century depending on mod-

elling scenarios. Higher air temperatures coupled with drier summer conditions may

lead to metabolically stressful water temperatures in regions with cold-stenothermic
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aquatic species (e.g. salmon). Cool, forested, headwater tributary streams, may there-

fore, provide refuge for cold-stenothermic species from potentially thermally stressful

conditions in main-stem rivers (Cairns et al., 2005). It has long been recognized that

protecting the riparian vegetation of tributary channels is critical to maintaining the

thermal integrity and flow characteristics of downstream channels. If climate change

scenarios are accurate, applying this concept to the management of river networks is

imperative for the protection of biodiversity and ecosystem function.

Tributaries also perform important nutrient-processing functions that may help to

buffer riverine ecosystems from enhanced nutrient loading as a result of human ac-

tivities. In a comparative study, Petersen et al. (2001) found that headwater tributaries

retain and transform 50 per cent of inorganic nitrogen inputs from their watersheds.

These authors speculate that such streams may be most important in regulating water

chemistry in large networks because their large surface-to-volume ratios favour rapid

nitrogen uptake and processing.

Confluence zones are of particular importance for the in-stream and floodplain ecol-

ogy of large rivers that have been channelized and simplified for navigation, flood control

and other purposes. For example, along the lower Missouri River, where regulation has

eliminated natural backwater habitats, tributaries provide important alternative habi-

tats that help to maintain a diverse native fishery (Brown and Coon, 1994; Braaten and

Guy, 1999). In Europe, Pollux et al. (2006) found that a lowland tributary to the River

Meuse in the Netherlands provided important spawning and rearing habitat with sig-

nificant benefits for the recruitment of a variety of fish populations in the channelized

main river.

Dams are a particular form of river regulation that alter the sediment flux and the

quantity, variability, timing and quality (e.g. temperature) of water discharge causing

significant changes to in-stream environmental conditions and, therefore, downstream

biotic communities (Ward and Stanford, 1983, 1995). The recruitment of water and

sediment from unregulated tributaries is then of elevated importance, affecting the main

stem in two ways, both of which have implications for river biota. First, tributaries can

reintroduce elements of the abiotic environment (water, sediment, heat) that have been

removed or restricted by river regulation and, to varying degrees, reset them to pre-

impoundment levels. For example, on the Colorado River, significant shifts in the algal

and macroinvertebrate communities are observed where the Paria River reintroduces

sediment-rich water to the clearwater reach downstream from the Glen Canyon dam

(Stevens et al., 1997). Temperature is not reset and, although the community down-

stream of the tributary is probably more similar to the pre-dam community, releases

of cold water from the dam ensure that the macroinvertebrate fauna remains impov-

erished (Stevens et al., 1997). In other cases, there is greater evidence of full ‘recovery’

below tributary junctions, for example Stinton Creek, a major tributary of the regulated

Canning River, Western Australia, re-establishes discharge and flood frequency suffi-

ciently to replace a predominantly lentic post-dam fauna with a lotic assemblage (Storey
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et al., 1991). Sato et al. (2005) provide a further example, highlighting the poor repro-

ductive health of curimatã-pacú (Prochilodus argenteus) along an impounded reach of

the São Francisco river, in south-eastern Brazil, and the stark improvement in reproduc-

tive health immediately downstream of an unregulated tributary where hypolimnetic

waters are moderated.

Second, regulation is usually associated with a reduction in the magnitude and du-

ration of peak flows and a reduction of sediment supply, so that sediment-transport

capacity declines (Andrews, 1986). Aggradation below confluences is a widely reported

consequence that reflects the delivery of tributary-bed materials in amounts and sizes

that exceed the reduced, post-regulation transport capacity or competence (Petts, 1984;

Allen, 1989; Sear, 1995). Physical changes to channel morphology and bed-material

characteristics can, in turn, have important biological consequences. On the regulated

River Rheidol in Wales, a complex geomorphological response to sediment deposition

below the Peithnant tributary has increased habitat diversity and macroinvertebrate

richness along an ‘adjustment’ reach (Petts and Greenwood, 1985; Greenwood et al.,

1999). The ecological consequences of such geomorphological adjustments are unlikely

to be straightforward or always beneficial, in terms of increasing biotic richness and

density. For example, post-impoundment sedimentation below tributaries may result

in a channel narrowing and riparian encroachment that reduces the volume of avail-

able aquatic habitat along the main stem, as on the Snowy River, Australia (Erskine

et al., 1999).

Tributaries are therefore especially critical to ecosystem structure and function along

rivers fragmented by impoundments and modified by channelization. River managers

should be particularly attentive to the maintenance and protection of tributary functions

along rivers with dams and other forms of regulation.

Constraints on understanding and progress

Given this importance, it is crucial that we evaluate our current understanding, identify

information gaps and set objectives that can improve our ability to incorporate tributary

values into river management strategies. While the evidence for tributary impacts and

functions reviewed above is convincing, it is true that the empirical evidence is still

relatively thin and that our understanding of key mechanisms is far from complete,

especially at network scales (Grant et al., 2007). We certainly lack empirical data to

test the growing number of hypotheses and theories about tributary impacts (Benda

et al., 2004; Rice et al., 2006) and to validate and constrain numerical models of network-

scale biological processes that explicitly consider confluence nodes (e.g. Muneepeerakul

et al., 2007).

In particular, we do not know how general the affects and mechanisms described

above are. This is true within individual regions, where a key question is ‘Which
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tributaries are most likely to be ecologically important within a river network?’ Given

the diversity of impacts and causative mechanisms, allied with the array of biological

processes that mediate strictly abiotic ecological responses, a simple answer to this ques-

tion is unlikely. Answers would, nevertheless, be of significant value, because they might

provide the basis for the a priori identification of ecologically important confluences.

This would be an important management tool for targeting restoration or conservation

efforts (see Benda et al., 2004).

Generality is also an issue at larger spatial scales. For instance, we know little about

the importance and role of tributary confluences between different geographic regions

that are affected by different land-use patterns, hydroclimatic regimes and lithologies.

In the same vein, we know little about the temporal dynamics of tributary impor-

tance in relation to any seasonal affects (e.g. variations in climate, riparian vegetation

or productivity), the annual hydrologic regime and individual flood hydrographs. In

addition, while many of the recent theoretical developments cited above (e.g. conflu-

ences as hotspots, the River Ecosystem Synthesis and DENs) are exciting ideas that

hold significant promise, many aspects of them remain to be tested. For example, the

network-dynamics hypothesis yields a number of testable hypotheses concerning the

control of riverine heterogeneity (and by inference biodiversity) by network struc-

ture, but quantitative assessments are constrained by a lack of suitable data (Benda

et al., 2004).

Indeed, data to evaluate and refine many elements of the ideas reviewed above are

scarce, both at confluence and network scales. In part, this reflects the cost of acquiring

snapshot biological and environmental information at a high spatial resolution across

extensive channel networks. In this regard, novel remote-sensing techniques may be-

come increasingly useful and there is also a need to develop appropriate geostatistical

techniques that are tailored to extract meaningful patterns from river network sur-

veys (see Torgersen et al., Chapter 9, this volume and Power et al., 2005). In addition,

progress is hindered by a lack of testable hypotheses (though see Benda et al., 2004 and

Rice et al., 2006), the difficulty of attaining experimental control in field situations,

weaknesses in coupling numerical models of abiotic and biotic processes and insuffi-

cient cross-disciplinary expertise to properly integrate physical, chemical and biological

information.

Tributary nutrient loading, basal stream productivity and
higher-order aquatic and terrestrial fauna: a case study

In the second part of this chapter, we illustrate the value and importance of field data

by exploring several aspects of tributary–main-stem ecology in the Cascade Mountains,

Washington State, USA. This analysis demonstrates the benefits of collecting data from
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multiple confluences over several years and of integrating physical, chemical and bio-

logical information to develop an understanding of tributary effects. Field data were

collected in western Washington in the foothills of the Cascade Mountains. This area

is part of the Pacific Coastal ecoregion (Naiman and Bilby, 1998) and is character-

ized by mild, wet winters with a pronounced summer dry season. The vegetation is

predominantly mixed conifers and broadleaf riparian species (see Kiffney et al., 2006).

Habitat and biological surveys were conducted at 10 sites within the Skagit and Cedar

River networks (Figure 11.1) to determine whether locations around tributary junc-

tions exhibited increased habitat heterogeneity, nutrient input, primary and secondary

productivity and abundance of aquatic and terrestrial taxa. The impetus for this data

collection was an earlier observation on the Cedar River that nutrient loading and fish

abundance tended to be higher at tributary confluences (Kiffney et al., 2002). We hy-

pothesized that elevated nutrient loading at confluences is a common phenomenon in

this region and that higher nutrient levels would increase main-stem primary produc-

tivity. In turn, we speculated that such increases, along with other tributary impacts

(e.g. temperature changes and substrate heterogeneity), would increase macroinverte-

brate and fish abundances close to confluences and that these effects may consequently

enhance insectivorous and piscivorous bird abundances close by.

In addition, we utilized data from a separate study that examined longitudinal pat-

terns of habitat selection by spawning Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tschawytcha)

(Beechie et al., in press) to investigate the relevance of tributaries for an animal of

particularly high conservation value. Chinook are the largest salmonids in the Pacific

Northwest (PNW) and spawn in the main stems of large river systems (Montgomery

et al., 1999). While adult salmon are quite faithful to their natal river system, the se-

lection of spawning sites within rivers can vary compared to their natal egg nest (also

called ‘redd’) site. At river reach and habitat scales, spawners respond to river depth

and flow (Healey, 1991), temperature (Torgersen et al., 1999), gravel size (Healey, 1991)

and hyporheic flow (Geist, 2000), and these cues correlate with optimal spawning and

incubation conditions (Beechie et al., in press). Because tributaries can influence each

of these factors, we hypothesized that Chinook salmon redds would occur at relatively

higher densities close to tributaries. We speculated that this effect might be enhanced

during years when low flows restrict habitat use to colder and deeper areas of the

channel network because such areas would be found downstream of tributaries. We

examined this prediction by conducting salmon-spawning surveys in the North Fork

(NF) Stillaguamish River (Figure 11.1).

By examining nutrient loading, primary productivity and macroinvertebrate, fish

(including salmon) and bird taxa, this study provided an opportunity to assess both the

trophic extent of tributary influences and whether ecological impacts extend beyond

the stream into the terrestrial environment. Collectively, these studies provide com-

pelling evidence that tributary streams affect the ecology of main-stem rivers where

they influence a variety of processes and biotic patterns.
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Figure 11.1 Map of study streams: (a) Skagit River sites, (b) Cedar River and Taylor Creek sites

and (c) the NF Stillaguamish River. Circles represent study reaches, with the small dot within each

circle representing location of tributary–main-stem confluence. Maps courtesy of Jeremy Davies

(Northwest Fisheries Science Center).
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Habitat and biological surveys

Between 2002 and 2004 detailed surveys were conducted of tributary and main-stem

(defined here as the larger channel receiving inputs from smaller tributaries) physical,

chemical and biological attributes around four confluences in the Cedar River network

(on the Cedar main stem) and around three confluences on Bacon Creek and Finney

Creek in the Skagit River network (Figure 11.1). The 10 tributary streams are primarily

shaded while the main-stem channels are relatively open with cool, clear water and rock-

gravel substrates. Main-stem areas range between 1578 and 30 121 ha (measured from

above tributary confluences), and the ratio of tributary to main-stem area covers an

order of magnitude from 0.046 to 0.49. Although these systems are relatively pristine, it

is also important to note that all of our study sites have experienced some anthropogenic

impacts (e.g. logging and dams), and these may affect our results.

Our survey design and methods were based on a standardized approach developed by

the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s Environmental Monitoring and

Assessment Program (EMAP; Kaufmann, 2002). We present only a brief description of

this approach here; further details can be obtained in Kaufmann (2002) and Kiffney

et al. (2006). Reach lengths were 40 times the average wetted width of the main stem

during our surveys and ranged from 200 to 920 metres (Kaufmann, 2002). Each reach

was divided into 11 equally spaced transects that were perpendicular to water flow, with

six primary transects upstream and five transects downstream of each tributary (Figure

11.2). Distances between transects differed among the 10 tributary–main-stem reaches

because channel width varied among main-stem rivers. To standardize this distance, we

divided the length between each transect and the tributary by the intra-transect distance.

We called this normalized distance the ‘standardized distance unit’, or SDU, with this

value ranging from –5 to 5 (Kiffney et al., 2006). In addition to the primary transects,

we placed secondary transects (0.5 to –0.5) within each reach to test for tributary effects

that might occur at finer spatial scales. Distances between these transects were 12.5, 25

and 50 per cent of the distance between primary transects.

In 2002, grab-water samples were collected from –1 to 1 SDU on the Cedar River,

and we collected samples from all transects in 2003 at the Finney and Bacon creeks.

These samples were analysed for total nitrogen and phosphorus, and dissolved nitrate

and nitrite, ammonia and soluble reactive phosphorus.

We used unglazed ceramic tiles to quantify algal biomass and aquatic insect colo-

nization rate above and below tributary confluences of the Cedar River and Finney and

Bacon creeks. Four to five tiles (25 cm2) were attached to wire mesh and anchored to the

stream bottom at secondary transects above and below each confluence. Insect density

and algal biomass were quantified four times (day 8, 16, 24 and 36 after placement of

tiles). Some mayflies were sensitive to observer movement; therefore, we counted these

taxa while the tile remained in the water. The tile was then slowly removed from the wa-

ter and the remaining insects were identified and counted. This approach has been used
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Figure 11.2 Survey design used for this study. Primary transects were 5 through −5, with the 0

transect immediately upstream of the tributary–main-stem confluence. Secondary transects (0.5 to

−0.5) were used to collect additional samples for nutrients, water temperature, algal biomass and

density of benthic organisms.

successfully in other studies to quantify effects of light (Kiffney et al., 2003, 2004) and

nutrients (Kiffney and Richardson, 2001) on algal biomass and insect consumers. After

counting insects, tiles were scrubbed and rinsed with distilled water, with the resultant

slurry collected onto a glass-fibre filter (Gelman Type A/E, 0.47 μm). Chlorophyll a was

extracted from the filter using 90 per cent acetone for about 18 hours, and chlorophyll

a concentration was determined using a Turner fluorometer (Kiffney et al., 2003).
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To characterize the benthic fauna, surveys were conducted at primary and secondary

transects. A square plastic (PVC pipe) frame (0.25 m2 area) weighed down by sand within

the pipes was carefully placed on the stream bottom at three locations (left, middle and

right side) across each transect. Within each quadrat, we counted and identified sculpin,

a small benthic fish species (Cottus sp.) and large caddis flies (primarily Dicosmoecus

gilvipes).

Bird censuses were conducted above and below tributary junctions at Finney Creek

in 2004. We enumerated foraging behaviour of individual birds recording prey type,

prey number and foraging-bout duration between –4 and 3 SDU. We also quantified

bird abundance and diversity between these same transects by establishing point count

stations of 50-m radius, where we recorded all birds observed over eight minutes.

Multiple surveys were conducted at Finney Creek in June and July.

Spawning salmon surveys

Nine tributaries varying in drainage area (Table 11.1; Figure 11.1) enter the NF Stil-

laguamish in the areas where Chinook salmon spawn, providing a basis for examining

Table 11.1 Drainage areas of nine tributaries of the NF Stillaguamish, the percentage of

each tributary’s drainage area out of the NF’s drainage at the point of each confluence and

the proportion of redds detected 1.1 km below each tributary (compared to one laid 1.1 km

above) during 1998 to 2001. Light shading indicates p < 0.05, dark shading indicates

p < 0.01, as determined by binomial tests on the frequency of redds laid below and above

each tributary. Underlining indicates significant attraction to areas above tributary junctions

(p < 0.05).

Percentage of redds laid

below tributary
Drainage % of NF drainage

Tributary area (km2) at junction 1998 1999 2000 2001

Squire 69.59 33.75 100 80 36 33

Segelson 10.36 4.52 100 8 39 50

Fortson 3.03 1.29 78 78 48 77

French 20.68 7.57 50 53 73 100

Boulder 65.02 18.67 73 71 52 65

Dicks 8.84 2.41 29 13 33 20

Rollins 20.57 5.30 9 67 50 20

Montague 13.30 3.24 56 43 100 25

Brooks 11.49 2.69 45 67 100 27

Average discharge during spawning (m3/s) 6.8 11.9 16.2 17.8
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the effects of tributaries on the distribution of redds. The Washington State Department

of Fish and Wildlife has conducted redd counts during spawning season annually since

1974. Redd counts are conducted by stream walks every seven to 10 days during the

spawning season (August to October, when flow levels are at their annual low point).

All redds are flagged when first observed so as not to be recounted in the proceeding

surveys. In 1998 through 2001, this effort was intensified and all redds in the NF Stil-

laguamish were systematically mapped on a weekly basis (Hahn et al., 2001), thereby

providing a high spatial and temporal resolution of spawning data that are used in our

analysis.

At each of the nine tributaries, we counted the number of redds occurring either

1.1 km above or below each tributary. In order to account for alluvial fans and tributary-

associated hyporheic flows, we displaced the starting position for the downstream zone

to a point 0.1 km above the tributary junction. Redds were counted in a 1.1-km zone

upstream as a paired control in order to examine whether salmon preferred areas down-

stream or upstream of confluences. The number of redds not associated with tributaries

at all (i.e. outside of the 2.2-km area around each tributary) were also counted. Partic-

ular attention was paid to Boulder Creek, one of the largest tributaries in the system.

Boulder Creek supplies glacial meltwater to the NF Stillaguamish and therefore is a

critical source of cold water for the entire system.

Because flows in the NF Stillaguamish become low during the spawning period, we

hypothesized that the effects of tributaries might be strongly related to flow levels. Using

data from the US Geological Service (USGS) gauge at the mouth of the NF Stillaguamish,

we calculated an average discharge during the spawning period (August to October), by

weighting monthly average flows by the proportion of redds laid during each month.

This weighted average therefore directly relates monthly flow levels to the temporal

pattern of spawning abundance, emphasizing the flow at peak spawning times.

Physical and chemical patterns

Strong temperature gradients were common around tributary confluences. For example,

there was a sharp break in water temperature at the confluence of Steele Creek and the

main stem Cedar River, with water temperature about 1◦C cooler in the immediate

vicinity of the junction (Figure 11.3).

We have consistently observed that tributary streams in the Cedar River watershed

were richer in nitrogen and phosphorus than the main stem. For example, nutri-

ent concentrations during summer were often higher at sampling stations immedi-

ately below tributary junctions: total phosphorus concentrations were 12–69 per cent

higher immediately below tributary confluences compared to transects 40–80 m up-

stream or downstream of the junction (Figure 11.4(a–d)). Similar peaks were observed

in Finney and Bacon Creeks (Figure 11.4(e–h)). Although peaks generally occur at
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Figure 11.3 Scatterplot of water temperature vs. SDUs for Steele Creek and main stem Cedar River

confluence. Grey bar denotes approximate location of tributary junction.

tributary confluences, concentrations quickly decline downstream, indicating a rapid

uptake by primary producers. We also observed that tributary streams in the Cedar

River were exporting potentially significant amounts of biologically important materi-

als during winter. Total N and dissolved P concentrations in tributary streams during

winter were three times and 1.5 times higher than main-stem sites (Figure 11.5).

Biological patterns

Summer algal accrual rates were largely concordant with patterns of nutrient concen-

trations in main-stem habitats. Algal accrual rates were approximately 50 times higher

at the transect 25 m downstream of the Rock Creek confluence compared to transects

80 m upstream or downstream of the junction (Figure 11.6(a)). Similar patterns were

observed at the confluences of Williams, Taylor and Steele Creeks with the Cedar River

(Figure 11.6(b–d)), at the confluences of Jumbo and Falls Creeks with Bacon Creek

(Figure 11.6(e–f)), and at several tributary confluences along Finney Creek (Kiffney

and Greene, unpublished results).

Insect colonization rates and abundance of benthic organisms on tiles exhibited

notable gradients at tributary confluences. In the Cedar River, abrupt shifts in in-

sect colonization rate occurred about 10 m upstream of the Williams and Steele Creek

confluences, and at 20 and 40 m downstream of the Taylor and Rock Creek conflu-

ences (Figure 11.7). Surveys of benthic organisms in the Skagit River also revealed
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Figure 11.4 Scatterplots of total phosphorus vs. SDUs for the (a) Rock, (b) Taylor, (c) Williams (d)

Steele, (e) Ruxell, (f) Quartz and Hatchery, (g) Jumbo and (h) Falls Creek confluences. Rock, Taylor,

Williams and Steele Creeks flow into the Cedar River; Ruxell, Quartz and Hatchery Creek flow into

Finney Creek; Jumbo and Falls Creek flow into Bacon Creek.
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Figure 11.5 Mean (± 95 per cent confidence intervals) (a) total nitrogen, (b) total phosphorus,

(c) dissolved nitrogen and (d) dissolved phosphorus for water samples collected at main-stem

sampling sites (n = 9) and tributary sites (n = 4) during winter (November–February) in the Cedar

River.

gradients in abundance patterns for multiple taxa at tributary junctions (Figure 11.8).

There were two peaks in the density of Dicosmoecus gilvipes at the confluence of Ruxell

Creek with Finney Creek: one was located at transect -4, followed by a peak immediately

upstream of the junction (Figure 11.8(a)). Similarly, mayfly density was 1.3-20 times

higher at the same confluence compared to upstream or downstream transects (Figure

11.8(b)). Stonefly predators were more abundant and total insect density was greater in

a reach of Finney Creek where two tributaries (Quartz and Hatchery Creeks) entered

the main stem very close together (Figure 11.8(c–d)). Total insect density also peaked

at the confluences of Jumbo Creek and Falls Creek with Bacon Creek, and remained

elevated at some downstream transects (Figure 11.8(e–f)).

Greater standing stocks and accrual rates of primary producers and consumers may

promote local abundances and diversity of predators. We observed that densities and

diversity of fish generally peaked at tributary confluences (Kiffney et al., 2006). In

addition, bird abundance, diversity and foraging rate peaked immediately upstream of

tributary confluences. Foraging rate was about 2.5 times higher in the large floodplain

complex formed where Quartz and Hatchery Creeks entered Finney Creek (Figure 11.9).
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Figure 11.6 Scatterplots of algal chlorophyll a accruing on ceramic tiles averaged across a five-

week colonization period vs. SDUs for the (a) Rock, (b), Williams (c) Taylor and (d) Steele Creek

confluences on the Cedar River, and the (e) Jumbo and (f) Falls Creek confluences on Bacon Creek.
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Figure 11.7 Scatterplots of total insect colonization rate on ceramic tiles averaged across a five-

week colonization period vs. SDUs for the main-stem Cedar River confluences (a) Rock, (b) Taylor,

(c) Williams and (d) Steel Creeks.

Spawning patterns

Tributaries were an important predictor of spawning behaviour. At the scale of the entire

NF Stillaguamish, approximately one-third of all spawning (34 per cent ± 2 per cent)

occurred at or directly below tributaries (i.e. within 1.1 km including and below any

confluence), and this distribution approached the percentage of the entire main stem

represented by the 1.1-km segments below confluences (40 per cent). Hence, at the scale
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Figure 11.8 Scatterplots of (a) the caddis fly Dicosmoecus gilvipes density and (b) total mayfly

density at the confluence of Ruxell and Finney Creeks, (c) stonefly density and (d) total insect

density where Quartz and Hatchery Creeks flow into Finney Creek (the two confluences are very close

together as indicated by the grey bars), and (e–f) total insect density at the confluence of Jumbo

and Bacon Creeks and the confluence of Falls and Bacon Creeks, respectively, versus SDUs. Insect

density was quantified during benthic surveys conducted in the summer of 2004.
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Figure 11.9 Mean number of (a) birds foraging and (b) bird taxa richness versus SDUs in the reach

where Quartz and Hatchery Creeks join Finney Creek during the summer of 2004.

of the entire NF Stillaguamish, patterns of redd distribution below tributary conflu-

ences appear to occur no more than expected by chance. However, patterns in spawning

were apparent at two smaller spatial scales. First, the proportion of fish spawning above

Boulder Creek, the major source of cold water in the North Fork (11.13◦C +/–1.26

below the Boulder River versus 12.04◦C +/−1.44 upstream of the Boulder River), was

positively related with discharge during spawning (Figure 11.10). This suggests that
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Figure 11.10 Proportion of Chinook salmon redds laid above Boulder Creek (a major tributary and

source of glacial meltwater) as a function of the average discharge (m3/s) of the NF Stillaguamish

during spawning. Average discharge was weighted across August, September and October using the

proportion of redds laid during those months. Each data point is for one year.

during low flows, this large tributary diverts many fish that might have spawned above

it to cooler areas downstream. At a smaller spatial scale, we examined whether there

was a preference for spawning below each tributary using a binomial test of observed

and expected proportions of redds laid within the 1.1-km zones above and below each

tributary (Table 11.1). The NF drainage-wide proportion of redds laid below tributaries

(32–36 per cent, depending upon the year) was used as the expected proportion in each

binomial test. A significant departure downstream of any tributary indicates prefer-

ential selection for redd construction of areas below that particular tributary junction

(Table 11.1). During low-flow years (1998 and 1999), significant preference for down-

stream sites was detected for up to two-thirds of the tributaries, while during years with

higher flow (2000 and 2001) significant downstream preference occurred at only three of

the nine tributary junctions (Figure 11.11). At these three junctions, Chinook preferen-

tially built redds downstream in all years. The first was Boulder Creek, the second-largest

tributary in the system with the cold-water input noted above. The second was French

Creek, a moderately sized tributary. The third tributary, Fortson Creek, is the smallest

drainage in the data set, yet is a significant source of groundwater and hyporheic flow

from several large ponds. It is important to note that there are no flow-depth barri-

ers to upstream migration in the main-stem NF Stillaguamish at any of the tributary

junctions.
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Figure 11.11 The number of tributaries in the NF Stillaguamish watershed exhibiting significant

downstream spawning preferences, as a function of average discharge (m3/s) of the NF Stillaguamish

during spawning. Average discharge was weighted across August, September and October using the

proportion of redds laid during those months.

Discussion

These results show that tributary streams can alter a variety of ecological characteristics

and processes of main-stem rivers, ranging from water temperature and chemistry to

bird-foraging behaviour and habitat selection by spawning salmon. For example, stream

temperature of the main-stem Cedar River dropped abruptly from 14 to 13◦C at the

confluence of Steele Creek and recovered to similar levels about 160 m downstream of

the confluence. While most tributaries have a cooling effect on main-stem channels,

we have also observed that water temperature can be higher at tributary confluences

(Kiffney et al., 2006). The size and direction of the tributary temperature effect is

likely conditional upon a number of factors, such as the ratio of tributary to main-stem

area, substrate characteristics, groundwater characteristics, the riparian condition of the

tributary and receiving stream, and the presence of wetlands or lentic habitat. Margolis

et al. (2001) found that water temperature downstream of beaver impoundments was

significantly higher than at upstream sites due to increased solar exposure and longer

residence time. Alternatively, beaver-dam complexes have been shown to be sources of

cool water by forcing flow through the hyporheic zone (Pollock et al., 2007). Beaver-pond

complexes can be important on low-order tributaries in the PNW and may warm or

cool tributary water flowing to main-stem habitat, thereby altering stream temperature

within the confluence zone.
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The results in this study confirm the earlier finding that tributary streams tend

to increase main-stem nutrient levels close to confluences. In the PNW and other

forested temperate regions, it is likely that small headwater streams are particularly

important nutrient sources for otherwise oligotrophic main-stem rivers. Small tributary

streams are typically heavily shaded so that primary productivity is constrained by light

limitation (Kiffney et al., 2003). The uptake of essential nutrients such as nitrogen

and phosphorus is therefore low (Hill et al., 2001) and unused nutrients are exported

to sunlit main-stem rivers where they are available for uptake by primary producers

(Power and Dietrich, 2002).

The composition of the riparian tree community may also enhance nutrient levels in

tributary streams, which, in turn, influence nutrient levels in the main stem. Of partic-

ular importance is red alder (Alnus rubra), a nitrogen-fixing species that is commonly

found along riparian corridors in the PNW (Volk et al., 2003). Volk (2004) found that

dissolved nitrate+nitrite concentration in six headwater streams was positively corre-

lated with the proportion of riparian trees represented by alder. Red alder made up

10–30 per cent of the riparian vegetation in tributaries to the Cedar River, which may

partially explain the almost three-fold difference in total nitrogen between tributary and

main-stem sampling stations. It is likely that the combination of nutrient-rich inputs

from alder and low nutrient uptake by primary producers contributes to the increased

nutrient concentrations we have observed in confluence zones.

The results support the hypothesis that tributary streams are biologically important

sources of main-stem nutrients because algal colonization rate peaked immediately

adjacent to all four tributary streams entering the Cedar River (Figure 11.4), as well

as confluences in Finney Creek and Bacon Creek (Kiffney et al., 2006). The wetted

channel of the main stem Cedar is approximately 20–30 m wide allowing ample inputs

of solar radiation that, in combination with the high nutrient loads, promote primary

productivity around confluences. A number of studies have shown that the primary

productivity of freshwater habitats is partially limited by nutrients and light (Hill et al.,

1995; Kiffney and Richardson, 2001). If tributary streams subsidize main-stem rivers

with essential nutrients increasing primary productivity, then we would predict that

higher trophic levels, such as insects, fish and birds, would be attracted to some tributary

confluences because of higher basal productivity.

In fact, we observed multiple lines of evidence to support this prediction. First, insect

colonization rates in three of four Cedar River tributaries were higher in confluence

zones than transects further away. Second, the density of some insect herbivores and

predators generally peaked around the confluence zone. Third, we showed in an earlier

study that fish density, especially that of juvenile fish, peaked at tributary confluences

(Kiffney et al., 2006). Finally, preliminary analysis indicates that bird-foraging rates and

richness peaked in the confluence zone of Quartz, Hatchery and Finney Creeks. We

speculate that the increased foraging rate around these confluences was a result of mul-

tiple factors, including suitable habitat and high secondary productivity. For example,
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at the Quartz–Hatchery confluence zone on Finney Creek we observed abundant gravel

bars used by spotted sandpipers and robins, wood jams used for perching by flycatchers

and kingfishers and deep pools used by diving birds such as common mergansers. In

addition, we observed increased secondary productivity leading to a greater biomass of

benthic and emerging insects feeding benthic foragers (e.g. the American dipper) and

flycatchers. Because juvenile-fish density generally peaked around tributary confluences,

it is also possible that piscivorous birds were attracted to these locations because of more

abundant food resources. Because we were only able to conduct detailed bird surveys

at one tributary on Finney Creek, more study is clearly needed to further examine the

generality of these patterns and whether tributary confluences provide ecologically sig-

nificant locations for terrestrial as well as aquatic biota. Despite this limitation, results of

the bird surveys were in agreement with results for a wide variety of physical, chemical

and biological endpoints and provide preliminary evidence that tributary impacts can

cascade up from aquatic to terrestrial food webs.

On the Stillaguamish River, tributaries are a strong predictor of spawning behaviour

at multiple spatial scales (see also Beechie et al., in press). Tributaries appear particularly

important during low-flow years, when low water or higher temperatures may constrain

the areas in which salmon spawn. Tributaries might serve other functions for spawners,

for example by providing gravel substrate, although we could not evaluate these effects

in this case study. Similarly, the provision of particular mixes of trace elements by

tributaries might serve as olfactory signposts for salmon homing for natal spawning

grounds. However, the fact that we were able to detect flow-dependent patterns indicates

that signposts are likely facultative.

Together, these results support the hypothesis that in the PNW basal productivity

(defined here as nutrient levels, algal and insect colonization) is higher close to con-

fluences than at sites further away. Elevated abundances of fish and birds close to con-

fluences support the suggestion that this impact can affect the reach-scale distribu-

tion of animals in higher trophic levels. There is also some evidence (in elevated bird

abundances) that the influence of tributaries extends into the terrestrial environment.

Moreover, the importance of tributaries for the main-stem distribution of Chinook

spawning sites highlights the importance of tributaries and confluences for maintain-

ing the integrity of high-level ecosystem services in river networks, especially during

low-flow years.

Conclusion

We have presented a review of earlier work and new data from field studies in west-

ern Washington which suggests that, by supplying sediment, water and wood as well

as essential nutrients and food resources, tributary streams can influence the habitat

complexity, biodiversity and productivity of main-stem rivers. Geomorphologists have
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long recognized the physical changes associated with tributary confluences; however,

we show that these physical changes can be associated with ecological changes. At local

scales, tributary junctions might be ecologically important and even act as biodiversity

hotspots because they are sites where: supplemental nutrients and energy are supplied,

the juxtaposition of distinctive environments enhance particular ecological processes

(such as refugia use), water quality, hydraulics and channel morphology are atypical

and there is enhanced environmental heterogeneity. At larger scales, confluences are

locations where water-borne tributary inputs and main-stem geomorphological ad-

justments are most acute. Confluences are therefore important sites of longitudinal

discontinuity that contribute to the landscape-scale structure of lotic ecosystems. In the

context of emerging theories that emphasize the ecological relevance of whole-network

architecture, particularly the hierarchical branching topology of stream systems, the

number and distribution of confluence nodes appears to be important for a variety of

processes, including interspecific interactions (e.g. predator–prey relationships), pop-

ulation dispersal and food availability (Power and Dietrich, 2002; Grant et al., 2007;

Muneepeerakul et al., 2007).

Notwithstanding the convincing field evidence and modelling results that support

these arguments, empirical data are scarce and our understanding of key mechanisms

remains inadequate. Reasons for this include the difficulty of obtaining data over large

spatial scales, a paucity of testable hypotheses and the interdisciplinary nature of the

topic. Looking forward, there are two key areas where progress is required. These re-

quirements complement the call from those working at network scales for continued

field research to address a number of key issues in that area (Lowe et al., 2006b; Grant

et al., 2007).

First, there is an urgent need for additional empirical work to evaluate the abundance,

spatial distribution and landscape-scale controls of tributary effects (both within indi-

vidual drainage systems and between regions). For example, although the numerical-

modelling work reviewed here indicates that the relative quantity and character of the

sediment supplied by a tributary are crucial controls on physical and thence biotic di-

versity at confluences, data to test the hypotheses generated by this modelling are not

available (Rice et al., 2006). Similarly, the case study presented here adds to a growing

body of work which suggests that tributaries are important for river ecology in the PNW

(Rice et al., 2001a, 2001b; Benda et al., 2004; Kiffney et al., 2006; Bigelow et al., 2007),

additional studies are needed to evaluate the importance of tributaries in other regions

where landscape, land-use, seasonality, vegetation, climate and geology are different.

Second, the extensive studies required to address these questions should be supported

by intensive work that seeks to develop a fuller understanding of the mechanisms that

underlie confluence effects. Most work to date has demonstrated associations between

tributaries and ecological phenomena and offered reasonable explanations for them,

but there have been relatively few attempts to isolate key processes and examine them in

detail. For example, the case study from Washington indicates the potential for tributary
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influence to extend into high trophic levels, across the terrestrial–aquatic interface

and into high-order ecosystem services. Water-temperature changes, tributary nutrient

loading and the consequent cascade of energy all appear to be important factors that

help to explain these observations, but we can only speculate about the details of these

relationships and the extent to which other processes might be relevant.

River confluences are just one example of the important connections that characterize

river networks, and further research is needed to determine the relative importance of

this connection within the broader context of river basins. Other examples include

lake inlets and outlets, wetland connections to lakes or streams, hyporheic connections

across the river corridor, river bifurcations in deltas and the transition from non-

tidal to estuarine environments. Lateral connections are also a critical component of

habitat heterogeneity within river basins (e.g. between channels and their floodplains)

contributing to overall river biodiversity and ecosystem function (Malard et al., 2006).

Our arguments about the importance of tributary confluences support the general

proposition that maintaining the ecological function of such connections and adopting a

network-scale perspective are critical for maintaining biological diversity and sustaining

ecosystem services.
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Introduction

The sustainable management of river channels cannot be achieved without a catchment-

scale approach in which management strategies avoid actions that may be cancelled by

network-scale interactions. Recognizing and understanding the influence of tributaries

on physical dynamics in the recipient channel is, therefore, important. Conceptually,

tributaries may be considered as ‘source sites’, where management actions designed to

alter sediment and/or water regimes can be implemented with the aim of restoring or

preserving main-stem physical processes. Tributaries are major physical links between

hillslopes and the main stem, so that when planning any basin-scale management

scheme (e.g. soil-conservation programmes for sediment-transport regulation)

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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it is also important to understand their sediment-routing properties. River manage-

ment financial budgets are often tight and it is usually necessary to maximize returns

on a limited investment. The identification of the key tributaries, in terms of their

source and routing characteristics, may then be very useful at network scales, for

example in targeting erosion-control works to particular tributary basins and thereby

saving substantial funds.

Regulating low-order streams to promote the sustainable management of the recip-

ient river channels downstream requires a robust understanding of the geomorphic

processes that govern tributary impacts. These impacts are driven by water and sedi-

ment supply. Their magnitude will depend on the abundance of these outputs, but also

on the water and sediment regime in the recipient channel, which can be in equilibrium,

supply-limited or transport-limited, and on the relative nature of the delivered sedi-

ment (grain-size distribution, resistance to abrasion and clast shape) (Ferguson et al.,

2006). The geomorphic impact of tributaries thus implies a comparison of tributary

and main-stem regimes and physical attributes (Benda et al., 2004). Depending on these

boundary conditions and fluxes, the geomorphic impact may be significant or insignif-

icant. Significant impacts from tributaries will reinforce or reverse the morphological

and sedimentary trends of the recipient channel. Several examples document channel

aggradation following dramatic sediment supply events from tributaries (Pitlick, 1993;

Benito et al., 1998; Brierley and Fryirs, 1999; Gomez et al., 2003). It is also recognized

that channel degradation can be induced or aggravated by reductions in sediment supply

from tributaries (Wyzga, 1991; Landon et al., 1998; Rinaldi and Simon, 1998; Liébault

et al., 1999). Tributary impacts on the size and composition of river-bed sediments is

also well known (Knighton, 1980; Rice, 1998; Pitlick and Cress, 2002; Surian, 2002). The

disruption of downstream fining by the tributary-induced coarsening of bed-material

is the most common effect (Rice and Church, 1998).

These geomorphic impacts may have positive or negative effects on main-stem eco-

logical conditions and flooding risk, two issues of primary concern for contemporary

river management. Excessive channel aggradation may provoke a loss of habitat diversity

that can affect biological communities, as in the case of sediment slugs originating from

destabilized tributaries (Bartley and Rutherfurd, 2005). Conversely, it has been shown

that fish habitats may be improved downstream of tributary junctions that deliver bed-

load to the main stem and sustain braided reaches (Piégay et al., 2000; see Rice et al.,

Chapter 11, this volume, for further examples). Changes in bed-material affect hydraulic

conditions by modifying the bed roughness and subsequently hydro-ecological condi-

tions (i.e. modification of flow depth and velocity distributions). Tributary-induced

discontinuities in main-stem morphology and grain size may lead to a greater physical

diversity that is positive in terms of biological diversity (Rice et al., 2001). The role of

low-order tributaries as sources of large woody debris may be important in this regard

(Benda et al., 2003). When sediment inputs from tributaries decline, there may be neg-

ative impacts. For example, in sediment-starved river basins, channel incision can have
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negative ecological impacts on riparian forests and in-channel biological communities

(Bravard et al., 1997). Main-stem flood risk can be amplified by tributary impacts. This

is particularly the case in upland environments where sediment deposition from debris

flows or extreme floods in low-order mountain streams may create obstructions in the

recipient channel (Lahousse and Romelé, 2000) sometimes forming temporary lakes

that empty catastrophically (Marnezy, 1993).

The objectives of this paper are (1) to present a conceptual framework for evaluating

the geomorphic impacts from tributaries, with special emphasis on management issues

at different linked scales (main-stem–tributary and network scales, the confluence scale

being addressed in Ettema, Chapter 6, this volume) and (2) to illustrate this theoretical

framework with some case studies of the management approaches adopted in the Drôme

River basin in the Southern French Prealps.

A conceptual framework for assessing the
geomorphological impact of tributaries and their
importance for main-stem management

General considerations

Within a theoretical context of uniform rainfall and geology, it is possible to have a

simple gradient of main-channel properties from upstream to downstream under the

control of network architecture, basin relief and shape. In this context, the relief controls

the channel gradients and the energy available for bedload transport and morphological

adjustment. However, in reality, because of differences in geology and hydrology, each

sub-catchment has its own sensitivity and critical thresholds to change, and also its own

temporal behaviour and adjustment duration to a given flood event. Thus, even where

human impacts (including intentional management strategies) are homogeneous in

space and time across a given catchment (e.g. widespread deforestation and pasture

development), we can expect variable tributary reactions, according to variable natural

conditions.

The main geomorphic processes of main-stem adjustment to tributary impact are

incision, with progressive erosion spreading through the stream network, and aggra-

dation, with sediment wave propagation downstream. Key issues are the time taken for

adjustment, the duration of the propagation of the effects downstream and upstream

and the attenuation of these effects from the impact site to other locations. Remote

impacts may occur several decades after the initial cause, and as a result their intensity

may be much lower than at the impact point some distance away.

In a catchment, the main-channel geometry is the result of cumulative interactions

between its upstream branches and their associated sub-catchments. Tributaries are

sensitive to human actions and their changes may propagate downstream. In the Yzeron
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catchment near Lyon, in south-east France, urbanization has generated higher peak

flows that have subsequently caused widespread channel degradation of the tributary

network and aggradation in the main stem, where sand waves have disrupted fish habitat

(Grosprêtre and Schmitt, 2006). Tributaries are the first affected by land-use changes,

and thus can be indicators of future changes on the main channel. Tributaries can also

be affected by changes in the main stem through an adjustment to local base level, as

in the central Mississippi in the United States, where main-stem straightening induced

regressive erosion in tributary rivers (see Schumm et al., 1984; Simon and Hupp, 1986).

Assessing the geomorphic impact of tributaries

Basin-scale approaches for managing tributary impact are of particular relevance when

disturbances (e.g. channel degradation, aggradation or bank erosion) are expanding

along most of the main-stem channel. In such a situation, it may be useful to regu-

late the water and sediment supplied by tributary sub-basins. It is first important to

evaluate whether tributaries are an important part of the problem by understanding

the overall magnitude of the tributary impact. In turn, it is important to understand

which tributaries trigger the most significant impacts. The answer to the first question

requires an evaluation of the relative influence of tributaries on the main-stem response,

as compared to other potential forcings of the fluvial system. The answer to the second

question requires a comparative analysis of tributaries, ideally coupled to analysis of the

main-stem disruption.

Understanding geomorphological adjustments

For retrospective analysis, the effects of past disturbances can be assessed using data

and information from various sources, including existing images and maps, and field

evidence. Changes in tributary morphology can also be highlighted from field surveys

that focus on present-day processes and adjustment stages. In this context, the geo-

graphical comparison of tributaries is a meaningful tool for identifying critical factors

and understanding ongoing geomorphological adjustments. Retrospective analyses of

changes in sediment supply can reveal the sediment regime within tributary channels.

For example, Liébault (2005) uses the date of tree establishment along the Sure Torrent,

a tributary to the Drôme River, to demonstrate the downstream propagation of channel

incision due to a decrease in bedload delivery.

In the case of Pine Creek, Idaho, we used historical photos to characterize channel

widening in the tributaries and the main stem, as well as archive data to identify the

potential factors affecting the sediment supply and channel resistance to mining activity
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and deforestation (Kondolf et al., 2002). By comparing a catchment unaffected by

mining with affected catchments, we demonstrated that mining activity resulted in

a much larger channel response than deforestation (Figure 12.1(A) and (B)). This

approach also showed that some tributaries have already recovered and exhibit channel

widths similar to those before the impact, while other tributaries are still reacting to

the impact. There is an asymmetry in the evolution of the channel system, with an

immediate widening (within 10 years) but a slow process of recovery (50 years at least).
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Figure 12.1 (A) Location map of Pine Creek catchment in Idaho, showing major tributaries and

generalized geology. Pick-and-shovel symbols denote mines, the largest of which were located along

eastern tributaries to the East Fork. Geology based on Jones (1919), mine locations from Mitchell

(1996). (B) Changes over time in unvegetated, active channel width for East Fork Pine Creek and its

tributaries, as measured from aerial photographs. Error bars are based on precision of aerial-photo

measurements (reprinted from Kondolf et al., 2002, with permission from Elsevier).
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Another catchment scale approach was used in the Eygues River basin (south-east

France), where tributaries are adjusting to catchment reforestation linked to rural de-

population (Liébault et al., 2002). Active channel narrowing and incision has prop-

agated through the drainage network in response to a decrease in sediment supply.

Aerial photographs were used to characterize the spatial variability of this channel

narrowing within tributary sub-basins for the 1948–1996 period (Figure 12.2(A)). The

spatial pattern of the sub-basin response is complex, suggesting heterogeneous land-use

changes and catchment controls on the geomorphic response of individual tributaries.

We used normalized Principal Component Analysis (Figure 12.2(B)) to develop a model
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Figure 12.2 Prediction of channel narrowing in tributary catchments of the Eygues River, south-

east France from tributary grain-size and geometry characteristics: (A) the sub-basin variability

in the rate of channel narrowing in the mountainous part of the Eygues basin; (B) projection of

channel morphology variables on the first factorial map of a normalized PCA; (C) observations versus

predictions of channel narrowing between 1945 and 1995 from the first two components of the PCA

(modified from Clément and Piégay, 2003).
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of channel narrowing that can be used to predict the magnitude of tributary response

from present-day measurements of grain size and bankfull geometry. This may be

useful for the identification of highly impacted tributaries at a regional scale. In turn,

because the tributary incision generated sediment which moved off downstream, this

may help to identify those tributaries that are most likely to have an impact on the

geomorphological regime of the main stem.

Identifying tributary impacts along the recipient channel

The longitudinal pattern of sedimentary characteristics can be used to evaluate the

importance of individual tributaries relative to other sediment sources. Studies on the

Albarine and Tacon Rivers, two tributaries to the Ain River in south-east France, illus-

trate this approach (Figure 12.3(A) and (B)). In the case of the Albarine (Figure 12.3(A)),

two main D50 trends are observed along the river course. A coarsening is observed in the

gorges between 29 and 40 km upstream. Downstream from the coarsest peak, the D50

decreases at a nearly constant rate. The short tributaries observed all along this reach

have no effect on this trend, suggesting that their contribution is limited. In the Tacon

example (Figure 12.3(B)), the morphology of the valley is important with fining in the

gorge upstream, which is wooded and does not supply sediment to the main stem, and

coarse peaks downstream associated with local supplies for example from a glacial de-

posit. In some cases, other sedimentary parameters, such as particle roundness, can be

used to trace active sources (Figure 12.3(B)). Roundness analysis might be particularly

useful where grain-size analysis is inconclusive because of factors other than sediment

supply disrupting trends along the channel course. Along the Tacon (Figure 12.3(B))

grain-size decreases are associated with roundness increases which demonstrates the

effects of abrasion during transport and the absence of additional sediment supply

through the gorge. The supply of angular particles from adjacent glacial deposits is also

clearly shown. In this case, it is clear that the combination of sedimentary parameters

makes the interpretation more robust, although, once again, tributary streams are not

important sediment sources for this river.

Lithology is also a useful indicator of tributary inputs when the geological settings

are significantly different between sub-catchments. This approach has been used in the

Ouvèze River, a right-side tributary to the Rhône draining areas of granite and basalt

but crossing limestone, schists and marly environments. Trends in lithology along the

Ouvèze (Figure 12.3(C)) show that there is a significant substitution of lithology from

upstream to downstream. In the Mézayon catchment, cristallophilous rocks other than

schists are dominant upstream and a consistent increase in schists is then observed

downstream. In the Ouvèze branch, limestone dominates upstream whereas basalt

introduced from the Bayonne Stream is observed downstream. Comparative analysis of

the lithology downstream from the confluence of the Mézayon and the Upper Ouvèze
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Figure 12.3 (A) Downstream variation of D 50 along the Albarine, a tributary to the Ain River

in the Jura Mountains; (B) downstream variations of D 50, D 90 and frequency of highly rounded

pebbles along the Tacon, a tributary to the Bienne River in the Jura Mountains; (C) lithological

signature within a catchment, the case of the Ouvèze River: a tool for identifying the main tributary

contributions to sediment downstream.
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with upstream reaches reflects the different source-area contributions. The frequency of

schists downstream from the confluence is low compared to the values observed along

the Mézayon, but the frequency of the cristallophilous rocks and the sandstones are

those expected if we assume an equal bedload contribution of the sub-basins. For other

lithologies, the basalt frequency is similar to the frequency expected, but the limestone

frequency is higher than expected. These different observations support the conclu-

sion that the Ouvèze branch has a slightly higher contribution downstream than the

Mézayon. Between Privas and Flaviac, the lithological signal is consistent, demonstrat-

ing the low contribution of sediment from the local tributaries. Marl, which is totally

absent upstream from Flaviac, is then more frequent downstream, demonstrating the

significant contribution of the most downstream tributaries to the lower Ouvèze.

Managing the geomorphological impact of tributaries: the
case of the Drôme River, SE France

The Drôme River is a gravel-bed river that drains 1680 km2 of mainly marl and lime-

stone terrains in the Southern French Prealps. Channel responses to changing sediment

supply have been a management issue since the nineteenth century and contrasting

efforts to regulate coarse-sediment inputs from tributaries have been implemented in

the catchment. During the nineteenth century, the challenge was to act against the

aggradation of a wide and active braided channel and the consequent increased flood-

ing risk across the floodplain. This situation was triggered by accelerated erosion on

hillslopes due to both climatic and anthropogenic forcing, the respective influence of

both being an important research question (Bravard, 2002a; Liébault et al., 2005). Con-

versely, since the 1990s, managers have been trying to stop accelerated channel incision

induced by the cumulative impact of gravel mining, channel embankment, torrent-

control works and catchment-scale reforestation (Landon et al., 1998). In each of these

contrasting geomorphic contexts, tributaries have been considered as source sites that

may be manipulated to counter adverse conditions in the main stem. Research stud-

ies were conducted here (1) to assess the geomorphic impact of erosion-control works

completed in tributaries for sediment-supply regulation and (2) to evaluate the bedload

replenishment potential of tributaries for reversing channel degradation.

Channel aggradation and torrent-control works

The Drôme River was an aggrading braided river during the nineteenth century. This is

clearly illustrated in old pictures and maps, and can also be found in written accounts

(Landon, 1999; Bravard, 2002b). This situation was the result of a very high sediment

supply from deforested hillslopes that were destabilized by an increasing frequency of
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high-rainfall events, in a period of high agricultural pressure. Land-use statistics from

the beginning of the nineteenth century reveal that the forest cover occupied only ∼30

per cent of the catchment, while the present-day value is ∼70 per cent (Liébault, 2003).

Accelerated erosion was not exclusive to the Drôme: most upland environments in

France were affected. Laws were therefore enacted in 1860, 1862 and 1884 to imple-

ment an ambitious programme of soil conservation in French mountains, known as the

RTM (Restauration des Terrains en Montagne, mountain land restoration) scheme. The

planned reforestation of eroded hillslopes and construction of engineering works in

active gullies and torrents were considered at that time as the best remedial strategy for

reducing flooding and erosion risks that threatened the socio-economic development

of mountain territories (Surell, 1841). The old French forest and water administration

was then in charge of purchasing land highly degraded by erosion to implement re-

forestation, grazing and torrent-control works, including constructing check-dams in

headwater channels.

In the Drôme River basin, records from the National Forest Office archives show

that these works were mostly constructed between 1860 and 1914. Fifty-three RTM

zones were delimited and purchased, within which 13 217 ha were reforested, mostly by

planting exogenous black pine (pinus nigra), and 13 554 check-dams were constructed

along tributaries (Liébault and Zahnd, 2001). Some complementary works were also

carried out, including turfing, the construction of fascines and wattlings (small check-

dams made of wood) and ‘brush gully check’ (use of brush mulch or fascines in gullies

to aid in revegetation). Most of the main tributaries to the Drôme River were regulated

by RTM works. Only one of the 25 main tributaries (drainage basin >10 km2) to the

middle and upper Drôme has not been affected.

The evaluation of the geomorphic responses of tributaries and the main stem to

RTM works was addressed by means of different approaches. Given the substantial

spatial extent of RTM works in the Drôme catchment, it was not possible to conduct a

representative comparative analysis of channel responses in the Drôme catchment alone.

However, by enlarging the study area to include the Eygues and Roubion River basins,

located south of the Drôme in the same physiographic environment, both regulated

and non-regulated sub-basins could be examined.

A total of 51 sub-basins can be selected, nine of them being non-regulated. The

comparison of geomorphic responses revealed that regulated and non-regulated tribu-

taries experienced similar channel adjustments from the 1950s onward, namely active

channel narrowing and incision (Liébault et al., 2005). Unit rates of active channel

narrowing (area of vegetated active channel between two dates divided by the length

of the study reach) measured between 1948 and 1991 by means of aerial-photograph

analysis are similar between regulated and non-regulated tributaries. A Mann–Whitney

U-test revealed no significant difference of mean values (p = 0.4585), which are 0.66

and 0.77 ha km–1 for regulated and non-regulated tributaries respectively. On the basis

of this result, we concluded that the geomorphic impact of RTM works likely occurred
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in the first half of the twentieth century along tributary channels, a hypothesis that we

cannot assess directly because the photographic archive begins in 1948.

A field survey conducted along the Archiane Torrent (86 km2 drainage basin), a

tributary to the Bez River in the upper part of the Drôme River basin, revealed that the

1950s active channel incised into a terrace, named T2, that may correspond to the braided

channel prior to RTM works (Figure12.4(A)). Dating of the older pioneer trees on the T2

terrace showed that the forest encroachment started between 1908 and 1921, according

to the ages of the five oldest trees found in this level (Figure 12.4(B)). It is likely that

the T2 terrace was formed by incision in response to the reduced sediment availability

caused by the RTM works. According to the National Forest Office archives, 126 ha were

reforested in the catchment, 645 fascines, 6698 wattlings and 892 cut-stone check-dams

were built in active gullies and a length of 14 956 m of low-order channels were vegetated

by brush gully check. Notwithstanding the importance of these interventions, the T2

terrace cannot be attributed solely to RTM works, as it also coincides with the end of the

Little Ice Age, a period during which climatic-driven hillslope geomorphic processes

were more frequent (Kotarba, 1997; Jomelli and Pech, 2004).

Figure 12.4 Surveyed cross section of the Archiane Torrent showing two recent levels of forested

terraces (A) and distributions of dates of forest establishment on T1 and T2 terraces based on

dendrochronological dating (B); boxes represent upper and lower quartiles; vertical lines represent

upper and lower tenths; open circles are extreme values; n is the number of dated trees.

To summarize, RTM works assisted by climatic changes induced a first phase of

channel degradation and narrowing in tributaries at the beginning of the twentieth

century. This may have sustained the sediment supply to the main stem by routing a

substantial mass of sediment from the nineteenth-century braid plains of larger tribu-

taries. The main-stem response to the RTM-induced decrease in sediment supply may

therefore have been delayed and likely occurred during the second half of the twentieth
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century, with some important chronological differences between reaches according to

their position relative to the regulated tributaries.

In order to determine the spatial distribution of main-stem reaches that should have

been highly affected by RTM works, a simple procedure of tributary-impact classifica-

tion was performed. The RTM impact probability index (RIPi ) was calculated for each

tributary along the middle and upper Drôme River, upstream from Die:

RIPi =
(

Adt

Adm

)
RTM, (12.1)

where Adt is the drainage area of the tributary catchment, Adm is the drainage area

of the main-stem catchment upstream from the confluence and RTM is the relative

area of RTM zones in the tributary catchment. Adt and Adm were estimated from

1:25 000 topographic maps and RTM was determined by means of digitized RTM zones

provided by the National Forest Office. The Adt-Adm ratio is a simple index for evaluating

the potential geomorphic effect of a tributary on the recipient channel, based on the

postulate that the larger the size of the tributary relative to the main stem, the higher the

potential geomorphic effect (Rice, 1998; Benda et al., 2004). The RTM index gives an

estimate of the degree to which the tributary catchment was regulated by reforestation

and torrent engineering works.

This procedure makes it possible to identify a general spatial pattern of decreasing pre-

dicted RTM impact from upstream to downstream (Figure 12.5(A)). This is explained

by the higher geomorphic effect of upstream regulated tributaries (Boulc, Gâts, Maravel

and Haute-Drôme), their drainage area being large relative to the size of the main-stem

catchment. Leaving aside these upstream impacts, about 10 reaches can be identified

along the Drôme and Bez Rivers where substantial impacts are expected. Those can be

compared to the distribution of main-stem incision (Figure 12.5(B)), determined by

a diachronic analysis of the longitudinal profile. The long profiles of the Drôme and

Bez Rivers were surveyed in 1928. These profiles were compared to (1) a 1995 survey

of the Bez River and the Drôme River downstream of the confluence with the Bez (see

Landon et al., 1998 for details), (2) a 1996 survey of the Drôme River upstream from the

Claps landslide (see Piégay et al., 2004 for details) and (3) a 2003 survey of the Drôme

River between the confluence with the Bez and Luc-en-Diois. Reaches characterized by

a significant decrease in channel elevation (>30 cm) during the period are mapped on

Figure 12.5(B). A good spatial correlation is observed between the distribution of RTM

impact along the main stem and incised reaches, especially in the vicinity of the Béoux,

Blanchon, Bains, Mians, Valcroissant and Meyrosse Torrents. The main-stem incision

was therefore likely induced by a decreasing sediment supply due to the reforestation

and construction of torrent-control works in these sub-basins, though it appears that

in contrast to the tributary systems the main-stem impact occurred in the second half

of the twentieth century.
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Figure 12.5 Estimated impact on main-stem geomorphology of RTM works in tributary sub-basins

based on the RIPi calculated for each tributary to the Drôme River upstream of Die (A); sub-basins

are classified according to the relative area of RTM zones. The distribution of incised reaches along

the main stem (B), established by long-profiles comparisons, correlates with the distribution of

estimated RTM impacts.

The absence of incision downstream of some large tributaries where an impact was

expected can be explained by local conditions. The upstream course of the Bez River,

where the predicted RTM impact is very high, is characterized by channel aggrada-

tion. This is due to a sediment wave that propagates downstream from a very active

deep-seated landslide, the Ravel-et-Ferriers slump, reactivated in 1994. This landslide

supplies ∼4000 m3 yr–1 of coarse sediments to the Bez River (Bravard and Landon,
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2003). No degradation is observed in the Upper Drôme River, upstream from the Claps

landslide, although sub-basins were highly regulated by RTM works. The Claps is a

large translational landslide (1.5 Mm3) that occurred in 1442 in a narrow gorge. The

obstruction effect of the landslide, which created a 70-m-high natural dam, is still active

today and the Upper-Drôme acts as a bedload trap. This trapping effect is amplified

by two large artificial weirs built in the active channel in 1962 and 1984 to prevent

channel aggradation downstream (Figure 12.5(B)). Upstream of the slide, coarse sed-

iments coming from incised regulated tributaries are accumulating in the main stem,

and channel aggradation is observed (Piégay et al., 2004). A third case is the reach of the

Drôme downstream of the Esconavette and Barnavette Torrents. The absence of chan-

nel incision here may be explained by a high bedload supply from the highly incised

downstream end of the Bez River.

The case study of the Drôme River and its tributaries illustrates that the effect of

sediment-transport regulation in tributaries on main-stem morphology and sediment

regime is not straightforward. The prediction of channel responses, both in space and

time, needs to take into account the routing processes of coarse sediments through the

fluvial system (Schumm, 1977). These processes may lead to significant delays between

the instigation of source-area management in tributaries and the expected response

downstream. The geomorphic response may be the inverse of the expected one, as

sediment remobilization from alluvial stores located downstream of source areas induces

aggradation further downstream. Moreover, concomitant forcings may reinforce or

reverse the geomorphic effect of management strategies, making it difficult to predict

geomorphic responses to predefined management scenarios. Lastly, the management

scheme may induce unexpected disturbances many decades later. This is the case with

the Drôme basin, where current channel incision is the long-term and somewhat ironic

consequence of the successful RTM schemes of the late nineteenth century.

Contemporary channel degradation and bedload replenishment

Accelerated channel incision of the Drôme River in the second half of the twentieth

century, induced by in-channel gravel mining, embankment and a decrease in sedi-

ment supply from hillslopes (spontaneous reforestation and RTM works) has led to the

undermining of bridges and dikes and the lowering of the groundwater table beneath

adjacent floodplains (Landon et al., 1998). A bridge collapsed in 1995 and a second

bridge was destabilized and closed to traffic in 2003. A list of recommendations con-

cerning the preservation of in-channel sediment stores was proposed and published in

a regional water master plan adopted in 1997; the plan calls for the prohibition of gravel

mining in the active channel and the promotion of artificial sediment replenishment in

the most degraded reaches, eventually by the managed reactivation of bedload transport

along some tributaries.
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The role of tributaries in the Drôme’s sediment budget

Bedload-transport measurements on three tributaries to the Drôme River between 1997

and 2002 (Liébault, 2003), combined with complementary regional data of bedload

yields from sediment traps and morphological estimates (Table 12.1), were used to

develop a predictive model for bedload yield based on drainage basin area:

Vb = 28.72 A0.978
d , (12.2)

where Vb is the bedload yield in m3 yr–1 and Ad is the drainage area in km2

(R2 = 0.830; p = 0.0006; n = 9) (Figure 12.6). This equation shows that bed-

load transport increases linearly with drainage area. Equation 12.2 was used to cal-

culate the mean annual bedload supply from tributaries in the Drôme basin (Fig-

ure 12.7). The cumulative bedload input from all tributaries at the downstream end of

the mountainous part of the basin are 29 500 m3 yr–1. The annual bedload trans-

port of the lower Drôme River, known from a sediment trap at the Rhône con-

fluence, is ∼35 000 m3 yr–1 (Landon, 1999). Sediment input from bank erosion is

Table 12.1 Bedload yields for rivers and streams of the Southern French Prealps, used for

calibrating Equation 12.2.

Drainage Bedload

areas yields

Study sites (km2) (m3 yr–1) Methods References

Barnavette Torrent (D) 14 712 Scour chains and painted

tracers (1997–2002)

Liébault (2003)

Béoux Torrent (D) 28 565 Scour chains and painted

tracers (1997–2002)

Liébault (2003)

Bine Torrent (R) 19 618 Morphological estimate

(1956–1991)

Liébault and

Piégay (2001)

Esconavette Torrent (D) 10 651 Scour chains and painted

tracers (1997–2002)

Liébault (2003)

Eygues River (E) 1100 66 000 Morphological estimate

(1948–1996)

Landon et al.

(1999)

Lower-Drôme River (D) 1640 35 000 Sediment trap

(1961–1997)

Landon (1999)

Soubrion Torrent (R) 26 183 Morphological estimate

(1956–1991)

Liébault and

Piégay (2001)

Upper-Drôme River (D) 93 3530 Sediment trap

(1928–2002)

Piégay et al.

(2004)

Upper-Roubion River (R) 132 1016 Morphological estimate

(1956–1991)

Liébault and

Piégay (2001)

D: Drôme River basin; E: Eygues River basin; R: Roubion River basin
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Figure 12.6 Annual bedload yield plotted versus drainage area for rivers and streams of the

Southern French Prealps (Liébault, 2003).

Figure 12.7 Basin-scale assessment of the annual bedload supply from tributaries to the Drôme

River, based on the power relation in Figure 12.6. Cumulative bedload supplies are calculated by

summing bedload yields of tributaries located upstream from calculation points.

258
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negligible because the Drôme River has been characterized by strong active channel

narrowing since the 1950s (bank accretion > bank erosion; Kondolf et al., 2002). Despite

uncertainties inherent in these estimates, we therefore found a global sediment deficit

of ∼ 5500 m3 yr–1. This suggests that the tributaries are supplying insufficient sediment

to balance the current output rate into the Rhône River. This budget does not account

for the abrasion of coarse sediments along the river course, a process that may amplify

the deficit between inputs and outputs in distal reaches. Moreover, bedload yields used

for the sediment-budget computation can be considered as an upper limit because

bedload transport in most of the streams studied, reconstructed for the last 50 years

(Table 12.1), was sustained by degradation into alluvial stores that are not renewed by

the supply of sediment from hillslope sources. As a result, sediment stores are shrinking

along tributaries and the gravel deficit of the Drôme River will probably increase over

the next few decades. It is then likely that the prohibition of gravel mining in the active

channel will not be sufficient by itself to stop current channel degradation.

A decision-making tool for bedload replenishment

For this reason, sediment replenishment of highly degraded reaches is under consider-

ation as a management strategy, and here we propose a decision-making tool that may

help river managers to implement such a scheme. There are two parts to this tool that

correspond to the conceptual ideas laid out above: the identification of bedload-supply

potential and the evaluation of bedload-transport potential.

Aerial photographs (1991 infra-red colour 1:17 000 scale) were used to map all the

sediment sources located upstream from degraded reaches. The most common sources

of sediment in the Drôme River basin are active gullies, incised into alternating marl

and limestone sequences. The bedload-supply potential of each sediment source was

qualitatively assessed as the product of three parameters: (1) lithology, (2) distance to

the closest incised reach and (3) hazard potential. The first parameter characterizes

the potential of the sediment source to deliver coarse-grained sediment to channels

and depends only on the nature of the rocks or surficial deposits that are affected by

erosion processes. This was determined using 1:50 000 geological maps and 1:17 000

1991 aerial photographs. The second parameter is the distance between the source and

the target reach. The closer a source is to the reach, the stronger is the likelihood of it

being important. The third parameter characterizes the potential of the source to deliver

sediment without increasing flood or geomorphic hazards for human infrastructures

that are located along the sediment routing pathway. This parameter was assigned

according to the presence or absence of human infrastructure between the source and

the target reach.

The bedload supply potential was calculated semi-automatically using MapInfo (the

detailed procedure of computation can be found in Liébault et al., 2001). Maps were then

constructed for each of the target reaches which classified sediment sources according to
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Figure 12.8 Map of the sediment sources that could be reactivated for artificial bedload replen-

ishment: the example of the Roanne River, a tributary to the Drôme River; the most appropriate sites

for bedload replenishment are those characterized by a high bedload supply potential.

their potential of being used in design strategies for the artificial supply of sediment (Fig-

ure 12.8). These maps can help managers to identify the areas where erosion should be

maintained and/or accelerated for the replenishment of degraded reaches. For the entire

Drôme River basin, sediment sources with a high potential for bedload replenishment

represent 155 ha. The artificial replenishment of degraded reaches could be envisaged

through several operations, involving different sediment stores. For example, vegetated

colluvial deposits, scree slopes, alluvial fans or low terraces coupled with active tributary

channels in the vicinity of degraded reaches could be reactivated by deforestation.

However, activating potentially useful sediment stores is not sufficient. It is also im-

portant to evaluate the bedload-transport capacity of the tributaries which would route
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Table 12.2 General characteristics of the tributaries of the Drôme River used to evaluate

sediment-transport capacity. A : drainage area, S: slope, dx x : diameters for which xx per cent

is finer than dx x , W : bankfull width. S, dx and W pertain to the studied reach, usually the

reach upstream from the Drôme confluence.

Tributaries A (km2) S d50 (mm) d30 (mm) d90 (mm) W (m)

Barnavette 14.0 0.013 21 13 44 5.2

Béoux 28.2 0.016 21 15 44 5.0

Comane 23.1 0.012 133 54 243 2.9

Esconavette 9.5 0.021 27 12 101 5.0

Meyrosse 44.9 0.010 49 22 151 7.1

Valcroissant 12.5 0.022 45 17 103 4.0

activated sediment to the main stem where it is needed. Bedload-transport formulas

were used to estimate transport capacity for the tributaries along a 21-km reach located

between Die and Luc-en-Diois. This reach is severely affected by incision and is therefore

in the greatest need of a management strategy. We selected those six tributaries with

drainage areas between 10 and 100 km2 (Table 12.2) as these were considered to be the

most favourable bedload candidates. Our objective was to identify the most appropriate

tributaries for implementing a sediment-supply replenishment programme to mitigate

channel incision along the main stem.

Many transport formulas are available in the literature (Gomez, 1989). Most formulas

were established for relatively low slopes. For example, Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948)

investigated slopes up to 0.022 but with very few data above 0.012. As the investigated

tributary reaches show slopes ranging from 0.01 to 0.02, we chose the Rickenmann

formula (Rickenmann, 2001) valid for a large range of slopes (0.001 to 0.1). This formula

is a simplified form of a fitting procedure using data from Meyer-Peter and Müller

(1948), Smart and Jaeggi (1983) and Rickenmann (1991). With a density for solids of

2.68, the formula is:

qs = 1.5

(
d90

d30

)0.2

S1.5 (qw − qc ) , (12.3)

where S is the slope, dx the diameter for which x per cent is finer, qs and qw the volumic

unit-width discharge of bedload and water, respectively. The volumetric unit-width

incipient motion critical discharge established by Bathurst et al. (1987) is qc :

qc = 0.065 (s − 1)1.67 √
g d1.5

50 S−1.12 , (12.4)

where s is the solid-to-liquid density ratio. The latter formula is the result of a fitting

procedure for a range of slopes between 0.0025 and 0.2. The
(

d90

d30

)0.2

factor is a rather
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coarse but simple way to account for non-uniform sediments. Refined approaches would

need fractional grain-size analysis.

This formula does not take into account sediment-supply conditions but rather gives

the maximum transport capacity under unlimited sediment supply. In addition, it

has the same limitations as many other bedload formulae, including the assumption

of steady, uniform flow. Nevertheless, application to the Barnavette Torrent, where

bedload-transport volumes were measured between 1997 and 2002 using scour chains

and painted tracers (Liébault, 2003), gave fair values of event-based bedload volumes

(De Block, 2004). To identify the most powerful of the six selected tributaries for bedload

transport, we calculated the non-dimensional volumetric solid-to-water discharge ratio

qs /qw for increasing water discharges (Figure 12.9(A)). This ratio is hereafter named

‘concentration’.

For each tributary, a representative reach of the lower course was selected for bed-

load computation. Study reaches were not always the lowest reach. For example, the

downstream end of the Esconavette Torrent is a small alluvial fan with a wandering

pattern where the Rickenmann bedload formula is not applicable. In this case, the reach

immediately upstream was chosen. The length over which the slope was computed was

chosen carefully, for example between two major break of slopes, and over a sufficient

distance to avoid an unrepresentative local slope value.

For each tributary, Figure 12.9(A) shows the critical discharge for incipient motion

and the asymptotic concentration at high discharges. The asymptotic concentration

mainly depends on slope and, weakly, on the grain-size range. From a lower asymptotic

concentration of about 0.15 to 0.6 per cent for slopes varying between 0.012 and 0.022,

the tributaries can be classified as follows, from lower to higher concentration: Comane,

Meyrosse, Barnavette, Béoux, Valcroissant and Esconavette. Incipient motion critical

discharges depend mainly on slope, grain size and width. Four tributaries out of six

effectively present a comparable critical discharge between 0.7 and 1.3 m3s–1, the order

being Béoux, Esconavette, Barnavette and Valcroissant. In contrast, the Meyrosse and

the Comane streams, which are characterized by the lowest slopes and the coarsest grain

sizes, exhibit higher critical discharges. When examined in the field, those tributaries,

and especially the Comane, are characterized by strong armouring in the downstream

reaches and densely vegetated riverbanks, indicating channel stability.

Among the four tributaries exhibiting a relatively low critical discharge, the Es-

conavette Torrent and the Valcroissant Torrent display similar concentrations. However,

field examination confirms that the Esconavette is a very active tributary, whereas the

Valcroissant is totally inactive due to a very low sediment supply. This example illustrates

the limits of this straightforward hydraulic approach and the need for the two-part tool,

which also considers supply potential.

Moreover, this analysis does not take into account the hydrology of the catchment.

Obviously, the larger the drainage area, the larger the water discharge. Figure 12.9(B)

shows the concentration qs /qw as a function of specific discharge. The patterns are
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similar but there is one important difference: because the drainage area of the Béoux

is about three times that of the Esconavette, the Béoux has a much lower specific

discharge although they have the same absolute critical discharge. For high-flow events,

the Esconavette presents an asymptotic concentration of about 0.6 per cent compared to

about 0.4 per cent for the Béoux Torrent, which means that the Esconavette is likely to

yield 50 per cent more coarse sediment. In contrast, for the low-flow events there is

a higher yield for the Béoux. For example, at a specific discharge of 0.1 m3s–1km–2,

the concentration of the Béoux is about 0.28 per cent, whereas it is only 0.13 per cent

in the Esconavette. This observation is of great importance when the problem is to

determine which of the two streams – Béoux or Esconavette – is likely to provide the

greater total volume of sediment to the Drôme River over a certain period of time. The

Esconavette is the best candidate for the Drôme replenishment programme in terms of

high-discharge events, whereas the Béoux has a better yield for low flows near the critical

discharge.

Although this case study is not necessarily extendable to other sites, some useful

general conclusions can be drawn: (1) this simple analysis based on bedload-transport

formulae with a threshold of motion allowed us to identify the potential tributaries to

implement a replenishment program; (2) as illustrated by the Valcroissant tributary,

a full analysis of the sediment recharge potential of a river basin requires two com-

plementary steps, the first being the determination of potential sediment sources and

the second being the determination of the sediment-transport capacity of the fluvial

network.

Practical management outcomes for sediment replenishment

What has been the practical outcome of the geomorphological investigations of the

Drôme tributaries? First, they contributed to the development of a number of manage-

ment principles for the Drôme catchment (Bravard et al., 1999): (1) preserve bedload

transport in tributaries, (2) maintain coupling between eroding slopes producing coarse

sediments and the channel network, (3) limit future erosion-control works on marly

slopes, (4) preserve aggrading reaches when flooding risks are acceptable, (5) in ag-

grading reaches where flooding risks are unacceptable, promote sediment-transport

enhancement actions (vegetation removal, remobilization trenches) instead of dredg-

ing operations, (6) delimit an erodible river corridor to preserve sediment recharge

from bank erosion. These recommendations were approved by the local management

commission and registered in a regional water master plan. This has been followed

by artificial replenishments of gravel related to specific opportunities. The dredging

of a sediment trap at the Rhône–Drôme confluence permitted the replenishment of

20 000 m3 of gravels to an upstream reach where embankments had been destabilized

by incision. The construction of a tunnel in the upper part of the basin provided an
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opportunity to recharge 25 000 m3 of fragmented excavated limestones in the Boulc

stream, a tributary to the Bez River.

Since 2005, the sediment replenishment of degraded reaches along the Drôme River

has been funded within the framework of an EU LIFE-Environment project (‘Forests for

Water’). The general objective of this project is to promote the integration of the forest

in the EU Water Framework Directive (Ferry, 2004). The Drôme River basin is one of

the European sites that have been selected for testing the applicability and efficiency of

forest-management actions for hydrosystem restoration. The specific objective in the

Drôme is to evaluate the forest influence on sediment supply from hillslopes and valley-

floor alluvial stores. Two experimental sites have been proposed by river scientists and

approved by stakeholders. The first is composed of paired and partially wooded gullies

considered to be representative of the dominant sediment source of the Drôme basin.

Drainage areas are between 0.14 and 0.17 ha. After a calibration period, one of the two

catchments has been deforested. Coarse-sediment traps located at the output of the

catchments allow measurement of the potential increase of sediment supply induced by

deforestation. The second site for experimental sediment recharge is along the Béoux

Torrent, which exhibits post-1950 forested alluvial terraces along its alluvial fan. A

portion of these terraces, located 2 km upstream from the Drôme confluence, has been

deforested in order to facilitate sediment recharge by bank erosion (Figure 12.10). These

two sites have been monitored since July 2005. An analysis of the geomorphic effect of

deforestation is not yet possible because there have not been any substantial rainfall

events to date. However, these experiments will provide valuable quantitative data for

the evaluation of sediment-replenishment programmes based on the reactivation of

hillslope and valley-floor sediment in tributary valleys.

A B

Figure 12.10 Experimental bedload replenishment site on the Béoux Torrent (drainage basin:

30 km2), a tributary to the Drôme River, before (A) and after (B) deforestation works. A portion of

a low wooded recent alluvial terrace was deforested in May 2005 to enhance sediment supply from

bank erosion. Upstream views.
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Conclusion

This chapter presents some conceptual tools and practical examples that indicate how

tributaries can be and have been utilized in the management of catchment-scale sed-

iment regimes. Tributaries are recognized as physical links by which the spatial and

temporal variability of catchment processes are transmitted to the recipient channel.

Therefore, both the spatial arrangement of tributaries in the drainage network and

the intrinsic characteristics of sub-basins play an important role in the magnitude and

spatial pattern of the tributary impact along trunk streams. This impact is driven by

the water and sediment supply; the higher these are relative to the main-stem water

discharge and sediment load, the higher the potential impact will be (see Ferguson and

Hoey, Chapter 11, this volume).

If tributary basins are to be manipulated to manage main-stem channel geomorphol-

ogy, then other important parameters need to be considered, such as the geomorphic

sensitivity and sediment-routing dynamics of the main stem, plus the relative cumula-

tive influence of other lateral sediment sources (e.g. landslides and bank erosion). Thus,

in some catchments, it has been demonstrated that tributaries only have a small effect

on the longitudinal patterns of main-stem morphology and sedimentology, these pat-

terns being mostly controlled by the processes of sediment-wave propagation through

the drainage network (Jacobson and Gran, 1999). The diachronic study of the changing

nature of tributaries is presented as a possible approach for evaluating their geomorphic

impact. This can help to predict future main-stem-channel responses and to determine

reaches where such responses are likely to occur. It is also possible to infer tributary

impact from the analysis of downstream trends in main-stem bed-material grain-size

shape, and lithological composition. This may be useful for identifying the most ac-

tive tributaries in terms of sediment supply. More quantitative approaches, based on

bedload-transport modelling and measurement are also possible. They provide valu-

able information about the tributary impact if they are integrated in a sediment-budget

framework, as illustrated for the Drôme tributaries.

Management actions to mitigate the impact of tributaries mostly concern the reg-

ulation of sediment and water regimes by catchment-scale management actions (i.e.

reforestation and erosion-control works). The effectiveness of such programmes re-

quires the predetermination of those tributaries that have a significant effect on the

main stem’s geomorphological regime. In such cases, it is important to consider the

time lag between the management action and its effect on the main channel down-

stream. The example of the Drôme River basin is particularly illustrative, since it shows

that regulation works conducted along some tributaries between 1860 and 1914 have

probably sustained a braided pattern in the main channel by the downstream propaga-

tion of incision along small torrents. It also shows a contrasting perception of tributaries

through time. Their sediment supply was considered as having a negative effect on the

main-stem corridor at the beginning of the twentieth century, when the main stem was
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aggrading, and now this is viewed as a positive contribution in the present-day context

of accelerating channel degradation in the main valley.

Some future research directions can be proposed for improving our understanding of

tributary geomorphic impact and the development of more appropriate management

tools. We think that the most important challenge is to understand sediment routing

through the channel network. This can be achieved through both the development

of theoretical tools that address this spatial scale (Benda and Dunne, 1997; Sklar et al.,

2006) and field observations and measurements of channel responses to disturbed

sediment regimes in adjusting river systems (Jacobson and Gran, 1999; Kasai et al.,

2004). It is the confrontation of such approaches that will give us the opportunity

to develop and test decision-making tools adapted for the integrative management of

fluvial systems.
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13
Confluence environments at the
scale of river networks

Lee Benda

Earth Systems Institute, USA

Introduction

The focus on tributary confluences in this book aims to advance our understanding of

rivers as branching networks in which populations of tributary junctions create zones of

mixing in the transport of water, sediment and organic material that lead to unique and

heterogeneous fluvial and riparian confluence environments. In this chapter, the term

‘confluence environment’ refers to observable differences in channel and valley mor-

phology that occur at or near confluences due to abrupt influxes of water, sediment and

organic material from tributary basins. The terms ‘confluences’ and ‘tributary junctions’

refer only to the physical intersection point between two channels that may or may not

have observable morphological effects. The potential controls on populations of conflu-

ence environments are evaluated within the context of the structure and scaling proper-

ties of river networks, including network patterns, drainage density and the power law of

stream sizes. In addition, because confluence environments are affected by the temporal

variability of sediment supply from tributary basins, the effect of branching networks

on the stochastic nature of sediment inputs is also considered. New perspectives of rivers

as networks that are comprised of both confluence and non-confluence environments

have the potential to underpin advances in fluvial geomorphology and riverine ecology,

and related endeavours pertaining to resource management and restoration science.

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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The abrupt influx of water, sediment and organic material from tributaries to main

rivers creates potentially significant aquatic and riparian confluence environments.

Changes in attributes such as flow discharge, sediment storage, wood storage, substrate

size, floodplain dimensions, terrace ages and valley widths that occur at or near conflu-

ences have important geomorphic and ecological implications (Best, 1986; Rice et al.,

2001; Benda et al., 2004a; Kiffney et al., 2006; Hoffman and Gabet, 2007; and see Ferguson

and Hoey, and Rice et al., Chapters 10 and 11, in this volume). In addition, because

of morphological changes that occur at confluences, the diversity of riparian and in-

stream morphologies (including their ages) may increase as one approaches confluence

environments from upstream or downstream (Benda et al., 2003a; Rice et al., 2006).

Exploring the relationships between confluence environments and the structure and

scaling properties of river networks opens new avenues for study. River networks have

many interesting properties that can influence the organization of confluence envi-

ronments in space and time. Although the structure of river networks varies in detail

from one watershed to another, thereby creating unique watershed environments, there

should be universal patterns across watersheds. For example, trellis-shaped river net-

works (in rectangular basins) have distinct distributions of tributary basin sizes com-

pared to dendritic networks (in oval basins), and stream orders (Strahler, 1952) and

tributary basins are hierarchically arrayed by their numbers and sizes, factors that can

affect the creation of confluence environments.

Episodically occurring erosion and sediment transport during or following storms,

floods and fires often form or rejuvenate tributary confluence environments, particu-

larly in upland landscapes. Consequently, fans at tributary mouths and their up- and

downstream zones of influence expand and contract over time in response to the tim-

ing of watershed disturbances (Benda et al., 2003b; Hoffman and Gabet, 2007). During

periods of low watershed erosion, riparian and stream morphology associated with con-

fluences can become eroded and thus diminish. Conversely, fans and their associated

stream morphology can expand during periods of heightened watershed disturbance.

Confluences can also amplify channel dynamics. The frequency and magnitude of sed-

iment fluctuations may be higher proximal to and downstream of confluences due to

the episodic inputs of sediment and water from the tributary. Additionally, areas up-

stream of confluences that may be wider and lower-gradient due to increased sediment

storage may interfere with the transport and storage of sediment and organic material

from upstream, altering the dynamic regime. Because the frequency and magnitude of

sediment supply and transport fluctuations are influenced by river network structure

and basin scale, the dynamic characteristics of confluence environments can vary with

position in the network.

River network structure and confluence environments

In this chapter, river network structure is considered in terms of (1) basin size and

shape, (2) network pattern, (3) the size difference between confluent tributaries, (4) the
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power law of stream sizes, (5) drainage and confluence density and (6) local network

geometry, including sequences of tributary intersections (Figure 13.1). The focus is on

the morphological properties of channels and valleys that occur at or near confluences

due to abrupt influxes of sediment, organic material and water. These include alluvial

and debris fans that impinge on channels, alluvial terraces, increased channel sinuosity,

variation in width-to-depth ratios, finer or coarser channel substrates and increased

variability of near-stream (riparian) and in-stream morphology close to confluences

(Table 13.1). Confluence effects are not reviewed in detail and readers are referred to

other chapters and to the sources referred to in Table 13.1.

Symmetry ratios and confluence environments

There are many factors that determine the type and magnitude of confluence envi-

ronments, including the size difference between two intersecting channels, the erosion

and sediment-transport characteristics of tributary basins, the grain size of transported

sediment, the longevity of tributary-related deposits, the geometry of the valley and

channel at confluences and downstream and the timing of stochastic watershed distur-

bances such as fires, storms and floods. Since one goal of this chapter is to examine how

river network structure can influence spatial patterns of confluence environments, the

two factors that are known to vary universally with basin-scale and network-branching

patterns are addressed here: the size difference between two intersecting channels and

the frequency and magnitude of erosion and sediment-transport processes.

Early work on tributary effects focused primarily on changes in hydraulic geometry

(i.e. width, depth and form ratio) due to changes in discharge between tributaries and

main stems (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1988) and focused on the ratio between discharge

(or its surrogate drainage area; see Miller, 1958) among the minor tributary (Q2),

major tributary (Q1) and the main stem downstream of the confluence (Q0) (Roy and

Woldenberg, 1986). Consistent morphological changes in the anticipated directions

(i.e. channel-width increases below the confluence; see Leopold et al., 1964) occurred

when the ratio between the minor and major tributaries (Q2/Q1), called the ‘symmetry

ratio’, was equivalent to 0.6 to 0.7, indicating a threshold relationship between tributary

and main-stem river sizes (Rhoads, 1987). In this chapter, a similar approach is taken

but the emphasis is on changes in channel and valley morphology at confluences due

to influxes of sediment and organic material from tributaries. Impacts are evaluated

according to the symmetry ratio, and that analysis is used to create a statistical model

to examine the role of river network structure on confluence environments.

Fourteen field studies that document confluence environments at 168 tributary

junctions in the western United States and Canada are used to construct the model

(Table 13.1). These confluences are located along 730 km of river channels, with drainage

areas that span seven orders of magnitude. The reader is referred to the individual studies

for details. In all cases, confluence environments were identified as those where there
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Figure 13.1 Elements of river network structure that may affect the development of confluence

environments include (A) watershed size and basin shape, (B) size difference between the tributary

and the channel it joins and the power law of stream sizes, (C) drainage and confluence density and

(D) local network geometry.
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were clear and observable geomorphological impacts in the recipient channel. Symmetry

ratios for these junctions are then assumed to be characteristic of those where confluence

environments are likely.

The data on confluence environments in Table 13.1 represent a range of sediment-

transporting mechanisms, including debris flow, flash flood and fluvial processes (Figure

13.2(A)). In humid landscapes, the data are partitioned by two transport mechanisms

across watershed sizes. Debris flows occur within basins typically less than 1 km2 and

the confluence environments they form (boulder deposits, log jams, gradient knick-

points and channel meanders) are restricted to main stems of less than approximately

50 km2. Also in humid areas, confluence environments constructed by fluvial processes

(represented by changes in grain size, increases in sediment storage, and increased me-

anders and channel anastomosing) dominate in streams with drainage areas that range

from 50 km2 to 2000 km2 (Table 13.1, Figure 13.2(A)). The relationship is less dis-

tinct in semi-arid rivers: there is a large degree of overlap between alluvial processes

and debris-flow/flash-flood processes across the entire range of main-stem drainage

areas, from 100 to 400 000 km2. These data indicate that flash-flood, debris-flow and

alluvial processes occur across the same range of tributary basin areas, likely reflecting

landscapes susceptible to episodic high-intensity thunderstorms on land surfaces with

sparse vegetative cover. Thus, flash floods may occur at certain times and less intense

runoff events during other times.

Overall, larger tributary basins are associated with confluence environments in larger

rivers (Figure 13.2(A)) (see Benda et al., 2004a for further details). For example, debris

flows that originate from small basins (0.01 to 1 km2 in drainage area) create confluence

environments in basins of 1 to 50 km2. By contrast, confluence environments in larger

rivers (1000–400 000 km2) are associated with larger tributaries (10–10 000 km2). The

data also reveal a threshold in which tributary basins less than approximately 1 km2

do not affect main-stem rivers greater than approximately 50 km2. This is significant

because it indicates how the power-law distribution of channel sizes (e.g. ‘the law of

stream numbers’, Horton, 1945), and by analogy the confluence environments linked

→
Figure 13.2 (A) Comparison of tributary basin area and main-stem drainage area for 168 tributaries

where confluence environments have been documented. Data are taken from the studies listed in

Table 13.1. The dashed horizontal line represents the approximate drainage area threshold for first-

and second-order streams that comprise the majority of stream sizes and their confluences. The

power relationship to the left of the y axis illustrates the decreasing proportion of large tributary

basin sizes within a basin. (B) Ratio of tributary to main-stem drainage area (symmetry ratio) for

confluence environments and tributary junctions without confluence environments for both humid

and semi-arid environments. The diagonal line corresponds to the smallest tributaries considered. (C)

Logistic regression is used to estimate the probability of a confluence environment using symmetry

ratios (B) for humid environments. Dashed lines show maximum likelihood 95 per cent confidence

intervals. Reproduced from Water Resources Research 40: W05402, (2004)
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to those channels, constrains the formation of confluence environments at the scale of

entire networks. For example, in humid landscapes the majority (70 to 80 per cent)

of tributary basins are of first- and second-order and are less than 1 km2 in drainage

area (Benda and Dunne, 1997a). This implies that only 20 to 30 per cent of tributary

junctions (of third- and higher- order) are available to create confluence environments

in rivers with a drainage area greater than approximately 50 km2. Although not shown

in Figure 13.2, data from regulated rivers (see Table 13.1) reveal that small tributaries

can trigger confluence effects in large, dammed rivers pointing to the effects of reduced

flooding erosion on confluence-related landforms (see also Melis et al., 1995).

The data in Figure 13.2(A) were used to identify symmetry ratios for the tributary

junctions where confluence environments were observed and/or measured. Similarly,

the symmetry ratios for tributaries along the same 730 km of channel where confluence

environments were not observed and recorded were computed (Figure 13.2(B)). The

symmetry ratios reveal that for any main-stem drainage area, the proportion of all

tributary junctions that create confluence environments increases as the symmetry

ratio increases (Figure 13.2(B)).

Why should higher symmetry ratios correspond to confluence environments as

shown in Figure 13.2? Larger tributaries produce more sediment and commonly have

larger alluvial fans compared to smaller basins (Bull, 1977) and this principle extends to

small headwater basins (< 1 km2 in area), where larger catchments produce debris flows

of larger volumes. Larger tributary basins also have a higher frequency of sediment-

transporting events (Benda and Dunne, 1997b). Thus, the overall pattern where larger

tributaries are associated with confluence environments in larger main-stem rivers

likely corresponds to larger tributaries producing more sediment and a greater number

of events that promote the formation and increased longevity of confluence-related ri-

parian and channel morphology. The ability of coarse-textured debris-flow deposits to

survive in-stream erosion should be greater than finer-textured alluvial deposits. Nev-

ertheless, debris-flow deposits are not recorded in channels greater than approximately

50 km2, and thus are also sensitive to symmetry-ratio constraints.

That larger tributaries are associated with confluence environments in larger rivers

likely reflects other factors in addition to the symmetry ratio, including variation in

erosion and sedimentation regimes, grain size of transported sediment and valley mor-

phology. These factors for the most part are not known in the studies and hence could

not be incorporated into the model. For example, debris-flow deposits in streams that

contain boulders (limited in the data to rivers of less than 50 km2) may have a higher

longevity compared to alluvial deposits, and debris flows can be of a high volume, even

from small tributary basins, because they are a form of mass wasting. This may help to

explain the non-distinct separation of confluence from non-confluence environments

based on symmetry ratio, a pattern evident in the data in the humid, debris-flow region

of Figure 13.2(B).
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Stochastic sediment pulses contribute to the formation of confluence environments,

particularly in mountain terrains (e.g. Meyer et al., 2001; Meyer and Pierce, 2003).

Identifying confluence environments may therefore depend on the length of time since

the last erosion and sediment-transport event, and this may be specific to individ-

ual tributary basins. Thus, for a given symmetry ratio, some proportion of junctions

may have confluence environments and some may not, simply because of the time

elapsed since the last formative event. Confluence environments formed at the mouths

of larger tributaries, however, may be more frequently active because of an increase

in sediment-transport frequency with distance downstream in river networks (Benda

and Dunne, 1997b). There is some evidence of this in Figure 13.2(B), where the overall

proportion of confluence to non-confluence environments increases with increasing

drainage area.

Because of the lack of specificity about the types, length scales, composition and

ages of observed confluence environments in the literature as a whole (e.g. Table

13.1), logistic regression was used to specify the relation between symmetry ratio

and the binomial response: ‘confluence environment’ or ‘no confluence environ-

ment’ (Benda et al., 2004b). The data in Figure 13.2(B) were binned by symmetry

ratio and logistic regression used to describe the proportion of confluence environ-

ments within each bin. The logistic model specifies the probability of a confluence

environment as:

Pe = exp(g (x))/(1 + exp(g (x))) (13.1)

where Pe is the probability of a confluence environment and g (x) is fitted to the data

shown in Figure 13.2(B). Confluence environments are defined very generally as those

listed in Table 13.1 and are not differentiated according to type or magnitude.

Using data for humid environments only for illustration, the regression is:

g (x) = 3.79 + 1.96 ∗ log(ta/ma ) (13.2)

where ta /ma is the ratio of tributary-to-main-stem drainage area (symmetry ra-

tio). Based on this equation, there is an 85 per cent probability that a tributary

with a drainage area one-tenth that of the main stem will create a confluence en-

vironment (Figure 13.2(C)). The probability decreases to less than 10 per cent for

tributary basins with symmetry ratios below 0.001. No distinction is made for lo-

cation of confluences within the river network and thus deposit survivability or

the frequency of sediment pulses that can affect confluence environments; the ef-

fect of network structure on stochastic sediment supply is considered later in the

chapter.
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Basin shape, network patterns and confluence
environments

The scaling relationship between the symmetry ratio of confluent tributaries and the

probability of confluence effects (Figure 13.2(C) and Equation 13.2) is used to consider

how spatial controls on tributary sizes can influence the distribution of confluence en-

vironments within watersheds, specifically the morphological changes listed in Table

13.1. First and foremost, the shapes of drainage basins that correspond to geometric pat-

terns of river networks place first-order constraints on the spatial pattern (number and

spacing) of confluence environments. For instance, dendritic networks tend to create

heart- or pear-shaped basins (e.g. compact basins), while trellis networks tend to create

elongate or rectangular basins (Figure 13.3(A) and (B)). Increasing basin width down-

stream in compact basins leads to a coalescing of many small channels into channels of

increasing size (i.e. increasing stream order) thereby creating larger tributary streams

that intersect main-stem channels. A series of larger tributary channels intersecting

a main-stem river creates higher symmetry ratios and thus the occurrence of higher

probabilities of confluence environments downstream (Figure 13.3(C)). In contrast,

basin width does not increase as significantly downstream in rectangular watersheds

resulting in less opportunity for encountering larger tributaries, and consequently the

symmetry ratio (and thus the probability of confluence environments) should decline

downstream (Figure 13.3(C)).

The control of network pattern and basin shape on confluence environments is il-

lustrated in an 1800 km2 drainage basin in the Oregon Coast Range (USA) using the

logistic regression for humid basins (Equation 13.2). The Siuslaw River basin contains

both compact and rectangular sub-basins and thus a large range of predicted confluence

probabilities (Figure 13.4(A)). In the rectangular basin containing the trellis network,

the predicted confluence probabilities get smaller downstream, in most cases below p =

0.5 in the lower half of the basin, and hence there may be few confluence environments

in that area (Figure 13.4(B)). In contrast, in the compact sub-basin, the probability of

confluence environments starts high at the head of the basin but remains high inter-

mittently (often approaching p = 1) due to the intersection of large tributaries in the

dendritic network (Figure 13.4(C)).

Confluence environments, however, are not limited to the intersection point be-

tween two tributaries, but rather confluence-related landforms and stream morphology

can extend downstream considerable distances (Rice et al., 2001; Benda et al., 2003a;

Hoffman and Gabet, 2007). To account for this, the statistical confluence model is ex-

tended in this chapter to illustrate how the spatial pattern of confluence environments

may change downstream in river networks beyond individual confluence points. In this

model, tributaries are viewed in terms of sedimentary links with a downstream decay

in confluence-related environments, including a decrease in grain size downstream of
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Figure 13.3 Basin shape and network patterns affect the downstream distribution of tributary

basin sizes. (A) Oval basins (with dendritic networks) promote an increase in the size of tributaries

(length and width) downstream. (B) Rectangular basins (with trellis networks) limit the sizes of

tributaries downstream. (C) Oval basins should promote higher symmetry ratios (and thus a higher

probability of confluence environments) downstream compared to trellis networks. (D) Dendritic

networks also promote larger spacing, z, between confluence environments.
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Figure 13.4 (A) The probability of confluence environments is predicted for an 1800-km2 basin

in the Oregon Coast Range (USA) using the logistic regression in Figure 13.2(C). The compact (C)

and rectangular (B) sub-basins have very different downstream patterns of predicted confluence

environments. Using an updated model (since Benda et al., 2004b) that predicts the downstream

decay of confluence probabilities along the channel network, the longitudinal patterns of confluence

environments vary between compact (D) and rectangular (E) basins; the darker, smoother lines

represent a 1000-m moving average. The asymmetric location of the main stem within a basin (F)

affects patterns of confluence probabilities. River segments #1 and #2 refer to Figure 13.6(C). Maps

and plots of confluence environments generated by NetMap. Reproduced from Forest Sciences. 53:

206–209 (2007).
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sediment sources, and specifically tributary junctions (sensu Rice, 1998; Rice et al.,

2001). To apply this concept here, the probability of confluence environments (e.g.

Figure 13.2(C)) is applied to main-stem channels downstream of each tributary junc-

tion, with a magnitude that decays exponentially with distance downstream from con-

fluences using:

px = px0e−αx (13.3)

where px is the probability of confluence environments at a distance x downstream

from the tributary, px0 is the confluence probability associated with specific tributaries

and α is a decay coefficient (also called a ‘diminution rate’). A decay coefficient of

0.5 km–1 is used here for illustration.

Using this updated model in the Siuslaw basin reveals two different patterns of fluctu-

ating confluence environments along channel networks between the trellis (rectangular

basin) and dendritic (compact) networks (Figure 13.4). In both networks, the upper

region of the basins has the highest frequency and the consistently highest predicted

probabilities of confluence environments (Figure 13.4(D) and (E)). This is because nu-

merous, small, headwater tributary confluences have high symmetry ratios, a pattern

that breaks down lower in networks as small headwater tributaries encounter increasing

main-stem channel sizes. This has implications for the spatial scale of channel morpho-

logical diversity driven by confluences, a process discussed later in the chapter. The

compact sub-basin in the Siuslaw watershed is characterized by intermittent high prob-

ability values of confluence environments downstream (Figure 13.4(D)), corresponding

to the conceptual model in Figure 13.3(C). The trellis network in the rectangular basin,

in contrast, shows a consistent downstream decline in probabilities of confluence en-

vironments (Figure 13.4(E)), also in agreement with the conceptual model (Figure

13.3(C)). Specific fluctuations in confluence probabilities along the channels in both

basins reflect variations in local network geometry that create either long stretches of

channels with no major junctions or a tight spacing of several large tributaries (e.g.

Figure 13.1(D)).

In addition to basin shape and network pattern, the location of the main channel

within a basin should also influence the spatial pattern of tributary basin sizes. A channel

that is asymmetrically oriented within its basin (Figure 13.4(F)) will reduce tributary

sizes (and hence the likelihood of confluence effects) on one side of the basin while

increasing tributary sizes (and hence confluence effects) on the other side.

The channel-asymmetry factor, along with different network patterns and basin

shapes, illustrates how network structure can potentially organize the spatial distribu-

tion of confluence environments in a watershed. Such network factors could be used

to create classification systems for differentiating among spatial patterns of potential

confluence environments and hence the degree of physical heterogeneity in river sys-

tems driven by confluences (e.g. Benda et al., 2007). The relationships among basin
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size, network configuration, basin shape and orientation of main-stem rivers can be

expressed as a set of testable hypotheses that emphasize river systems as networks com-

prising confluence and non-confluence environments (see Discussion, below).

Local network geometry

The roles of basin shape and network geometry on confluence environments describe

general tendencies about how confluence environments can be organized by the struc-

ture of drainage networks. However, local network geometry may cause deviations from

these central tendencies (e.g. Figure 13.1(D)). For example, confluence environments

can be separated by long distances because of resistant bedrock or the random evolution

of river networks (e.g. low probability of confluence environments between 8 and 15 km

in the compact basin, Figure 13.4(D)). Likewise, structural controls, such as faults or

mechanically weak rocks, may lead to a concentration of confluences in certain parts of

networks.

Another aspect of local network geometry, the angle between two intersecting tribu-

taries, may also influence the spatial distribution of confluence environments. Mosley

(1976) and Best (1986) document how bar size, bar location and scour depth increased

as the confluence angle increased. In addition, confluence angles greater than 70◦ pro-

moted the deposition of debris flows and the creation of fans at confluences of first-

and second-order streams with higher-order channels in a humid mountain landscape

(Benda and Cundy, 1990). In headwater areas of watersheds, narrow tributary-junction

angles may dominate with the deposition of debris flows creating spatially contiguous

valley fills (Lancaster et al., 2001). The opposite appears to hold in larger channels that

are characterized by larger tributary-confluence angles (Lubowe, 1964) where discrete

fans are more likely to create confluence effects (Bigelow et al., 2007).

The constraint of junction angles on confluence environments has implications for

populations of confluences in river networks. Low junction angles, characteristic of

parallel and sub-parallel drainage networks (Zernitz, 1932), often in rectangular basins,

may reduce the opportunity for confluence environments in contrast to dendritic net-

works (in oval basins) characterized by higher junction angles that may create a greater

likelihood of confluence environments. In general, junction angles increase as the size

or stream order of the receiving stream increases, ranging from approximately 40◦ at

stream order one to approximately 90◦at stream order four (Lubowe, 1964).

Drainage and confluence density

Variations in drainage density and hence junction density may influence the occurrence

of confluence environments across watersheds (e.g. Figure 13.1(C)). Confluence density

should theoretically scale with drainage density, although network patterns could also
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moderate this. Drainage densities in semi-arid to humid landscapes can range from

approximately 2 to 12 km km–2, reflecting variations in climate, vegetation, bedrock

and landscape age (Abrahams, 1972; Grant, 1997). Presently, little is known about how

confluence density varies across watersheds or landscapes.

For illustration in this chapter, confluence density (number km–2) was estimated

in sub-basins of the Hunter Creek watershed (115 km2) in western Oregon, USA and

ranged from less than one to approximately eight (Figure 13.5(A)). Confluence density

should reflect drainage density, and the total length of channels in a basin depends on

locations of channel heads. To define channel heads in the Hunter Creek basin, the chan-

nel head slope–area relationship for the Oregon Coast Range was used (Montgomery

and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993). The variation in total junction density, however, may

not relate directly to the variation in the density of confluence environments. For ex-

ample, the proportion of confluence environments associated with a p > 0.7 (using

Equation 13.2) reveals somewhat different patterns and ranged from less than 16 per

cent to approximately 70 per cent (Figure 13.5(B)). The highest proportions of predicted

confluence environments are generally located in sub-basins at the heads of networks,

probably reflecting the concentration of high probability values due to small tributary

basins intersecting small- to moderate-size main-stem channels (this effect is also ap-

parent in Figure 13.4(D) and (E)). Overall, there is a weak dependence of junction

density with drainage density across the Hunter Creek sub-basins (n = 26); a linear

regression revealed an r 2 of 0.31.

It is likely that areas of watersheds with higher probabilities of confluence environ-

ments should have more confluence-related morphology, thereby affecting fluvial geo-

morphic processes and associated riverine ecosystems, including differences in channel

and valley-floor heterogeneity (Table 13.2).

River network scaling properties of confluence
environments

Separation distance of confluence environments

The observation that larger tributary basins are required to create confluence environ-

ments in larger main-stem channels (Figure 13.2) introduces a scaling effect in a wa-

tershed’s confluence environments. Larger tributary basins are characterized by greater

length as well as width (Hack, 1957). Thus, tributaries of increasing width take up more

space, and therefore confluence environments associated with larger tributaries should

be separated by an increasing distance downstream along river channels (Abrahams,

1984). This prediction is apparent in the Siuslaw example (Figure 13.4(D) and (E))

and supported by field data from the studies listed in Table 13.1 (Figure 13.6(A)). For

example, in the upper portions of humid drainage basins, confluence environments are
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Figure 13.5 (A) Confluence density (# km–2) varies across Hunter Creek, a 115-km2 basin in western

Oregon (USA). (B) The proportion of confluence environments with a predicted high probability

(p > 0.7) shows different spatial patterns; sub-basins with the highest junction density may or may

not have the highest density of significant confluences.
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spaced, on average, several hundred metres apart, reflecting the spacing of low-order

tributaries prone to debris flows (Hogan et al., 1998; Benda et al., 2003a; Bigelow et

al., 2007). In contrast, in larger basins of up to 300 000 km2, the distance separating

confluence environments is in the order of several kilometres to tens of kilometres

(Baxter, 2002; Benda et al., 2003b). The confluence environment model (Figure 13.2(C),

Equation 13.2) applied to the Siuslaw watershed and using p > 0.75 as an illustrative

threshold for the presence of confluence environments also reveals a pattern of increasing

distance between confluence environments as the main-stem’s drainage area increases

(Figure 13.6(B)). The patterns revealed in Figures 13.6(A) and (B) represent central

tendencies, but actual patterns of confluence separation distance are highly variable,

depending on local network geometry (Figure 13.6(C)). Nevertheless, the field data

and the Siuslaw model show that confluence environments are more closely spaced in

smaller streams compared to larger rivers. This highlights the variable spatial scale of

morphological diversity driven by confluences in watersheds.

The law of stream sizes and the spatial scale of
morphological diversity related to confluences

Another scaling property of confluence environments relates to the power-law distri-

bution of stream sizes within channel networks (e.g., Horton, 1945). There are many

smaller tributaries than larger tributaries within a watershed and consequently the ma-

jority of confluence environments should be located relatively close to one another in

relatively small basins. For example, in the 1800 km2 Siuslaw watershed, approximately

50 per cent of tributaries with a large probability of creating confluence effects (e.g.

p > 0.75) are predicted to be within 500 m of each other in small- to moderate-size

basins (Figure 13.6(D)). Confluence separation distances of less than 500 m correspond

to main-stem drainage areas of approximately 1 to 50 km2 in the Siuslaw basin (Fig-

ure 13.6(B)). Hence, the spatial scale of morphological diversity created by confluence

environments in watersheds is defined by a power law (e.g. Figure 13.6(B)), a pattern

reflecting the hierarchical branching of river networks.

←
Figure 13.6 (A) The distance separating confluence environments increases downstream in the

studies listed in Table 13.1. (B) Spacing for tributaries with predicted confluence environments of

p > 0.75 increases downstream in the Siuslaw River basin (see also Figure 13.4). (C) Individual river

segments in the Siuslaw River basin (starting from headwaters) reveal large variability in spacing

of confluence environments (with p > 0.75) due to variations in local network geometry (see Figure

13.4 for locations of river segments #1 and #2). (D) The distance between confluence environments

(with p > 0.75) within the Siuslaw River basin is non-linearly distributed reflecting the power law

of stream sizes.
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Longitudinal extent and size of confluence environments

A third scaling property of confluence-related morphology is that the sizes of con-

fluence environments associated with tributaries increase downstream (Figure 13.7).

Although the field data are sparse (Studies #1, 5, 6, 11 and 14 in Table 13.1), the length

of channels affected by confluences ranges from approximately 100 m in basins less than

approximately 10 km2 to several kilometres in basins between approximately 10 000 and

300 000 km2 (Figure 13.7). This pattern is anticipated since the channel gradient declines

with increasing river size. Hence, any vertical obstruction in a channel that interferes

with the transport of sediment or wood (e.g. boulders or woody debris associated with

tributary inputs), and thus contributes to the production of a confluence environment,

should influence a channel distance upstream at least equivalent to the height of the

obstruction divided by the tangent of the underlying stream gradient.

Figure 13.7 The length of confluence environments increases downstream (data fromTable 13.1).

The relative proportion of confluence environments in networks

Two of the scaling properties described above lead to a third. The proportion of chan-

nel length potentially affected by confluences (i.e. physical effects such as changes in

grain size, channel slope etc.) along a continuum of drainage areas can be estimated

by dividing the length of confluence effects (Figure 13.7) by the average separation dis-

tance between confluence environments (Figure 13.6(A)). Linear regressions are fitted

to the data on spacing between confluence environments and the length of confluence

environments. The estimated proportion of confluence-affected environments in chan-

nels according to drainage area remains approximately constant across drainage areas

and is about 40 per cent. This is due to the non-linear increase in both confluence-

environment separation distance and length that increase similarly downstream. The
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proportion of channel length affected by confluences, however, should be strongly in-

fluenced by the timing and location of watershed disturbances, such as storms, floods

and fires.

There are few field data to compare with the predicted proportion of conflu-

ence environments. For moderate-size mountain streams in the Oregon Coast Range

(10 km2), Bigelow et al. (2007) document that debris fans (formed at the mouths of

first- and second-order channels) that can affect channel morphology bordered ap-

proximately 50 per cent of the channel length. The occurrence of channels intersecting

small streams from both sides of the valley often cause overlaps of confluence-related

deposits that can increase the difficulty of differentiating one confluence environment

from another (Bigelow et al., 2007). At a larger basin scale (450–500 km2), Baxter (2002)

classifies approximately 20 per cent of the length of the Wenaha River in eastern Oregon,

USA as confluence environments.

Stochastic watershed processes: river network organization
of erosion and sediment-supply dynamics

The preceding portion of this chapter describes controls that river networks can impose

on the spatial distribution of confluence environments. Many confluence environments

are strongly influenced by the stochastic nature of storms, floods and erosion that cre-

ate episodic sediment supply and transport, particularly in upland catchments. Con-

sequently, confluence environments may have a distinct temporal dimension that can

also vary according to river network structure and basin scale. The role of river network

structure on the stochastic dimension of confluence environments is the topic of this

section.

It is the episodic nature of sediment and organic material flux that creates many

of the observed confluence-related landforms (Miller et al., 2003), particularly in the

studies recorded in Table 13.1. For example, the highly episodic nature of debris flows

and flash floods driven by large storms creates, at confluences, debris and alluvial fans,

fan-induced elevation knickpoints (leading to changes in channel gradients and channel

widths), boulder accumulations (leading to rapids), log jams and terraces of various

ages (Benda, 1990; Grant and Swanson, 1995, Melis et al., 1995; Benda et al., 2003b;

Hoffman and Gabet, 2007). In larger channels, flood events that transport large volumes

of bedload create other types of fluvial environments, including persistent changes in

channel-substrate size, patterns of bar accumulation (e.g. Church, 1983; Rice, 1998),

channel meanders, pools, fans and terraces. Thus, confluence environments can be reju-

venated during and immediately following periods of accelerated supply and transport

of sediment, but they can diminish during periods of low watershed disturbance due

to the fluvial erosion of confluence-related deposits.
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The role of hierarchical branching networks on the
frequency and magnitude of sediment supply, transport
and storage

The hierarchical branching of river networks introduces an interesting scaling effect

in the frequency and magnitude of sediment supply and thus sediment transport in

watersheds. Because of the spatial patchiness and stochastic nature of the climate system
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and the heterogeneity of land-surface properties, channels receive a series of sediment

pulses over time (rather than a continuous supply of sediment) (Hack and Goodlett,

1960; Dietrich and Dunne, 1978; Pearce and Watson, 1986). In the context of sediment

supply to channel networks, the majority of sediment source areas within a hierarchically

branching river network are small tributary sub-basins less than one square kilometre

in area. Simulation modelling has illustrated that channels receive sediment from a

multitude of tributary sources (0.01 to 1 km2) over time, the number of which increases

rapidly and non-linearly downstream (Figure 13.8(A)). This leads to a fluctuating time

series (102–103 yr) of sediment supply, transport, and storage in main-stem channels

that is illustrated hypothetically in Figure 13.8(B). Upper portions of watersheds with

few sediment sources are characterized by infrequent and high-magnitude sediment

pulses. With increasing distance downstream, sediment supply and storage fluctuations

increase in frequency but decrease in magnitude.

Because of the stochastic nature of storms that trigger erosion, the predicted prob-

ability density of sediment supply and storage (defined by frequency and magnitude)

is generally right skewed in the upper parts of basins (Figure 13.8(C)) (Benda and

Dunne, 1997a). However, the probability density of sediment supply and storage in

channels is predicted to evolve downstream from right-skewed (in upper basins) to

more symmetrical forms (Figure 13.8(C)). This is because a hierarchical network leads

to the summing, or convolution, of the large number of probability densities (e.g. skewed

sediment-supply distributions) in headwater basins over time. It is therefore likely that a

more symmetrical or normal probability distribution evolves as the number of sediment

←
Figure 13.8 This figure illustrates aspects of the stochastic dimension of sediment supply and

storage downstream in a river network using simulation modelling (adapted from Benda and Dunne,

1997). (A) The number of tributary sediment sources increases rapidly downstream along the North

Fork of the Smith River in the central Oregon Coast Range, USA. (B) The computer-simulated time

series of sediment supply (represented as channel-sediment storage using channel-sediment depth

as a surrogate) is shown at three spatial scales within an actual watershed. Note the variation in

frequency, magnitude and average sediment storage with drainage area. (C) Time series of fluctuat-

ing sediment storage (depth) in channels are represented by probability density functions. (D) The

evolving probability density of sediment flux and storage (C) leads to a hypothesis (Table 13.2):

a higher proportion of older confluence-related morphology occurs in upper networks and a higher

proportion of younger confluence-related morphology and hence more persistent confluence envi-

ronments will be found in the lower portions of networks (Benda et al., 2004b). (E) The simulation

modelling leads to another hypothesis regarding river network dynamics: the highest frequency of

intermediate-size disturbances occurs in the central network potentially creating a zone of height-

ened channel dynamics (see Table 13.2). (F) An inference that can be drawn from the field data on

confluence environments (Figure 13.1, Table 13.1) and simulation modelling is that channel dis-

turbances (from fires, storms and floods) are locally amplified at confluences thus creating unique

regions of channel dynamics.
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sources increases downstream, a physical manifestation of the central limit theorem

(Benda and Dunne, 1997b). Other factors are also involved in this likely downstream

shift, including selective transport and temporary sediment storage (e.g. in bars or be-

hind log jams), particle breakdown that causes diffusion and attrition of bed-material

pulses downstream, and an increasing store of sediment in larger and lower-gradient

channels that reduces the ability of lower-magnitude sediment-supply fluctuations to

alter storage and thus channel morphology.

Pulses of channel-sediment supply and corresponding changes in channel-sediment

storage that are predicted to increase in frequency but decrease in magnitude down-

stream have ramifications for the age distribution of confluence-related landforms,

including fans, terraces and associated fluvial features. Fans constructed by debris flows

or flash floods at outlets of small headwater basins are formed during high-magnitude

events having a frequency in the order of many decades to centuries (Wohl and Pearthree,

1991; Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Meyer et al., 2001; May and Gresswell, 2003). Hence,

at any point in time, the observed age distribution of fans at the mouths of small

basins (and associated confluence-related riparian and fluvial features) should be, by

inference, skewed towards older, eroded features (see Figure 13.8(D) and also Figure

11 in Benda et al., 2004b). Moving downstream in larger networks, the skew of sedi-

ment supply and storage that rejuvenates confluence environments is predicted to be

lower (i.e. higher frequency but lower magnitude) primarily because of an increasing

number of runoff-generated floods. Therefore, on average, the age distribution of fans

and related fluvial landforms both up- and downstream of confluences at the mouths

of larger basins should have a higher proportion of younger- to middle-aged features

(perhaps less than 50 to 100 years and commonly in the range of decades). These tem-

porally averaged patterns can be locally altered by very large storms or fires that trigger

widespread basin erosion (e.g. during hurricanes; see Hack and Goodlett, 1960). For in-

stance, during periods of wildfires and large storms, the age distribution of fans can shift

towards younger ages, and a higher proportion of confluences can significantly affect

main-stem channel morphology. Likewise, climate change or changes in landslide rates

associated with land use (e.g. Montgomery et al., 2000) should alter the age distribution

of fan deposits and hence the degree of physical heterogeneity linked to them (Benda

et al., 2003a).

The pattern of sediment-related frequency of channel dynamics increasing down-

stream while the magnitude diminishes may create a zone in river networks where

sediment-related channel (and floodplain) changes may be most pronounced. In the

upper network, disturbances may be of the highest magnitude and have the largest

geomorphic effect but occur rarely (decades to centuries). In the lower network, distur-

bances may be of a much lower magnitude, occur commonly (years) but do relatively

less geomorphic work. Thus, there may be a region in the central part of the net-

work where intermediate-magnitude, sediment-related disturbances (that can trigger

changes in channel and floodplain morphology), including at confluences, occur with
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a sufficient frequency (decades) to create a zone of highest sediment-supply, -transport

and -storage dynamics (Figure 13.8(E)) (see hypotheses in Table 13.2).

Discussion

Confluence environments in the context of river networks:
testable hypotheses

The relationships among network structure, the scaling properties of river networks,

stochastic watershed processes and the spatial and temporal organization of conflu-

ence environments can be cast as a set of testable hypotheses. The most fundamental

hypothesis is that as the ratio of tributary-to-main-stem drainage area increases so

does the probability of observing a confluence effect (Hypothesis #1, Table 13.2), al-

though the disturbance regime in a watershed should influence the probability. There

are a series of more interesting hypotheses pertaining to how basin shape, network

geometry (including drainage density) and stream-scaling laws may influence the spa-

tial pattern of confluence environments and confluence-related heterogeneity in river

basins (Hypotheses #2–8, Table 13.2). Stochastic watershed processes reflecting regional-

disturbance regimes, basin size and network geometry also lead to testable hypotheses

about the organization of confluence environments. For example, a higher frequency of

lower-magnitude sediment pulses is predicted to lead to a higher proportion of younger-

age confluence environments in the lower portion of river networks (Hypothesis #9,

Table 13.2).

For the most part, these hypotheses pertain to the characteristics of populations

of confluences within a large watershed or across a series of watersheds. They will be

challenging to evaluate, considering the intensity of field analysis that may be necessary.

Even determining how a single confluence environment (or a contiguous series of

confluence environments) affects the morphology of channels is not trivial, based on

the detailed information that must be collected and analysed (e.g. Rice et al., 2001;

Benda et al., 2003a; Kiffney et al., 2006; Hoffman and Gabet, 2007). In addition, since

confluence environments can wax and wane based on the time that has elapsed since the

last local disturbance, the historical timing of watershed events, such as storms, floods

and fires, introduces additional complexity to the analyses of confluence environments

in space and time. Despite the potential difficulties, the study of the river network

organization of geomorphic processes (and related ecological processes) at confluences

should prove fruitful but may require new and innovative types of analyses. For example,

high-resolution topographic data (light detection and ranging, or LiDAR) may prove

valuable in resolving confluence effects over large geographic areas. See Torgersen et al.,

Chapter 9, this volume, for further consideration of this issue.
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A network runs through it: support for emerging concepts in
watershed and river ecology

Principles of geomorphology have provided the physical templates for river ecology.

A good example is the River Continuum Concept (RCC; Vannote et al., 1980), which

was based on early principles of fluvial geomorphology that emphasized spatially and

temporally averaged downstream changes in channel morphology over many orders

of magnitude (e.g. Leopold et al., 1964). The RCC emphasized gradual adjustments

of biota and ecosystem processes in rivers and de-emphasized habitat dynamics and

heterogeneity. The linear-homogeneous (non-network-variable) perspective embodied

in the RCC dominated river ecology in the latter portion of the twentieth century (Fisher,

1997), despite the fact that downstream interruptions in channel and valley morphology

due to a host of factors including tributary confluences and alternating canyons and

floodplains have long been observed (Bruns et al., 1984; Minshall et al., 1985; Perry and

Schaeffer, 1987).

In what amounted to a marked evolution in riverine ecology during the two decades

straddling the turn of the century, current perspectives focus on physical and biological

heterogeneity, dynamics (disturbance) and scale, described variously as: (1) ‘hierarchical

patch dynamics’ (Frissel et al., 1986; Wu and Loucks, 1995; Townsend, 1989; Poole,

2002), (2) ‘riverscapes’, or a landscape view of rivers that embrace physical heterogeneity

(Schlosser, 1991; Ward et al., 2002; Fausch et al., 2002; Wiens, 2002) and (3) ‘natural

disturbance’, or dynamics in aquatic systems (Resh et al., 1988; Reeves et al., 1995;

Poff et al., 1997). Geomorphic perspectives that evaluate rivers as networks affecting

fluvial processes, forms and physical heterogeneity driven by drainage structure, scaling

properties and dynamic processes can provide support for emerging perspectives in river

ecology. Future advances in the fields of geomorphology and river ecology may consider

how network structure organizes other watershed processes relevant to aquatic and

riparian environments, such as longitudinal profiles, valley morphology and the flux and

storage of organic material. Conceptual and numerical frameworks that consider rivers

as networks but circumscribed within watersheds containing variation in lithology,

topography, climate and vegetation await further development and refinement.

River networks, resource management and river restoration

One obvious application for emerging geomorphic and ecological principles that focus

on rivers as networks and on watershed dynamics is in the field of river restoration.

Significant time and capital are spent on the restoration of watersheds and their stream

networks to reverse decades and sometimes centuries of the impact of human land

use on aquatic ecosystems. One pervasive impact is the reduction of riverine diversity

through diking, dredging, the removal of log jams and damming. Consequently, a

major objective of restoration has been to restore heterogeneity to near-natural levels.
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Because of the recognized importance of confluences in creating riverine heterogeneity,

restoration might be focused on maintaining certain watershed processes that maintain

confluence environments.

Another objective of river restoration is to focus energy in the best places (i.e. to

restore the intrinsically best habitats). Although in an early stage of investigation, trib-

utary confluences appear to be one type of biological hotspot for a variety of reasons,

including thermal refugia, physical heterogeneity (and hence biological diversity) and

dispersal corridors (see Rice et al., Chapter 11, this volume). Consequently, an improved

understanding about how confluences function over time and how confluence envi-

ronments are organized within networks can help when planning and implementing

watershed and channel restoration projects. Specifically, adding confluence environ-

ments to stream and habitat classification systems and computerized terrain analysis

could highlight the geomorphological and ecological relevance of confluence environ-

ments and thus the ecosystem significance of stream networks, basin shapes, sizes and

disturbance regimes (e.g. Bigelow et al., 2007; Benda et al., 2007).
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Introduction to Part III:
channel networks

Bruce L. Rhoads

Department of Geography, University of Illinois, USA

Introduction

Since the cycle of erosion was proposed by William Morris Davis (1899), the structure

and development of drainage networks has been of central concern in geomorphol-

ogy. Davis viewed the development of stream networks as a necessary consequence

of the evolutionary ‘maturation’ of landscapes via fluvial erosion. Glock (1931) ex-

panded Davis’s framework to provide a detailed conceptual model on the evolutionary

development of networks. The seminal work by Robert Horton (1945) grounded the

study of network development on principles of physics and ushered in an era of the

quantitative analysis of networks led by Art Strahler (1952, 1964) and his students

(Schumm, 1956; Morisawa, 1964; Woldenberg, 1969). The development and testing of

the random topology model, which focused on the arrangement of stream segments

within drainage networks, dominated inquiry from the mid-1960s (Shreve, 1966, 1967)

through to the early 1980s (see Abrahams, 1984 for an overview). A growing dissat-

isfaction with this statistical approach to network analysis led to the emergence of

process-oriented studies of drainage networks. The major themes of this work include

the influence of drainage-network structure on hydrological response, the dynamics of

sediment transfer within drainage networks, the dispersion of solutes through networks,

the modelling of drainage-network development in the context of landscape evolution

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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and the formation of fluvial networks on other planets, especially Mars. These themes

provide the basis for the five chapters in the final section of this volume.

Individual chapters

The structure of a drainage network can be viewed as a filter for inputs of runoff from

hillslopes that transforms these inputs into a pattern of watershed output, known as a

‘hydrograph’. This idea provides the foundation for modelling watershed runoff based

on the concept of a geomorphologic instantaneous unit hydrograph (Rodrı́guez-Iturbe

and Valdes, 1979). The primary effect of the stream network is to act as a dispersive

filter for runoff by creating differences in travel times of water to the basin outlet as

it moves along discrete pathways through the network. In the lead chapter, Saco and

Kumar (Chapter 15, this volume) provide a critical overview of how the research into

geomorphological influences of watershed, channel and stream-network properties on

hydrological dispersion has evolved since the 1980s and also identify future directions for

research into the connection between geomorphology and hydrology. Linking dispersive

hydrological processes with space–time variability in rainfall characteristics and with

sediment dynamics are two important issues warranting further investigation.

The linkages among sediment dynamics, hillslope, and channel networks are ex-

amined by Lu and Richards (Chapter 16, this volume). Most attempts to evaluate the

connection between upland erosion and sediment yield have been based on the concept

of the sediment-delivery ratio, which treats the watershed as a black-box ‘sink’ that

traps a certain percentage of sediment on an average annual basis on its way to the

outlet. Some attempts have been made to refine this conception, mostly through the

notion of a spatially distributed sediment budget (Trimble, 1983) that partitions sinks

and sources of sediment throughout watersheds. Most of this work has been empirical,

however, and little or no attempt has been made to model sediment dynamics at the

watershed scale. Building on work by Lu et al. (2005), Lu and Richards (Chapter 16,

this volume) describe a model that treats sediment dynamics within an event-based,

spatially distributed framework. Their simple model contains only two sediment stores:

one for hillslopes and the other for the channel network, but the basic framework can

readily be extended to partition the watershed system into multiple stores representing

different parts of the hillslope and channel system.

The dispersion of solutes in river systems should have a close connection with hydro-

logical dispersion. Gooseff et al. (Chapter 18, this volume) explore this issue in detail,

emphasizing differences in the processes that control solute dynamics at different loca-

tions in river networks. At the network scale, systematic downstream changes in channel

morphology, flow hydraulics and hyporheic exchange result in general patterns of so-

lute transport. Local complexity at the reach scale, including the influence of stream

confluences, often produces substantial departures from network-scale trends. The
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relationship between local- and network-scale controls is a problem in need of fur-

ther investigation.

Over geological timescales, geomorphological and hydrological processes interact

via the dynamics of drainage-basin and channel-network evolution. The rapid growth

in computer-based modelling in geomorphology has produced a veritable explosion

of research on this topic. Gasparini et al. (Chapter 17, this volume) use the CHILD

numerical model to predict the changes that might occur in channel slope, grain-size

characteristics and sediment load at the network scale in response to a change in climate,

namely an increase in precipitation. The predictions show that transient responses to

the precipitation increase are complex, varying with position in the channel network.

The complex response noted here expands empirical ideas on network-scale channel

dynamics proposed by Schumm (1973) and provides a caution for interpreting past

climate changes from empirical evidence on changes in channel slope or grain size.

Channel networks are not unique to Earth, but have been documented on other

planets, especially Mars. Irwin et al. (Chapter 19, this volume) highlight that the net-

works on Mars are clearly fluvial features. The fluvial erosion of ancient surfaces of Mars

was episodic and perhaps discontinuous; thus, many networks are less well developed

than those on Earth and strongly reflect an imposed topography that formed billions

of years ago. The channels and networks of Mars provide an extraordinary opportunity

to investigate fluvial erosion under circumstances that differ from conditions on Earth.

Such investigations have only just begun.
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Hydrologic dispersion effects on runoff response

This chapter attempts to bring together and summarize the results from recent research

analysing the role of hillslope, channel and network processes on the hydrologic response

of basins (Wang et al., 1981; Mesa and Mifflin, 1986; van der Tak and Bras, 1990; JIN,

1992; Naden, 1992; Robinson et al., 1995; Yen and Lee, 1997, among others). In doing so,

particular emphasis is placed on understanding how different processes act at various

scales, from individual channels to the network scale, to produce the dispersive, or

‘spreading’ , effects that shape the basin’s hydrologic response. These processes not only

have an impact on the hydrograph’s shape by determining the way water is routed to the

outlet but also on the way sediments, nutrients, chemicals, aquatic organisms, seeds,

bacteria and a number of other substances are redistributed along the basin and/or

transported to the outlet by the flow. Consequently, the advances presented in this

chapter are relevant not only for hydrology and other fields like fluvial geomorphology

and ecology but also for interdisciplinary research in a number of emerging fields, like

ecohydrology hydroecology and ecogeomorphology.

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Overland or surface flow is potentially produced by every point in the basin and deliv-

ered to the channels composing the stream network, through which it is transported to

the basin’s outlet. It is the combined effect of the transport processes through both hill-

slopes and the network of channels that shapes the hydrologic response of river basins.

The effect of the geomorphologic characteristics of the river network on the hydrologic

response was first studied by Kirkby (1976) and Lee and Delleur (1976). However, the

complete formalization of these effects within the framework of the instantaneous unit

hydrograph (IUH) was first achieved with the development of the theory of the geo-

morphologic instantaneous unit hydrograph (GIUH). The GIUH (Rodriguez-Iturbe

and Valdes, 1979; Gupta et al., 1980) provided a significant leap forward in hydro-

logic science because for the first time the basin’s IUH was analytically linked to the

geomorphologic structure of the river network.

Hydrologic dispersion is the combined effect of all the dispersive mechanisms that

produce spread in the travel times of water drops to the watershed’s outlet and, con-

sequently, it has a direct impact on the shape of the direct runoff hydrograph. At the

scale of individual channels, surface flow experiences both advective and dispersive

processes. In the case of pure advection, an input water wave (i.e. a hydrograph) at

the channel inlet is routed downstream without changing its shape. In this case, all the

water drops entering the channel have the same velocity and equal travel times to the

channel outlet. Hydrodynamic dispersion processes account for the effects of storage,

turbulence and shear stresses. Owing to these effects, some of the water drops entering

the channel travel slower than others, producing spread in the distribution of arrival

times at the channel’s outlet. Figure 15.1a shows the effect of hydrodynamic dispersion

on the hydrologic response of individual channels.

At the scale of a watershed, the existence of a network of channels has a direct impact

on the hydrograph owing to the spreading effect induced by the existence of numerous

different pathways for water travelling to the basin outlet (Figure 15.1b). In this case,

hydrologic dispersion effects are due to both hydrodynamic dispersive processes and

network dispersive processes arising from the variability of travel times along different

flowpaths. The concept of geomorphologic dispersion (Rinaldo et al., 1991; Snell and

Sivapalan, 1994) explains the effect of variable travel distances along different pathways

on the hydrologic response (Figure 15.2a). The concept of kinematic dispersion (Saco

and Kumar, 2002a and b; 2004; Snell et al., 2004) is an additional form of network

dispersion that arises due the effect of velocities varying in different channels along the

network (Figure 15.2b). Figure 15.2c represents the network spreading effect of both

geomorphologic dispersion (quantified by the geomorphologic dispersion coefficient

DG ) and kinematic dispersion (quantified by the kinematic dispersion coefficient DK )

on the total hydrologic dispersion of the hydrograph. It is the combination of these

three hydrologic dispersive processes (hydrodynamic, geomorphologic and kinematic

dispersion) that characterizes the spread of the watershed’s hydrograph (Figure 15.2d).

Hydrologic dispersion has an impact not only on the duration of the hydrograph but
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Figure 15.1 Schematic adapted from White et al. (2004), showing the different contributions to

hydrologic dispersion in channels and watersheds. (a) For individual channels, the total variance of

the arrival time distribution is induced by hydrodynamic dispersion effects only (captured by the

hydrodynamic-dispersion coefficient DL ). (b) In a watershed, the total variance of the arrival time

distribution is induced by both hydrodynamic dispersion effects and network dispersive effects due

to variability in flow paths(captured by the dispersion coefficient DK G ).

also on the magnitude of the peak discharge and the time to peak (Robinson et al., 1995;

Saco and Kumar, 2002a, and b; Paik and Kumar, 2004; Snell et al., 2004).

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we review the GIUH, which is generally

used as the framework to analytically derive the contribution of each dispersive process

and to understand its role in shaping the hydrograph. This leads to consideration or the

concept of geomorphologic dispersion and, in turn, the use of Instantaneous Response

Functions (IRFs) to account for non-linear effects on the hydrologic response of basins.

The concept of kinematic dispersion and the effect of basin scale and rainfall intensity

and the dynamics of surface runoff over hillslopes are then considered. Meta-channel

approaches to capture network effects on the dispersive mechanisms are then discussed.

Finally, a number of open questions that might be tackled through future research are

introduced.

Runoff response as travel-time distributions: the GIUH

The geomorphologic instantaneous unit hydrograph (GIUH) was the first approach

in which the basin’s IUH was explicitly linked to the geomorphologic structure of the

river network. The GIUH is derived as the probability distribution of the arrival times

of water drops at the basin’s outlet, given an instantaneous input of a unit volume of
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Figure 15.2 Schematic to illustrate the concepts of geomorphologic and kinematic dispersion.

(a) System of channels with varying lengths connected to a single outlet, in which hydrodynamic

effects are considered negligible and the celerities are the same for all channels. The spread of travel

times is completely induced by geomorphologic dispersion. (b) System of channels with identical

lengths but different celerities in which hydrodynamic effects are considered negligible. The spread

of travel times is completely induced by kinematic dispersion. (c) In a river network the effects of

geomorphologic and kinematic dispersion act together and give rise to the kinematic-geomorphologic

dispersion. (d) Partition of the total dispersion when the geomorphologic dispersion (D G ), the

kinematic dispersion (D K ), and the hydrodynamic dispersion (D D ) act together. Reproduced from

Water Resources Research 38: 1244, c© American Geophysical Union.
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rainfall excess uniformly distributed over the basin (Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdes, 1979;

Gupta et al., 1980). In its original derivation the arrival times were estimated for a set

of pathways derived by representing the network geometry and topology using Horton

ratios and the Strahler ordering scheme (Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdes, 1979).

Using the Strahler ordering scheme (Strahler, 1957), a pathway can be defined as a

set of transitions from the initial order of a droplet (the order of the stream into which

the droplet is initially injected), into higher and higher-order streams until the outlet

(highest-order stream) is reached. For example, in a third-order basin the collection of

all paths � = {γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4} is given as:

γ1 : o1 → ω1 → ω2 → ω3 → outlet

γ2 : o1 → ω1 → ω3 → outlet

γ3 : o2 → ω2 → ω3 → outlet

γ4 : o3 → ω3 → outlet

where oi denotes an overland state contributing directly to a stream of order ωi . This

proposition can be easily extended to a basin of arbitrary order �i .

Each path γ is defined by the collection of states γ = {x1, x2, . . . xk} where x1 = oi ,

x2 = ωi with i one of {1, . . . �}, x j with j = 3, . . . , k − 1 is one of {i + 1, . . . � − 1}
and xk = ω�. The probability p(γ ) of following any path to the outlet is given by the

probability, πx1
, of a water drop starting out in the state x1, times each of the probabilities

of making a transition to the streams of higher order along that path:

p(γ ) = πx1
× px1,x2

× px2,x3
× · · · × pxk−1,xk

(15.1)

where pxi ,x j
is the transition probability from the state xi to x j . The travel time

through a path is the sum of the travel times through each of its individual states:

Tγ = Tx1
+ · · · + Txk

. The travel-time distribution fb(t) at the basin’s outlet, when the

rainfall is instantaneously and uniformly distributed over the entire basin, is obtained

by randomizing over all possible paths:

fb(t) =
∑
γ∈�

p(γ ){ fx1
∗ fx2

∗ · · · ∗ fxk
(t)}γ (15.2)

where * denotes convolution, fxi
(t) is the travel time distribution through each of

the individual states of network path γ . Alternatively, the above formulation can be

separated into hillslope and network responses as:

fb(t) = fh ∗
∑
γ∈�

p(γ ) fγ (t) (15.3)
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where fh = fx1
is the hillslope (or overland) response and the network response is

given as:

f (t) =
∑
γ∈�

p(γ ) fγ (t) (15.4)

Note that fγ (t) = fx2
∗ fx3

∗ · · · ∗ fxk
(t) is the travel time distribution through the

network portion of each individual path γ . There are several expressions in the literature

to obtain the hillslope IUH (Henderson and Wooding, 1964; Kirkby, 1976; Mesa and

Mifflin, 1986; van der Tak and Bras, 1990; Naden, 1992; Robinson et al., 1995; Lee and

Yen, 1997). The effect of hillslopes on the unit hydrograph is discussed below in the

section entitled Hillslope dispersive effects.

In order to completely characterize the network GIUH f (t), given by Equation (15.4),

it is necessary to determine the:

� initial state probabilities πx1� state-to-state transition probabilities pxi ,x j� residence time distribution in each state fxi
(t).

The initial probability for a particular state xi = oω is simply the fraction of the basin

area that contributes overland flow to a stream of order ω. The expressions for state-

to-state transition probabilities are more involved and can be derived using the Horton

ratios (Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdes, 1979) or directly from the Strahler ordered network

(Snell and Sivapalan, 1994), which is equivalent to using the network tributary structure

(Peckham, 1995; Saco and Kumar, 2002b).

Different methodologies have been used to derive the residence time distributions

in individual streams or states. In the original GIUH derived by Rodriguez-Iturbe and

Valdes (1979), the residence time distributions in each state were assumed to be ex-

ponential. Gupta et al. (1980) used a uniform distribution and van der Tak and Bras

(1990) proposed a gamma distribution. Recent research has used the inverse Gaussian

distribution (Mesa and Mifflin, 1986; Rinaldo at al., 1991; Snell and Sivapalan, 1994;

Saco and Kumar, 2002a, b and 2004; Paik and Kumar, 2004) to describe the residence

time distribution. The inverse Gaussian distribution constitutes a solution to the lin-

ear advection dispersion equation that describes the flow through individual streams

(Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997):

∂hω

∂t
+ uω

∂hω

∂x
= DL ω

∂2hω

∂x2
(15.5)
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where hω, DL ω and uω are the flow depth, the coefficient of hydrodynamic dispersion

(m2/s ) and the kinematic wave celerity (m/s ) for the state ω, respectively. The latter

two can be computed as:

uω = 3

2
v∗

ω (15.6)

and

DL ω = uωh∗
ω

3Sω

(15.7)

where v∗
ω and h∗

ω are respectively the reference flow velocity and depth for steady state

uniform flow conditions in the state ω, and Sω is the mean bed slope for the state ω.

For the special case in which the kinematic celerity and the hydrodynamic-dispersion

coefficient (u and DL respectively) can be considered spatially invariant throughout the

basin, the network’s travel-time distribution is obtained as (Rinaldo et al., 1991):

f (t) = 1√
4π DL t3

∑
γ∈�

p(γ )L γ exp

{
− (L γ − ut)2

4DL t

}
(15.8)

where L γ = ∑
ω∈γ Lω is the mean length of path γ .

An alternative and useful representation of the GIUH is through the width-function

or link-based approach (Troutman and Karlinger, 1985; Mesa and Mifflin, 1986; Snell

and Sivapalan, 1994; Robinson et al., 1995; Naden, 1992; Rinaldo et al., 1995; Saco and

Kumar, 2004). The width function is defined as the frequency distribution of the number

of channel links as a function of distance to the basin’s outlet. If the area contributing to

each channel is constant, the width function is equal to the area function of the basin.

Therefore, the width (or area) function defines the amount of drainage area located

at a given distance from the outlet. Early research linking the width function and the

hydrologic response came from the work of Lee et al. (1972), Lee and Delleur (1976)

and Kirkby (1976). The main difference between the original (Horton-based) approach

described above and the one based on the width function resides in the way in which the

network pathways, followed by the individual water drops to the outlet, are represented.

In the GIUH defined using the link-based approach, a pathway is defined for each link

or individual channel in the network, and this complete set of paths can be described

in terms of the width function.

For the particular case in which the channel response is assumed to be uniform or

to vary as a function of the distance to the basin’s outlet, the network GIUH can be

written in terms of the width function following the formulation proposed by Mesa and
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Mifflin (1986):

f (t) =
∫ ∞

0

W(x) f (x, t)dx (15.9)

where f (x, t) is the residence time distribution for a channel located at a distance x

from the outlet and W(x) is the normalized width function. Gupta et al. (1986) consider

the simplified but important case in which the flow dynamics is assumed to be driven

by pure convection processes (with constant velocity v), which implies that water drops

that arrive at the outlet at time t were initially (at t = 0) at a distance x = vt. Therefore,

in this case, the GIUH is proportional to the width function re-scaled as:

f (t) ∝ W(vt) (15.10)

which clearly establishes the strong link between the width function, which captures

the organization of the river network, and the basin’s hydrologic response. Some of the

questions that arise from this simple example and have led to substantial research are:

‘Under what circumstances will the network geomorphology captured in the width or

area distance function drive the shape of the hydrograph?’ and ‘Under what conditions

will other processes (e.g. overland flow on hillslopes) dominate the hydrograph?’ It is

obvious that the width/area function is not necessarily positively skewed, yet empirical

hydrographs are. What processes are responsible for inducing this positive skew? These

are some of the issues addressed in the following sections.

Geomorphologic dispersion in stream networks

Rinaldo et al. (1991) and Snell and Sivapalan (1994) propose an approach to identify

and quantify the relative contributions of hydrodynamic and network effects on the

basin’s hydrologic response. The variance of the travel time distribution, for the case

in which celerities and hydrodynamic dispersion can be considered invariant along the

river network, can be obtained from Equation 15.8 as:

Var(T) = 2L (�)

u3
(DL + DG ) (15.11)

where L (�) = ∑
γ∈� p(γ )L γ is the mean path length of the network.

The first term in the right-hand side of Equation 15.11 represents the contribution

due to the effect of hydrodynamic dispersion. The second term corresponds to the
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geomorphologic dispersion coefficient (DG ) defined by Rinaldo et al. (1991) as:

DG = u

2L (�))

⎧⎨⎩∑
γ∈�

p(γ )(L γ )
2 −

(∑
γ∈�

p(γ )L γ

)2
⎫⎬⎭ (15.12)

which appears because of the presence of the river network and accounts for the variance

of travel times induced by the existence of paths of different lengths L γ .

Equation 15.12 can be expressed in terms of the first two moments of the distribution

of path lengths (Snell and Sivapalan,1994) as:

DG = uVarγ (Lγ )

2E γ (L γ )
(15.13)

where the subscript γ will be used to denote a moment which is computed over all

possible paths γ .

Therefore, in this case, there are two mechanisms that contribute to the variance of

the travel time distribution:� Part of the variance of the water drops’ travel times is due to the dispersion along the

individual paths which is induced by the hydrodynamic effects. If all paths had the

same length, this would constitute the only mechanism contributing to the variance

since the rate of arrivals through different paths would coincide. This portion is

captured by the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient DL in Figure 15.1b.� The remaining variance is due to the heterogeneity of path lengths in the stream

network, which produces the spread in the arrival rates referred to as ‘geomorphologic

dispersion’. This portion is captured by the network dispersion coefficient DK G in

Figure 15.1b, which in this case is equal to DG because the celerity is the same in all

channels.

Snell and Sivapalan (1994) and Robinson et al. (1995) show that hydrodynamic dis-

persion is only a small component of the total dispersion, and thus if has only a relatively

minor impact on the shape of the unit hydrograph for both small and large catchments.

They found that the main contribution to the variance of the network travel-time dis-

tribution is due to geomorphologic dispersion. The results from White et al. (2004) for

eight large basins in Illinois are consistent with the results of Snell and Sivapalan (1994)

and Robinson et al. (1995), that is they found that geomorphologic dispersion plays a

dominant role at all scales. However, in the analysis of White et al. (2004) though both

dispersion coefficients increased with increasing scale and decreasing flow frequency, the

hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient increased at a faster rate than the geomorphologic
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dispersion coefficient with increasing scale. That is, the influence of geomorphologic

dispersion on the hydrologic response is greatest in the smaller watersheds and at high

flow frequencies; nonetheless, its influence is still larger than that of hydrodynamic

dispersion for all scales of interest.

The results from these studies have important practical implications for hydrologic

data modelling. It means that surveying channel characteristics, such as flow depth, top

width, discharge, channel-bed roughness and channel cross-sectional area, which in the

past used to be considered as the critical data needed for hydrologic modelling, is not

as important as obtaining the correct characterization of the network morphology. The

network structure parameters, needed to determine the magnitude of geomorphologic

dispersion effect, are relatively simple to extract from DEMs, which under the assump-

tions analysed in this section (spatially invariant hydrodynamic characteristics) means

that the hydrologic response can be reasonably approximated without a large amount

of expensive field work. The validity of these assumptions will be further discussed in

the following sections.

Non-linear effects and the use of hydraulic
geometry relations

The analysis by Rinaldo et al. (1991) and Snell and Sivapalan (1994), presented in the

previous section, on the physical processes that contribute to the variance of the travel-

time distributions, considers the particular case in which the hydrodynamic parameters

(u and DL ) can be assumed to be spatially invariant along the river network. However,

flow through the channel network is inherently non-linear and shows a strong depen-

dence on scale (i.e. the size of the basin). In a general case, the hydrodynamic parameters

depend on the local flow conditions due to the non-linear nature of the momentum

equations. This dependence can be quantified using Equations 15.6 and 15.7, which are

stated in terms of local reference flow conditions. Moreover, empirical evidence shows

that flow velocities vary non-linearly with flow discharge both in time and space along

the river network (Minshall, 1960; Pilgrim, 1976). In particular, Pilgrim (1976) shows,

using tracer studies, that average flow velocities are a non-linear function of discharge

but reach an asymptotic value at high flows. Many researchers have invoked Pilgrim’s

observations to justify the assumption of spatially invariant velocities, which though

valid for high (over-bankfull) flows is not a good approximation for the lower flow

conditions under which the velocities vary downstream.

The non-linearity of the hydrologic response in the time domain can be accounted

for by the use of IRFs (Valdes et al., 1979; Wang et al., 1981; Robinson et al., 1995; Yen

and Lee, 1997; Saco and Kumar 2002a and b; Paik and Kumar, 2004), which describe

a time-variant basin response. The IRF formulation is similar to that of the IUH in
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that the system response is still linear and given by its convolution with the effective

rainfall, but, unlike the IUH, the IRF is allowed to vary with time as a function of the

rainfall history. The IRF may or may not account for the non-linearity that takes place

in the space domain. For example, in the work by Valdes et al. (1979) the residence time

distributions are estimated considering a time-varying but spatially invariant velocity

(i.e. the velocity varies with the effective rainfall but is spatially constant on the basin).

Wang et al. (1981) derive expressions for the mean travel time over both hillslopes

and channels of varying Strahler order which implicitly account for changes in flow

velocities. Velocity changes in their work are based on numerical experiments performed

with the linear geomorphic model proposed by Gupta et al. (1980). Lee and Yen (1997)

apply kinematic-wave theory and derive explicit equations to compute the mean travel

time for equilibrium flow conditions on hillslopes and channels of different Strahler

orders. Robinson et al. (1995) use hydraulic-geometry relations to obtain time-varying

but spatially invariant equivalent hydrodynamic parameters to derive the basin’s IRF, and

to compute the relative importance of geomorphologic versus hydrodynamic dispersion

as a function of the excess rainfall.

Saco and Kumar (2002a and b) and Paik and Kumar (2004) use hydraulic geometry

relations (Leopold and Maddock, 1953) to characterize the variation of the celerity

and the hydrodynamic-dispersion coefficient in the travel-time distribution (Equation

15.4) as a function of both space (i.e. along the river network) and rainfall excess. In

this way, the characteristics of network geometry were effectively coupled to hydraulic

geometry relations which implicitly characterize the non-linearity of flow dynamics. We

should note that when considering a uniformly distributed rainfall excess rate over the

basin, the frequency of the corresponding accumulated discharge (used in the hydraulic

geometry relations) varies downstream along the network. The hydraulic geometry

relations state that the water surface width (w), the hydraulic depth (h) and the mean

velocity (v) vary as power functions of discharge as:

Q = aS QbS ; h = c S Q fS ; and v = kS QmS (15.14)

for at-a-station relationships, and as:

Q = aD QbD ; h = c D Q f D ; and v = kD QmD (15.15)

for downstream relationships corresponding to a discharge of a given frequency. The

approach by Saco and Kumar (2002 a and b), explained in the following section, extends

the framework developed by Rinaldo et al. (1991) (described earlier in this chapter),

to analyze the dispersion mechanisms which contribute to the variance of the travel

time distribution as a result of non-linearity, as captured in the hydraulic-geometry

relations. Alternative approaches to investigate the effect of non-linear flow effects on

the hydrologic response are described in Reggiani et al. (2001) and Snell and Sivapalan
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(2004). These studies use the full Saint Venant equations to model the propagation of the

flood waves that results from an instantaneous pulse of rainfall. The results of Snell and

Sivapalan on the impact of non-linearity of the dispersion mechanisms are discussed in

the section entitled Kinematic dispersion effects using the meta-channel approach.

Kinematic dispersion in stream networks

Saco and Kumar (2002a) show that when considering spatially varying celerities there

are three dispersion mechanisms that contribute to the variance of the travel-time

distribution. Two of these mechanisms, geomorphologic and hydrodynamic dispersion,

are the ones identified when considering spatially invariant hydrodynamic coefficients.

The third mechanism arises due to the presence of spatially varying celerities and is

referred to as ‘kinematic dispersion’.

Figure 15.2 illustrates the concepts of geomorphologic and kinematic dispersion.

Figure 15.2a shows a system of channels with varying lengths connected to a single outlet,

in which hydrodynamic effects are considered negligible and the celerities are the same

for all channels. The spread of travel times for water instantaneously and uniformly

poured into this system will be completely induced by geomorphologic dispersion

effects. On the other hand, in the system shown in Figure 15.2b, the channels have all

the same length but different celerities, and again hydrodynamic effects are assumed

to be negligible. The spread of travel times in Figure 15.2b will be completely induced

by differences in celerities termed as ‘kinematic dispersion’. In a stream network (such

as the one represented in Figure 15.2c) the geomorphologic and kinematic dispersion

effects act together and give rise to what we refer to as ‘kinematic-geomorphologic

dispersion’.

The assumption of spatial invariance of the coefficient of hydrodynamic dispersion

and the kinematic wave celerity is relaxed in the work by Saco and Kumar (2002a) by

assuming that they are a function of the Strahler order ω of the stream. An equivalent

celerity uγ and hydrodynamic-dispersion coefficient DL γ , which preserve the mean

and variance of the travel-time distribution for each path γ , can then be obtained as

(Saco and Kumar, 2002a):

uγ = L γ

E (Tγ )
= L γ∑

ω∈γ
Lω

uω

(15.16)

and

DL γ = u3
γ

L γ

Var(Tγ )

2
= u3

γ

L γ

(∑
ω∈γ

Lω DL ω

u3
ω

)
(15.17)
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where Lω is the mean length of a stream of order ω, L γ = ∑
ω∈γ Lω is the mean path

length for path γ and Tγ is the travel time in path γ .

An equivalent network celerity, that preserves the mean travel time over the network,

can be defined in terms of the mean path length of the network (L (�)) and the network’s

mean travel time (E (Tn) = E γ (E (Tγ ))) as follows:

un = L (�)

E (Tn)
=

∑
γ∈� p(γ )L γ∑
γ∈� p(γ )

L γ

uγ

. (15.18)

where p(γ ) is the probability of a water drop following a particular path γ . The geo-

morphologic dispersion coefficient (DG ) is then obtained by replacing this equivalent

network celerity into Equation 15.13:

DG = un

2L (�))

⎧⎨⎩∑
γ∈�

p(γ )(L γ )
2 −

(∑
γ∈�

p(γ )L γ

)2
⎫⎬⎭ (15.19)

The kinematic–geomorphologic dispersion coefficient, which captures the combined

effects of the heterogeneity of flow velocities and length of path, is obtained as (Saco

and Kumar, 2002a):

DK G = un
3

2L (�)

⎧⎨⎩∑
γ∈�

p(γ )

(
L γ

uγ

)2

−
(∑

γ∈�

p(γ )
L γ

uγ

)2
⎫⎬⎭ (15.20)

Therefore, the dispersive effect due to the existence of different celerities along differ-

ent paths, called ‘kinematic dispersion’, can be captured by the kinematic dispersion

coefficient defined as:

DK = DK G − DG (15.21)

Hydrodynamic dispersion effects are captured by the coefficient DD , computed as

the weighted average of the contributions of hydrodynamic dispersion over each path

(DL γ ), as:

DD = un
3

L (�)

∑
γ∈�

p(γ )
L γ DL γ

u3
γ

(15.22)
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which shows that spatially varying celerities alter the expression of the hydrodynamic

dispersion as well. The variance of the travel-time distribution f (t) (IRF) results from

the superposition of the three dispersion mechanisms and can be expressed as:

Var(Tn) = 2E γ (L γ )

u3
n

(DD + DG + DK ) (15.23)

It is important to note that the kinematic dispersion coefficient, DK , can take positive

or negative values. A negative contribution implies that the velocities over different paths

are such that longer paths have higher equivalent path celerities, which tends to reduce

the geomorphologic dispersion that would otherwise be caused by the longer path

length. To illustrate this, let us consider an extreme example in which the hydrodynamic

dispersion for all paths is zero and the celerities are such that all the raindrops travelling

over different paths arrive simultaneously to the control section. In this case, the travel

time or, equivalently, the ratio of the path length to the equivalent path celerity (L γ /uγ )

is the same for all paths. Therefore, the variance of the travel times over the different

paths is zero and DK = −DG . Conversely, the contribution of kinematic dispersion

becomes positive and large when the path celerities over longer paths are lower than

those of the shorter paths. Finally, kinematic dispersion is zero when the celerities are

spatially invariant (Rinaldo et al., 1991; Snell and Sivapalan, 1994; Robinson et al., 1995),

since un = uγ = uω = u and DK G = DG .

In real basins, longer paths tend to have lower celerities and consequently DK is posi-

tive. Saco and Kumar (2002a and b) found that the contribution of kinematic dispersion

to the total variance of the travel-time distribution is comparable to that of the geomor-

phologic dispersion, and significantly larger than the hydrodynamic dispersion. There-

fore, if this contribution is ignored in models, the spread of the computed hydrologic

response, more specifically the hydrograph, will be underestimated. As a consequence,

the computed hydrograph will overestimate the peak flow and underestimate the time

to peak and duration. This means that modelling efforts should not only focus on get-

ting the correct characterization of the network geometry (as suggested by the studies

summarized in the earlier section Geomorphologic dispersion in stream networks)

but also the correct representation of the downstream increase in flow velocity.

The effect of scale and rainfall intensity
on the dispersive mechanisms

The main goal of this section is to analyse how the relative importance of geomorpho-

logic, kinematic and hydrodynamic effects changes for basins of different scales and

for storms of varying intensity. This information is important to guide our modelling
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efforts under different situations. More specifically, this type of insight will help us to

answer the following questions: ‘Are network effects important at all scales of interest?’,

‘Is the effect of varying channel velocities negligible for small basins?’ ‘Does the impact

of kinematic dispersion increase for increasingly larger basins?’, ‘Does the relative im-

portance of the various dispersion effects change for storms of varying intensity?’ and

‘How does the shape of the hydrograph change for both varying scale and intensity?’

Saco and Kumar (2002a and b) estimate the contributions of hydrodynamic, geo-

morphologic and kinematic dispersion using spatially varying hydraulic characteristics

computed from hydraulic-geometry relations. Their analysis is based on the results for

two basins (the Mackinaw and Vermilion) in Illinois, which are characterized by a very

low relief. In this section, we present a similar analysis for the Upper Susquehanna

River basin near Waverly (New York) and the Rogue River basin near Central Point

(Oregon). These two additional basins were selected to provide physiographic, climatic

and hydrologic conditions very different from those in Illinois. The spatially varying

celerities and hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients were obtained using hydraulic-

geometry relations derived by Stall and Yang (1970).

Table 15.1 shows the equivalent network celerity and dispersion coefficients for the

Susquehanna and Rogue River basins, obtained for rainfall excess rates of 1 and 5mm/hr

for both basins (order 6) and for their sub-basins of order � = 3 to 5. All coefficients

increase with both basin order and rainfall excess rate. Moreover, the fractional contri-

bution of each dispersion coefficient to the total dispersion (DT = DK + DG + DD)

does not change significantly with basin scale. The relative contribution of the hydro-

dynamic dispersion is very small (less than 10 per cent in both basins). The relative

contribution of DK is less than that of DG , but still significant for both basins. In the

Table 15.1 Equivalent network celerity and hydrodynamic-dispersion coefficients for rainfall

excess rates of 1 and 5 mm/hr in the Upper Susquehanna and the Rogue River basins.

un(m/s ) DG (m2/s ) DD(m2/s ) DK (m2/s )

� I = 1 I = 5 I = 1 I = 5 I = 1 I = 5 I = 1 I = 5

Upper Susquehanna

3 0.26 0.49 23.4 44.3 0.6 2.1 8.6 16.3

4 0.30 0.57 73.8 139.6 2.5 8.6 27.4 51.9

5 0.36 0.68 180.9 342.0 10.3 35.2 61.9 117.0

6 0.44 0.82 708.6 1339.2 45.8 157.0 305.3 576.9

Rogue

3 0.21 0.49 22.2 52.0 0.2 0.7 10.1 23.5

4 0.25 0.59 61.4 143.7 0.7 2.8 27.5 64.3

5 0.31 0.73 198.0 463.5 2.7 10.8 88.7 207.7

6 0.39 0.9 352.6 825.4 10.4 41.5 179.2 419.5
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Figure 15.3 Geomorphologic (D G ), kinematic (D K ), and hydrodynamic (D D ) dispersion coeffi-

cients for rainfall excess rates of 1 and 5 mm/hr in the Upper Susquehanna and Rogue River basins.

The points in the plots correspond to the values estimated from Equations (15.19), (15.21) and

(15.22). The lines represent the regression lines for orders 3 to 6.

Susquehanna river basin, DK corresponds to about 25 per cent of the total disper-

sion for both rainfall rates analysed. In the Rogue River basin, DK contributes about

30 per cent of the variance. The combined contribution of kinematic and geomorpho-

logic dispersion is very important for both basins and is significantly larger than that

of the hydrodynamic dispersion at all scales. These results are in agreement with those

reported by Saco and Kumar (2002a and b) for the Vermilion and Mackinaw River

basins.

Figure 15.3 shows that the logarithms of all the dispersion coefficients exhibit a

remarkable linear trend as a function of basin order. As seen in Figure 15.3, changes

in the rainfall excess rate do not affect these linear trends. These results are also in

agreement with those of Saco and Kumar (2002b). The linear trend provides evidence

for the existence of power-law behaviour as a function of the area of the Strahler order

sub-basins. A physically based analytical explanation for the existence of these linear

trends is given by Saco and Kumar (2002b), which result from the inherent self-similar

geometric and topologic characteristics of the river network as captured by Horton’s

laws of stream lengths, areas and slopes.
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Figure 15.4 Network IRFs for the Vermilion river basin for rainfall excess rates of 1 and 5 mm/hr

and basin orders � = 3 and 6. Reproduced from Water Resources Research 38: 1245, c© American

Geophysical Union.

Figure 15.4 shows the non-linear characteristics of the network IRF for the Ver-

milion river basin. The network IRF is strongly dependent on both the rainfall ex-

cess rate and basin order. For a basin of given order �, as I increases, the hydro-

graph’s peak value increases, whereas the time to peak and the spread decrease because

the celerity increases. For a rainfall excess rate I , as the order of the basin increases,

the hydrograph’s peak value decreases, whereas both the time to peak and the spread

increase.

The effect of non-linear celerity variations on time to peak and hydrograph duration

is further explored by Paik and Kumar (2004). They postulate that celerity variations

might be responsible for the observed non-linear dependence of the IRF on rainfall.

Their results show that the time to peak tp and the peak response vary as tp ∝ I −mS

and f (tp) ∝ I +mS , where mS is the exponent in the hydraulic geometry relation for

velocity (Equation (15.14)). They found that these power-law relations are supported

by the analysis based on direct convolution IRFs of river basins in Illinois. Figure 15.5

shows the variation of the time to peak and the IRF’s peak as a function of rainfall

excess rates for the Vermilion river basin in Illinois. This figure illustrates the power-law

dependence on the rainfall excess for the basin, which is consistent with the theoretical
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Figure 15.5 Relationship between tp (time to peak) and f (tp) (peak of the IRF) and rainfall excess

rates (ie) for a the Vermilion river basin in Illinois. The time to peak and the peak of the IRF were

obtained by the direct convolution for different rainfall excess rates. Logarithmically transformed

regression models are used to fit trend lines. Reproduced from Water Resources Research 40: W03602
c© American Geophysical Union.

predictions. The fitted exponent value matches the theoretical value of −mS for the tp

relationship. The fitted exponent value for the f (tp) relationship in Figure 15.5 is also

close to the theoretical value. These results show that, owing to the non-linear relation

between celerity and flow rate, different (albeit uniform) rainfall rates induce different

downstream variations in the flow-celerity fields. As a consequence, the geomorphologic

and kinematic dispersion effects change and so does the shape of the basin’s travel-time

distribution. These equations that relate the change in time to peak and peak response

to rainfall intensity and hydraulic geometry can be incorporated in non-linear models

of hydrologic response to account for both scale and rainfall intensity effects (not

incorporated in most of the current models).

Hillslope Dispersive effects

The analysis of the impact of hillslope dynamics in the hydrologic response has been

the subject of active research (Henderson and Wooding, 1964; Kirkby, 1976; Mesa and

Mifflin, 1986; van der Tak and Bras, 1990; Naden, 1992; Robinson et al., 1995; Rinaldo

et al., 1995; Lee and Yen, 1997; Olivera and Maidment, 1999; D’Odorico and Rigon,

2003; Botter and Rinaldo, 2003; Saco and Kumar, 2004). The relative importance of

hillslope and network response determines the shape of the hydrograph because of

their direct effect on travel times. Kirkby (1976) shows that in small basins the shape
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of the hydrograph is dominated by the hillslope hydrograph, while for large basins the

shape of the hydrograph tends to resemble the network-width function and the effects

of channel routing tend to reduce and delay the peak of the hydrograph. The studies by

Mesa and Mifflin (1986) and Naden (1992) compare hillslope versus network effects

in various study basins. Mesa and Mifflin explore the relative importance of hillslope

response and stream network routing using a width-function approach, for a small

basin in Mississippi. They conclude that even for such small basins the stream network

geometry strongly influences the basin hydrograph. On the other hand, Naden (1992)

investigates the impact of spatial variability of soils and rainfall on the Thames River

basin at Cookham (UK) and reports that, despite the large size of the basin, the hillslope

response is dominant in this basin.

Robinson et al. (1995) analyse the impact of hillslope and network dynamics on

the shape of the hydrograph using physically based hillslope response functions that

account for both surface and sub-surface processes. Their results suggest that for large

basins the emphasis of a hydrologic model should lie on correctly capturing the net-

work response (i.e. geomorphologic dispersion), while for small basins the effort should

be on correctly representing the hillslope response. Botter and Rinaldo (2003) study

the effect of catchment size on the relative importance of hillslope and network con-

tributions to the basin’s hydrologic response. Their results suggest that channel-based

kinematic-dispersion mechanisms are less important than a proper characterization of

hillslope–channel transitions in a wide range of spatial and dynamic scales. They report

that the dominance of these effects depends on the difference between hillslope and

channel velocities and suggest that the dominant features of the hydrologic response

were not strictly of geomorphologic nature (i.e. due to the variability of the path-

lengths in the river network). They conclude that kinematic effects stemming from

non-stationary, downstream-increasing mean advection along channelized pathways

are not always dominant, and report that it is a combination of kinematic and geo-

morphological effects derived from hillslope–channel transitions that has a dominant

effect on the travel-time distributions at all the scales analysed. D’Odorico and Rigon

(2003) analyse the catchment’s travel-time distribution accounting for variations of the

fraction of saturated areas and report that for small values of the saturated fraction the

mean and variance of the travel-time distribution is mostly controlled by the channel

network.

Rinaldo et al. (1995) analyse how the differences in the dynamics of hillslopes and

channels affect the skewness and variance of the hydrograph. They demonstrate that,

as the ratio of channel to hillslope celerities (uc/uh) increases, the mean and variance

of the hydrograph also increase. Saco and Kumar (2004) provide additional insight on

these issues, through the analysis of hillslope versus network dispersive mechanisms

and their relative impacts on the IRF’s variance and skewness. They use the approach

described in Kinematic dispersion in stream networks to compute the relative con-

tributions of geomorphologic and kinematic dispersion due to hillslope celerities. In
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their study, hillslope flow is described using an advection–dispersion equation similar

to that used for channels Equation 15.5, which results in the following hillslope’s travel

time distribution (Rinaldo et al., 1991, 1995):

fh(t) = L h√
4π DL h

t3
exp

{
− (L h − uht)2

4DL h
t

}
(15.24)

where L h , yh , DL h
and uh are respectively the length, flow depth, coefficient of hydro-

dynamic dispersion and kinematic wave celerity of the hillslopes. Using this approxi-

mation, the equivalent basin celerity that preserves the first moment of the IRF can be

computed as (Saco and Kumar, 2004):

ub = L b

E (Tb)
=

∑
γ∈� p(γ )L bγ∑
γ∈� p(γ )

L bγ

ubγ

(15.25)

where L b = L h + L γ , and ubγ is the equivalent path celerity which takes into account

the effect of hillslope celerities, defined as ubγ = (L h + L γ )/( L h

uh
+ L γ

uγ
), where the sub-

index bγ refers to attributes of the complete path (i.e. hillslope and channel portions

of the path).

The basin geomorphologic dispersion coefficient DG b
, which takes into account

both network and hillslope effects, is obtained by replacing un in Equation 15.19 by the

equivalent basin celerity ub , as (Saco and Kumar, 2004):

DG b
= ub

2E γ (L bγ )

{
Varγ (L h) + Varγ (L γ )

}
(15.26)

Similarly, the basin kinematic–geomorphologic dispersion coefficient (Equation 15.20)

can be expressed as:

DK G b
= ub

3

2E γ (L bγ )

{
Varγ

(
L h

uh

)
+ Varγ (

L γ

uγ

)

}
(15.27)

In order to isolate the hillslope kinematic effects, the effect of varying channel celerities

was not considered, that is the velocity in the channels was assumed to be spatially

constant. The resulting ‘hillslope’ kinematic-geomorphologic dispersion coefficient,

DK G h
, is obtained by rewriting Equation 15.27 as:

DK G h
= ub

2E γ (L bγ )

{(
ub

uh

)2

Varγ (L h) +
(

ub

uc

)2

Varγ (L γ )

}
(15.28)
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The ‘hillslope’ geomorphologic dispersion coefficient DG h
is equal to DG b

(Equation

15.26) since ub is the only term affected by the hillslope dynamics. And the ‘hillslope’

kinematic dispersion coefficient DKh
is obtained as the difference between the previous

two coefficients.

Comparing DK G h
and DG h

and noting that ub

uh
> 1 and ub

uc
< 1, it becomes evident

that the first term in the right-hand side of Equation 15.28 is larger than the first term in

the right-hand side of Equation 15.26, while the second term in the right-hand side of

Equation 15.28 is smaller than the second term in the right-hand side of Equation 15.26.

Therefore, depending on the relative contributions of hillslopes and channels, DK G h

can be smaller (negative kinematic dispersion) or larger (positive kinematic dispersion)

than DG h
.

Figure 15.6 displays the magnitude of the normalized dispersion coefficients as a func-

tion of the ratio of hillslope-to-channel celerities uh/uc . As shown in this figure, as the

ratio uh/uc decreases from a starting value of 1 (in which kinematic-dispersion effects

are absent) and as long as the ratio uh/uc is less than 0.015, geomorphologic dispersion

is larger than the dispersion due to the combined influence of the geomorphologic

and advective effects (DK G h
). For 1 < uh/uc < 0.015, the kinematic dispersion is neg-

ative and partially compensates for the effect of geomorphologic dispersion, reaching a

minimum for a ratio uh/uc of 0.04 (largest negative kinematic dispersion coefficient).

Within this interval, hillslope celerities partially compensate for the geomorphologic

dispersion that the basin would experience if all water drops were travelling at the equiv-

alent basin celerity. The influence of hillslope celerities is larger in the shorter paths. As a
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Figure 15.6 Magnitude of the different dispersion mechanisms as a function of uh/uc for the Mack-

inaw River basin. Reproduced from Water Resources Research 40: W03602 c© American Geophysical

Union.
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consequence, the longer paths tend to have larger equivalent path celerities (uγ ) than the

shorter paths which results in the aforementioned compensation effect induced by the

kinematic dispersion. As uh/uc decreases, the travel time in the hillslopes increases and

becomes of the same order of magnitude as the travel time in the channels. Therefore,

as travel times in channels become relatively small as compared to that on hillslopes,

the geomorphologic-dispersion effect becomes less important. As uh/uc continues to

decrease the kinematic-geomorphologic dispersion becomes larger than the geomor-

phologic dispersion and the kinematic dispersion coefficient becomes positive. The total

geomorphologic-kinematic dispersion has a decreasing trend for uh/uc < 0.005. After

that, the variance continues to increase, as uh/uc decreases, because of the decrease

in the equivalent basin celerity and not because of the hillslope kinematic dispersion

effects. In summary, the kinematic dispersion induced by hillslopes does not tend to

reinforce the effect of geomorphologic dispersion; rather, it tends to counteract it.

Figure 15.7 shows the area–distance function and the rescaled area–distance func-

tion for the Mackinaw River basin. The increase in the positive skewness of the rescaled

area–distance is in agreement with the results reported by Rinaldo et al. (1995). The

geomorphologic dispersion coefficient can be obtained from the variance of the area–

distance function and the geomorphologic-kinematic dispersion coefficient can be

Figure 15.7 Area–distance (black line) and rescaled area–distance function (grey line) for the

Mackinaw River basin when (top left) uh/uc = 0.1, (top right) uh/uc = 0.06, (bottom left) uh/uc

= 0.04, and (bottom right) uh/uc = 0.01. Reproduced from Water Resources Research 40: W03602
c© American Geophysical Union.
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obtained from the variance of the rescaled area–distance function, both shown in

Figure 15.7 for uh/uc = 0.1, 0.06, 0.04 and 0.01. As seen in this figure, the variance of

the travel-time distribution (rescaled area–distance function) increases with decreasing

ratio uh/uc due to the thickening of the tail of the distribution (which is also responsible

for the increase in skewness).

The results from the different studies presented in this section emphasize that both

hillslope dynamics (i.e. the distribution of hillslope lengths and velocities) and network

dynamics (i.e. the distribution and spatial variability of channel lengths and velocities)

play important roles in shaping the hydrograph at all scales of interest. In particular,

these findings show that the variance and skewness (and therefore the duration) of the

hydrograph is driven by both network and hillslope processes. The later results suggest

that it is crucial to correctly incorporate in the model the distribution of hillslope lengths

since for small hillslope velocities the increase in variance is driven by the effect of paths

with long hillslope (not channel) lengths.

Kinematic dispersion effects using the meta-channel
approach

Snell and Sivapalan (2004) use an alternative methodology, the so-called ‘meta-channel

approach’, to incorporate the spatial variability of the network and channel geomor-

phology and analyse its impact on the hydrologic response. They use this formulation

and a simplified version of the full Saint Venant equations to model the propagation of

the flood wave that results from an instantaneous pulse of rainfall, and to investigate the

effects of spatial heterogeneity and non-linearity on the shape of a basin’s hydrologic re-

sponse function. They also investigate the concept of kinematic dispersion as a possible

explanation for the positive skewness of the hydrologic response, particularly for large

basins in which the effect of hillslopes is weaker and so is its influence on determining

the hydrograph’s positive skewness as identified in the previous section.

The meta-channel approach models the network as a single channel using effective

parameterizations that capture the spatial variation of the various components of the

network. It uses the equations of conservation of continuity and mechanical energy to

collapse the two-dimensional branched channel network into a single one-dimensional

channel. This single-channel representation incorporates the network pattern expressed

through the width function of the basin and the variation of channel hydraulic geometry

in space and time expressed as a combination of at-a-site and downstream hydraulic

geometry relations. The meta-channel has varying cross-sections and perimeters that

follow the shape of the width function.

Snell and Sivapalan (1995) derive the hydraulic geometry for every point of a meta-

channel for the Hutt catchment in New Zealand. The meta-channel hydraulic geometry

is expressed in terms of an effective wave celerity and dispersion coefficient, both of

which are a function of the discharge and spatial location. These are the hydrodynamic
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parameters needed for the generalized non-linear diffusion wave equation derived by

Sivapalan et al. (1997), which combines the continuity and momentum equations for an

arbitrary river channel reach into a single second-order, non-linear partial-differential

equation in discharge Q. Using this non-linear routing model (which incorporates

hydrodynamic dispersion parameters that vary both in space and time), Snell et al.

(2004) analyse the roles of non-linearity and scale effects on the hydrograph shape for

the Hutt catchment.

Using the Hutt catchment, Snell et al. (2004) study the effects of catchment scale

on the channel network’s response function. They extract several sub-catchments from

the Hutt ranging in size from 0.86 to 86.7 km2 and use several storm events ranging

from 0.1 to 1000 mm. They quantify the relative contributions to the total dispersion

of the hydrodynamic, geomorphologic and kinematic components. The dispersion co-

efficients are computed following the analysis from Rinaldo et al. (1991) and Saco and

Kumar (2002a) as:

DN K = DT − DG − DL (15.29)

where DN K is a kinematic dispersion coefficient derived using the non-linear routing

model on the meta-channel, DT is the total dispersion derived from the moments of

the IRF, DG is the geomorphological dispersion computed from Equation 15.13 and

DL is a linear hydrodynamic dispersion estimated from a steady linear routing using an

estimated mean celerity u obtained from the non-linear routing.

Their results are summarized in Figure 15.8 which shows that DN K increases with

increasing catchment size, with no apparent falloff at any stage. The rate of in-

crease did not appear to be dependent on the magnitude of the event. Snell et al.

(2004) also compute a non-dimensional kinematic dispersion coefficient from their
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non-linear routing model, D∗
N K , as the ratio between the kinematic and geomorpho-

logical dispersion coefficients and found that for larger catchments (greater than 25 km2)

D∗
N K remained invariant with catchment size for any given event. This implies that D∗

N K

increases at the same rate as DG and therefore that kinematic effects have a significant

impact on network responses at all catchment scales, which is consistent with previous

results. They report that the combination of channel non-linearity and spatial hetero-

geneity, on their own, appear to explain the transformation of underlying negatively

skewed geomorphological functions, such as the width function, into smooth and pos-

itively skewed unit hydrographs. They also report that the kinematic effects, due to the

presence of spatially and temporally variable velocity fields, have a dominant impact on

the shape of the catchment’s instantaneous response function, confirming the results

of Saco and Kumar (2002a).

Summary and future research directions

‘Hydrologic dispersion’ refers to the combined effect of all dispersive processes that

contribute to the variance (spread) in the arrival-time distribution of water drops to

the watershed’s outlet and, consequently, has a direct impact on the shape of the direct

runoff hydrograph. Hydrologic-dispersive processes have an impact not only on the

duration of the hydrograph but also on the magnitude of the peak discharge and the

time to peak. The hydrologic dispersion is mainly driven by three main processes:� Hydrodynamic dispersion, which is induced by and accounts for storage, turbulence

and shear-stress processes along the individual channels. Owing to this effect, some

of the water drops entering the channel travel slower than others, producing spread

in the distribution of arrival times at the channel’s outlet. If all paths were equal

(same length and hydraulic geometry), this would constitute the only mechanism

contributing to hydrologic dispersion.� Geomorphologic dispersion, arising from the heterogeneity of path lengths in the

stream network that introduces spread in the arrival times of water drops to the basin’s

outlet. The effect of geomorphologic dispersion is significantly more important than

that of hydrodynamic dispersion at all catchment scales (Rinaldo et al., 1991; Snell

and Sivapalan, 1994; Robinson et al., 1995; Saco and Kumar, 2002a and b; White et al.,

2004).� Kinematic dispersion, induced by the effect of spatially varying celerities along the

stream network. Different studies have demonstrated that kinematic dispersion con-

tributes a significant portion of the total hydrologic dispersion and has a substantial

impact on the shape of the network-response function (Saco and Kumar, 2002a and

b; Snell et al., 2004; Paik and Kumar, 2004).
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The GIUH framework has allowed the derivation of analytical formulations to in-

vestigate the role of different dispersive mechanisms on shaping the hydrograph. It has

also enabled us to understand the role of network versus channel processes and the role

of network geomorphologic versus kinematic effects. This understanding is extremely

important because it not only guides our efforts for modelling and data acquisition

related to engineering and management applications but also opens new questions for

future research. As mentioned in the previous sections, the importance of geomorpho-

logic dispersion, which explains most of the variance of the travel-time distribution,

implies that the correct representation of the network characteristics in hydrologic

models is extremely important. It has been shown that the correct characterization of

kinematic dispersion processes in hydrologic models is also important to reproduce the

basin’s hydrologic response. Therefore, it is necessary to include an adequate charac-

terization of the channel hydraulic geometry not only for GIUH-type formulations, as

the ones explored in the previous sections, but also for distributed models of runoff

response.

Though significant advances have been achieved in our understanding of hydrologic

dispersion processes, many questions remain unanswered. We have made remarkable

progress in our understanding of the role of non-linearity, scale effects and the mecha-

nisms responsible for the skewness of the hydrograph. However, some of these issues still

require further research. For example, as explained in the previous sections, both hills-

lope effects and kinematic effects through non-linear space–time variations of velocities

have been found to be responsible for inducing skewness in the travel-time distribu-

tion. It is still not clear under which conditions each of these mechanisms dominates

the travel-time distribution and if the prevailing mechanism changes with scale and/or

rainfall intensity. Another question that requires further investigation is the effect of

the spatial variability of rainfall fields. Most of the research presented in this chapter

was done under the assumption of spatially uniform rainfall, which is reasonable for

small- to medium-size basins. However, as catchment scale increases, this assumption

is no longer valid. Further research is needed to assess the impact of the time–space

rainfall variability (and particularly its interaction with the network structure) on the

dispersion mechanisms and the hydrograph shape.

There are also numerous interdisciplinary open questions related to the role of hy-

drologic dispersion on various ecogeomorphological basin characteristics. For example,

Sklar et al. (2006) show that the distribution of travel distances and transport pathways

through the drainage network might, in some cases, affect the size distribution and flux

rates of the bed material at a control section. They found that though the source of

sediment from hillslopes (and particularly its resistant to abrasion) is key to the under-

standing of the spatial trends and variability in bedload-size distributions, the drainage

network can also play a very important role. They observed that basin shape and the

internal branching pattern can either amplify or dampen the effects of spatial variability

in the size of sediments delivered to channels by hillslopes. The influence on bedload
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variability of channel-network properties (such as the width function and the spacing

between tributary junctions) depends on the fundamental length scale imposed by par-

ticle abrasion. In this way, sediments of intermediate durability will display the greatest

variability in bedload mass, since the tributary junction spacing and basin width are

likely to occur at length scales that allow for the significant wear – but not the complete

destruction – of sediments supplied from upstream and therefore would have an im-

portant influence on the distribution of bed material sizes. An immediate question that

arises from the results of Sklar et al. (2006) is about the impact of hydrologic-dispersion

processes on the bedload variability. Hydrologic dispersion would account not only

for the distribution of travel distances (geomorphologic component) but also for ve-

locity variations (kinematic component) in the river network, giving a more complete

description of travel times in the network that might influence abrasion.

Finally, recent research has looked at the role of river networks as ecological cor-

ridors (Bertuzzo et al., 2007). This type of analysis is relevant for understanding the

impact of hydrologic controls imposed by river networks on invasion processes (of

species, populations, propagules or infective agents). Such research opens the possibility

of investigating the effect of the interaction between hydrologic-dispersion processes

and the spreading of species along ecological corridors defined by the river network

structure.
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Introduction

River channel networks transport both water delivered to them by catchment runoff

processes and sediments acquired by various erosion processes as the runoff occurs over

slopes and in the channels themselves. These networks are dynamic systems with branch-

ing structures that exhibit a high degree of complexity, but also regularity and organi-

zation; this spatial and temporal organization within river basins emerges from a large

number of interconnected physical and biological processes. Sediment delivered to the

river network, and then routed through it, is thus derived from many different sources

within a catchment, including areal production from hillslope soil erosion (both sheet-

wash and gully erosion) and point and line sources, such as mass movements and river-

bed and bank erosion. During transport, this sediment may be partly and temporarily

stored en route, in sediment sinks such as colluvium on the lower-gradient hillslopes,

alluvium (in the floodplain and river terraces) and in lakes, reservoirs and estuaries.

Models developed to account for sediment transport at the catchment and river

network scale have varying degrees of complexity. The simplest consist of empirical

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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relationships for sites within the network for which sediment-yield and stream-flow

data are available; these include methods combining sediment-rating relationships and

flow-duration curves (Gregory and Walling, 1973; Crawford, 1991; Horowitz, 2003),

and those based on surveys of lake and reservoir sedimentation (Verstraeten and Poe-

sen, 2000). These empirical relationships based on site-specific observations and data

may be useful for the particular site where the data were collected, but extrapolation

to other catchments is unlikely to be generally successful. Semi-empirical relation-

ships have been derived between sediment yield and variables defining climate forcing

(rainfall properties) and catchment morphology, such as catchment area, soil type, ge-

ology, topography, vegetation and land-use management (Milliman and Meade, 1983;

Restrepo and Kjerfve, 2000). Both the empirical and semi-empirical models contain

weak representations of transport mechanisms, lack explicit evaluation of sediment

sources, and focus on temporal variability while ignoring both the spatial heterogeneity

of sources and sediment-routing processes. The earliest spatially distributed models of

sediment yield were multivariate linear regression models (Anderson, 1954; Anderson,

1957; André and Anderson, 1961). These models were later developed as grid-based

methods involving systematic inventories of land-surface attributes in ungauged basins

(Solomon and Gupta, 1977; Cluis et al., 1979; and see below).

The second category of model seeks to build on fundamental hydrologic and hydraulic

processes, where the separate effects of climate forcing, catchment conditions and an-

thropogenic influences can all be identified (e.g. Flanagan and Nearing, 1995; Morgan

et al., 1998). Their process descriptions may include runoff generation and routing, flow

hydraulics, particle detachment by raindrop impact, deposition and remobilization, and

coupling between water flow and sediment (Young et al., 1989; Krysanova et al., 1998;

Bouraoui and Dillaha, 1996). These models are often extremely data-demanding, re-

quiring input data such as digital elevation models (DEMs), climate, soil, vegetation

cover, land use and other management factors, all at relatively fine spatial and temporal

resolutions. They are used by engineers, water-quality managers and water-resources

planners to analyse critical process interactions affecting water quality, to evaluate the

effectiveness of alternative control strategies and to provide data to perform cost-benefit

analysis and decision-making. It is not our intention to review these models in detail,

but it is worth noting that their reliability tends to decrease with increased catchment

size and complexity (Novotny and Olem, 1994).

A third category of models includes those that treat sediment transport stochasti-

cally, although the number of these is limited. For example, Moore and Clarke (1983)

propose a probabilistic sediment-transport model in the form of the well-known time-

invariant linear system assumed by the unit-hydrograph method. By extending the

advection–diffusion equation by adding a term to account for sediment deposition,

they show that, for sediment transport, the channel-response function can be expressed

as a stochastic function of the distance to the outlet, the time since erosion begins and the

average flow velocity. They use the hydrodynamic-dispersion coefficient to describe the
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sediment-routing efficiency within the channel network, and a proportionality constant

to define a linear relationship between deposition and storage. The channel response

in the model of Moore and Clarke is conceptually equivalent to the sediment-delivery

ratio, only it is allowed to vary with both the distance to the outlet and the time.

The ultimate goal of developing sediment-yield models is to improve our under-

standing of sediment-transport processes in the river network, that is of the supply,

delivery, storage and yield of sediment over various time and space scales. However,

the degree of complexity of these processes over a whole catchment and river network

means that it is necessary to strike a balance between theoretical and empirical ap-

proaches, especially when dealing with practical catchment-management issues, such

as the downstream sedimentation effects of upstream soil erosion. Physically based

sediment-transport models remain overly complex in relation to the data available to

estimate or calibrate their many parameters, or to validate them. This problem is not

unique to sediment-transport modelling, but applies to most models coupled to spa-

tially distributed hydrologic drivers (Beven, 1989; Jakeman and Hornberger, 1993). The

lack of available data (of sediment yield and environmental variables) and the associ-

ated parameterization difficulties lead modelled sediment-transport rates to be highly

uncertain. Furthermore, simplifications, such as state-steady flow assumptions, fail to

take into account the threshold-dependent, hysteretic and highly intermittent nature of

sediment transport; and improperly scaled sediment routing may give rise to non-linear

error propagation. It therefore remains difficult to elucidate the direct linkages between

detailed descriptions of processes operating at small scales and observed macroscopic

features of sediment-yield variability at the catchment scale.

Biron and Lane (Chapter 3, this volume) demonstrate that modelling sediment trans-

port at river cross-sections can be approached by detailed coupling of hydrologic and

hydraulic models, and Gasparini et al. (Chapter 17, this volume) contend that, to un-

derstand and model network evolution, the sediment-transport rate is often necessarily

described by simplified transport laws (power functions of discharge and slope, shear

stress under steady-state runoff, and discharge as a power function of contributing area).

Sediment transport, as described in the present chapter, requires an approach between

these end-member cases because of the increased complexity of spatial and temporal

heterogeneities at the catchment scale, even on timescales for which the catchment

characteristics remain constant. Here, the greatest challenges to understanding and

modelling sediment transport occur not only because of non-linear interactions of the

processes of erosion, deposition and remobilization of sediment but also because of our

inability to represent its non-equilibrium nature and the spatial and temporal scales

over which heterogeneities occur (Richards, 1993; Lane et al., 1997).

This chapter therefore provides a critique of the current knowledge of the pro-

cesses that control sediment transport at the catchment scale and introduces alternative

approaches to this complex transport phenomenon, in which transport coefficients

based on the mean and variance of velocities are dependent on temporal and spatial
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scales of measurement. By contrast with models that attempt to capture finer details

of physical processes, the primary focus in this chapter is to explain the macroscopic

features of sediment transport, such as the scaling issues related to temporal and spatial

variability, the interplay between climatic, hydrological and geomorphological con-

trols and mathematical representations of controlling processes. We begin by defin-

ing ‘sediment yield’, ‘sediment-delivery ratio’ and tackling the issues related to their

empirical estimation. We then demonstrate the similarity between sediment-delivery

and catchment-runoff processes, and show that this similarity motivates the develop-

ment of a simple model that provides a physical interpretation of observed scaling

behaviours of specific sediment-yield and sediment-delivery ratios with travel time and

catchment area. We then examine a distributed model of sediment production and

delivery, which is based on similar principles and is applicable to practical environ-

mental management problems. To make the problem tractable, this chapter is limited

to suspended sediment transport and omits processes such as bedload transport and

landslides.

The concept of sediment delivery

‘Sediment yield’ is defined as the quantity of eroded material transported by water flow

from a defined area of the landscape to a specific location, such as the outlet of a drainage

basin for a given measurement period. As a catchment-scale measure of soil erosion,

transport and deposition, the sediment yield reflects characteristics of the catchment,

its climate and morphological conditions. For comparative purposes, it is expressed

as a weight per unit area and time [M L–2 T–1], as its spatial and temporal averages

vary with both the area and time period of measurement. A dimensionless empirical

variable, the sediment-delivery ratio (SDR), is often used to relate the space-time average

of catchment sediment yield and gross erosion, by:

y = γ ex,y (16.1)

where y (M L–2 T–1) is the average sediment yield, ex,y (M L–2 T–1) is the average

gross erosion rate (also expressed per unit area and time for dimensional consistency)

and γ is the SDR (Walling, 1983; Richards, 1993). The time period over which y and

e are estimated is often an annual average, although both upland erosion rate and

sediment yield may vary widely between and within years. The SDR concept that links

them provides a simple basis for investigating problems relating to the downstream

consequences of upstream erosion (such as sedimentation and pollution), but in practice

its value varies significantly with the size of areal unit, the length of time period over

which it is averaged and various environmental properties, and it remains a factor of

limited practical value.
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A proper definition for the time-averaged sediment yield would be:

ȳ =
∫
Ty

y(t)dt

/
Ty =

∫
Ty

C(t)Q(t)dt

/
ATy (16.2)

where y(t) is the time-varying area-averaged sediment yield, or specific sediment yield

at the measuring location [M L–2 T–1], Ty is the characteristic timescale for sediment

transport from contributing area A, Q(t) is the time- varying water discharge [L3 T–1]

and C(t) [M L–3] is the sediment concentration at time t. Similarly, a proper definition

of SDR is:

γ =

∫
Ty

y(t)dt/Ty∫
Te

ex,y(t)dt/Te

=

∫
Ty

C(t)Q(t)dt/ATy∫
Te

ex,y(t)dt/Te

(16.3)

where Te is the characteristic timescale of hillslope erosion within the catchment,

ex,y(t) = 1
A

∫∫
A

e(x, y, t)dxdy is the spatially averaged upland erosion rate [M L–2 T–1],

and e(x , y, t) [M L–2 T–1] is the spatially varying plot-scale upland erosion rate at time

t over the contributing area A. Equation 16.2 implies that a statistically meaningful en-

semble mean ȳ can only be obtained where y(t) is at least quasi-stationary during time

Ty , and Equation 16.3 means that a statistically meaningful ensemble mean for γ can

only be obtained when ex,y(t) is relatively stationary during Te and when the conditions

for a statistical equilibrium in ȳ are also obeyed. Thus, a statistically meaningful average

sediment yield or SDR for a catchment with particular environmental properties (soil

erodibility, rainfall characteristics, topography and network geometry) can only occur

if it is estimated for a time period over which both erosion rate and sediment yield are

at statistical equilibrium.

Difficulties in measuring and estimating sediment
yield and SDR

Understanding sediment transport is complicated by the lack of long-term data on

sediment flux within river networks, which are essential for the development and testing

of a variety of theories and methods. As noted above, common sources of data are (a)

measurements from combined river gauging and sediment-sampling stations and (b)

sedimentation records for lakes and reservoirs. Sediment records derived from the

former are often too short (only a few decades at most), and those derived from the

latter often lack temporal resolution. There are also means of measuring (using erosion

pins or soil caesium inventories), or estimating (using soil-erosion models) at-a-point
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erosion rates within catchments, and integrating these over a catchment leads to an

estimate of the gross erosion rate. Most available datasets relate to agricultural plots

and small experimental catchments, and do not represent the interacting processes and

spatial heterogeneities occurring at larger spatial scales.

As a result, the statistical requirements outlined in the previous section are rarely met

in practice, particularly because the characteristic timescale for sediment deliveryTy

can be much larger than the characteristic erosional timescale Te . Wischmeier and

Smith (1978) suggest that at least 20 to 25 years of rainfall data are needed to de-

fine a long-term average for rainfall erosivity. Thus, at the plot scale, a few decades of

erosion measurements are needed for statistically meaningful long-term average ero-

sion rates. Studies of travel distance in flumes and in small catchments suggest that

most entrained sediment is transported only a few metres before being redeposited

(e.g. Parsons and Stromberg, 1998). In comparison with the rate of change of land-

surface conditions, the rate of change of fluvial suspended sediment concentration is

small. The travel distance for suspended sediment (i.e. the wash fraction of the load)

increases considerably once those fine particles reach the streams. Viewing the hillslope

and river network as an integrated system, the characteristic timescale of catchment

sediment yield must be longer than that at the plot scale, but remains largely unknown

at present. This long timescale for sediment yield places a limit on the degree to which

the yield of particulate sediment from a river network can be isolated from considera-

tions of chemical weathering and solute yield, since fine sediments in storage for long

periods in large catchments may be remobilized by chemical processes and eventually

exported in solution (Dietrich and Dunne, 1978).

In a steady-state system, sediment yield would be approximately equal to the amount

eroded from upstream slopes, and there is no net change in storage (Slaymaker, 1972).

Such a condition rarely exists in river basins (Trimble, 1983), and certainly cannot

be assumed for much of the United States (Trimble, 1975) and Australia (Wasson

et al., 1998) since European settlement. In the last 200 years in Australia, the erosion

of hillslopes and stream banks has increased significantly (Edwards, 1993), supplying

large quantities of sediment to the rivers (Rutherfurd, 2000). Much of this sediment

is still stored within the river system (Wasson et al., 1996). In large catchments, the

characteristic timescale of catchment-sediment yield is related to prolonged sediment

storage (Dietrich and Dunne, 1978; Trimble, 1983; Meade, 1988; Meade et al., 1990). For

example, Church (2002) suggests that in Canadian drainage basins the characteristic

time of sediment transfer is of the order of 102–106 yr, reflecting this long-term storage

effect. In small catchments, the main stores are in fans, footslopes and terraces; in large

rivers, the floodplains, reservoirs and the river bed are more important. Sediment-

residence times are measurable via appropriate observations of sediment body age and

turnover rate. The non-steady-state nature of sediment transport renders the concept of

a stationary sediment yield or SDR effectively meaningless beyond a limiting catchment

area. For any time period, the SDR can be used to link the upland erosion rate to
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sediment yield only when no significant change of sediment storage occurs (Trimble,

1983). A question thus arises as to whether the concept of the SDR should be restricted

to catchments small enough that the integral time in Equations 16.2 and 16.3 is of the

order of the sediment-transit time from hillslope to channel.

To make the situation even worse, measurements of upland erosion and sediment

yield are often made during different time periods, and the values of Te and Ty are

determined by data availability rather than theoretical necessity. For these practical

reasons, various different approximations to Equations 16.2 and 16.3 have been used,

and they are often reduced to:

ȳ = c0

M∑
j=1

Q j C j (16.4)

and

γ =
c0

M∑
j=1

Q j C j

ē A M
(16.5)

where Q j and C j are discrete samples of discharge and sediment concentration re-

spectively. M is the total number of samples, ē is the average annual spatially averaged

upland erosion rate, c0 is a dimensionless factor representing the ratio of the units of

ē and the units of specific sediment yield estimated from discrete samples. Sometimes,

further approximation is applied by focusing only on hydrograph events, or hydro-

graph peaks. Frequently, the measured concentration C is replaced by a concentration

estimated from a sediment-rating relationship, then applied to a discharge record that

is more continuous and long-standing than the sediment record. Furthermore, inad-

equate sampling may also cause large errors in estimates of sediment yield (Walling,

1977; Yorke and Ward, 1986). Few estimates of catchment-averaged ȳ or SDR are there-

fore based on data allowing true statistical averaging, and accordingly most estimations

of ȳ or SDR can rarely be compared directly between catchments. A general source of

problems in cross-catchment comparisons of SDRs and ȳ is the failure of the analyst

to scale the data to equivalent areas for comparison. Church et al. (1999) examined

fluvial sediment yield in Canada and found that the specific sediment yield y increases

downstream in most regions, indicating a regional degradation of river valleys. Aggra-

dation, however, occurs regionally over the southern Prairies, while specific sediment

yields are on average similar at all scales in southern Ontario. Church et al. (1999)

also note the danger of a simple presentation of unadjusted specific sediment yields in

cross-catchment comparisons. The scale dependence of specific sediment yield means

that sediment yields must be scaled to a standard area for comparison between basins

and regions.
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A practical reason for deriving the SDR (γ ) using Equation 16.3 or its approximations

for a series of catchments is that, if a good correlation can then be established between γ

and measured catchment properties, Equation 16.1 can be used to estimate the sediment

yield from erosion estimates for ungauged catchments. The latter have been based, for

example, on erosion estimates using the Universal Soil Loss Equation (Roehl, 1962;

Trimble, 1983) or an equivalent soil-loss model. However, the only strong signal that

emerges in attempts to derive such a relationship between γ and catchment properties

is the well-known γ –A relationship (Roehl, 1962; ASCE, 1975), examples of which are

shown in Figure 16.1. These suggest a power-function relationship:

γ = αAφ (16.6)

where α and φ are empirical parameters. Observational studies show that the exponent

φ is commonly but not universally negative, and mostly of the order of –0.01 to –0.04.

Similar inverse power functions have also been found for annual average sediment yield

(Milliman and Meade, 1983). There are grounds for expecting an inverse relationship

of the ȳ or SDR with area, such as the decreasing average gradient of larger catchments,

and the associated increasing potential for intervening storage between locations of

sediment detachment and sites where sediment yield is measured. Furthermore, in

large catchments, erosive rainstorms are unlikely to cover the whole basin, and this also

implies decreasing SDR with increasing area.
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Figure 16.1 Relationships of the SDR to catchment area based on historical empirical data. Various

different sampling methods were employed in developing the different relationships. The trend for

Sicily was from Ferro and Minacapilli (1995). The rest are redrawn from Walling (1983).
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However, Figure 16.1 shows that considerable variation exists in γ –A relationships in

different regions, with γ varying by a factor of two or more for a given area, suggesting

that a variation of γ depends on properties other than catchment area. Equation 16.6

therefore appears to be only a weak scaling relationship rather than a basis for the

regionalization of sediment delivery. In addition, as a counter example, data from

Canada and Australia (Church and Slaymaker, 1989; Wasson, 1994; Wasson et al., 1998)

shows that the SDR may sometimes increase with catchment area, in association with

channel incision, or remobilization of paraglacial sediment supply. A number of studies

where both cases of γ < 1 and > 1 are present are summarized by Birkinshaw and

Bathurst (2006). Faced with such evidence of unpredictable variation in the SDR, some

researchers have even completely dismissed it as a useful concept (Trimble and Crosson,

2000; Kinnell, 2004). However, it may be less the concept itself that is the problem than

the way it has been misused.

One problem with the γ –A relationship is that the values of γ are lumped at the

whole catchment scale, and there is no information in the catchment scale measure (area)

about the structure of the drainage network and the organization of sub-catchments. The

importance of these issues was recognized by Boyce (1975), who noted that downstream

flow-through channels (interior links in the drainage network) have lower delivery ratios

for their area than exterior links, but are unrepresented in the γ –A relationships shown

in Figure 16.1. Boyce (1975) considers a hypothetical watershed in which the exterior

links have a high delivery ratio and the whole drainage basin a lower one (consistent

with the γ –A relationship). If the production of sediment per unit area across the whole

catchment is assumed to be uniform, the interior link areas must have an even lower

delivery ratio than the complete catchment. The conclusions to be drawn from this

simple thought experiment are that the γ –A relationship cannot be used to examine

within-catchment variation in the delivery ratio (since it is based on between-catchment

statistical analysis), that it cannot be used for reliable comparison between catchments

when it fails to define the variation between them in network structure (and sediment

routing) and that the appropriate way to treat the delivery-ratio concept is in a spatially

distributed manner, applying it to small sub-catchments and defining whole-catchment

delivery ratios in terms of chained sediment budgets to downstream sites (see below).

Limiting the applicability of the SDR to small catchments and treating in-channel

sediment transport as a separate issue may largely neutralize the existing critique of the

usefulness of the SDR. In fact, Equation 16.6 merely represents a general area-scaling

relation for sediment yield. The scaling exponent φ < 0 (or > 0), or γ < 1 (or > 1) in

Equation 16.6 implies aggradation (or degradation) over the specific measuring time

period. This holds either at field edges or, at the usual larger scale of observations, in

floodplains or along a river channel. The scaling exponent φ essentially plays the same

role, for sediment transport, as the extensively studied fractal scaling relations do for

runoff. It represents a generalized and alternative approach to the catchment scaling

of sediment transport for a shorthand summary of regional sediment-yield trends and
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patterns. In our view, it would make more physical sense to restrict the commonly used

steady-state SDR to small catchments, where statistical-equilibrium conditions are more

likely to be met. The scaling perspective of Equation 16.6 then must be generalized when

applied to the channel phase, where the parameter φ needs to be treated as a function

of time and catchment conditions because the system is no longer stationary.

In a practical sense, an ability to estimate the SDR would be valuable as a means of

linking upland erosion and downstream sediment yield and of informing the assess-

ment of the operational life of a new reservoir in terms of storage depletion caused

by sedimentation. Methods to estimate the trap-efficiency (TE per cent) of a reservoir

of given geometry and operational characteristics (TE is the percentage of inflowing

sediment retained in the reservoir), including the Brune (1953) and Churchill (1948)

curves, are essentially similar to the SDR–area relationship. The former relates TE to

the ratio of the reservoir’s water-storage capacity and the annual water inflow; the latter

relates the sediment throughput (defined as 100-TE per cent) to an index based on

the reservoir retention time and throughflow velocity (Verstraeten and Poesen, 2000;

Richards, 2002). The theoretical significance of the SDR is that it defines a relation-

ship between sediment-production locations in a drainage basin and the attenuation

and depositional losses associated with the routing of material through the drainage

network to a downstream location. The SDR thus defines how the erosional history of

a drainage basin is modulated by temporary storage, as erosional products are moved

discontinuously through the landscape. However, this is only true if the SDR is treated

as a spatially distributed index for much smaller spatial domains (where the statistical

equilibrium conditions are more likely to be satisfied), rather than simply as a lumped

index for the entire basin; and if its dependence on the network structure of a basin is

explicitly considered.

The importance of storage along the river network is evident both in understand-

ing landscape evolution and in environmental management. In the former case, for

example, it is not straightforward to interpret dated sedimentary units in downstream

sediment sinks in relation to environmental (e.g. climate change) drivers without know-

ing the time constants for the upstream landscape, which themselves may vary with

climate. Also, sediment may enter storages during periods of catchment disturbance,

especially at river confluences (Richards, 1993), in the form of alluvial fans, and then

be reworked into downstream floodplains later, in a version of the complex response

model (Schumm and Parker, 1973), in which external stimuli such as climatic changes

cause multiple aggradation-incision cycles. These issues imply that lags between the

production of sediment and its deposition in temporary storage are highly variable

both within and between catchments, depending on sediment-routing pathways. This

means that attempts to infer the timing of climatic change from histograms of 14C dates

obtained from organic material preserved in alluvial sediments must be treated with

caution, since the intervals between erosion and burial will vary considerably depending

on catchment size and network structure (Knox, 1975; Macklin, 1999; Richards, 2002).
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In the latter case, the environmental problems associated with sediment yield include

sedimentation and loss of storage capacity in reservoirs, increased flooding as a result

of channel aggradation and water-quality problems that reflect the fact that sediment

serves as a carrier for nutrients and pesticides (Scheffer, 1998; Woodroffe et al., 1993;

McCulloch et al., 2003). The management of such sediment-related problems must be

based on understanding both upstream sediment production and downstream effects.

Thus, there are practical needs to regionalize or extrapolate observed sediment yield (or

the SDRs) from gauged sites to ungauged sites. Additional physiographic and hydro-

logical attributes have been suggested as a basis for regionalization; these include mean

annual runoff, average catchment relief, channel-network bifurcation ratio, catchment

relief/length ratio, main channel slope and mean travel time of sediment (Roehl, 1962;

Renfro, 1975; Walling, 1983; Khanbilvardi and Rogowski, 1984; Ferro and Minacapilli,

1995). This implies that the empirical scaling relation, e.g. Equation 16.6, is likely to

suffer from the effect of ‘the devil’s own variable’, catchment area (Anderson, 1957),

with which many of these other controlling factors are correlated.

The mixture of methods, timescales and definitions used in the past, and the resulting

lack of consistency in the data employed, all imply that not only are more process-based

insights into sediment delivery needed but, equally, so is a suitable theoretical frame-

work. Theoretical development needs to focus on the interactions amongst the diverse

array of processes controlling sediment supply, the system heterogeneity at the catch-

ment scale and the routing of sediment through the drainage network, which together

have given rise to a wide variation of relationships between sediment production and

sediment yield, with multiscale coherence lengths and potentially very long sediment-

retention times. In the following sections, therefore, we explore some alternative, related,

theoretical approaches to sediment production, delivery and yield. These examine the

relationship between hydrology and sediment yield, and the spatial structure of produc-

tion, storage and yield defined by routing through the river network. They range from

theoretical models that explore how some interactions amongst system components

may arise in the real world, and may lead to the formulation of testable hypotheses that

can be evaluated through empirical studies, to simplified models that have demonstrable

utility in practical environmental management.

Links between hydrology and sediment production
and yield

Rainfall-runoff processes are the ultimate drivers of erosional processes and sediment

transport, so certain parallels should exist between the relationships of runoff and

sediment yield to catchment properties. Close correlation between suspended sediment

yield and discharge has commonly been observed in small agricultural catchments (Lane

et al., 1997; Krysanova et al., 1998), and in many cases, mean runoff depth (runoff per
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unit area) and sediment yield scale with basin area in similar ways, with inverse power-

function relationships and similar scaling exponents (e.g. Benson, 1962; Goodrich et al.,

1997). A similar scale transition in behaviour exists in hydrology to that which exists

in the transition from hillslope erosion, in which sheetwash and rill erosion supply

sediment to the river network, to channel erosion, in which the sediment supply is

generated by river bank erosion. This transition has been recognized by Calver et al.

(1972) and Kirkby (1976) as a scale-dependent change in the relative importance of

the hillslope-runoff process and the network-dependent channel-routing process in

determining the temporal characteristics of the hydrograph (e.g. its time of rise, time

of concentration and time base).

In Figure 16.2, a connection to hydrological scaling is illustrated by plotting empirical

SDR data (Roehl, 1962) in relation to catchment areaA and comparing these against

average peak-flow (flood) responses (the plotted lines) for similar-sized catchments,

using parameters defined by Robinson and Sivapalan (1997a) from simple theoretical

reasoning. The SDR values (dots) were derived from eastern USA regions where hillslope

erosion dominates. The average peak-flow response, E (S), is defined as the ratio between

average peak runoff at the catchment outlet and the average rainfall intensity. For

rectangular pulses of rainfall falling on a catchment, and assuming a triangular unit

hydrograph of flood response, Robinson and Sivapalan (1997a) derived an analytical

expression for E (S) of the form:

E (S) = 2 (tr /tc )
{

1 − (tr /tc ) + (tr /tc ) exp [− (tc/tr )]
}

(16.7)

0.01

0.1

1

10

1010.10.01 100 1000

γγ

Area ( km 2
)

E(S)1

E(S)2

E(S)3

E(S)4

[[Roehl, 1962]

tr = 1.0 hr

tr = 0.5 hr

tr = 0.2 hr

tr = 0.1 hr

Figure 16.2 Comparison of sediment delivery ratio γ derived from measurements (Roehl, 1962)

and peak-flow response E (S) (Equation 16.5) with different values of excess rainfall duration tr . It

is assumed that tc in Equation 16.5 is expressed as a function of basin area A of the form: tc = ξ Aν ,

where values of 1 and 0.4 were used for ξ and υ.
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where tr and tc are the duration of rainfall excess (rainfall minus infiltration), and the

catchment’s time to concentration, respectively. Figure 16.2 shows that with the choice

of a realistic range of values of tr , E (S) expressed by Equation 16.7 is able to represent the

variability in observed values of the SDR. This indicates that in environments dominated

by hillslope erosion, the SDR may be closely related to (or analogous with) catchment

runoff response, with similar scaling behaviour. Since E (S) is a ratio of rates of runoff

discharge and runoff generation, while the SDR is a ratio of sediment discharge to

sediment generation, the comparability in these two ratios shown in Figure 16.2 might

imply a similar form of relationship for sediment yield, particularly for small agricultural

catchments where hillslope erosion dominates.

Both observational data and simulated lines in Figure 16.2 suggest that the slope

of the γ –A relationship changes while catchment area increases. This reflects a typical

multifractal feature and is consistent with the change in physical control of the sediment

yield or runoff processes while the catchment area increases. One key feature of Equation

16.7 is that peak runoff response E (S) is merely a function of the ratio between two

timescales, tr and tc , representing the interplay between catchment geomorphological

conditions and hydrological controls. Such interplay can be conceptually illustrated

by Figures 16.3 and 16.4, which are intuitive pictures showing advection, dispersion

and deposition processes occurring along a hillslope profile (Figure 16.3) and sediment

transport within a catchment with Strahler order of three (Figure 16.4). These figures

show how the dual relationship between hillslope/catchment travel time and rainfall

Figure 16.3 A conceptual model of sediment transport from spatially uniform erosion sources for

a hypothetical hillslope.
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duration may result in different shapes of sedigraph, and why values of SDR tend to

reduce when the source area gets larger. Suppose that the total sediment yield received

by a channel is the integral of the contributions from each point along the length of

the hillslope (see Figure 16.3). At time t0, upland erosion occurs. Sediment travelling

downhill from sources near the channel reaches the channel promptly (occurring at

time t0), with the smallest amount of sediment deposition on the hillslope. Sediment

eroded at the top of a slope has a lower chance of reaching the channel as it must travel

further. There is a time delay between the sediment production and its final receipt by

the channel. During this time, proportionally more sediment gets deposited en route

before it reaches the channel. During an erosion–sediment transport event, sediment

yield in the channel may be determined by comparing the hillslope-sediment travel

time th with the effective upland erosion duration tr (i.e. during which local erosion

occurs). When tr is longer than th (e.g. th = t3, as shown in Figure 16.3), sediment

from all sources has an opportunity to be delivered. The total time-dependent sediment

yield has a positively skewed shape (e.g. a peak at short time lags with a long tail in

order to account for the first flush and delaying effects). Conversely, sediment yield may

resemble the near-stream erosion distribution if tr � th (e.g. the duration of upland

erosion is particularly short). In this case, the total time-dependent sediment yield

has a less skewed shape, similar to that of a Gaussian distribution. Figure 16.4 shows

that this concept can be applied to sediment transport in a channel network, in which

the sediment yield is measured at the catchment outlet. Similarly, sediment near the

catchment outlet becomes sediment yield promptly, while the sediment contributing

to the total sediment yield from the upstream sources will be reduced and more spread

out in time. The upstream sediment contribution is further constrained by the rainfall

duration.

For hillslopes, de Ploey (1984) suggests a physical mechanism for this by linking

the basal sediment yield to the relationship between the duration of storm rainfall

and overland-flow travel time, with deposition occurring when rain ceases because of

reduced turbulence in sheetwash when raindrop impact ceases. In small catchments

in which hillslope runoff dominates, sediment delivery is therefore likely to reflect

the intensity and duration of rainfall, while in larger catchments where hydrological

routing and sediment storage are dominant factors sediment production and transfer

mainly reflect the interactions among bank erosion, channel incision and floodplain

storage. For the latter case, Equation 16.7, or Figures 16.3 and 16.4, cannot account

for the full range of variations in the relationships amongst sediment yield, SDR and

catchment area, since there are cases where channelized phenomena, such as secondary

reworkings of valley-floor deposits and channel incision, may even lead to increases in

SDR with basin area (Church and Slaymaker, 1989; Church et al., 1999). Therefore, the

interaction between runoff generation and sediment-storage spatial distributions must

be modelled, and additional sediment-mobilization processes must be represented. A
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simple linear storage model developed to account for these factors is described in the

following section.

Physical inferences of sediment delivery based on a simple
lumped model

The idea of geomorphological and hydrological controls on sediment transport de-

scribed in the previous section can be made mathematically more explicit using a

simple linear storage model, such as that illustrated in Figure 16.5(a) (Lu et al., 2005b).

This model is a modified version of the hydrological scaling model (Sivapalan et al.,

2002) and can be used to explore how catchment hydrological response, erosion source

type and intensity, and depositional processes influence sediment transport. This event-

based model consists of two linear sediment stores, one for hillslopes and one for the

channel network. The hillslope store is supplied with sediment by upland erosion at the

rate eh(t) [M L–2 T–1] over an effective storm duration ter (sediment transport only

occurs during this period). At time t, some eroded sediment is redeposited within the

hillslope at the rate rh [M L–2 T–1], and the rest is delivered to the channel network

store at rate yh [M L–2 T–1]. The mass of sediment stored in the hillslope per unit area

is denoted by Sh [M L–2] and can be estimated by the balance between the erosion rate

eh(t), the redeposition rate rh(t) and the rate of delivery to the channel, yh(t). Similarly,

at a given time t, the channel store is supplied with sediment from the hillslope store

at the rate yh(t) plus the stream-bank erosion rate en(t) [M L–2 T–1]. This therefore

captures the two states, or sub-systems – the hillslope and the channel network – that

relate, respectively, to surface runoff and soil erosion, and hydrograph routing and bank

erosion, as discussed in the previous section.

Some sediment in the channel store is redeposited in the channel at the rate rn

[M L–2 T–1], while some is transported to the catchment outlet and leaves the catchment

at the rate y [M L–2 T–1] (the area-specific sediment yield). The mass of sediment

stored in the channel network is Sn [M L–2] and can be estimated by a balance between

the hillslope delivery rate, yh(t),the channel network erosion rate, en(t), the rate of

redeposition within the channel network, rn(t), and the rate of sediment delivery to the

catchment outlet, y(t). The continuity equation of sediment for the two stores can thus

be expressed as:

dSh(t)

dt
= eh(t) − rh(t) − yh(t)

dSn(t)

dt
= en(t) + yh(t) − rn(t) − y(t)

(16.8)
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We assume that hillslopes are eroded at a constant rate eh during the entire duration of

effective sediment transport ter and that channels are eroded at a constant rate en for

a duration ti , which is shorter than the time base of the sedigraph. This event-based

sediment-transport model can be represented schematically as shown in Figure 16.5(b).

Linear relationships between the transport fluxes and storage are assumed, and Equation

16.8 can then be rewritten as linear ordinary differential equations in the dependent

variables of yh and y:

tn

dyh(t)

dt
= eh(t) − (λhth + 1)yh(t) (16.9)

tn

dy (t)

dt
= en(t) + yh(t) − (λntn + 1)y(t) (16.10)

where th and tn are the mean residence times within the hillslope store and the channel

store, and λh and λn are deposition parameters both of which have the units of [T–1].

Physically, λh (λn) represents the proportion of sediment in the hillslope (channel) store

that is redeposited per unit time, here, as a first approximation, treated as constant over

an event.

Equations 16.9 and 16.10 are standard first-order ordinary differential equations

that can be solved analytically to give time-dependent sediment yield at the catchment

outlet:

y(t) = yh(t) + yn(t) (16.11)

where yh and yn are the sediment contributions from the hillslope and channel stores,
respectively at time t. Both yh and yn can be expressed as:

yh (t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, t ≤ 0

eh

Ah Bn

⎛⎝1 − exp

(
− Bnt

tn

)
−

exp
(
− Ah t

th

)
− exp

(
− Bn t

tn

)
1 − Ah tn

Bn th

⎞⎠ , 0 < t ≤ ter

eh

Ah Bn

⎛⎝ 1 − exp
(
− Ah ter

th

)
1 − Ah tn

Bn th

exp

(
− Ah (t − ter )

th

)
+

1 − exp
(
− Bn ter

tn

)
1 − Bn th

Ah tn

exp

(
− Bn(t − ter )

tn

)⎞⎠ , t > ter

(16.12)

yn(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 t ≤ ti1

en

Bn

(
1 − exp

(
− Bn(t − ti1

)

tn

))
, ti1

< t ≤ ti2

en

Bn

(
exp

(
Bnti2

tn

)
− exp

(
Bnti1

tn

))
exp

(
− Bnt

tn

)
, t > ti2

(16.13)
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where Ah = 1 + λhth and Bn = 1 + λntn. In essence, Equations 16.11 to 16.13 suggest

that, for a given time t, sediment yield y(t) is the sum of sediment yield from hillslope

supply yh(t) and channel supply yn(t), and the actual shape of y(t) is mostly determined

by the various dimensionless time-scaling parameters, namely Ah ,Bn,ter /th and ti/tn,

and by the relative importance of hillslope and bank erosion. Because of the multiple

sources, by using Equations 16.11 to 16.13, it can be shown that y(t) can have single, flat

or multiple peaks, and the peak may occur at a time when t < ter or t > ter . Furthermore,

large values of th ,tn, Ah or Bn often result in smaller values of y(t) with less dispersion

in shape, suggesting a different sampling frequency may be needed to capture fully the

variability of y(t) under such conditions.

Some simple relationships can be derived using such a model. For instance, the total

sediment yield (per unit area per storm, Yt) can be estimated as:

Yt =
∫ ∞

0

y(t)dt = 1

Bn

(
ehter

Ah

+ enti

)
(16.14)

Substituting Equation 16.14 into Equation 16.1, and assuming that total erosion e is

estimated only as hillslope erosion eh , results in a expression for the SDR, γ e :

γe = ter

tt

1

Bn

(
1

Ah

+ enti

ehter

)
(16.15)

Equations 16.14 and 16.15 state that the total sediment yield Yt is a fraction (1/Ah Bn)

of the total hillslope erosion (ehter ) plus a fraction (1/Bn) of the total bank erosion

(enti ). These fractions are scaling parameters that depend on the sediment depositional

timescale relative to the travel times in the hillslope and channel stores. Equation 16.15

can be used to fit to SDR data such as those of Roehl (1962), as shown in Figure

16.6. Here, simulated curves of γ e are plotted in comparison to these data, the curves

being obtained by using Equation 16.15, and setting enti

eh ter
= 0 (implying negligible

bank erosion), th = 0.1 hr (rapid hillslope delivery) and λh= 0.01 hr–1 (low hillslope

depositional timescale). This plot implies that the variation in Roehl’s data can be

explained by the channel depositional parameter λn. Of course, Figure 16.2 has already

suggested that, for cases in which hillslope erosion dominates, the γ –A relationship

can be represented by a hydrological model based on the duration of excess rainfall

and the time of concentration. It is likely that some combination of the hydrological

and geomorphological models will provide a more complete physical explanation of

the γ –A relationship. Figure 16.6 explicitly demonstrates that the γ –A curves must be

based on properly defined timescales in the identification of sediment yield and on-site

erosion rates; each curve in the diagram is specific for two timescales.

This simple lumped model (i.e. Equation 16.8 and its analytical solution) can pro-

vide qualitative process-based insights into the causes of variation in the SDR. For
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γ
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e

Figure 16.6 Simulated curves of total-volume-based SDR γ e in comparison to the SDR estimates

of Roehl (1962). The curves were calculated using Equation 16.15 with parameters set as explained

in the text. The physical interpretation of these curves is that variations of γ e–A are controlled by

the channel depositional parameter λn.

example, when hillslope erosion dominates (eh � en, or en → 0), the SDR increases

when the timescale required for either hillslope or channel deposition increases. As

channel erosion increases relative to hillslope erosion, the SDR increases and could

even exceed unity. This suggests that the physical meaning of SDR may change from

being an indicator of upland sediment delivery efficiency, as traditionally defined, to

that of relative contribution of hillslope and channel erosion. The shift between these

interpretations begins to take place for 1
Ah

< enti

eh ter
. It is possible to infer, indirectly, the

effect of an increase in channel-bed particle size, which is likely to reduce the chan-

nel erosion rate and reduce the timescale required for channel deposition; this results

in lower SDR values unless the ratio of hillslope to channel erosion rate is high. For

small steep catchments, and for the general case where hillslope erosion is dominant,

Equation 16.8 reduces to that of Sivapalan et al. (2002) for the runoff case. In such

situations, the y–A (γ –A) relationships closely mirror that for runoff and area, so that

variation in suspended sediment yield can be largely explained by variation in runoff,

and the scaling exponents of SDR and unit sediment yield are similar to that for unit

runoff. In larger catchments, both the depositional parameter λn and the channel ero-

sion rate, en, are likely to increase, and thus control the SDR, which will no longer relate

to area in the same way as runoff. The deposition capacity of the channel store controls

both the γ p–A and γ e –A relationships, regardless of the effective duration of upland

erosion. In these cases, even though sediment yield may exhibit a strong correlation
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with the runoff rate at a sampling point, this is only local and does not imply a potential

for regionalization.

In Figures 16.1 and 16.2, it is evident that the slope of the γ e –A relationship is not

constant, but changes from near-zero for small catchment area A to –0.4 as A increases.

For small values of the channel depositional parameter λn, in catchments with areas

smaller than about 1000 km2, the γ e − A slope tends to remain close to zero, as long

as the catchment lacks sediment storage and the sediments are mainly fine-grained (as

in the Chinese Loess region; Walling, 1983). This is consistent with the expectation

that the transport of suspended sediment is mostly restricted by hillslope supply and

that channels tend to export much of the fine wash load delivered to them. However,

such system equilibrium cannot be sustained for individual events, especially in large

catchments, so the γ e –A slope becomes more negative when the area is larger. This

is consistent with patterns reported in the literature on catchment sediment delivery

(Walling, 1983; Richards, 1993). Equations 16.14 and 16.15 also explain that if the

hillslope erosion rate eh is fixed, and the channel erosion rate en increases linearly with

the channel travel time tn, both Yt and the SDR increase with A. This pattern has been

observed empirically (Church et al., 1999) in catchments with increasing sediment

supply downstream.

The inferences discussed above show how a simple model can give rise to a rich array

of testable hypotheses, and can suggest relationships that can be further explored in

empirical research. This theoretical model provides a way to explore how the sources

and sinks of sediment, along with the time and space scales of sediment movement for

hillslopes versus channel networks, influence the dynamics of sediment delivery from

drainage basins. Another example is provided by Lisle and Church (2002), who present

a conceptual model of sediment movement and storage in large drainage basins, based

on a cascade of linear reservoirs in which sediment is transferred through a series of

channel/valley segments (natural sediment storage reservoirs) that are distinguished

from their neighbours by their particular capacity to store and transport sediment.

The sediment-transport capacity of each reservoir is assumed to be a function of stor-

age volume, which influences sediment mobility and availability through variations in

bed-surface texture, channel gradient and the availability of valley-floor sediments for

erosion. This conceptual model has two phases. In phase I, a reservoir (e.g. a chan-

nel segment) linearly responds to the variations of sediment supply and proportional

changes occur in the volume of stored sediment. In phase II, the reservoir non-linearly

responds to the changes in the volume of stored sediment through armouring and

changes in roughness. Lisle and Church (2002) propose that phase I may represent an

idealized transport-limited state, while phase II represents a supply-limited condition.

Their simulations of the degradation of an alluvial reservoir with channel and valley-

floor surfaces indicate that interactions between channel lowering and lateral erosion

are critical in the manifestation of a transport-storage relation. This implies that fur-

ther research into transport-storage relations could lead to improved sediment-routing
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models for drainage basins in which component sediment reservoirs adjust dynamically

to varying sediment loads.

Practical large-scale application using a distributed model

One practical need in catchment management is to develop process-based and spa-

tially distributed sediment-delivery models that can be used in catchments with lim-

ited hydrological and sediment data. For example, Phillips (1991) proposes a process-

based formula that estimates catchment-sediment yield by separately considering

landslides/debris flows, hillslope sheet and rill erosion, and channel erosion:

y = e γhγlγc , (16.16)

where e is average sediment erosion rate, γ h , γ l and γ c are the SDRs related to hillslope

sheet and rill erosion, landslides/debris flows, and channel flow. Colluvial and alluvial

storages are defined by:

Sc = (1 − γs ) (1 − γl ) e A (16.17)

and

SA = (1 − γc ) γc γl e A (16.18)

where A is the catchment area. Equations 16.16 to 16.18 simply and usefully represent

sediment yield in relation to distinct processes and have been applied by both Phillips

(1991) and Reid and Dunne (1996). However, this model lacks spatial information about

where the sediment sources and storages are located, and how the SDRs are spatially

distributed.

Several spatially distributed models constructed in a geographical information sys-

tems (GIS) environment have been developed recently, some including novel ideas,

such as the runoff travel time concept (Ferro and Minacapilli, 1995; Ferro and Porto,

2000; Jain and Kothyari, 2000; Fernandez et al., 2003). The GIS is used to generate,

manage and determine the model input factors. One objective of such studies is to de-

velop an SDR model that incorporates key elements of the catchment-storm response

and the sediment-delivery process, in a spatially distributed manner structured by the

river network. Conceptually similar to the Phillips (1991) model, and operationally

similar to GIS-based sediment-delivery models, Prosser et al. (2001) takes a further step

by treating different erosion sources, including bank erosion, separately. This simple

sediment-transport model has been used within a broad-scale sediment budget frame-

work, in which the spatially distributed SDR of hillslope delivery is estimated by using
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an SDR based on sedigraph peaks and derived from Equation 16.11 (Prosser et al., 2003;

Lu et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2005a). This was implemented using a GIS framework at a very

large scale (for the c.1.1 × 106 km2 basin of the Murray-Darling in eastern Australia),

and evaluated as a spatially distributed phenomenon dependent on the probabilities

of rainfall intensity and rainfall duration, and on sediment routing through the whole

river network. The aim was to assess spatial patterns of erosion, to target erosion-control

practices and to optimize the associated expenditure.

During this modelling exercise, the river network of the basin was divided into about

10 000 river links, separated by tributary junctions or nodes, each with an associated

drainage area of 50–100 km2. These links are the basic spatial units for the sediment

budget model, and the area contributing to each is referred to as a ‘link element’. Each

link, i , receives an input of sediment from its upstream tributaries (Ti ), to which is added

a mean annual supply of suspended sediment from bank erosion along the link itself

(Bi ), from gully erosion (G i ), and from hillslope sheet wash and rill erosion (E i ) in the

link element, the last of which is moderated by a hillslope sediment-delivery ratio (γ i ).

The total supply to each link is Si (the sum of the upstream and within-link supplies).

There is also a within-element loss to the sediment budget, in the form of a deposition or

loss term (Di ). These within-element quantities are estimated using various empirical

procedures, appropriate for this scale and including the use of remotely sensed data, a

form of the Universal Soil Loss Equation, and long-term rainfall records.

The suspended sediment output from a link is:

Yi = Ti + Bi + G i + (E i
∗ γi ) − Di = Ti + Ii − Di = Si − Di (16.19)

with units of tons per year (t yr–1), where Ii is the sediment supply within the element.

The within-element loss from the element sediment budget is the deposition term Di ,

which may be disaggregated into losses in floodplains, lakes and reservoirs. If the budget

for each element is estimated, an element-scale delivery ratio can be defined as the ratio

of the output from the element to the total sediment supply to the element, thus:

γi = Yi/Si = 1 − Di/Si (16.20)

The mean annual delivery of sediment from any link, i , to an arbitrary downstream link

to which it is tributary, k, is λik (t yr–1). The location k may be the downstream link of

a catchment within which practices to control sediment production and delivery are to

be implemented, and where the consequences for sediment yield are to be measured in

order to assess costs and benefits; λik is the sediment supply (Ii ) from within the link

element i multiplied by the sediment delivery efficiency through all river links along
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the route to k:

λik = Ii

Mik∏
j=1

γ j (16.21)

where Mik is the total number of river links along the route from link i to the sediment

control location k. The γ j values are the successive link element SDRs, each being the

probability of sediment passing through a river link j , as determined by the amount

of deposition. If all probabilities are equal, the contribution of a link element i to the

sediment control location k is proportional to the intervening travel distance. In reality,

the probabilities vary because deposition varies through a river network.

The sediment produced in a given element is thus routed through all intervening el-

ements to a downstream control site, and the contribution of this sediment production

to the sediment yield at the downstream site is the sediment production successively

multiplied by the fractional SDRs of all elements along the transport path (Equation

16.21). This macro-scale application thus allows for the spatial distribution of both

hillslope- and catchment-scale SDRs. The total sediment yield at the downstream sed-

iment control location k is given by:

Tk =
N∑

i=1

λik (16.22)

where N is the total number of link elements contributing to sediment control location

k. Although this implementation is at a very large scale, in principle its formulation

follows the theoretical structure outlined in the previous sections, with sediment being

generated by several mechanisms within individual elements of a catchment; the γ j

being within-catchment delivery ratios applicable to individual link elements; and the

sediment yield contributed at the catchment outlet by each element reflecting the routing

and intervening loss of sediment from ‘source’ to ‘sink’, through the network structure.

Once this model has been set up, it is possible to experiment in a GIS with the conse-

quences of different erosion-control policies and to measure the on-site and downstream

benefits of each against the costs of implementation. These policies can be quite different

in terms of their spatial targeting. One approach is simply to select sites for treatment

at random, to mimic a practice which simply takes advantage of willing landowners.

Another is to target the locations with the highest within-element sediment supply (Ii ),

whatever the erosional process may be, or by focusing especially on the soil- or bank-

erosion hotspots. Finally, it is possible using this methodology to target the elements

that, by virtue of the delivery efficiency to the downstream site, contribute most to sedi-

ment yield at this point. Approaches which target erosional hotspots are in cost-benefit

terms little better than random selection methods, but the last scenario is consistently

the most cost-effective method of sediment control, and it is the one that is enabled

only through a spatially disaggregated approach to sediment delivery.
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While this particular application may be employed mainly in the context of the

contemporary management of catchment erosion and sediment yield, the event-based

framework of Equation 16.8 could also be used to model longer-term sediment yield, by

incorporating the probability distributions of erosive rainfall intensities, rainfall dura-

tions and the durations between events, all within a Monte Carlo simulation framework

(Robinson and Sivapalan, 1997b). This could lead to a more rigorous, process-based

framework within which the controlling factors for sediment transport can be explored

for a given catchment, and for particular histories of sediment production and transport-

ing events. It would also provide an opportunity to examine the characteristic response

times of catchments, to assess how catchments of different sizes filter the effects of cli-

matic variations of different temporal scales, and therefore to underpin interpretations

of the relationship between climatic change and sediment storage within catchments of

different size and geometry.

Conclusions

It has long been recognized that the basis for understanding and modelling sediment

delivery in catchments has been inadequate for both theoretical and practical purposes.

The persistence of the simple inverse, power-function γ –A relationship has reflected

limited innovation in the analysis of sediment delivery, and new approaches have clearly

been needed. This is particularly necessary where this simplified approach to sediment

delivery is used to obtain values of the SDR (γ ) to then adjust estimates of upland

erosion to allow for intervening deposition before downstream control locations, such

as reservoirs, where estimates of sedimentation rates are required.

The discussion in this chapter has focused on five key requirements for a new ap-

proach to sediment delivery: a physical basis for understanding and modelling sediment

delivery; the underling relationship of sediment delivery to driving hydrological pro-

cesses; explicit spatial disaggregation of both sediment production and delivery within

catchments, structured by the channel network through which sediment is routed;

recognition of scale-dependent changes of the dominant processes; and explicit atten-

tion to the appropriate timescales for measuring, averaging and comparing sediment

delivery. The theoretical discussion of the relationship between sediment delivery and

hydrology has highlighted the roles of rainfall and runoff intensity and the duration

of effective events as controls of sediment delivery at the small scale, giving way to a

different set of controls at larger scales (in larger catchments) where routing through the

network dominates. It is necessary to draw specifically on channel network structure,

address the stochastic nature of sediment transport, and allow disaggregation of both

erosional processes (sheetwash, gully erosion and river-bank erosion) and sites of dif-

ferential erosional intensity. From a practical point of view, we would recommend that

the SDR concept be restricted to small catchments where hillslope erosion dominates,
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so that an unambiguous interpretation of fractional sediment yield from land-surface

erosion to channels can be made.

Rainfall-driven sediment production is explicitly a stochastic process depending on

spatial and temporal variations in erosion, transport and deposition. A practicable

sediment-transport model will require a framework in which processes of sediment

production on the hillslopes and in individual channels are treated probabilistically,

while routing through the whole channel network is handled in a spatially distributed

manner. Such a framework would provide a useful tool for exploring the ways in which

interactions among system components occur in the real world and for developing

hypotheses about how different combinations of the factors influence sediment delivery.

The formulation of testable hypotheses can be evaluated through focused empirical

studies, and the results from such empirical studies may then guide investigations of

sediment budgets in ungauged basins. More specifically, such a modelling framework

may provide the opportunity to account for much of the variability observed in aggregate

sediment-delivery ratios, the deviations from fractal scaling γ –A relationships and the

apparently anomalous evidence of increasing rates of sediment yield with basin area

where channel incision is dominant. It also underpins a practical implementation of

sediment-delivery modelling that is able to optimize spatially targeted sediment-control

policies in a large catchment, revealing that the traditional approach that links hillslope

soil erosion to downstream sedimentation via an aggregate SDR may focus attention

on entirely the wrong sources of sediment. It might be expected, therefore, that this will

also increasingly provide a basis for a more theoretically informed approach to sediment

production, delivery, storage and yield in process-based models of longer-term drainage

basin evolution.
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Introduction

Well-known correlations between sediment yield and climate properties have inspired

the widespread view that climate-driven variation in sediment supply is often the cause

of fluctuations in sedimentation rate over geologic time. Yet, we know surprisingly little

at a quantitative level about the nature and relative importance of climate controls. For

example, while Zhang et al. (2001) argued that late-Cenozoic global cooling drove en-

hanced rates of erosion and deposition worldwide; some studies have shown a negligible

correlation between climate and millennial-scale or longer denudation rates (e.g. Riebe

et al., 2001; Burbank et al., 2003; von Blanckenburg, 2005). This uncertainty underscores
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the need for a process-level understanding of climate controls on denudation. In this

study, we use a physically based numerical model to quantitatively describe some of the

possible effects of climate change on erosion rates throughout a drainage network.

Climate influences the quantity and timing of water delivered to a river network,

and also the volume and texture of sediment. Changes in water or sediment supply can

potentially lead to a wide range of adjustments throughout a channel network, includ-

ing: changes in gradient due to aggradation, degradation or sinuosity adjustment; bed

fining or coarsening, which affects transport rates and roughness; and adjustments in

channel width and depth (e.g. Schumm, 1977). All of these variables are tightly coupled

with the channel’s ability to convey water and sediment, and in that sense the river

network can be seen as a complex dynamic system with many degrees of freedom. The

behaviour of such systems often defies intuition, making mathematical models virtually

essential to understanding system dynamics and framing testable hypotheses. There-

fore, it is natural that researchers have developed a number of mathematical models,

nearly always implemented numerically, in order to provide a theoretical framework

for understanding river network form and dynamics.

For example, Rinaldo et al. (1995) used a numerical model to investigate potential

changes in drainage density with climate. They modelled fluvial processes as ‘threshold-

limited’ (i.e. once the fluvial shear stress surpassed the critical shear stress, slopes were

lowered back to threshold conditions). Fluvially eroded material could not be rede-

posited. Their model also contained an algorithm for diffusive hillslope erosion and

deposition. During wetter periods, which they modelled by lowering the threshold for

erosion, they found that drainage density increased. In contrast, the drainage density de-

creased during drier periods. Their study suggests that evidence of past climatic patterns

is more likely to be preserved in landscapes with little to no tectonic forcing.

Tucker and Slingerland (1997) modelled network response to changes in rainfall mag-

nitude, rainfall frequency and the critical shear stress for the entrainment of sediment.

Their model included both fluvial and hillslope processes. Physically based sediment-

transport equations were used to calculate rates of erosion or deposition throughout the

fluvial network. They found that an increase in the magnitude of rainfall or a decrease

in the erosion threshold both resulted in initial expansion and erosion of the channel

headwaters and deposition at larger drainage areas. Eventually, as erosion in the head-

waters continued, the drainage density increased. On the other hand, a decrease in the

magnitude of rainfall or an increase in the erosion threshold resulted in a period of

slow aggradation throughout the fluvial network. A decrease in rainfall frequency also

resulted in a period of slow aggradation, while an increase in rainfall frequency resulted

in a slower expansion of the fluvial network and no deposition of sediment. Tucker

and Slingerland (1997) also found that landscape response varied depending on the

state of the landscape before a perturbation in climate. As a result, climate oscillations

that occur more quickly than the timescale of landscape response could have different

signatures on the landscape.
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Howard (1999) explored the response of gully erosion to a disturbance in vegetation,

which could result perhaps from fire, overgrazing or drought. He modelled fluvial ero-

sion using physically based equations for the detachment and transport of sediment.

Vegetation disturbances were simulated by reducing the critical shear stress for erosion

for a discrete period. During the disturbance, erosion rates accelerated, with the highest

erosion rates concentrated in low-order channels and steep hillslopes. After the distur-

bance period, vegetation was only re-established in areas which were eroding below a

threshold rate, while in areas that were still eroding too fast it was assumed that the veg-

etation could not take root. Howard (1999) found that the proportion of the landscape

that experienced accelerated erosion rates varied depending on the relative strength

of the vegetation and the underlying material and the threshold erosion rate at which

vegetation could grow back. However, he notes that once gullies were established their

headwall advance could often continue even after vegetation completely grew back.

The network response between permafrost and non-permafrost conditions was ex-

plored by Bogaart et al. (2003). Permafrost inhibits infiltration and leads to Hortonian

runoff. In contrast, during warm periods, rainfall infiltrates more readily into non-

frozen soils, and saturation-excess runoff occurs. Bogaart et al. (2003) modelled alter-

nating periods of permafrost and non-permafrost conditions by changing the runoff

production mechanism in their model. They found that during temperate periods, when

more water was transmitted through the sub-surface, the drainage density decreased. A

cooling period following temperate conditions led to a peak in the sediment load as the

smaller-order channels expanded into the areas which were hillslopes under a warmer

climate. However, the sediment load did not remain high throughout the entire cool

period and began to decline once the drainage density adjusted to the cooler climate.

Coulthard et al. (2000) explored how changes in both vegetation cover and rainfall

magnitude could affect erosion and sedimentation over time periods of 10 to 100 years.

Their study modelled the erosion, transport and deposition of nine different grain-size

fractions on a very fine spatial scale using a cellular model. Changes at a location, or

cell on the landscape, are a function only of changes in the immediately surrounding

cells. (The cellular model differs from the sediment- and water-routing schemes used

by Tucker and Slingerland (1997), Howard (1999) and Bogaart et al. (2003), and from

the model used in this study.) They found that either an increase in rainfall magnitude

or a decrease in vegetation cover alone could result in a 100 per cent or 25 per cent

increase in sediment discharge respectively. However, when both rainfall magnitude

was increased and vegetation cover was decreased, the sediment discharge increased by

1 300 per cent. Similarly to the other studies, the increase in sediment discharge was

linked to headword expansion of the network, or an increase in drainage density.

In this study, we use the CHILD numerical model (Tucker et al., 2001a, 2001b) to

explore how an increase in runoff, as a result of an increase in precipitation rate, affects

the channel slope and bed texture throughout a drainage network. We model the bed

material as a mixture of sand and gravel and track changes in the proportion of sand
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(versus gravel) on the bed. We explore changes throughout a network, both spatially

and temporally, over hundreds to thousands of years. We model only fluvial processes,

and therefore we are not able to make predictions about changes in drainage density, as

previous studies have done.

As we have discussed, previous studies have already addressed the patterns of erosion

and deposition throughout a network in response to an increase in rainfall magnitude.

However, our study is unique because it explores how the coupling between channel

slope and bed texture control erosion rates throughout a network over both short and

long timescales. We use the model to address the following questions: ‘Does a change in

climate lead to a direct change in the texture of fluvial deposits?’, ‘When considering the

mutual adjustment of both channel slope and surface texture, as opposed to adjustments

in channel slope alone, is the network response dampened or does it become more

complex?’ and ‘Are steady-state predictions of channel slope and bed texture good

indications of how a network will respond to a perturbation in climate?’

Landscape-evolution models

In this study, we use the CHILD model to explore the morphology of a network re-

sponding to a change in precipitation rate. Before describing the details of the CHILD

model, we give a brief history of physically based, two-dimensional landscape-evolution

models. CHILD and other similar models are referred to as two-dimensional because

the processes operating in these models are calculated in two-dimensional space (x , y);

in other words, the state variables (elevation and sediment texture) are functions of two

independent spatial dimensions. The processes in the model shape a three-dimensional

surface (x , y, z) which evolves through time.

The background below is not exhaustive and is limited only to two-dimensional

surface-process models. We do not discuss one-dimensional, single-thread channel

models. In comparison with landscape models, many single-thread channel models

contain more sophisticated flow and sediment-transport algorithms (e.g. Paola et al.,

1992; Vogel et al., 1992; Cui et al., 1996; Hoey and Ferguson, 1997; Robinson and

Slingerland, 1998; Marr et al., 2000; Ferguson and Hoey, Chapter 10, this volume; Rice

et al., Chapter 11, this volume). However, these models address research questions on

different spatial and temporal scales. Our discussion also excludes tectonic models of

mountain-belt evolution, which are often coupled with surface-processes models but

focus on the sub-surface deformation of rock (e.g. Willett et al., 2001; Stolar et al., 2006).

Background

In this section, we briefly review several of the relevant landscape-evolution models.

These models share the common thread of describing the interplay among runoff,
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sediment transport and the dynamic evolution of a topographic surface. More extensive

reviews of landscape-evolution theory and models can be found in Coulthard (2001),

Willgoose (2005) and Tucker and Hancock (in review).

Ahnert’s SLOP3D (e.g. 1976, 1977, 1987) was one of the earliest landform models.

SLOP3D is a model of hillslope processes and contains algorithms for the mechanical

and chemical weathering of rocks, soil creep, slope failure or landslides and slope wash.

Ahnert (1987, p. 3) described the structure of his model as follows: ‘An initial land surface

is defined, optionally with its underlying geological structures and rocks of varying

resistance. This surface is then modified by processes of weathering, stream work, and

denudation. Every iteration of the main program loop (in which all process steps are

contained) represents one time unit of development. The resulting land surface at the

end of each iteration becomes the initial surface for the next. The processes are defined

by equations in accordance with empirical knowledge. Tectonic uplift is represented by

gross fluvial downcutting z/t (= rate of lowering of the slope foot).’

In essence, Ahnert’s description of the model structure applies to all landscape-

evolution models. During a single model time step, any number of physical processes

can be simulated, each contributing to the net change in elevation at every point in

the landscape. The final evolved landscape after a model time step becomes the initial

condition for the following time step, and so on. What has changed since Ahnert’s

original model are the details of the physical processes included in numerical models

and the number of processes modelled. Also, as computing speed increases, numerical

models can now simulate landscape evolution over greater spatial and temporal scales.

The SIBERIA model (e.g. Willgoose et al., 1991a, 1991b, 1991c) was designed to

explicitly differentiate between hillslope and channel processes. SIBERIA was a signifi-

cant advance in landform-development models because it simulates drainage-network

development along with hillslope processes. In SIBERIA (and other models) water is

assumed to flow down the path of steepest descent, and the fluvial discharge at any

location on the landscape is a function of the upstream drainage area. The transition

from hillslope to channel is modelled according to a channel-initiation function, which

varies non-linearly with fluvial discharge and slope. The rate of downslope soil creep is

assumed to be proportional to slope gradient (e.g. Culling, 1960). The fluvial transport

rate is assumed to be proportional to bed shear stress (τ ), and shear stress is modelled as

a non-linear function of drainage area (A) and slope (S) (τ ∝ Am Sn, where m ≈ 0.5 n,

see the next section for a derivation of the shear stress relationship). SIBERIA tracks the

sediment flux at every location in the landscape. Continuity of mass, or the difference

between the incoming sediment flux and the local transport rate, determines the rate

of erosion or deposition across the landscape. Willgoose et al. (1991d) used SIBERIA to

interpret the natural relationship between channel slope and drainage area (e.g. Hack,

1957; Flint, 1974) as a natural consequence of downstream changes in the efficiency of

creep (on hillslopes) and water transport (in channels).

The application of a transport-limited model, as used in SIBERIA, applies to settings

where there is an abundant supply of easily entrained sediment, such as alluvial rivers.
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However, in bedrock rivers or channels lined with coarse or cohesive material, the rate-

limiting process may be the removal of material from the bed. These settings are referred

to as ‘detachment-limited’. Two studies, Howard (1994) and Tucker and Slingerland

(1994), introduced models that include both alluvial channels (transport-limited) and

non-alluvial channels (detachment-limited). As with SIBERIA, both DELIM (Howard,

1994) and GOLEM (Tucker and Slingerland, 1994) treat sediment-transport rates as

a function of bed shear stress, and continuity of mass determines the erosion rate in

alluvial channels. Howard (1994) models the detachment rate of sediment as a func-

tion of shear stress (again modelled as a non-linear function of drainage area and

slope). Tucker and Slingerland (1994) model the detachment rate as proportional to

the product of drainage area and slope, or stream power, following Seidl and Dietrich’s

(1992) bedrock-erosion study in the Oregon coast range (see also Rosenbloom and

Anderson, 1994).

Although details differ between DELIM and GOLEM, both models differentiate be-

tween detachment-limited and transport-limited channels in roughly the same way.

Where the detachment rate of bedrock is smaller than the erosion rate calculated ac-

cording to the divergence of sediment flux, the channel is detachment-limited. How-

ever, where the erosion rates are limited by the sediment-transport rate, the channel

is transport-limited. Neither DELIM nor GOLEM included a channel-initiation func-

tion. Rather, hillslope and valley topography arise naturally from the competition of

mass transport (creep) and water transport, both of which are active at all points on

the terrain.

SIBERIA, DELIM and GOLEM have significantly evolved since these initial studies.

However, the basic model structure, as described above, has not changed. It is the details

of the processes that have changed. For example, the GOLEM model now includes

algorithms for simulating a number of different hillslope processes (Tucker and Bras,

1998). DELIM now includes the formation of impact craters in order to study the

evolution of the surface of Mars (Howard, 2007). And SIBERIA can now be used to

model soil production as a function of soil moisture (Saco et al., 2006).

There have been other approaches to modelling landscape development. For example,

using the principle that local and global rates of energy expenditure are minimized,

Optimal Channel Network (OCN) models create networks which have similar structures

to those observed in nature (e.g. Rinaldo et al., 1992; Rodrı́guez-Iturbe et al., 1992;

Ijjász-Vásquez et al., 1993; Rigon et al., 1993; Rinaldo et al., 1995). Although OCNs

resemble natural networks, they are obtained using rules, rather than the physically

based relationships. Similarly, cellular-automata models evolve a landscape by iteratively

applying a set of erosion rules. Chase (1992) and Crave and Davy (2001) describe

models in which a ‘precipiton’ falls on the landscape, diffusion acts around the site of

the precipiton landing, and erosion or deposition (calculated as a function of slope)

shapes the landscape downstream of the precipiton. Chase (1992) is able to produce

multifractal topographies with fractal dimensions similar to three mountain ranges
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in Southern Arizona. These studies illustrate that branching valley networks can be

simulated by many different types of models, as long as they contain a mechanism for

increasing the net transport rates where water converges.

The CHILD model

This section discusses only the processes contained within CHILD that are used in this

study. For more details on the structure of CHILD, see Tucker et al. (2001a, 2001b).

We explore the response of a transport-limited network to a change in climate. It is

highly likely that sediment delivery from hillslopes and changes in vegetation will affect

the fluvial response to a change in climate, and this has been explored in previous

studies (e.g. Tucker and Slingerland, 1997; Howard, 1999; Collins, 2006). However,

even though CHILD can simulate both hillslope erosion and the effects of vegetation on

fluvial erosion, we do not include these processes in our study. We keep the experiment

as simple as possible in order to isolate how changes in sediment texture affect erosion

rates after a period of increased runoff due to an increase in precipitation.

In CHILD, the landscape is described by a set of nodes, which are connected by a

triangular irregular network. Every node location (x , y) has an elevation (z), which

describes the surface topography. Precipitation falls uniformly across the landscape and

produces runoff. As water flows downstream (following the steepest slope), sediment

can be entrained, transported or deposited. Eroded sediment is added to the downstream

sediment load, Qs . CHILD tracks both the volume and texture of eroded material and

the sediment load at every location in the landscape.

Continuity of mass determines the erosion or deposition rate throughout the net-

work:

dz

dt
=

∑
i

Qsi
− Qti

a
(17.1)

where z is the channel elevation, t is the time step, Qsi
is the volumetric incoming

bedload sediment flux of the i-th grain-size fraction, Qti
is the volumetric bedload

transport capacity of i-th grain-size fraction and a is the area over which the erosion

rate is calculated. We assume that all suspended sediment is transported out of the

network and does not interact with the bed, and therefore we consider only bedload

transport in this study. CHILD tracks the texture of the bed-surface layer and the layers

beneath the surface, so that if the system changes from depositional to erosional the

model retains a history of the texture of deposits. (For a detailed description of the

layering algorithm see Gasparini et al. (2004).) In all of the experiments described here,

there is a substrate layer, or a deep layer of sediment below the surface layer, which

replenishes the surface layer during periods of erosion. In all examples illustrated in this
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chapter, the texture of this substrate material does not vary spatially, even though the

texture of the surface layer varies throughout the network as a result of selective erosion

and deposition.

We apply the Wilcock (2001) sand and gravel-transport model to calculate sediment-

transport rates. Wilcock (2001) used field data (Oak Creek, Oregon (Milhous, 1973);

East Fork River, Wyoming (Emmett, 1980; Emmett et al., 1980, 1985); Jacoby Creek,

California (Lisle, 1989); Goodwin Creek, Mississippi (Kuhnle, 1992)) and flume data

(Wilcock and McArdell, 1993) to show that the sediment-transport rates in sand and

gravel mixtures could be calculated using only the median sand and gravel grain sizes.

The equations he developed for gravel- and sand-bedload transport (Qtg
and Qts

,

respectively) are:

Qtg
= 11.2W fg(

ρs

ρ
− 1

)
g

(
τ

ρ

)1.5 [
1 − τc g

τ

]4.5

(17.2)

and

Qts
= 11.2W fs(

ρs

ρ
− 1

)
g

(
τ

ρ

)1.5
[

1 −
√

τcs

τ

]4.5

(17.3)

where 11.2 is a dimensionless parameter, W is the channel width, fg and fs are the

proportions of the gravel and sand fractions, respectively, in the surface layer, ρs is the

sediment density, ρ is the water density, g is the acceleration of gravity, τ is the basal

shear stress and τc g
and τcs

are the critical shear stress for entrainment of gravel and

sand, respectively.

Interactions among sediment of different sizes affect the value of the critical shear

stress for entrainment. As a result, the critical shear stress varies not only as a function

of the grain size to be entrained (e.g. Shields, 1936) but also with the distribution of

grain sizes on the channel bed (e.g. Komar, 1987; Kuhnle, 1992; Wilcock and McArdell,

1993; Wilcock, 1998; Weiming et al., 2000; Shvidchenko et al., 2001). Larger grains often

become easier to entrain (the critical shear stress value decreases in comparison with the

homogeneous value) in the presence of smaller grains because they protrude above the

bed. Similarly, smaller grains become harder to entrain (the critical shear stress value

increases in comparison with the homogeneous value) in the presence of larger grains

because they can get hidden amongst the larger sediment (e.g. Komar, 1987).

In this study, we calculate the critical shear stresses for entrainment of gravel and

sand based on the data of Wilcock (1998). Following Gasparini et al. (1999) and (2004),

we partition the critical shear stress data (as a function of bed sand content) presented
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by Wilcock (1998) into three separate regions and describe them using a linear fit

(see Figure 1 in Gasparini et al., 1999). On a sand-poor bed (<10 per cent sand), the

interlocked gravel framework inhibits the entrainment of both sand and gravel, and the

critical shear stress for entrainment remains constant and large. As the bed becomes

sandier (between 10 and 40 per cent sand in the surface layer), the gravel framework

is broken. Both sand and gravel become easier to entrain as the proportion of sand

increases. In this region, the critical shear stress for both sand and gravel decreases as

the proportion of sand on the bed increases. When the bed contains greater than 40

per cent sand, the critical shear stress again becomes largely insensitive to variations in

the relative proportions of sand and gravel and the critical shear stress for each grain

size again becomes constant. The critical shear stress relationships are shown in both

Gasparini et al. (1999) and (2004).

We make some assumptions in order to calculate the bed shear stress (τ ) in Equations

17.2 and 17.3. We assume that flow is uniform, steady and wide, and the cross-section

averaged bed shear stress (τ ) follows as:

τ = ρgDS (17.4)

where D is the channel depth and S is the channel slope.

We assume that channel width (W ) varies as a power-law function of fluvial discharge

(Q), as has been shown for many alluvial channels (e.g. Leopold and Maddock, 1953;

Wolman, 1955; Leopold et al., 1964):

W = kw Qb (17.5)

where kw varies between rivers and b is often close to 0.5. Throughout this study, we set

b = 0.5 and kw = 1.0 m–0.5s0.5.

We assume that flow velocity (V ) follows the Manning Equation (e.g. Chow, 1959):

V = N –1D2/3 S1/2 (17.6)

where N is the roughness coefficient.

Fluvial discharge is assumed to be a function of the drainage area (A):

Q = PAc (17.7)

where c depends on the hydrology of the network and is less than or equal to one

(e.g. Slingerland et al., 1994; O’Connor and Costa, 2004; Solyom and Tucker, 2004).

Throughout this study, we set c = 1. P is the effective precipitation rate, which is that

part of the precipitation that contributes to runoff.

A relationship for channel depth (D) as a function of drainage area (A) and slope

(S) results from combining and rearranging the continuity of mass relationship for
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fluvial discharge (Q =VWD) with Equations 17.5 to 17.7. Substituting for the channel

depth in Equation 17.4, we obtain a relationship for bed shear stress as a function of

the drainage area and channel slope:

τ = kτ P 3/10 A3/10 S7/10 (17.8)

where

kτ = ρg

(
N 3/5

k
3/5
w

)
(17.9)

In the simulation presented in this chapter, we use Equations 17.2 and 17.3 to calculate

the sediment-transport rates of gravel and sand respectively at every location in the

network. Channel width and fluvial discharge are calculated using Equations 17.5 and

17.7 respectively. The bed shear stress is calculated using Equation 17.8. The critical

shear stress depends on the local texture of the channel bed and is calculated using the

critical shear stress relationship illustrated in Figure 1 of Gasparini et al. (1999). In the

upper-most reach of the channel, or points in the landscape which have no upstream

contributions, there is no incoming sediment load and the transport rate determines

the erosion rate (Equation 17.1). The volume and texture of material eroded is routed

downstream and becomes part of the incoming sediment load at the downstream point.

At all other points in the network, the erosion rate is a function of both the local transport

rate and the incoming sand and gravel load (Equation 17.1).

Example simulation of network evolution

In this section, we illustrate how the CHILD model can be used to gain an insight into

network evolution that is not readily seen by investigating the sediment-transport equa-

tions outside of the model. We examine channel-slope and surface-texture changes in

response to an increase in discharge, resulting from an increase in the precipitation rate.

We first illustrate the steady-state channel-slope–area and surface-texture–area relation-

ships as predicted using Equations 17.2 and 17.3 and the iterative method described by

Gasparini et al. (2004). Both the slope–area and surface-texture–area relationships are

sensitive to changes in the precipitation rate. Using the CHILD model, we then illus-

trate how the erosion rate, channel slope and surface texture evolve as a fluvial network

transitions from steady-state with a low precipitation rate to steady-state with a higher

precipitation rate. The numerical example highlights the value of numerical models

for simulating conditions which are not readily understood by examining transport

equations alone.
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Steady-state network sensitivity to precipitation

Before proceeding to the CHILD model results, we discuss the predicted steady-state

slope–area and surface-texture–area relationships. An entire river network reaches

steady state when, at every location, the erosion rate matches the rate of base-level

fall at the network outlet. In natural systems, the rate of base-level fall is set by the chan-

nel into which the network drains, the rate of sea-level fall or local tectonic conditions.

In the CHILD model, the rate of base-level fall is a boundary condition which remains

constant in all of the numerical results presented here.

Ideally, we could derive analytical expressions for the steady-state slope–area and

surface-texture–area relationships. Unfortunately, analytical solutions are intractable

given the complexity of the sediment-transport equations (e.g. Equations 17.2 and

17.3). However, for the special case of steady, uniform erosion and uniform substrate

composition, the slope–area and surface-texture–area relationships can be found using

an iterative method. For a complete description of the iterative solution, see Gasparini

et al. (2004). Here we present only the results of this method.

The steady-state slope–area and texture–area relationships for three different pre-

cipitation rates are illustrated in Figure 17.1(A) and (B). For any given precipitation

rate, the channel slope decreases downstream and the sand content of the bed increases

downstream (or with drainage area). For a given drainage area, the channel slope and

surface-sand content decrease as the precipitation rate increases.

An increase in precipitation causes an increase in the fluvial discharge. One might

expect that a steady-state network with higher discharge would, all else being equal, have

higher bed shear stresses. However, Figure 17.1(C) indicates that this is not necessarily

the case; in fact, the steady-state solutions show that bed shear stress is relatively insen-

sitive to discharge. In the upper parts of the network (smaller drainage area), the shear

stress slightly increases with an increase in the rate of precipitation, but in the lower

parts of the network the shear stress slightly decreases with an increase in precipitation.

In most parts of the network, the critical shear stress for the entrainment of gravel and

sand slightly increases when the precipitation rate increases, as illustrated by the thick

and thin grey lines, respectively, in Figure 17.1(C).

The bed shear stress and critical shear stress adjust with the precipitation rate so that

the transport rate, for a given drainage area, is just sufficient to carry the sediment flux

from upstream (which is given by the product of drainage area and base-level lowering

rate). Changes in channel slope affect the bed shear stress; changes in the surface texture

affect the critical shear stress. Throughout the network, for a given drainage area, the

surface-sand content decreases as the precipitation rate increases, causing the critical

shear stress for both gravel and sand to increase. Changes in both channel width (not

shown) and bed shear stress counteract the changes in critical shear stress so that

the transport rate does not change (Equations 17.2 and 17.3). In some regions of the

network, the bed shear stress actually decreases under greater runoff and discharge,
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Figure 17.1 Sensitivity of the slope–area (A) and surface-texture–area (B) relationships to a

change in the precipitation rate. (C) illustrates the changes in bed shear stress (black lines) and

the critical shear stress for the entrainment of gravel (thick-grey lines) and sand (thin-grey lines)

for the two larger precipitation rates illustrated in (A) and (B). Erosion rate and substrate texture

do not vary between the curves.
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even though the critical shear stress has increased. At first this seems paradoxical, but

the reason lies in the mutual adjustment of slope, width and bed texture. Consider two

channels with an equal sediment flux, but with different widths. In order to carry the

same sediment load, the wider channel must have lower a transport rate per unit width.

This requires either a higher transport threshold or a lower bed shear stress, or both.

The curves in Figure 17.1 illustrate that both effects contribute to lowering the transport

rate per unit width.

In summary, for a given drainage area and sediment flux, an increase in the precipita-

tion rate results in a coarser bed texture and a correspondingly larger critical shear stress.

An increase in the precipitation rate also results in a decrease in channel slope. Changes

in bed shear stress with drainage area are generally small relative to the magnitude of

change in discharge, and the patterns of stress change are somewhat complex. Note that

the steady-state predictions for channel slope and bed texture apply at any location in

the fluvial network with a given drainage area, not just in the main stem of the network.

Transient network adjustment to changes in precipitation

In this section, we use the CHILD model to explore the network response to an abrupt

increase in the precipitation rate. The initial condition for this experiment is a steady-

state network with a uniform erosion rate of 0.1 mm/yr and an annual precipitation rate

of 1.0 m/yr. We use a synthetic square drainage network that has no-flux boundaries

on all four sides and a single corner outlet through which water and sediment can pass

out of the network. The point downstream from the outlet (the outlet is at point (0,0)

in Figure 17.2) has a constant base-level fall rate of 0.1 mm/yr. The average cell size for

the numerical experiments is 10 000 m2, and the total domain size is 6 250 000 m2. The

maximum time step used in the model is 5 × 10–4 yr or approximately 4.4 hr.

The substrate texture is 50 per cent 0.5 mm sand and 50 per cent 16 mm gravel. The

composition of the substrate is uniform in space. Given these boundary conditions, at

steady-state, regardless of the precipitation or erosion rates, each point along the channel

network must transport a load consisting of 50 per cent sand and 50 per cent gravel.

However, as the network adjusts to the change in precipitation, the relative erosion and

transport rates of each grain-size fraction vary in both space and time.

We illustrate the network response after an instantaneous increase in the precipita-

tion rate to 2.0 m/yr. The change in the precipitation rate is the only perturbation to

the network. An instantaneous doubling of precipitation may seem extreme, and the

large change in the precipitation rate exaggerates the changes in the network. However,

similar patterns of change would also occur with smaller perturbations to the precipita-

tion rate.

Even though the precipitation rate changes uniformly across the entire network, the

erosion response is not uniform in space or time. Figure 17.2(A) illustrates a map of
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Figure 17.2 Locations of erosion and deposition across the network at (A) 100 and (B) 400 years

after an increase in the precipitation rate. Light-grey represents total erosion; dark-grey represents

the erosion or transport of sand and the deposition of gravel; black represents the deposition of

both sand and gravel. The white lines are two-metre contour lines, and the axes scales are in metres.

The network configuration does not change between (A) and (B), and therefore the channel head

remains in the same location.

erosion rates for a single time step 100 years after the increase in precipitation. In this

figure, areas in which both sand and gravel are eroded from the bed are illustrated in

light grey; areas in which gravel is deposited but sand is either eroded or transported

are illustrated in dark grey; areas in which both sand and gravel are deposited are

illustrated in black. Even after 100 years, the rates of erosion and deposition vary greatly

throughout the network. The uppermost parts of the network, which have little to

no contributing area, respond to the increase in fluvial discharge by eroding both
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sand and gravel (light grey). More sediment is sent downstream and the sediment

load quickly increases, and gravel is deposited (dark-grey areas). As the load continues

to increase downstream, both sand and gravel are deposited in the lower reaches of

larger tributaries and in the main channel (black areas). Further downstream from the

areas in which both sand and gravel are deposited, the sediment load is reduced and

the main channel is able to transport all of the sand load, but the channel does not

have the capacity to transport the gravel load, and gravel continues to be deposited

(dark-grey areas).

The selective erosion and deposition of sediment (as illustrated across the network

in Figure 17.2) causes a change in the channel slope and surface texture. Figure 17.3

illustrates changes in the channel slope, surface texture and net erosion rate in the main

channel only. We simplify the data by only showing those from the main channel, but

the pattern of changes at a given drainage area is the same across the network. Before

the increase in the precipitation rate, the channel slope and surface texture are at steady-

state, illustrated by the light-grey line labelled ‘P’ in Figure 17.3(A) and (B). The new

steady-state relationships given the doubling of the precipitation rate are shown by the

dark-grey line and are labelled ‘2P’.

After 100 years, the channel slope has noticeably increased only near the outlet (see

black solid line in Figure 17.3(A)), whereas the slope has decreased only slightly through-

out the rest of the channel. Changes in the channel slope result from changes in the

net erosion/deposition rate (of both sand and gravel), which are illustrated in Figure

17.3(C). (For reference, the steady-state erosion rate is illustrated by the light-grey line

in Figure 17.3(C) and positive values (above the dark-grey line) indicate net erosion,

while negative values indicate net deposition.) The erosion/deposition rates illustrated

in Figure 17.3(C) are only for a single time step, but the pattern over the first 100

years stays roughly the same; only the point of greatest deposition migrates upstream.

In areas in which the deposition rate is decreasing downstream (near the outlet), the

slope increases. In the rest of the channel, where the deposition rate is increasing down-

stream (or the erosion rate is declining downstream), the slope decreases. However, after

100 years, the decline in slopes in the upper reaches is so slight that it is not noticeable

in the data (see black solid line in Figure 17.3(A)).

The selective erosion/deposition shown in Figure 17.2 leads to the changes in surface

texture in the main channel, as illustrated in Figure 17.3(B). In the upper-most parts of

the main channel where the net erosion rate is high (black solid line in Figure 17.3(C))

and both sand and gravel are being eroded (light-grey areas in Figure 17.2(A)), the

proportion of sand in the surface layer increases (black solid line in Figure 17.3(B),

small drainage area). The surface-sand content increases because the gravel transport

rate increases and the surface layer is stripped of its coarse material. However, in the rest

of the channel, gravel is being deposited at a greater rate than sand (Figure 17.2(A)),

and the sand content of the surface layer decreases (black solid line in Figure 17.3(B)).
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Figure 17.3 Temporal changes in (A) channel slope, (B) surface texture and (C) the erosion rate

(relative to base-level fall rate) in the main channel in response to an increase in the precipitation

rate. (continued )
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Figure 17.4 Sediment flux at the outlet after the precipitation increase. For reference, the steady-

state sediment flux is illustrated with a dashed line.

The sediment flux at the outlet is illustrated in Figure 17.4. The steady-state sediment

flux at the outlet is a function of the drainage area and rate of base-level lowering, and

therefore it does not vary with the precipitation rate (as illustrated by the dashed line

in Figure 17.4). However, the sediment flux does vary greatly during the transient

response. After the increase in the precipitation rate, the sediment flux at the outlet

rapidly increases above the steady-state value. The deposition in some parts of the

network after the first 100 years (as illustrated in Figure 17.2(A)) results in a small

decline in the sediment flux at the outlet. This decline occurs between approximately

50 and 300 years. (This decline is barely visible in Figure 17.4 because of the scale.)

However, even though the sediment flux at the outlet declines during this period, it still

remains greatly elevated above the steady-state value.

After 400 years, the area of the network in which both sand and gravel are being eroded

has expanded (compare the extent of light-grey areas between Figure 17.2(A) and (B)).

Because the slope has increased near the outlet (dashed line in Figure 17.3(A), see inset),

<

Figure 17.3 In (A) and (B), the channel slope and surface texture before the increase in pre-

cipitation is shown by the light-grey line, labelled ‘P’; the final channel slope and surface texture

is illustrated by the dark-grey line, labelled ‘2P’. The inset in (A) gives a closer view of the initial

changes in the slope near the outlet. The legend in (A) applies to the entire figure. In (C), the

light-grey lines represents the steady-state erosion rate, both before and after the change in pre-

cipitation; the dark-grey horizontal line demarcates erosion (above) and deposition (below). Note

that erosion and deposition in this figure are the net change in elevation, even though in some

locations only gravel may be deposited (see Figure 17.2).
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transport rates increase and, at the large drainage area, the channel begins to erode rather

than accumulate material (dashed line in Figure 17.3(C)). However, deposition is still

occurring throughout much of the network. Because gravel was deposited at a greater

rate than sand, the sand content of the surface throughout much of the main channel

has decreased even further after 400 years (dashed line in Figure 17.3(B)).

Changes in the surface texture throughout the network follow the same pattern as

in the main channel. Figure 17.5 illustrates the sand content across the network, and

shows that much of the network has a lower surface-sand content than it did originally

(compare the initial network, Figure 17.5(A) with the network after 400 years, Figure

17.5(B)). Only in the upper-most parts of the network, where both sand and gravel have

been continually eroded and the surface armour has been stripped (Figure 17.2), has

the sand content of the network actually increased (compare upper-most parts of the

network in Figure 17.5(A) and (B)).

Through time, the areas of the network in which sand and gravel are deposited

continue to shrink. Eventually, the entire network begins to erode again, as it will

in steady-state. After the relatively brief period of deposition in some parts of the

network, the erosion rates increase beyond the steady-state value, and the sediment

flux at the outlet continues to increase (Figure 17.4). By 2000 years after the increase

in the precipitation rate, the erosion rate throughout the main channel (dash-dot line

in Figure 17.3(C)) has increased beyond the steady-state value. The channel slope has

declined throughout the main channel (compare the dash-dot with the dashed line in

Figure 17.3(A)), although near the outlet the slope still remains steeper than the initial

condition. The surface texture throughout the network has become finer than it was

initially, in contrast to the coarsening that occurred throughout most of the network

after 400 years (compare the dashed line (400 years) with the dash-dot line (2000 years)

in Figure 17.3(B)).

The trend of increasing erosion rate continues throughout much of the main channel

until about 6000 years (dash-dot-dot line in Figure 17.3(C)). However, the sediment flux

at the outlet starts to decline after approximately 2500 years (Figure 17.4), when erosion

rates in the upper parts of the network decline. Between 2000 and 6000 years, channel

slopes decline throughout the main channel and the surface-sand content increases

throughout most of the main channel (compare dash-dot (2000 years) and dash-dot-

dot (6000 years) lines in Figure 17.3(A) and (B) respectively). In comparison with the

initial network and after 400 years, the surface-sand content has increased throughout

the network (compare Figure 17.5(C) with Figure 17.5(A) and (B)).

Between 6000 and 11 000 years after the increase in the precipitation rate, erosion rates

in the main channel decline (compare dash-dot-dot (6000 years) and dotted (11 000

years) lines in Figure 17.3(C)). The channel slope continues to decline throughout the

main channel (dotted line in Figure 17.3(A)) because the erosion rate at any given time

step is declining downstream. The surface-sand content also declines in this time period

but remains well above the new steady-state value (dotted line in Figure 17.3(B)). The
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Figure 17.5 Topography of the drainage network shaded by the proportion of sand in the surface

layer, as indicated by the colour bar. The same scale applies to all three figures. The white lines

are two-metre contour lines, and the axes scales are in metres. (A) illustrates the initial steady-

state network; (B) and (C) illustrate changes in the surface texture at two different times following

the change in precipitation. The network configuration does not change between the figures. A

colour reproduction of this figure can be seen in the colour section towards the centre of the book.
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sediment flux is declining but still remains above the steady-state value because the

entire network is eroding faster than the steady-state rate.

Given the conditions in the network at 11 000 years after the rainfall perturbation,

the channel slope must increase and the surface-sand content must decrease in order

for the network to reach the new steady-state conditions. However, the network goes

through a number of cycles of coarsening and fining, steepening and shallowing before

the network reaches its new steady-state conditions. These cycles appear as a series of

damped oscillations in the sediment-yield curve (Figure 17.4), which resemble those

observed by Schumm et al. (1987) in an experimental drainage basin that was perturbed

by a base-level drop. Later changes in slope, surface texture and erosion rates are not

illustrated, but the oscillations in sediment flux at the outlet (Figure 17.4) indicate

later periods of both increasing and decreasing erosion rates throughout the network.

Even after 100 000 years, the network is still adjusting, although the changes in channel

slope and surface texture are so slight that the network has effectively reached steady-

state. Part of the reason for the gradual convergence on steady-state is the different

timescales of adjustment in different parts of the network. Because any point in the

network must adjust to both upstream and downstream changes in the erosion rate, the

network response is more complex than a simple, direct adjustment in channel slope and

surface texture.

Discussion

Our model predicts that under steady, uniform erosion, higher precipitation rates lead

ultimately to channels with shallower slopes and coarser bed material. Intuitively, the

results seem reasonable. A higher precipitation rate results in a higher fluvial discharge,

and with a higher discharge, a lower gradient is required to transport the incoming

sediment load. Similarly, the bed coarsens, causing the critical shear stress values to

increase. Under different climatic conditions, both channel slope and grain size mutually

adjust in order to produce a constant erosion rate at steady-state.

Given the general links between fluvial discharge, channel slope and grain size, it is

tempting to try to infer climatic conditions from fluvial deposits, and many studies have

done so (e.g. Schumm, 1968; Knox, 1972, 1983; Costa, 1978; Blum and Valastro, 1989;

Sugai, 1993; Arbogast and Johnson, 1994; Fuller et al., 1998; Reid et al., 1999). However,

the non-steady example illustrated here suggests that direct inference of flow conditions

from slope and texture in a single part of the network can be deceptive. The local channel

response to any type of perturbation is not isolated from the response of the upstream

reach, the local tributaries and the hillslopes which supply the local sediment load (e.g.

Schumm, 1973; Butzer, 1980; Rinaldo et al., 1995; Tucker and Slingerland, 1997).

The complex link between the texture of fluvial deposits and climate has been recog-

nized in field studies. Blum and Valastro (1989) found that the Pedernales River, Texas
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was carrying a coarser sediment load during more humid conditions 1000 years ago,

in comparison with the current more arid conditions and a finer sediment load. They

also point out that other studies have observed the opposite trend, that coarser-grained

sediment loads occur during arid periods.

Our numerical results suggest that even a single uniform increase in the precipitation

rate does not lead to a direct change in slope and surface texture. Erosion rates of both

grain-size fractions vary in time and throughout the network. All parts of the network

experience periods of increasing and decreasing channel slopes, but the slope response

is not necessarily spatially uniform. Similarly, the surface texture coarsens and fines

throughout the network, but, again, the bed may be armouring in some reaches of the

network, while the armour is being stripped in other reaches of the network. Coarsening

of the bed occurs during periods of deposition, when gravel is deposited at a greater

rate than sand, and also during periods of erosion, when sand is eroded at a greater rate

than gravel. These numerical results suggest that there may not be a direct link between

grain size and climate, or channel slope and climate, when the network is not in steady

conditions or, in other words, that a network’s response to climate change is complex

(Schumm, 1973).

Although the response is complex, some patterns also arise. The general pattern of

initial upstream erosion and downstream deposition was also observed by Tucker and

Slingerland (1997). In the results presented here, erosion upstream leads to a fining of

the bed sediment, whereas in downstream areas, deposition leads to a coarsening of the

bed sediment. The bed texture and erosion/sediment behaviour in the lower reaches

of the network then go through an oscillatory cycle, consisting first of deposition and

coarsening, followed by erosion and fining, then back to erosion and coarsening, until

the new equilibrium is established. Given these time and space variations, the results sug-

gest that field observations of fluvial erosion or aggradation, or sediment texture fining

or coarsening, could represent one particular component of a cycle, and will depend on

the position in the network and the elapsed time since the initial perturbation. Although

there may not be a general relationship between climate change and fluvial behaviour,

there are potentially identifiable spatial and temporal patterns within a network.

Because the large drainage-area reaches experience prolonged deposition, the lower

parts of the network may be the areas that are most likely to preserve deposits and

potential information about past climate perturbations. However, the initial period

of deposition does not last indefinitely, and eventually the lower parts of the network

begin to erode again. These results suggest that an understanding of the response time

to climate change is critical for interpreting perturbations to a network.

Many of the erosion and sedimentation patterns in our numerical study are similar

to the complex geomorphic response described by Schumm (1973). As an example

of complex response, Schumm (1973) discussed the analogue experiments of Lewis

(1944), in which he carved a network into a sand and mud mixture which drained on to

a floodplain. Lewis then introduced water into the main channel and the two tributaries.
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At the contact between the main channel and the floodplain, a knickpoint, or locally

steep region, developed and migrated up the network. This initiated rapid erosion in the

headwaters and deposition in the lower reaches of the network. As the upper reaches

stabilized, the sediment load decreased downstream and the lower reaches began to

incise again.

In our numerical experiments, we saw almost the same pattern as described by Lewis

(1944), with the exception of an initial knickpoint. The knickpoint described by Lewis

(1944) was initiated in a location where there was a break in slope, and this break in slope

migrated headward. Numerical experiments of bedrock rivers, or detachment-limited

rivers, produce knickpoints when a network experiences an increase in the base-level

lowering rate or an instantaneous drop in the base-level. These perturbations cause a

locally steep region to form which then migrates upstream (e.g. Whipple and Tucker,

2002; Crosby et al., 2007). However, the same perturbation in a transport-limited river,

or alluvial river, creates a diffusive response. Transport-limited rivers cannot sustain

an abrupt change in a slope (e.g. Whipple and Tucker, 2002; Gasparini, 2003; Crosby

et al., 2007). We simulate an alluvial network and do not change the base-level fall rate,

and therefore our model does not create a knickpoint. However, the erosional response

described by Lewis (1944) after the knickpoint has moved through the network is very

similar to the erosional patterns produced in our numerical experiment.

The experiment that we present here is idealized in many ways. For example, the

response would likely be different if the network had not reached steady-state before

the precipitation rate was changed (e.g. Rinaldo et al., 1995). Other variables that

we have not considered, such as vegetation, respond to climate change and affect the

sediment load (e.g. Huntington, 1924; Bryan, 1928; Slaymaker, 1990; Prosser et al.,

1994; Wilcox et al., 1996; Mulligan, 1998; Howard, 1999; Collins, 2006). We also make

the assumption that the hydraulic geometry relationship does not vary during transient

conditions. However, studies have shown that changes in both fluvial and sediment

inputs downstream of a dam often cause a spatially and temporally variant response in

channel geometry (e.g. Phillips et al., 2005; Brandt, 2000; Petts and Gurnell, 2005). The

scope of this study was limited in order to focus on changes in slope and bed texture.

However, any number of complications could be added in future experiments in order

to explore whether more variability in the system enhances or reduces the complexity

of the response (Bras et al., 2003).

Conclusions

When the erosion rate is uniform throughout a drainage network, both channel slope

and surface texture vary with drainage area in a predictable manner. Our steady-

state theory predicts that channel slopes decrease and the bed material coarsens when

the precipitation/runoff rate is higher. However, transitions from one steady-state
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climate regime to another are complex. The numerical simulation suggests that the

response of both channel gradient and surface texture varies in space and time. Initially,

small tributaries respond to an increase in the precipitation rate by eroding at a faster

rate. The increased erosion in small tributaries strips the bed of its armour, and the

sand content of the bed increases. However, in the lower reaches of the network, the

sediment load increases and coarse sediment is deposited. The spatial pattern in erosion

rates causes the channel gradient to increase in some parts of the network and decrease

in others. After the initial response, the network begins to erode throughout; however,

the sand- and gravel-transport rates vary in space, causing later periods of both coarsen-

ing and fining, and an increasing and decreasing channel gradient. The results indicate

that climate change can cause a complex response, in the form of damped oscillations

in sediment yield, bed texture and the erosion/deposition rate. The oscillatory nature

of the response, and the fact that its phase and amplitude depend on network position,

suggest that it would be oversimplistic to invoke a direct connection between climate

state and fluvial properties (such as bed slope or texture) unless the network has reached

a steady, graded form.
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Introduction

Since the 1950s, the science of solute transport in streams has burgeoned. Significant

advances have been made in our understanding of the controls on solute transport at the

reach scale (hundreds of metres), but few studies have scaled beyond continuous reaches

of a few kilometres. Notable exceptions include theoretical studies of solute transport

throughout river networks (e.g. Zhan, 2003; Zhang and Aral, 2004; Lindgren et al., 2004;

Gupta and Cvetkovic, 2002). Laenen and Bencala (2001) summarize a number of reach-

scale stream-tracer experiments throughout the Willamette River basin in Oregon,

and there have been recent efforts to examine the factors controlling the transport of

nitrogen through the entire Mississippi River basin (Alexander et al., 2000) and of large,

Arctic river networks (Holmes et al., 2000). These latter studies generally rely upon

discharge-monitoring data, potentially lumped both in space and time (i.e. a single

value to represent a basin and a single annual-discharge estimate) and water-quality

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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data throughout respective basins. Thus, our current understanding of solute transport

at the river network scale is limited.

In this chapter, we focus on the processes that control solute transport in rivers and

explore how those controls change from headwaters to higher-order streams. Fluvial

geomorphologists have long studied how channel geometry and resulting hydraulics

change predictably along the network continuum (Leopold and Maddock, 1953). We

propose that the predictable changes in morphology and hydraulics have predictable

impacts on the physical processes of stream-solute transport. This issue is critical to

understanding stream ecology and contaminant transport at the network scale. For

example, network-scale solute transport is important to conceptual ecological models,

such as the River Continuum Concept, that propose ecosystem processes and forcing

factors along streams vary systematically with location along the river due to changes

in river size and connectivity to the adjacent landscape (Vannote et al., 1980; Fisher

et al., 1998). Thus, we have structured this chapter to open with an introduction of

solute-transport processes in streams (see Fischer et al. (1979) and Rutherford (1994)

for additional details). We then link these processes to morphologic and hydraulic

domains within the stream network. Finally, we offer a perspective on future research

foci that will improve our understanding of solute transport from headwater streams

to large rivers.

Review of current knowledge

Material transport in streams is influenced by two major categories of processes: physi-

cal and chemical, where the latter may include geochemical and biochemical reactions.

Here, we mostly focus on the physical hydrological controls on the fate and transport of

dissolved materials (solutes). We do not address the larger field of biogeochemistry di-

rectly but rather show how hydrological processes influence the potential occurrence of

a variety of biogeochemical transformations. Much of the basic knowledge about solute

transport is derived from experiments in which tracer solutes are released into streams

and their movement monitored at one or more sampling points downstream. Conse-

quently, transport processes of solutes, especially conservative or non-reactive solutes,

through short sections of stream networks are relatively well understood. In contrast,

the movement of particulate (e.g. viruses or bacteria), sediment-sorbed (phosphorus),

colloidal (trace metals) or immiscible (oil) contaminants is poorly known. Sources

of most solutes in streams are found across landscapes, proximal and distal from the

stream network. The hydrologic connections between landscapes and stream networks

control the source amounts and fluxes of solutes to streams. Further, the transport of

some contaminants occurs in several phases simultaneously. For example, Montana’s

Clark Fork was initially contaminated by erosion and the redistribution of mine tail-

ings throughout large portions of the stream network. Today, trace-metal transport
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occurs both in dissolved and colloidal forms (Nimick et al., 2003). Additionally, during

high flows, erosion continues to transport and redistribute sediment within the stream

network. A thorough review of these complexities, for a multitude of contaminants, is

beyond the scope of this chapter.

There are four physical hydrologic processes that strongly affect the transport of

solutes in stream networks: advection, dispersion, transient storage and the mixing of

stream water with inflows (Ramaswami et al., 2005). The processes of longitudinal ad-

vection and dispersion are well known and commonly described by one-dimensional

transport models. In these models, ‘transient storage’ refers to the movement of channel

water and associated solutes into either in-channel dead zones or subsurface flowpaths

of the hyporheic zone (Harvey and Wagner, 2000). The process of mixing with inflows

refers to (1) groundwater–surface-water exchange with local or regional aquifers (gain-

ing or losing reaches), at a spatial and temporal scale beyond hyporheic exchange, and

(2) tributary junctions throughout the stream network, where waters from different

parts of the network are combined. In the context of stream-solute transport, research

has focused on shorter reaches (100–1000 m in length) because they (1) are of appro-

priate size to contain channel heterogeneity, (2) represent particular morphologies or

stream types, (3) are easily comparable to similar channel lengths of different stream

types and (4) represent a scale that is tractable for current methods and reasonable

field-research logistics.

The movement of water through landscapes and down stream networks links a variety

of potential sources and sinks of solutes throughout watersheds. The spatial distribution

of landscape elements within watersheds (including land use types) and their connec-

tion to the hydrologic network will largely control the movement of water and solutes

between stream networks and the catchment. For example, runoff from urban lands is

likely to be flashy – reflecting rapid response to hydrologic inputs – and likely to pro-

vide a mix of solutes foreign to streams in less human-affected settings. Alternatively,

irrigation demand removes both water and associated solutes from streams and applies

those waters and solutes across portions of the watershed. Thus, distributed sources and

sinks of contaminants or other solutes to streams exist throughout watersheds (Todd

et al., 2003).

The delivery of solutes to streams occurs via a complex mixture of point-source in-

flows (e.g. waste-water treatment-plant effluent) and less obvious groundwater con-

tributions. One of the simplest and most common conceptualizations of a stream

(Figure 18.1(A)) shows a well-defined channel, with distinct inflows from tributaries,

seeps and groundwater discharge pathways. In this conceptual view, a stream reach is

either gaining or losing water, but never both simultaneously. A more complex and

realistic view (Figure 18.1(B) and (C)) envisions an ill-defined channel with dispersed

inflows from both surface and subsurface sources. In this conceptualization, a stream

may be both gaining and losing water, possibly with hyporheic exchange flows (Bencala,

2005) returning water to the stream. The dispersed inflows to the stream may originate
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Figure 18.1 Conceptual diagrams of streamflow exchanges with groundwater in which (A) stream

water sources are visible at the surface and (B) a more realistic conceptualization where, surface and

subsurface sources as well as subsurface sinks may all exist in the same reach (e.g. within 100 m);

and (C) a vertical cross-section conceptual model of stream–groundwater exchanges with associated

locations of localized mixing noted. S indicates a seep, G indicates groundwater and T indicates

tributary.

(Figure 18.2) on the hillslope ‘near’ the stream or at some greater distance further

up-gradient from the stream. Further complexity (Figure 18.2) in the interpretation

of solute sources arises due to the mixing of water in the riparian zone (Chanat and

Hornberger, 2003).
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Figure 18.2 Conceptual model of stream–groundwater interactions representing proximate and

distal flowpaths interacting with streams and proposing lateral flowpaths to streams mixing prior to

directly interacting with streams.

The details of groundwater–stream connections may be significant to the discharge

of water in large river systems (Konrad, 2006). In streams, the significance may most

clearly be evident in the variability observed in the concentrations of solutes in inflowing

waters. For example, in metal-rich streams that are either in relatively undisturbed

catchments (Bencala et al., 1990) or in highly impacted catchments (Kimball et al.,

2002), the magnitude of the signal of metal concentrations, from either groundwater

seeps or tributaries, allows for variations in concentrations to be observed on the scale

of tens of metres along streams.

Processes

The spatial and temporal distributions of solute concentrations and loads (as the prod-

uct of discharge and concentration) throughout stream networks are controlled by

sources and the processes of transport, mixing and storage. Solute inputs to streams

vary in time and space. Instantaneous, focused inputs or point sources are generally

episodic and localized (e.g. the accidental spill of a solute at a particular location). In-

puts of longer distributions can be both point sources, such as sewage outfalls, or more

widely distributed, non-point sources, such as atmospheric deposition. Solutes may

reach the stream network at the surface (e.g. spill) and via the subsurface (e.g. mineral

weathering). Regardless of the source type, changes in stream-solute concentrations are

not necessarily coincident with a change in solute load, as, for example, water entering

streams with low solute concentrations will dilute stream concentrations, but increase

stream discharge. Here, we discuss the processes of solute transport and fate, rather

than sources in a watershed.

Four processes influence solute transport and solute load throughout a stream net-

work: these are advection, dispersion, transient storage and the mixing of different
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source waters. All solutes are subject to these physical processes. Additionally, non-

conservative solutes are likely to be subject to chemical reactions and transformations.

As such, the role of transient storage may be especially important because of the in-

creased travel time either in surface dead zones, where photochemical reactions may

occur, or in the subsurface, where solutes are in close contact with biofilms on sedi-

ment surfaces. Non-conservative solutes may also be influenced by mixing, if inflows

introduce other mutually reactive solutes. We focus only on the conservative nature of

solute transport throughout stream networks, and the potential for non-conservative

transformations altered by or controlled by transient storage and mixing with inflows,

in particular. Here, we introduce the four hydrologic processes, and then discuss the

ways in which conditions throughout a stream network modify the magnitude of these

processes and their consequential influence on stream-solute transport.

Advection is the bulk transport of a solute in the channel downstream. One approach

to directly measure the advection of solutes is performing a stream-solute tracer exper-

iment. In a pulse-stream tracer experiment within an advection-dominated transport

regime (i.e. most streams of moderate or high gradient), the arrival of the highest con-

centrations of the solute at a downstream location indicates the timescale of advection

between the points of injection and recovery. Advection is controlled by stream flow

velocity, which is related to discharge, by longitudinal gradient and by channel rough-

ness, which can be described by several metrics, including the Manning Equation. Thus,

changes in channel morphology and discharge from headwaters to outlet will generally

lead to increases in advection rates downstream (Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Jobson,

1996). However, the reach-scale variability in channel morphology, as well as the tem-

poral changes in discharge, can lead to deviations from general trends on local-spatial

and short-time scales.

Longitudinal dispersion is the hydrodynamic spreading of solute both ahead of and

behind the centre of the solute pulse. Spatial variability in flow velocity across the width

and depth of the channel drives hydrodynamic dispersion. Dispersion is present in even

the simplest of channels because velocity gradients in the flow are created by friction

at the channel boundaries. The spatial variability in the distribution of flow velocity

increases as the channel complexity increases, so that it is expected that dispersion is

positively correlated to increasing channel complexity. Furthermore, longitudinal dis-

persion is generally expected to increase with increasing discharge (Wallis and Manson,

2004), as complex turbulence structures develop within the water column. Thus, as

a pulse of an injected tracer or spilled contaminant moves downstream, longitudinal

dispersion tends to spread the solute out, leading to reduced peak concentrations, but

an increased duration of exposure.

Transient storage is the movement of solute into and out of channel dead zones (side

pools, eddies, slackwater etc.) or the subsurface, along hyporheic flowpaths. Transient

storage slows the movement of water and solutes relative to that expected from advection

and dispersion alone (Runkel, 2002). Typically, there is a wide range in the distribution
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of transient-storage times within any given stream reach, ranging from small pools

or eddies, that retain water for only a few seconds, to off-channel wetlands or long

hyporheic flowpaths where stream water may be retained for days or weeks. In all cases,

transient storage provides additional opportunities for non-conservative solutes in the

stream water to contact surficial sediments or aquatic macrophytes. These surfaces are

usually colonized by bacteria, fungi and algae, forming biofilms in which chemical

and biological processes can transform many non-conservative solutes (Battin et al.,

2003). Hyporheic exchange flows are especially important in this regard because the

stream water flows through the sediment filling the stream valleys, bringing solutes into

intimate contact with sediment surfaces.

Channel roughness, as a function of bed material and morphology, has been shown

to be an important control on hyporheic exchange (e.g. Bencala and Walters, 1983;

Harvey and Bencala, 1993). At a small spatial scale (< 1 m2), bed material and its

arrangement control the local texture and shear between the water and bed. This in-

fluence of channel friction on the moving water affects advection and hydrodynamic

dispersion. Also at these scales, Elliot and Brooks (1997) demonstrate that the pressure

variation along sandy streambeds that were dominated by dune and ripple bedforms

induces hyporheic exchange. Their ‘pumping-exchange’ model has been applied in var-

ious flume settings (see Packman and Bencala (2000) for a summary) and is likely to

explain hyporheic exchange processes in most lowland sand-bed rivers. At the channel-

unit scale, flow velocity is highly variable, with deeper, slower water in pools, compared

to shallower and faster water in riffles, at low to moderate discharges. Because of the

dynamics of channel hydraulics, an uneven hydraulic pressure distribution is realized

across the streambed (longitudinally and laterally). Flowing water and subsurface water

near the channel boundary react to these pressure differences, driving stream water

into the bed at some locations (downwelling) and allowing subsurface water to flow

into the surface channel at other locations (upwelling). The patterns of upwelling and

downwelling locations are largely driven by breaks in the channel slope. Thus, the pat-

tern of steps, pools and riffles will dictate exchange patterns (Anderson et al., 2005;

Gooseff et al., 2006). Channel morphology is typically determined by the balance be-

tween sediment supply and transport capacity, which tend to vary. However, in some

streams, inputs of large wood from adjacent forests can also control channel morphology

(Figure 18.3).

The net effect of hyporheic exchange flows on solute transport depends on both phys-

ical and biogeochemical processes (Bencala, 2005). The physical controls are succinctly

summarized by Darcy’s Law: QHEF = –kA(�H/�L ), where: QHEF is the hyporheic

exchange flow, k is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, A is the cross-sectional area

through which flow occurs and �H/�L is the head gradient. Clearly, high-gradient

streams with coarse-textured bed sediment (large k) have a great potential for hyporheic

exchange. Conversely, low-gradient streams flowing over fine-textured bed sediment

have a much smaller potential for hyporheic exchange. It is important to consider the
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Figure 18.3 Change in elevation over 100 m of stream length for 12 reaches surveyed in the

Lookout Creek basin, Oregon, a fifth-order catchment, as a result of general gradient, steps created

by boulders and steps created by wood. The width of the bars is not indicative of any metric. Wood-

caused steps have a maximum impact on bed height change around 1–2 km2 contributing area,

whereas headwater reaches (< 1 km2 contributing area) have the greatest change in height due to

rock-caused steps. Data from Anderson (2002).

amount of hyporheic exchange flow (QHEF) that occurs over a given length of stream

channel, relative to the stream discharge (Q) flowing through that channel. In small,

steep mountain streams (1.0 L/s < Q < 10 L/s), hyporheic exchange flows at any given

point in the channel can be large relative to the total stream discharge, such that the

entire surface stream flow is cycled through the hyporheic zone over distances of less

than 100 m (Kasahara and Wondzell, 2003; Wondzell, 2006). As streams increase in

size, Q increases more rapidly than does QHEF, so that in larger mountain streams and

rivers the amount of hyporheic exchange flow is usually small relative to the total stream

discharge, and turnover lengths are very long. From the point of view of simple mass

transport, then, the hyporheic zone can have a substantial effect on solute transport in

small headwater streams with generally rough channels but is unlikely to have a sub-

stantial effect on solute transformations in low-gradient streams with fine-textured bed

sediment or in larger streams and rivers.

The net effect of hyporheic exchange flows on water quality also depends on both the

rates of biogeochemical processes and the stream-water residence time in the hyporheic

zone (Gooseff et al., 2003, Figure 7). Hyporheic exchange flows in small, steep moun-

tain streams tend to have short residence times because flowpaths are relatively short,

head gradients steep and hydraulic conductivities large. In contrast, moderate-gradient,

larger streams flowing through wide, mountain stream valleys provide opportunities
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for long flowpaths with long residence times (Kasahara and Wondzell, 2003). In both

cases studied by Kasahara and Wondzell (2003) of low-order and mid-order reaches,

hyporheic residence time distributions were highly skewed, with two- to four-hour

residence time dominant, but median residence times were only 18 hours in the small

stream and 27 hours in the large stream. In both streams, flowpaths with a residence

time of 20 or more days were present (Kasahara and Wondzell, 2003). The relative im-

portance of the residence time and quantity of hyporheic exchange in controlling the

flux of non-conservative solutes in stream networks has yet to be determined, though it

varies along the channel network, in response to changes in corroborating factors (e.g.

fluvial geomorphology) from headwaters to larger-order streams.

The potential influence of the hyporheic zone on contaminants moving down the

stream network is complex because of the variety of environmental conditions found

throughout the hyporheic zone, the variety of chemical and biological reactions that

can occur there and the wide variety of the types of possible contaminants. While

we cannot explore these issues in depth, there are several generalizations that should

be considered. First, because hyporheic exchange significantly retards the transport of

some portion of solutes moving through the channel, hyporheic return flows could

potentially extend the period of exposure to, or the total watershed residence time of,

a contaminant from an accidental spill. Contaminant concentrations will be low in the

extended late-time tail of the contaminant plume, however, so that this would present a

concern only for contaminants that pose a water-quality threat in low concentrations.

Alternatively, the hyporheic zone could store large amounts of contaminants introduced

from long duration inputs. In this case, long periods may be necessary to realize the

benefits of eliminating sources. Secondly, if contaminants entering the hyporheic zone

are highly reactive, it is possible that they could be bound to sediment or organic

particles and removed from downstream transport. Eventually, however, erosion is

likely to liberate contaminated sediment, which may pose problems at some later time.

Alternatively, a variety of contaminants will be transformed by biogeochemical processes

in the hyporheic zone. For example, where nitrate is transported to anoxic locations, it

can be permanently removed from a solution by denitrification (Peterson et al., 2001).

Lateral inflows and outflows can alter stream-solute loads, depending on solute con-

centrations in inflowing water. There are a number of studies that document solute and

water inflow to streams, particularly in the interest of headwater contributions of diffuse

any metal-rich drainage to streams (e.g. Bencala et al., 1990; Kimball et al., 2002). There

are also some studies documenting streamflow losses throughout watersheds, primar-

ily reporting the results of seepage meter runs (several distributed points of discharge

measurement throughout the stream network) (e.g. Konrad, 2006; Laenen and Risley,

1997; Ruehl et al., 2006; Zellweger, 1994). Such methods do not account for reach-scale

gross gains and losses of water, considering only the net gain or loss (as the difference

between gross gains and losses) between measurement locations. Hence, reach-scale

gains and losses of solute are generally derived from net changes throughout the stream
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network. The likelihood of a complex pattern of gross streamflow gains and losses along

streams (Payn et al., 2005) suggests that there is a coincident complex pattern of solute

mixing with inflows along stream networks.

All four of these processes (advection, dispersion, transient storage and mixing) are

reasonably easy to investigate in reach-scale stream experiments but are much more

difficult to study at the scale of the entire stream network. We know, however, that

these processes affect solute transport at the reach scale. Therefore, we expect the com-

bined influence of these processes on solute transport to be manifest in the cumulative

stream network signal. The cumulative effects are not strictly additive, particularly in

the cases of hyporheic exchange or streamflow gains and losses, both of which may po-

tentially operate over significant spatial scales to link shorter reaches. We are currently

limited if we want to develop field experiments or empirically analyse solute transport

through entire stream networks. Transient storage and mixing processes are especially

problematic because hyporheic exchange and groundwater inflows are heterogeneous

in both time and space. Furthermore, because they are greatly influenced by subsurface

processes, they are difficult to measure. For example, the practice of sampling only

tributaries and visible surface seeps will ‘miss’ solute inflows deep beneath the stream

from distal sources in the catchment (Figure 18.1(C)), and yet it is not feasible to sample

truly representative groundwater without expensive equipment, which is not necessar-

ily available to all. Furthermore, the field characterization of mixing with inflows and

transient storage is limited by the resolution of tracer analyses (Harvey and Wagner,

2000), tracer-concentration analytical limitations and the properties of current tracers.

Linking transport processes with the fluvial
geomorphic template

Network controls on solute-transport processes

Examining solute transport within whole networks presents substantive challenges. Al-

though transport is controlled by advection, dispersion, transient storage and mixing

with inflows, it is difficult to quantify any of these at the scale of an entire watershed.

Therefore, we examine higher-order controls on physical transport. These are: discharge,

channel form (geomorphology and network topology) and near-stream hydraulic gra-

dients. These controls vary spatially throughout a watershed and at different temporal

scales as well. Discharge is the primary control on solute transport in the channel, affect-

ing advection and dispersion processes through hydraulic characteristics, as well as bulk

dilution for solute mass. The relationship between discharge and flow velocity (Leopold

and Maddock, 1953) is critically important, showing that transport times will be much

faster at higher discharges. In humid areas, discharge is usually proportional to drainage
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area so that, in conventional characterizations, stream discharge and transport veloc-

ity increase downstream. This pattern may not hold in arid regions, however, where

stream losses to evaporation or aquifer recharge may lead to a diminishing discharge

with accumulated drainage area. Even in humid regions, discharge does not increase

smoothly with accumulated drainage area or distance from source. For example, in a ∼
2-km section of a second-order stream in Montana, we characterized stream discharge

and advection by synoptically releasing salt-slug tracers approximately every 100 m. The

results (Figure 18.4) show a spatially inconsistent increase in discharge and associated

velocity, including some locations where discharge and velocity both decreased. Similar

dynamics have been observed in the main stem of the Willamette River in Oregon, USA

(Laenen and Risley, 1997, Figure 14), suggesting that such patterns are likely present in

many larger rivers as well.

Figure 18.4 Spatial distribution of flow velocity and discharge measured with salt-tracer injections

in consecutive 100-m reaches in a second-order watershed in Montana (RA Payn, unpublished data).

The simple metrics of channel shape often exhibit characteristic patterns in relation

to either basin area or discharge. Early work by Leopold and Maddock (1953) showed

that both channel width and depth increase with increasing annual average discharge

(see also Saco and Kumar, Chapter 15, this volume). The combination of discharge

and channel morphology – especially the downstream increases in discharge, width

and depth – have important implications for contaminant transport. In general, small

streams will be much more retentive than large rivers, but this is not just a consequence

of increasing the flow velocity. The water-sediment interface is a highly reactive surface

for some solutes (e.g. metals, nutrients, dissolved organic carbon, hormones etc.). In

small streams, the size of the wetted streambed area is high relative to discharge, and
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water depths are relatively shallow, allowing for a substantial interaction between solutes

in the water column and the streambed (Peterson et al., 2001). The situation is reversed

in large rivers where flow velocities tend to be much higher, water depths greater and

the wetted streambed area is small relative to discharge, all of which combine to limit

solute retention. Table 18.1 demonstrates these relationships for the 64 km2 Lookout

Creek watershed in central Oregon. The reduction in the ratio of wetted perimeter to

annual mean Q at higher stream orders indicates a restriction for hyporheic exchange,

compared to low-order reaches. Rivers with large quantities of aquatic macrophytes

might be an exception to this general trend, as the stems and leafs provide large surface

areas that are also colonized by biofilms and can add substantial roughness to the channel

so that they also slow water velocity (Ovesen, 2001), making the river more retentive

than would otherwise be expected.

Table 18.1 Summary network characteristics for the fifth-order Lookout Creek catchment in

central Oregon, USA, where Q is the mean annual discharge and ‘Area’ refers to the total

catchment area contributing to reaches in each stream order, throughout the basin. Data

from Wondzell (1994).

Total Network Wetted

Stream Order Length (%) Area (%) Q (m3s–1) Perimeter P (m) P/Q

1 53 66 0.005 2.36 487.60

2 23 16 0.026 4.36 167.37

3 13 10 0.369 8.34 22.59

4 5 4 1.558 12.10 7.77

5 6 4 3.256 15.30 4.70

Hyporheic exchange flows also are an important determinant of solute retention,

as described above. Substantial research has shown that exchange flows are strongly

controlled by channel morphology (the shape of the channel and the valley floor) (see

Wondzell (2006) for more detailed discussion). In turn, channel morphology often

shows characteristic patterns in relation to either basin area or discharge (Montgomery

and Buffington, 1997, Figures 4 and 5). Detailed morphologic studies have shown that

channel morphology broadly results from the balance between sediment supply and

transport capacity (Montgomery and Buffington, 1998). Within areas with reasonably

similar bedrock lithology, climate and topographic relief, both sediment supply and

transport capacity will follow characteristic patterns so that reach slope, channel con-

straint (the width of the channel relative to the width of the floodplain) and watershed

area will be the primary determinants of channel morphology (Chartrand and Whiting,

2000; Montgomery and Buffington, 1998).

The consequence of systematic changes in channel morphology on a gradient of in-

creasing stream size is an increase in median hyporheic residence time and a concurrent
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decrease in the amount of hyporheic exchange flow, relative to stream discharge, as

drainage area accumulates (Kasahara and Wondzell, 2003). Data collected from small

mountain streams in the fifth-order Lookout Creek basin showed that variation in the

longitudinal profile of the stream channel (steps or riffles) was a primary driver of

hyporheic exchange flow (Kasahara and Wondzell, 2003; Anderson et al., 2005). Steep

head gradients around abrupt changes in channel elevation, such as steps, tend to drive

abundant exchange flows, but both flowpath length and residence times tend to be

short. The prevalence of steps changes systematically through the stream network, ac-

counting for 80 per cent, or more, of the elevation change along headwater streams,

but only 50 per cent in mid-order streams (Figure 18.3). While mountain streams of

all sizes show lateral complexity as measured by channel sinuosity and the presence

of secondary channels, these features tend to be poorly developed in small headwater

streams and increasingly better developed as the stream size increases and longitudinal

gradients weaken. The actual expression is, however, controlled by channel constraint.

Narrow valley floors, constrained by bedrock or other factors, leave little room for

streams to develop lateral complexity. Conversely, in wide alluvial valleys, channels are

often complex and support relatively large hyporheic exchange flows between main and

secondary channels (Kasahara and Wondzell, 2003) driven by increasingly steep lateral

head gradients (Figure 18.5). We know of no similar systematic, network-scale analysis

of the geomorphic factors driving hyporheic exchange flows in either foothill or lowland

rivers. Therefore, we do not know if the trends observed in mountain-river networks

can be extended to river networks in other geomorphologic settings.

To demonstrate some of these temporal and spatial changes in solute transport, we

present data from repeated stream-tracer experiments in Stringer Creek, a second-order

mountain stream in the Little Belt Mountains of Montana (Figure 18.6). We conducted

slug injections of Rhodamine-WT (RWT) at the head of the reach in June and July and

monitored RWT breakthrough curves (BTCs) at the upper (1660 m downstream) and

lower (1408 m further downstream) stream gauges. Discharge was too low in August

to perform additional injections above the upper gauge. A third slug injection was per-

formed from the upper stream gauge to lower stream gauge in early September (Figure

18.6(B)). As stream discharge receded throughout the summer, advection decreased

substantially (as indicated by the later arrivals of peak concentrations), and dispersion

increased (indicated as the spread of the arriving ‘hump’ of the BTCs), and apparent

transient storage increased (as indicated by the total lengths of the BTCs), in both sec-

tions of the stream (Figures 18.6(C) and 18.6(D)). The third injection in the lower reach

shows evidence of further decreasing advection, but dispersion and transient storage

comparisons are not valid because the tracer was released at the upper gauge rather

than the stream head.

Whereas large-scale patterns in discharge, flow velocity and channel shape influence

general network-scale trends, reach-scale variability in channel morphology can lead to

a substantial departure from expected trends. Especially important in mountain stream
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Figure 18.5 Longitudinal topographic gradients along the thalweg of the stream, and cross-valley

gradients in water-surface elevation measured normal to stream flow direction, as surveyed in

10 reaches throughout the Lookout Creek basin, Oregon, USA. Note the tendency for cross-valley

gradients to increase, relative to longitudinal gradients, with increased drainage area. Data from

Anderson (2002).

networks are wide alluvial valleys whose presence can be controlled by large-scale geo-

logic factors, such as faulting patterns and bedrock contact, by past patterns of glaciation

and also by sediment deposition from tributary channels. Stream confluences are often

hotspots (locations of enhanced activity) of biological and chemical activity (Fisher

et al., 2004; Rice et al., Chapter 11, this volume), driven in part by the complexity of en-

vironments found in these locations. In large mountain rivers, confluences often mark

major knickpoints in the longitudinal gradient, caused by the deposition of sediment

transported into the main-stem channels by tributaries during major floods or by de-

bris flows (Benda et al., 2003). Large boulders tend to dam the main channel, leading

to a subsequent deposition upstream of the confluence, building wide, complex valley

floors. Such valley-floor environments, with multiple channels and increased sinuosity,

have been shown to be important locations for hyporheic exchange flow (Kasahara and

Wondzell, 2003).

The general trends in discharge and channel shape and morphology with increasing

basin area discussed so far ignore anthropogenic effects on river networks. Throughout

the world, river networks have been reshaped by humans (Gregory, 2006), changes that

have potentially large effects on solute transport. Obviously, large impoundments will

dramatically slow network transport times (Vitousek et al., 1997). Conversely, chan-

nelization and dike construction have dramatically simplified some rivers (Sedell and

Froggatt, 1984; Triska, 1984), and the resulting straightened and narrowed channels

should have much faster transport times. The associated losses of side channels and

other lateral complexity combined with increased fine-sediment inputs are also likely
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Figure 18.6 Stream-tracer dynamics in Stringer Creek, Montana in 2006; map of study site (A),

hydrograph for the upper and lower gauges on Stringer Creek (B), and Rhodamine WT breakthrough

curves at the upper gauge, 1660 m downstream of injection point for injections 1 and 2, which

was the eastern stream head (C), and the lower stream gauge, 1408 m downstream of the upper

gauge. Injections 1 and 2 were performed on 23 June and 26 July respectively. A third injection was

performed on 5 September, starting at the upper gauge. Travel times in panel (D) represent travel

from the upper gauge to the lower gauge, to facilitate the comparison of times to peak concentration.

Some discharge data from the lower gauge is missing in panel (B), owing to equipment failure.

to restrict hyporheic exchange flows. In many intensively farmed landscapes, the entire

drainage network, from buried field drains and the smallest headwater channels to the

largest rivers, have been modified to speed the movement of water off the landscape. Wa-

ter and solute retention is poor in such networks. In large river settings, floodplains can

be important locations of solute processing (particularly nutrients) (Mitsch et al., 2005).

However, the propensity to create flood-control structures, such as levees, disconnects

rivers from their floodplains (Mitsch et al., 2001).

From a simple mixing-model approach, the mixing of stream waters at tributaries or

with inflowing groundwater causes a change in solute load, the product of discharge and

solute concentration. The spatial distribution of solute loads throughout a stream net-
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work at any moment is dictated by the balance of distributed lateral loads to the stream.

Dilute lateral inflows of water to streams from groundwater (assuming conservative

mixing) will not change loads of a particular stream solute because the mixing of these

waters in the channel will increase discharge and proportionally decrease channel solute

concentration. However, solute-rich inflows, such as metal loads from acid mine/rock

drainage, will increase stream loads of those constituents, until chemical reactions take

place to reduce their stream loads. Temporal trends of solute loads at any one point

in a channel network are driven by changes in channel discharge and the associated

upstream inputs of water and solute.

Temporal changes in discharge, be they seasonal, event responses or diurnal, will affect

processes that control solute transport in stream networks. At high-flow conditions,

advection and dispersion will increase, but transient storage will diminish because of

fewer in-channel dead zones, and because of the reduced relative hyporheic exchange

(i.e. in proportion to total discharge). The reduction in the relative hyporheic exchange

flow to channel discharge lessens at high-flow conditions because the effect of channel

morphology on the energy grade line is dampened and more continuous, thus reducing

the local head gradients that drive hyporheic exchange. However, hydraulic conductivity

of the bed does not necessarily change from high- to low-flow conditions. Therefore,

a reduction in head gradient and a consistency in hydraulic conductivity will result

in reduced hyporheic exchange flows. Solute transport is generally enhanced through

stream networks at high flow because there is less buffering capacity of the network to

retard solute transport.

Forward-looking perspective

There are several perspectives in which we can advance our understanding and analysis of

solute transport along stream and river networks. The process of solute transport along

stream and river networks is by-definition integrative. Three fundamental questions

from physical hydrology control this transport: (1) ‘Where does the water moving to a

stream come from?’, (2) ‘How long does it stay in the channel?’ and (3) ‘How long does

it take to get (back) into the channel?’. Although these questions have been partially

answered, we know of no synthetic study that examines these three questions within a

large river network and examines how such relations change with time and with location.

Answering these questions at a network scale remains a challenge for understanding

hydrologic processes, distributed stream-solute loading and solute transport.

Concepts

Three directions are apparent for advancing a process-based interpretation of solute

loading to, and transport along, river networks. The stream does not stand alone,
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rather it is intimately connected to its catchment, often in ways that are not easily

visible. As such, spatially and temporally distributed mixing processes influence solute

concentration, and at any one point the solute signal is an integration of upstream

mixing processes and concurrent transport processes in the stream channel.

Stream–catchment connections

The significance of the components of inflow and exchange shift spatially with distance

downstream through the catchment, and temporally in response to catchment flow

periods. In the upland reaches a stream will gain, and lose, water in visible and relatively

shallow flow systems of dispersed seeps and springs. Further downstream spatially

distributed connections between the stream and groundwater flow systems will develop.

As the network of streams and rivers develops, changes in flow where tributaries meet

effectively become point sources. As these changes in water inflow sources occur, there

will be changes in stream-solute loads throughout the stream network.

Mixing of inflows and hyporheic flows

Mixing through the riparian zone and along hyporheic exchange flowpaths brings fur-

ther complexity to the identification of ‘true’ inflow (Cox et al., 2003; Hinkle et al.,

2001). This mixing among distal, near-stream and stream waters (Figure 18.2) compli-

cates our notion of end-member contributions to streams, as end-member hillslope,

groundwater and stream waters are masked by the mixing process prior to reaching the

stream network.

Integration within the stream channel

Catchment, near-stream and in-stream characteristics all are significant in determining

the fate of solutes entering the stream channel. As the network of streams and rivers

develops, the downstream reaches are necessarily integrations of upstream and up-valley

characteristics and processes. However, within this integration, the downstream-solute

concentrations are not necessarily the well-mixed sum of the inputs. The relative roles

of in-stream biogeochemical and physical processes will vary.

Analysis tools

The progress made in conceptual understanding needs to be realized in the quantitative

descriptions of solute fate. The advection–dispersion transport equation has long been
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the standard tool for the analysis of solute transport in streams and rivers. Particularly

applicable in upland streams, the transient storage model has been useful in drawing

our attention to the significance of catchment-stream and hyporheic connections. At

the beginning of this century, several modelling approaches are being developed and

applied, which further our abilities to quantify transport processes.

Simulations of solute transport using general residence time distribution models

(Haggerty et al., 2002; Gooseff et al., 2003) enable the identification of the timescales of

exchange, particularly along hyporheic flowpaths, which are varied and possibly quite

long compared to in-stream transport.

At the process level, the methods of environmental fluid mechanics (e.g. Ren and

Packman, 2004; Marion et al., 2002; Cardenas et al., 2004) are quite successful in inter-

preting solute transport in flumes. The future challenge is to bring these models and

results to field situations. The complexities of flow at the stream–catchment interface

have been well simulated (e.g. Kasahara and Wondzell, 2003; Lautz and Siegel, 2006)

using the MODFLOW representation of groundwater flow. This approach has required

appreciable investments in monitoring the physical systems over relatively small areas.

The application of groundwater-flow modelling to define hyporheic flowpaths (e.g.

Gooseff et al., 2006) requires refinements in the characterization of the spatial vari-

ability of subsurface hydraulic conductivity and the representation of stream-boundary

conditions (Tonina and Buffington, 2007).

Models are only one set of analytical tools which need development to transfer our

knowledge and approaches from individual streams to networks. In part, the reason

that we have made significant advances in understanding discrete reach-scale solute

transport and fate, but not moved to larger spatial scales, is that the spatial scale of

the reach and the corresponding timescales of processes are most appropriate for the

current stream tracer methodology (Harvey and Wagner, 2000; Gooseff et al., 2005).

However, these experimental approaches are constrained by analytical limits of tracer-

concentration measurement and the properties of the tracers currently available. Thus,

there is a clear need to develop and apply more robust conservative hydrologic tracers,

detectable at very low concentrations.

Field studies

There is no one measurement approach for identifying the inflow of water and so-

lutes as the connections of a stream to its catchment shifts. Rather, the challenge to

our thinking and our practice is to be aware of the spatially changing nature of these

connections. Field observations of the actual paths are needed, and may be facilitated

by the application of geophysical field methods to studies of the transport of stream

solute. New techniques that corroborate geophysical measurements with hydrologic

techniques will in the future provide the spatial data needed to expand this mod-
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elling effort to longer stream reaches. Challenges in incorporating connections to the

catchment include the matching of detailed field studies to the in-stream modelling of

solute transport to develop a better understanding of the effects of channel evolution

(Harvey et al., 2003), the characterizations of transport most significant to solute dynam-

ics (Runkel, 2002), and scaling up our process-understanding of river systems (Fernald

et al., 2001).

Ultimately, our understanding of solute transport and fate at the scale of river net-

works will be advanced by developing new conceptual models, testing those models

through the acquisition of field data and subsequently developing new numerical mod-

els to characterize solute transport in river networks. This process will be iterative as,

for example, new advances in field methods may better inform further refined concep-

tual or numerical models. The succinct characterization of solute transport through

river networks remains a challenge for environmental scientists, though the recent ad-

vancements in conceptual framework, modelling and field studies point to significant

advances in the coming years.
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Introduction

The Earth, Mars and Saturn’s moon Titan are the only planetary surfaces known to

have widespread, branching, fluid-carved channels or valley networks. Lava channels

and collapsed lava tubes formed relatively few sinuous valleys with few to no tributaries

on the volcanic plains of Venus (where the average air temperature is ∼ 450◦C), the

Moon (Figure 19.1(c)) and Jupiter’s moon Io (e.g. Wilhelms, 1987; Baker et al., 1997;

McEwen et al., 2000). Venus also has some valley networks with rectangular, labyrinthic,

pitted or irregular network structure, reflecting a joint volcanic and tectonic origin

(Baker et al., 1997). Dense branching networks occur on Titan (Figure 19.1(a)), but

liquid methane is the erosive fluid under its 1.6-bar nitrogen atmosphere at −180◦C,

and water ice comprises most of the bedrock and sediment (Tomasko et al., 2005). The

current Martian atmosphere is too thin and cold to maintain water in liquid state, but the

older terrains have been heavily eroded and incised by valley networks (Figure 19.1(b)),

suggesting that past geologic or climatic conditions supported flowing water. These

ancient networks are similar in some respects to their modern terrestrial counterparts,

but they are immature if formed by runoff (e.g. Howard et al., 2005), and many authors

attribute them primarily or exclusively to groundwater sapping (e.g. Pieri, 1980; Carr

River Confluences, Tributaries and the Fluvial Network Edited by Stephen P. Rice, André G. Roy

and Bruce L. Rhoads C© 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Figure 19.1 Sinuous valleys formed by flowing methane, water and lava respectively. (a) Networks

on Saturn’s moon Titan debouched to dark plains (descent image from European Space Agency

Huygens probe (credit: ESA/NASA/JPL/University of Arizona). (b) Evros Vallis on Mars (12.5◦S,

14.5◦E, THEMIS daytime infrared image mosaic, credit: University of Arizona). (c) Hadley Rille on

the Moon (Apollo 15 image AS15-1135[M]).
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and Clow, 1981; Carr and Malin, 2000; Gulick, 2001). The investigation of aqueous

processes on early Mars is a major focus of NASA’s Mars Exploration Program, because

environmental conditions suitable for liquid water may have supported life or prebiotic

chemistry on Mars, and much of the geologic record from the first billion years of Earth’s

history has been lost to erosion, metamorphism and subduction.

In this chapter, we describe the history and present state of Martian fluvial geomor-

phology, emphasizing quantitative analyses of drainage networks, watershed topogra-

phy and hydrology. Most studies to date have focused on valley rather than channel

characteristics, because aeolian processes and small meteorite impacts have slowly de-

graded and partially filled the valleys for ∼ 3.7 Gyr since the epoch of widespread fluvial

erosion (absolute, numerical age estimates herein follow Hartmann and Neukum, 2001),

leaving few interior channels exposed (e.g. Carr and Malin, 2000; Irwin et al., 2005a).

Moreover, the available orbital imaging has a resolution of ∼ 0.3–250 m/pixel, with lim-

ited spatial coverage at high resolution, and robotic landers have not yet visited a valley

network. Despite these limitations, investigators have used counts of superimposed

impact craters, analyses of valley planform and topography, basic channel morphome-

try and theoretical modelling to constrain the age, formative processes, developmental

history, hydrology, and climatic implications of Martian valley networks.

Early observations

Johannes Kepler’s laws of planetary motion, published in 1609 and 1618, were largely

based on Tycho Brahe’s earlier observations of Mars. The seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century astronomers Christiaan Huygens, Giovanni Cassini, Giacomo Miraldi and

William Herschel recognized the Martian polar ice caps and estimated the planet’s

orbit (1.52 AU), diameter (6792 km), rotation period (24 hours, 37 minutes) and axial

tilt (25◦) (modern data in parentheses are from Kieffer et al., 1992 and Smith et al.,

2001). Formal telescopic maps succeeded early sketches during the nineteenth century,

interpreting relatively bright and dark regions as continents and seas respectively (sum-

marized by Flammarion, 1892, 1909). Even today, the best ground-based telescopes

can resolve few other surface features. Popular conceptions of ‘Mars as the Abode of

Life’ were also founded on perceived observations of dark-toned lineations on the sur-

face, which Percival Lowell (1895, 1906, 1908) interpreted as bands of vegetation along

artificial canals used to transport water from the ice caps to arid equatorial regions.

Some contemporaries of Lowell who could not see the lineations were sceptical of these

claims (e.g. Evans and Maunder, 1903; Wallace, 1907), and spacecraft data later showed

that, with the possible exception of the Valles Marineris canyon system, the mapped

‘canals’ generally do not correspond to obvious valleys or other topographic features

(Sagan and Fox, 1975). Nineteenth-century astronomers also observed the Martian

atmosphere with clouds and global dust storms. Stoney (1898) correctly proposed that
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the polar caps might contain frozen carbon dioxide (the wintertime caps at both poles

and the top of the perennial southern cap), although most of their mass is water ice

(Kuiper, 1952; Kieffer et al., 1976; Bibring et al., 2004). Theoretical calculations and

infrared measurements suggested that Mars has an average surface temperature well

below freezing (−63◦C, with extremes below the −133◦C freezing point of CO2) (e.g.

Wallace, 1907; Coblentz, 1925; Sinton and Strong, 1960). Kuiper (1952) made the first

spectral identification of CO2 in the atmosphere, although it was originally thought

to be a minor component (now known to be 95 per cent by volume). The average

atmospheric pressure was gradually revised below Lowell’s (1908) 87-mbar estimate to

∼ 5.6 mbar, which is below the 6.1-mbar triple point where water first becomes stable

as a liquid.

More detailed data from interplanetary spacecraft record conditions that are even less

favourable for life. The first successful flyby mission to Mars, Mariner 4 in 1965, returned

22 images of a cratered landscape in the southern hemisphere, and the Mariner 6 and 7

flybys imaged a similar region at higher resolution in 1969. The preservation of ancient

impact craters seemed to defeat the long-lived paradigm of a water-rich planet, but many

of the Martian craters had been substantially modified (Leighton et al., 1965). Erosion

rates on Mars were interpreted to be very low, but higher than on the Moon (Anders and

Arnold, 1965; Baldwin, 1965; Hartmann, 1966; Öpik, 1966; Murray et al., 1971), and the

low atmospheric pressure favoured wind over water as the erosive fluid (Sharp, 1968).

Then in 1971, Mariner 9 became the first successful Mars orbiter, returning images of

the entire surface at 1 km/pixel resolution with local imaging at 100 m/pixel scale. This

mission revealed a planet much more diverse than the flyby missions had suggested,

including giant volcanoes and canyons, circumpolar layered deposits, grabens, smooth

plains, large outflow channels that resemble flood-carved features on the Earth and

smaller valley networks (McCauley et al., 1972). Outflow channels are distinguished

from valley networks by their large size (tens to ∼ 200 km wide and up to thousands of

kilometres long), origin from a point source, anabranching path, streamlined islands

and erosional bedforms (Figure 19.2). They are thought to have originated from very

large, short-lived groundwater discharges of ∼ 106−108 m3/s (Baker and Milton, 1974;

Carr, 1979, 1996; Baker, 1982; Wilson et al., 2004), but overflow of enclosed basins also

contributed to some large channels and valleys (e.g. Parker, 1985; Grant and Parker,

2002; Irwin et al., 2004).

Distribution, age, origin and morphology of valley networks

Geologic, topographic and regional distribution

Valley networks primarily occupy the most heavily cratered regions on Mars and are

uncommon on younger surfaces (Pieri, 1976, 1980; Carr and Clow, 1981; Carr, 1996).
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Figure 19.2 The Martian Kasei Vallis outflow channel, the largest channel in the solar system. (a)

Shaded relief of region bounded by 90◦W, 45◦W, 20◦S and 40◦N. The image is 2507 km across at the

bottom. Boxes and arrows indicate the locations of (b) and (c). (b) Streamlined forms in the lee of

impact craters and other obstacles to flow (16.3◦N, 74.8◦W). (c) Longitudinal grooving and incision

of the channel bed upstream of a larger crater obstacle (25.6◦N, 60.6◦W). (b) and (c) are excerpts

from the THEMIS daytime infrared mosaic.

These ancient terrains are found on the southern highland plateau, whereas the northern

lowland plains and western equatorial Tharsis volcanic province have been resurfaced

since widespread valley development ceased (e.g. Tanaka, 1986) (Figure 19.3). Valleys are

relatively sparse below about −1500 to −1900 m elevation, which may be attributable

to thick volcanic and airfall mantling or contemporary base level control below that

topographic level. Pieri (1976) and Carr and Clow (1981) showed that valley networks

are concentrated in the dark-toned regions seen in telescopes, but that thick, brighter

dust mantles may overlie valleys in the high-albedo areas. Valleys are evident but poorly

developed in middle to high latitudes, owing to dust mantling (Soderblom et al., 1974;
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Figure 19.3 (a) Global shaded relief map of Mars, with outlined location of (b). Valley networks are

concentrated in the heavily cratered region that dominates the southern hemisphere. The northern

lowland plains and the Tharsis and Elysium volcanic regions (∼ 0◦N, 110◦W and 20◦N, 150◦E respec-

tively) have been completely resurfaced since the epoch of major fluvial activity. The circumference

of Mars is 21 339 km at the equator, or 59.275 km per degree. (b) Valley networks mapped in an

equatorial highland region by Carr and Chuang (1997) using Viking Orbiter imaging at 1:2-M scale

(white lines), compared with major valley networks mapped by A. D. Howard using recent THEMIS

imaging and MOLA topography (black lines). Martian valley networks are longer and more numerous

than was evident in earlier imaging, but network integration does not approach that found on the

Earth.
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Pieri, 1976; Carr and Clow, 1981) or less favourable paleoclimates (Williams and Phillips,

2001). Many small valleys occur on intercrater plains, but some originate at crater rims

or other sharp ridge crests where no upslope aquifers were available (e.g. Milton, 1973;

Masursky et al., 1977; Craddock and Maxwell, 1993; Craddock and Howard, 2002; Irwin

and Howard, 2002; Grant and Parker, 2002; Hynek and Phillips, 2003; Stepinski and

Collier, 2004) (Figure 19.4). Most Martian valley networks are incised into darker layers

of impact ejecta and sedimentary rocks (Malin, 1976a; Malin and Edgett, 2001), which

were derived from basaltic igneous rocks (Christensen et al., 2001) during the epoch of

heavy meteorite bombardment.

Ages of valley networks

The unexpected discovery of branching valleys on Mars (initially termed ‘small chan-

nels’, ‘runoff channels’ or ‘furrows’) raised the questions of when and for how long

the valleys had been active. Unfortunately, we have no rocks from known loca-

tions on Mars that could provide absolute age estimates. Relative ages of planetary

geologic units are determined using superposition relationships and impact crater

populations, as surfaces accumulate craters with time (e.g. Carr, 1981, pp. 54–64).

These crater counts are not easily converted to absolute ages, however, because the

Martian impact cratering rate and how it declined over time are not precisely known

(e.g. Hartmann and Neukum, 2001; Strom et al., 2005). Early workers concluded that

the outflow channels and valley networks were relatively old and did not form dur-

ing more recent cycles of lower-magnitude climate change (Hartmann, 1974; Sharp

and Malin, 1975; Pieri, 1976). Malin (1976a, 1976b) dated the valley networks to the

epoch of heavy meteorite bombardment, which declined about 3.85 Ga on the Moon

and ∼ 3.7 Ga on Mars, and later workers have confirmed this relative age (Masursky

et al., 1977; Pieri, 1980; Carr and Clow, 1981; Baker and Partridge, 1986; Craddock

and Maxwell, 1990; Maxwell and Craddock, 1995; Irwin and Howard, 2002; Ansan

and Mangold, 2006). Fluvial activity primarily occurred within the Noachian Period

at the base of Tanaka’s (1986) three-period stratigraphic scheme. Valley network ac-

tivity was contemporary with the more rapid erosional modification and infilling

of Noachian impact craters, whereas younger craters of the Hesperian and Amazo-

nian Periods (< 3.7 Ga) have a relatively fresh morphology (Craddock and Maxwell,

1990, 1993; Craddock et al., 1997; Forsberg-Taylor et al., 2004) (Figure 19.4(a)).

Fresh crater populations constrain the end of the period of valley network activity.

Short-lived, episodic outflow channel activity occurred over a much longer interval of

time, from the Noachian and Hesperian to the Amazonian Periods (e.g. Mouginis-

Mark, 1990; Zimbelman et al., 1992; Tanaka, 1997), and at least one channel po-

tentially formed within the last 108 yr (Burr et al., 2002; Berman and Hartmann,

2002).
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Figure 19.4 The fluvial modification of impact craters included reworking the rough ejecta, eroding

and widening the crater rim, gullying the interior wall and burying the central peak with material

shed from the walls. (a) Overlapping fresh (top, left of centre) and modified impact craters in

the Terra Sirenum region (25◦S, 141.5◦E). More heavily modified impact craters stratigraphically

underlie fresher craters, unless the more degraded one is much smaller. (b) Impact crater with a

densely dissected rim and a still-exposed central peak in Libya Montes, Terra Tyrrhena region (5◦S,

72.6◦E). (c) The more heavily modified Dawes crater in the Terra Sabaea region (9◦S, 38.1◦E). All

are excerpts from the THEMIS daytime infrared mosaic.

426
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Another issue is whether the highland valley networks were continuously active over

a long period or whether they experienced multiple reactivations of regional to global

extent early in Martian history (Grant, 1987; Grant and Schultz, 1990; Baker et al.,

1991; Gulick et al., 1997). Some spatially localized valley networks dissect volcanoes

and volcanic plains of Early to Late Hesperian age (Gulick and Baker, 1990; Scott et al.,

1995; Mangold et al., 2004; Quantin et al., 2005), or they originate in the Noachian

highlands and cross into younger terrains (Irwin et al., 2005b). Howard et al. (2005)

and Irwin et al. (2005b) showed examples of late-stage valley entrenchment, overflow of

previously enclosed basins and coarse sedimentation that occurred sometime between

the Noachian/Hesperian boundary (∼ 3.7 Ga) and the middle of the Hesperian Period

(∼ 3.6 Ga). This epoch of fluvial activity lasted in the order of ∼ 105 yr and temporarily

exceeded the erosion rates that prevailed before that time. Others have suggested that an

early epoch of runoff declined to a regime dominated by groundwater sapping, which

downcut the lower reaches of older valleys (Baker and Partridge, 1986; Harrison and

Grimm, 2005). Some small impact craters and other steep slopes in the mid-latitudes

have very fresh gullies, but these youngest features are localized and conveyed relatively

little sediment (Malin and Edgett, 2000b).

Weathering and erosion rates declined severely when fluvial activity ended (Carr

and Clow, 1981). Modified impact craters record denudation rates of ∼ 0.1–10 m/Myr

during the time of fluvial activity, whereas later Hesperian and younger craters (< 3.6 Ga)

are little modified (Craddock and Maxwell, 1993; Carr, 1996; Craddock et al., 1997).

Small contemporary valleys on intercrater slopes (Figure 19.5) are typically 0.5−4 km

wide (median 1.6 km) by 20–250 m deep (median 80 m), but they have experienced

only ∼ 20 m of infilling in 3.6 Gyr since the mid-Hesperian (Goldspiel et al., 1993a;

Williams and Phillips, 2001). Weathering and the aeolian modification of plains have

also been extremely slow. The infilling of impact craters limits the total redistribution of

plains material since the Noachian to < 0.01 m/Myr (Arvidson et al., 1979; Carr, 1996).

Lander observations suggest aeolian denudation rates of plains basalt on the order of

centimetres per billion years since the Noachian Period (Golombek and Bridges, 2000;

Golombek et al., 2006), although the wind has deeply eroded less resistant, presumably

fine-grained, layered sedimentary rocks or tephra in some areas (Ward, 1979; Malin and

Edgett, 2000a). The water cycle appears to have declined suddenly, as interior channels

do not record gradual declines in discharge, some valleys have V-shaped cross-sections

that suggest active downcutting with little subsequent modification and most delta

surfaces were not entrenched with declining water level in lake basins (Irwin et al.,

2005b) (Figure 19.6).

Water-source hypotheses and implications for paleoclimate

The most contentious issue regarding valley networks is their water source. The first

papers on Martian fluvial landforms compared the common theatre-headed valley
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Figure 19.5 Classification of Martian valley networks. (a) Nirgal Vallis, a large stem valley with

entrenched meanders and relatively few, stubby tributaries (28.3◦S, 41.4◦W). (b) Paranà Valles, a

typical valley network with poorly dissected interfluve surfaces, a relatively constant width down

-slope and tributary valleys that are similar in width to the stem (22.4◦S, 10.4◦W). (c) Durius Vallis,

a large stem valley with increasing width downslope and much smaller tributaries (16.6◦S, 172◦E).

(d) Dense slope valleys on the southern rim of Schiaparelli crater (6.6◦S, 16◦E). Note origin of valleys

near sharp drainage divides. All are excerpts from the THEMIS daytime infrared mosaic.

networks to box canyons with headwall springs in the south-western United States and

Hawaii (Milton, 1973; Sharp and Malin, 1975; Malin, 1976a, 1976b; Pieri, 1976, 1980;

Masursky et al., 1977; Carr and Clow, 1981; Baker, 1982; Mars Channel Working Group,

1983; Laity and Malin, 1985; Kochel and Piper, 1986; Howard et al., 1988). Groundwater

sapping depends on spring discharge, which weathers the aquifer material, undermines

the surface and extends a valley headward (Dunne, 1980). The hypothesis that ground-

water alone carved the valley networks gained wide acceptance during and after the

Viking missions (1976–1982). Later workers developed this concept, suggesting that

prolonged groundwater sapping could occur without atmospheric recharge, if volcanic
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Figure 19.6 Fluvial deposits and channels on Mars. (a) Large alluvial fans (arrows) were sourced

from densely dissected alcoves in the rim of two adjacent impact craters (23.9◦S, 28.1◦E, THEMIS

daytime infrared imaging, (b), (c) and (e) are THEMIS visible wavelength imaging). (b) Distributary

channels (arrow) on the northern fan in (a) occur in inverted relief due to selective erosion of

fine-grained overbank deposits. (c) A likely delta in a Martian impact crater (12◦N, 52.7◦W). (d)

Meandering distributary channels on the surface of a delta in Eberswalde crater (23.8◦S, 33.7◦W,

MOC image mosaic credit Malin Space Science Systems). (e) Exposed interior channel in Samara Vallis

(arrow, 31.5◦S, 13◦W).

intrusions caused sub-surface heat fluxes to vary over time. The geothermal heating of

groundwater would encourage upward diffusion of vapour, which would accumulate

near the surface as permafrost (Clifford, 1991, 1993; Clifford and Parker, 2001). This

ice would later melt when a magma body was intruded (Wilhelms and Baldwin, 1989;

Gulick and Baker, 1989, 1990; Brakenridge, 1990; Gulick, 1998, 2001; Harrison and
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Grimm, 2002). The resulting spring discharge might flow for long distances on the

surface under an ice cover, as long as the ice remained intact and adequate heat was

carried from the aquifer to balance heat lost to the atmosphere (Wallace and Sagan,

1979; Carr, 1983; Goldspiel and Squyres, 2000). Other authors suggested that impact

heat would melt ground ice and release water from impact crater rims, forming gullies at

higher elevations (Maxwell et al., 1973; Brakenridge et al., 1985). Investigators pointed

to the primary igneous rather than weathered or evaporitic spectral signature of most

regions (Bandfield et al., 2000, 2003; Christensen et al., 2001; Gaidos and Marion, 2003),

and the incomplete dissection of the highlands by theatre-headed valleys as evidence

against a warmer, wetter paleoclimate with widespread precipitation (e.g. Carr and

Malin, 2000).

The groundwater-sapping hypothesis suffers from a number of weaknesses, sum-

marized by Craddock and Howard (2002): (1) even flows with high sediment con-

centrations would require recharge to transport sediment equivalent to the measured

volumes of valley networks (Howard, 1988; Gulick and Baker, 1990; Goldspiel and

Squyres, 1991; Goldspiel et al., 1993b; Grant, 2000; Gulick, 2001). Storm runoff is

responsible for much of the aquifer recharge and sediment transport in terrestrial

desert rivers (e.g. Howard et al., 1988). (2) Geothermal mechanisms for near-surface

ice accumulation and melting in equatorial regions are theoretical and lack empiri-

cal support, particularly as most valley networks formed in cratered rather than vol-

canic terrains. Reasonable geothermal heat fluxes might have supported liquid water

at least 300 m below the surface (Goldspiel and Squyres, 2000; Travis et al., 2003),

but most valley networks are not, and never were, that deep (Goldspiel et al., 1993a;

Williams and Phillips, 2001; Howard et al., 2005). (3) Flowing water must have been

spatially ubiquitous, temporally long-lived (at least episodic over > 2*108 yr) and vol-

umetrically abundant to modify impact craters. Where adjacent Noachian craters of

similar size are observed, the stratigraphically older ones are more heavily modified

(Figure 19.4(a)). Fluvial erosion and sedimentation are required to explain the con-

cave profile at the transition between a crater wall and floor (Craddock et al., 1997;

Forsberg-Taylor et al., 2004). (4) Theatre headwalls are not unique to groundwater

sapping but are found in many valleys where waterfalls sap (i.e. undercut) a resis-

tant caprock and erode a weaker basal layer. (5) The lack of massive carbonate de-

posits on Mars may reflect an acidic environment rather than a lack of surface water

(Fairén et al., 2004). Adequate impact gardening and aeolian erosion have occurred

to expose fresh basaltic surfaces to orbiting sensors (Mars Exploration Rover findings

have recently supported both of these claims, e.g. Squyres et al., 2004, Golombek et al.,

2006). (6) Climatic models and morphometric analyses often yield ambiguous results, as

discussed below.

To carve valleys by overland flow, Mars would require a thicker, warmer atmosphere

capable of supporting more intense rainfall or snowmelt and long-distance flow without

freezing (Sagan et al., 1973; Pollack et al., 1987). Climate modellers have raised the main
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objection to this concept, with most finding that a thick CO2 greenhouse alone could not

warm Mars above a globally averaged 0◦C (Kasting, 1991; Squyres and Kasting, 1994;

Haberle, 1998; Colaprete and Toon, 2003), because changes in the Sun’s elemental

composition through time imply that it was only ∼ 75 per cent as bright at 3.7 Ga

(Gough, 1981). Recent studies have suggested that the early Sun may have been a few

percent more massive than at present, making it less dim than otherwise expected (e.g.

Boothroyd et al., 1991; Graedel et al., 1991; Whitmire et al., 1995). Other greenhouse

gases (Sagan and Chyba, 1997), including water vapour excavated by large impacts

(Segura et al., 2002; Colaprete et al., 2005) and volcanism (e.g. Baker et al., 1991),

would also contribute to greenhouse warming. This issue has not yet been resolved, but

a combination of the above factors may have contributed to a long-lived or episodic

water cycle on early Mars.

Valley morphology and diversity

Published classification schemes have differentiated Martian valleys by size, morphol-

ogy and network planform. Excluding troughs related to volcanoes, crustal extension

and collapse, three basic categories include: (1) ‘fretted’ valleys with a gridded plan-

form and little evidence of through-flowing water (the origin of these valleys remains

unclear, Carr, 2001), (2) the monolithic outflow channels (Figure 19.2) and (3) smaller

valley networks. Early authors also subdivided the latter category in a qualitative but

broadly consistent manner (Figure 19.5), summarized as: (3a) large, widely spaced,

sinuous stem valleys that are ∼ 10 km wide and ∼ 1 km deep (±50 per cent), increase

in width downslope and have tributaries much smaller than the stem; (3b) small valley

networks with more closely spaced tributaries, which have similar width to higher-order

segments downslope; and (3c) dense, sub-parallel slope valleys (Masursky, 1973; Sharp

and Malin, 1975; Pieri, 1976; Masursky et al., 1977). Valley spacing and length decrease

from category 3a to 3c. Pieri (1980) refined his earlier work to include eight classes of

network planform, including digitate (fanned), stem (category 3a), parallel (category

3c), rectilinear, radial centrifugal (away from central highs) and two types of radial

centripetal planform (exterior and interior drainage into central basins). True dendritic

patterns reflecting the full development of network structure under homogenous ge-

ological conditions have not been seen on Mars, although the term has been casually

applied in planetary literature.

Most Martian fluvial valleys have either flat-floored or V-shaped cross-sectional

profiles. The former category (including much of 3b above) includes a trapezoidal

cross-section with sidewalls near the angle of repose, a nearly constant valley width

downstream, an amphitheatre headscarp and poorly dissected interfluve areas between

major tributaries (e.g. Pieri, 1980; Baker, 1982; Mars Channel Working Group, 1983).

This morphology is most common on low-gradient intercrater plains. Most valleys
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with V-shaped cross-sections occur on steeper headwater slopes (Figure 19.5(d)) or

at downstream sites where a valley incised a convex break in slope, such as a crater

rim (Figure 19.6(c)) (Baker and Partridge, 1986; Williams and Phillips, 2001). Fully

dissected surfaces, leaving sharp divides between tributaries, are uncommon and are

usually restricted to steep interior walls of impact craters and other slopes (Figures

19.5(d) and 19.6(a)) (e.g. Moore and Howard, 2005; Quantin et al., 2005).

The two types of cross-sections may represent different formative processes or litho-

logic controls, or they may be gradational forms. The V-shaped valleys probably rep-

resent late, rapid downcutting by runoff along a steep gradient, with little subsequent

modification. Valley measurements show that width increased in proportion to depth

of incision until the longitudinal profile stabilized, and valleys continued to widen after-

wards to produce the flat-floored shape (Williams and Phillips, 2001). Rapid headward

erosion or downcutting, possibly due to runoff bottlenecks in a cratered landscape, with

little time afterwards for widening would produce a nearly constant valley width down-

stream in a runoff-dominated regime. Alternatively, if headward extension was due to

slow groundwater sapping, the valley width and cross-section indicate that nearly all

water originated at the valley head (e.g. Goldspiel et al., 1993a; Grant, 2000). The com-

mon valley headscarps are likely attributable to sapping (i.e. undercutting) in layered

rocks, either by springs or waterfalls.

Morphometry

A number of investigators have tested the overland flow and groundwater hypothe-

ses by comparing the morphometry (length, sinuosity, drainage density, cross-sectional

profiles, network planform and longitudinal grading) of Martian valley networks to ma-

ture terrestrial networks. These studies have all shown significant differences between

Martian drainage basins and the ideal quasi-equilibrium condition, but it remains un-

certain to what degree these differences represent immaturity or a different water source.

Between 1997 and 2001, the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) on the Mars

Global Surveyor (MGS) orbiter returned the first precise topographic map of Mars

at < 0.5-km resolution. Previously, global-scale topography had very poor resolution

and incorporated vertical errors up to a kilometre, as elevation estimates were based

on the topographic and atmospheric occultation of a spacecraft’s radio signal as it

passed behind the planet (Kliore et al., 1973; Smith et al., 2001). Studies of valley

network development were thus restricted to the plan view of orbital imaging, although

less precise local measurements of valley slopes and depths were made using stereo

imaging, brightness contrasts across an image (photoclinometry), Earth-based radar

tracks and shadows (e.g. Thornhill et al., 1993; Goldspiel et al., 1993a, 1993b; Lucchitta

and Dembosky, 1994).
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Planimetric measurements

Quantitative studies based on ∼ 230-m/pixel orbital imaging showed that Martian

valley networks are relatively short and discontinuous, with common lengths of tens

to hundreds of kilometres (Carr and Clow, 1981; Baker and Partridge, 1986; Carr,

1995; Cabrol and Grin, 2001). Martian watersheds are poorly integrated, and the

many enclosed impact craters and intercrater basins include sites where cratering

disrupted earlier fluvial pathways. Some basins (particularly craters that formed on

pre-crater slopes) are infilled or breached, but most larger basins drained internally

(Grant, 1987; Goldspiel and Squyres, 1991; Maxwell and Craddock, 1995; Irwin and

Howard, 2002; Kramer et al., 2003). Some significant exceptions have lengths of

1000–4700 km, including larger stem valleys and other networks that crosscut mul-

tiple basins on long regional slopes (e.g. Carr and Clow, 1981; Irwin et al., 2005b)

(Figure 19.3(b)).

In a study of 71 typical valley networks, Cabrol and Grin (2001) found that most were

of Horton (1945) order 3–4, reflecting short length with limited tributary development.

In 14 large networks with a maximum Strahler (1952) order of 4, Carr (1995) found

bifurcation ratios of 2.9 to 7.6 (average 4.3), similar to terrestrial networks. Length

ratios were also comparable but had a relatively large range of 1 to 6.9 (average 2.9),

possibly reflecting underdeveloped drainage basins. Using higher-resolution imaging,

Ansan and Mangold (2006) report similar results but a higher network order of 5–7

for Warrego Valles. On some volcanoes with dense valleys, Gulick and Baker (1990)

measured Shreve (1966) network magnitudes from 2 to 34.

Most Martian valleys have low sinuosity (Grant, 2000), as do their interior chan-

nels where evident (Irwin et al., 2005a). Many investigators have attributed this relative

straightness to a structural control of groundwater flow (e.g. Pieri, 1980; Brakenridge,

1990); however, new topographic data show that nearly all Martian valley networks

follow the steepest topographic gradient, regardless of the local structure. Straight or

braided (as opposed to meandering) reaches of terrestrial streams occur where stream

power, bank erodibility and a relative supply of bedload are all very low or very high

respectively (Knighton, 1998). Few meandering alluvial channels are evident on Mars,

either because these channels were too shallow to be preserved or because the required

sets of conditions were not often met, but some Martian stem valleys have entrenched

meanders (Figure 19.5(a)). These features record meandering surface flowpaths, which

can develop over ∼ 100- to 1000-year timescales, that experienced longer-term down-

cutting due to excess transport capacity (i.e. stream power) relative to sediment supply.

Tectonic uplift does not appear to have been important on Mars, but most valleys

with entrenched meanders extend from a low-gradient plain onto a steeper surface,

such as an impact crater rim or the wall of a deep stem valley, encouraging headward

incision.
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Many investigators have measured drainage density, the total length of valleys per

unit area, in local to regional study areas. Most studies have found values in the order

of 10−2 to 10−1 km/km2 on dissected surfaces, one to three orders of magnitude less

than typical terrestrial values (Grant and Boothroyd, 1985; Baker and Partridge, 1986;

Grant, 1987; Grant and Schultz, 1993; Tanaka et al., 1998; Grant, 2000; Cabrol and Grin,

2001; Gulick, 2001; Irwin and Howard, 2002; Craddock and Howard, 2002; Hynek and

Phillips, 2003; Stepinski and Collier, 2004; Ansan and Mangold, 2006; Luo and Stepin-

ski, 2006). Drainage densities above 1.0 have been measured only in Valles Marineris

(Mangold et al., 2004) and on some volcanoes (Gulick and Baker, 1990), and the reasons

for this variability across Mars remain uncertain (Luo and Stepinski, 2006). Carr and

Chuang (1997) made the first effort to quantify Martian drainage densities on a global

scale (Figure 19.3(b)). They compared valley networks digitized on Viking Orbiter

imaging (∼ 230 m/pixel, 1:2-M scale) with Landsat images of Arizona, Nebraska, New

York, Texas and Washington that were degraded to a similar resolution. They found

that the average drainage density on Noachian plains is approximately 0.0032 km/km2,

but that terrestrial values were 0.065–0.209 km/km2 over the range of climates studied.

Several issues complicate such direct comparisons. (1) Viking Orbiter images were taken

with different viewing geometries, times of day and atmospheric conditions, so that a

feature visible in one image is often difficult to distinguish in the adjacent image. (2)

The Landsat spectral bandpasses were selected primarily to monitor vegetation, which is

often concentrated around stream channels, whereas images of Mars show little contrast

except on steep slopes or compositionally distinct geological units. (3) Terrestrial rivers

have been recently active, whereas Martian valleys have experienced 3.7 Gyr of degrada-

tion by wind, mass wasting and small impacts. Martian valleys may be evident only where

they were deeply incised and not deeply buried, particularly in low-resolution imaging.

(4) Regional measurements of drainage density incorporate recent deposits as well as

ancient depositional basins, where a shallow channel network would have been easily

buried or erased.

In general, new imaging at 1–100 m/pixel from the Mars Orbiter Camera

(MOC) on MGS and the Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) on Mars

Odyssey revealed more tributaries, a higher drainage density and better integration

than was previously evident (e.g. Hynek and Phillips, 2003; Figure 19.3(b)), but

Martian valley networks still appear underdeveloped relative to their terrestrial coun-

terparts. All previous studies have concluded that poor development (i.e. forma-

tion, incision or preservation) of headwater tributaries is the main cause of low

drainage density on Mars. If widespread precipitation was available, high infiltra-

tion capacities maintained by cratering may have impeded runoff production (Baker

and Partridge, 1986; Gulick and Baker, 1990; Grant and Schultz, 1993; Carr and

Malin, 2000). Alternatively, an Earthlike climate may have prevailed for a limited

period.
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Network-junction angles and drainage-basin topography

One of the few characteristics of valley networks that can be quantitatively assessed

using Mariner 9 and Viking images is the angular structure of the network, partic-

ularly the angles of valley junctions. Early geomorphic literature (e.g. Horton, 1932)

suggested that the planimetric form of valley networks was inherited from the to-

pography at the time of initial channel incision (this may be largely true for Mars).

Howard (1971) suggested, however, that junction angles dynamically adjust as topogra-

phy evolves and proposed geometric and minimum power criteria for junction angles. A

consequence of these models is that mean junction angles increase with concavity of the

drainage network (e.g. Howard, 1990; Sun et al., 1994) and small tributaries merge with

large rivers at high junction angles, relative to smaller angles between tributaries of equal

size and order. Pieri (1980) showed that Martian junction angles tend towards small

values and a high degree of irregularity, which he suggested was due to the immature

state of the valley network, with strong structural controls and a lack of sufficient net

erosion to develop a highly concave profile. The structure of the network also varies

with the scale at which it is observed, a feature not seen in true dendritic networks on

Earth.

Several investigators have used the D8 algorithm (Tarboton et al., 1991) to extract

information on drainage basins (Hynek and Phillips, 2003; Stepinski and Collier, 2004).

In this method, the surface flow direction is the steepest downward slope from the

centre of a given pixel to the centre of the eight surrounding it. Flow direction is

then integrated to determine the most probable flowpaths for surface water over the

given DEM. Streams of different order and magnitude are also identified following

several conventions (Horton, 1945; Strahler, 1952; Shreve, 1967). This information can

then be used to characterize a number of parameters useful for describing a valley

network system (e.g. contributing area, relief and steam order). However, an uncritical

application of D8-based methods to MOLA topography leads to the artificial generation

of drainage patterns on both dissected and undissected surfaces. Fresh craters have

modified the surface since the time of valley network activity, and the derived order and

drainage density of a network are functions of the DEM’s resolution. Manual editing of

computationally identified networks is therefore required.

Although valley networks do not fully dissect the Martian surface, topography can be

used to evaluate the cratered landscape’s adjustment to hypothetical fluvial processes.

Stepinski et al. (2002, 2004) showed that runoff on Mars would organize with fractal

planar characteristics similar to terrestrial networks. However, drainage basin length

(L ), area (A), slope and drainage-density characteristics reflect significant influences

from both fluvial erosion and contemporary impact cratering. More densely dissected

surfaces show a better adherence to Hack’s (1957) Law (L ∝ A0.6) than other highland

areas with similar crater populations, but Martian drainage basins tend to be more
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elongated (L ∝ A0.73). The poor longitudinal grading on Mars caused more energy to

be dissipated in high-order segments downstream, a likely indicator that the networks

were still growing headward and incising when the water supply declined. They also

found that latitude and elevation have no net influence on watershed development (see

also Luo and Stepinski, 2006). Luo (2000, 2002) compared the hypsometry of Mar-

tian and terrestrial drainage basins, finding that some have deeply incised stem valleys

that are often attributed to groundwater sapping, whereas others have hypsometric

characteristics more similar to graded watersheds. Topographic analyses using a circu-

larity function (a plot of changes in a drainage basin’s shape at different topographic

levels) suggest that Martian valley networks are entrenched below a precursor surface

that has not been fully regraded by prolonged fluvial erosion (Stepinski and Coradetti,

2004; Stepinski and Stepinski, 2005; Luo and Howard, 2005). These studies favourably

compared Martian drainage basins to terrestrial analogues in hyper-arid climates. Val-

ley longitudinal profiles are commonly irregular, reflecting modest total erosion (e.g.

Aharonson et al., 2002; Howard et al., 2005; Irwin et al., 2005b; Kereszturi, 2005). An

arid climate with ephemeral runoff or a short duration of conditions favourable to

precipitation may be responsible for low fluvial incision.

Alluvial deposits

Both alluvial fans and likely deltas have been recognized along the margins of Martian

basins. These landforms provide a depositional record of past fluvial activity that

is broadly similar in magnitude but shorter in duration relative to terrestrial desert

environments.

Fans

Noachian impact craters with diameters of 10–70 km typically have 500 to 1000 m of

sedimentary fill, and many have lost their well-defined rims to erosion (Figure 19.4)

(Craddock et al., 1997; Craddock and Howard, 2002; Forsberg-Taylor et al., 2004).

These crater floors typically decline towards the centre with slopes of about 0.5–1◦,

suggesting that the floor materials are fluvial bajadas supplied by parallel gullies on the

craters’ interior walls. Lava eruptions or intrusions as well as airfall deposition may

also have contributed to basin infilling, particularly in craters above this size range

that often have flatter floors (Craddock and Howard, 2002). Well-developed, cone-

shaped alluvial fans, with lengths of tens of kilometres and gradients of a few degrees,

occur in some deep craters that formed late in the period of fluvial erosion on Mars

(Moore and Howard, 2005). These fans typically radiate from deep, thoroughly dis-

sected alcoves in the crater walls (Figure 19.6(a)). The gradients, size and concavity
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of the alluvial fans quantitatively relate to the size and slope of the eroded alcoves in

a manner that closely approximates relationships for large terrestrial alluvial fans. On

some of the fans, the selective aeolian erosion of fines has revealed distributary channels

in inverted relief (Figure 19.6(b)). The distributary network structure, fan gradients

and channel-width suggest fluvial sedimentation rather than debris flows (Moore and

Howard, 2005).

Deltas

Most valley networks debouch into impact craters or enclosed intercrater basins, but

valley floors are usually graded to the terminal basin floor, with no positive-relief fan

or delta at the valley mouth. This characteristic suggests that deep paleolakes were rare

or short-lived. Either water was delivered to most basins less rapidly than evaporation

and infiltration removed it or water levels fluctuated widely across the basin floors,

keeping thick sedimentary deposits from accumulating at the basin margins. These

comments are speculative, as the environmental and physiographic conditions that

favoured paleolake development have not yet been constrained.

Irwin et al. (2005b) reviewed the literature on Martian paleolakes and listed 33 scarp-

fronted deposits where valleys debouch into impact craters or other basins (e.g. Figure

19.6(c), (d)). Many of the putative deltas recognized by Cabrol and Grin (1999) could

not be relocated in new, higher-resolution imaging. The deposits resemble deltas due

to the steep scarp along their outer margins, although the aeolian deflation of fine

sediments around an alluvial lag might yield a similar form. Several of these deposits

have distributary channels, occasionally in inverted relief (Figure 19.6(d)). In other

cases, distributary channels have been mantled, reworked or did not form (although

the latter case would imply that these are not subaerial deltas). Other likely deltas have

since been discovered, reflecting multiple lake levels (e.g. Di Achille et al., 2006; Weitz

et al., 2006).

Few of the putative Martian deltas have been studied in detail, as most were discovered

in the last several years when decametre- to metre-scale imaging became available. Malin

and Edgett (2003) and Moore et al. (2003) described the most spectacular fluvial deposit

on Mars, an 11- by 13-km (6−13 km3) distributary fan in the 64-km Eberswalde crater

(Figure 19.6(d)). This deposit has at least three lobes at different elevations, suggesting

two stands of lake level and a complex network of meandering distributary channels

that show evidence of lateral migration, vertical aggradation and avulsion. Fassett and

Head (2005) described a broadly similar pair of deltas on the opposite side of the planet.

Well-developed alluvial fans and deltas appear to have formed during a terminal

epoch of relatively intense fluvial erosion on Mars (Howard et al., 2005; Irwin et al.,

2005b; Moore and Howard, 2005). There is little evidence for similar degraded, cone-

shaped, gravely alluvial fans and deltas dating from earlier in the Noachian, but the
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significance of this absence is uncertain. Such features may have been degraded by wind

erosion or buried as the craters filled with sediment; alternatively, the earlier erosional

and depositional environment may have been less intense than the later period when

well-developed valleys, fans and deltas formed.

Hydrology

The dominant discharge, annual runoff volume runoff per unit area, and flow longevity

of Martian valley networks are all poorly constrained at present. The few recognized

interior channels have experienced prolonged dry conditions with aeolian infilling and

some modification of the channel banks, and only one basin has been used for an in-

put/evaporation balance that loosely constrains the annual water budget (Irwin et al.,

2005a, 2005b). However, where channel and basin dimensions can be measured, quanti-

tative techniques applicable to alluvial channels are available to constrain the hydrology

of ancient Martian rivers.

Scaling equations to Martian gravity

Both theoretical and empirical fluid flow equations can be adjusted for 0.38 times the

terrestrial gravitational acceleration to estimate discharge, flow velocity, particle-settling

velocity, bed shear stress, critical shear stress for entrainment and sediment-transport

rates on Mars. The discharge Q (m3/s) of a channel can be calculated using a combination

of the unit-balanced continuity and Darcy-Weisbach equations (the latter is similar in

form to the Manning equation):

Q = HWV = H1.5W(8gS/f )0.5 (19.1)

where H is mean flow depth (m) for channels with high width/depth ratio, W is channel

width (m), g is gravitational acceleration (m/s2), S is slope and f is the Darcy-Weisbach

friction factor. Equation (19.1) is only useful where depth is known, and measurement

errors are significant as depth is the most important contributor to discharge. Measuring

the depth of a channel with stereo imaging or shadows and assuming bankfull conditions

may yield large errors, since the channel may be either deeply entrenched below a terrace

or partly filled with sand. The friction factor must also be estimated, but this is a smaller

source of error given the natural range of values and its exponent of 0.5.

A simpler method uses only channel width and assumes that a dominant discharge

controls this and other channel dimensions, which has been demonstrated in a variety

of terrestrial settings. In humid regions, this flood has a recurrence interval of one to

two years (Knighton, 1998), but less frequent floods often dominate arid-zone rivers
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(Graf, 1988). Meander wavelength λ scales with channel width as:

λ = kλW (19.2)

on both Earth and Mars (Moore et al., 2003; Irwin et al., 2005a), and W scales with

discharge as:

W = kw Q0.5 (19.3)

where the coefficients kλ and kw are ∼ 10–14 and ∼ 3–5 respectively. Solving for Q

yields:

Q = (W/kw)2 = (λ/kλkw)2 (19.4)

The coefficients depend on the contemporary resistance of the channel banks, as more

resistant banks yield narrower and deeper channels with a somewhat smaller wave-

length, but bank strength is unknown for Mars. Equation (19.1) shows that decreasing

gravity reduces flow velocity, so, if slope and roughness are held constant, width and

depth must be greater per unit discharge on Mars. The greater depth increases velocity

above the factor 0.62 that would result from reducing gravity with a channel of the

same dimensions (Pieri, 1980; Komar, 1980b). Empirical data show that H ∝ W 0.69

(Williams, 1988), a relationship that approximately yields Equation (19.4) if substituted

into Equation (19.1). In this case, width, depth and velocity on Mars would be 1.27,

1.18 and 0.67 times their value on Earth, and the discharge resulting from Equation

(19.4) would be multiplied by 0.62 (1.27−2).

The algebraic manipulation of regression equations introduces significant errors,

however, so a function determined with Q as the dependent variable is favoured

(Williams, 1988). For a conservative estimate of discharge, Irwin et al. (2005a) mea-

sured the channel floor width rather than the bank-to-bank width (in case later mass

wasting had modified the banks), and they applied an equation for sand-bed/sand-bank

channels that are relatively wide per unit depth (Osterkamp and Hedman, 1982):

Q = 1.9W1.22 (19.5)

If H ∝ W 0.15, an extreme case that may apply to some sand-bank channels, the width,

depth and velocity scaling would be 1.48, 1.06 and 0.64 the terrestrial values respectively.

To scale Equation (19.5) to Martian gravity, the result must also be multiplied by 0.62

(1.48−1.22). Based on this derivation, the channel-forming discharges calculated by Irwin

et al. (2005a) could be reduced by 18 per cent (they used a scaling coefficient of 0.76

assuming a smaller ratio of width to depth) to provide as conservative an estimate as

the data and regression functions could reasonably support. If the channel banks were
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more cohesive, the dominant discharges for the larger drainage basins would be higher

than they reported.

Nummedal (1977), Komar (1980a, 1980b) and Pieri (1980) compared a similarly

sized channel rather than a similar discharge between Earth and Mars, but the same

discharge would form a wider and deeper channel on Mars, increasing a flow’s erosional

efficiency beyond the effect of lower gravity. The critical shear stress τc (N/m2) needed

to mobilize a particle scales directly with gravity as:

τc = 0.06(ρs − ρw )gD (19.6)

where ρw is fluid density, ρs is particle density (kg/m3) and D is the particle diameter

(m). Bed shear stress τ also scales with gravity as:

τ = ρwgHS (19.7)

However, for a given discharge and slope, the shear stress applied to a channel bed would

be 0.40–0.45 or more of the terrestrial value, depending on the ratio of channel width

to depth that is controlled by the resistance of channel-bank material. The gravitational

force applied to a suspended particle scales with g , thus the settling velocity for coarse

particles is multiplied by 0.62 (
√

0.38) and smaller factors for smaller particles, but

flow velocity is at least 0.64–0.67 times the terrestrial value. These relationships impart

a slight efficiency to gravel transport on Mars, but, once mobilized, smaller particles

would remain suspended much longer in Martian rivers (Nummedal, 1977; Komar,

1979, 1980b; Pieri, 1980), increasing their transport rate by a factor of ∼ 1.5.

In contrast, the lower bed shear stress and particle settling velocities would reduce

the abrasion rate of channel bedrock. Corrosion depends on pH, which is unknown

but likely more acidic in an atmosphere rich in CO2 and SO2. The onset velocity for

cavitation scales with g 0.5, so lower gravity provides little benefit, but a hypothetically

lower atmospheric pressure would enable the process at lower mean velocities (Baker,

1979). For example, in a 100-mbar atmosphere, flows 1- and 10-m deep would undergo

cavitation at velocities of 3 and 6 m/s respectively. These values correspond to fairly

steep threshold slopes of 0.03 (1.64◦) and 0.005 (0.3◦) at downslope locations where

contributing area is sufficient to accumulate flows of that depth. Considering these

environmental effects, the incision of small headwater tributaries would take longer

for a given flow rate, requiring a longer period of erosion (and more total water)

or more rapid weathering for the same amount of bedrock erosion. Moreover, runoff

production per unit precipitation is low where tributaries are poorly developed, reducing

the effectiveness of flash floods (Patton and Baker, 1976). Scaling arguments suggest

that Martian channels should have more bedrock- and gravel-floored reaches and distal

fine-grained deposits with lower gradients.
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Applications

Weihaupt (1974) was the first to apply paleohydrologic methods to a Martian flu-

vial system, Nirgal Vallis, which has well-developed, entrenched meanders along its

main stem (Figure 19.5(a)). Meandering is not a recognized attribute of valleys carved

by groundwater sapping, but the much smaller, straighter, theatre-headed tributaries

to the main valley have no apparent overland drainage. Weihaupt (1974) estimated

the mean annual flood based on the meander wavelength of the bedrock valley,

and the bankfull discharge was based on the width of the valley floor, taking that

to be a channel bed rather than a floodplain or terrace. These methods suggested

discharges of 2700 m3/s and 100 000 m3/s respectively, which were not scaled for

gravity. Malin and Edgett (2001) identified an interior channel that is locally ex-

posed on the valley floor. This channel’s width is 12 per cent of the meander wave-

length, as expected from Equation (19.2), so the discharge estimate is reduced to

4800 m3/s, scaled for gravity and assuming poorly resistant channel banks (Irwin et al.,

2005a).

Moore et al. (2003) found that the channel width on the Eberswalde crater delta

was 14.5 per cent of the meander wavelength and that bankfull discharge was about

700 m3/s, using Equation (19.4). Jerolmack et al. (2004) calculated the discharge at

410 m3/s, using an equilibrium model for channelized alluvial fans. Given that discharge,

the channel-bed materials would be too coarse for wind to remove, but the suspended

load deposited on the floodplain would be susceptible to aeolian erosion. This feature

explains why the channel beds were preserved as ridges while much of the floodplain

had been blown away. The development of meanders by lateral accretion was also

consistent with the estimated stream power (Irwin et al., 2005b). Based on reasonable

sediment yields and timescales for meander development and avulsion, the longevity

of the contributing valley network ranges from 103−106 yr (Moore et al., 2003), with

a favoured timescale of at least ∼ 105 yr (Bhattacharya et al., 2005) that is comparable

to the time required to construct large alluvial fans in some Martian impact craters

(Moore and Howard, 2005). A reasonable evaporation rate on the order of ∼ 1 m/yr

from the lake would suggest ∼ 0.1 m/yr of runoff from the contributing basin (Irwin

et al., 2005b).

Pieri (1980), Irwin et al. (2005a, 2005b), Jaumann et al. (2005) and Howard

et al. (2005) have also recognized interior channels within valley networks

(Figure 19.6(e)). Larger drainage basins typically yield wider channels, and their

discharge from Equation (19.5) divided by a topographically defined contribut-

ing area suggests that runoff production rates locally exceeded 1 cm/day at times.

Runoff production rates were smaller for larger drainage basins, which incorpo-

rate low-gradient plains and which may have been larger than the individual

storm cells.
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Summary

In many respects, the surface of Mars is intermediate between the cratered Moon and the

deeply eroded Earth. Early telescopic observations suggested conditions favourable for

life, but later observations and spacecraft imaging revealed a hyperarid planet with very

low long-term erosion rates. The Martian highland landscape reflects the prolonged

fluvial erosion of Noachian impact craters (Craddock et al., 1997), but this process may

have been discontinuous and was not intense enough to fully regrade the landscape

into a set of mature drainage basins. As a result, the length, order, network structure,

junction angles, sinuosity, drainage density, cross-sectional and longitudinal profiles,

and watershed topography of relict valley networks still reflect imposed crater topog-

raphy. These generally sparse, immature valleys with poorly dissected interfluve areas

were incised during one or more epochs of more intense fluvial activity around the

Noachian/Hesperian transition (3.7 Ga). Dominant runoff comparable to terrestrial

mean annual floods was associated with local ponding and the deposition of alluvial

fans and deltas. The short longevity of Earth-like conditions, the inefficiency of fluvial

abrasion under lower gravity and possible high infiltration capacities inhibited the de-

velopment of headwater tributaries on a relatively cool and arid planet. Erosion rates

declined suddenly and severely following this epoch, leaving undissected delta surfaces

and well preserved channels and V-shaped valleys. Aeolian erosion and gardening by

small impacts has degraded the valley networks somewhat, but their preserved mor-

phometric characteristics are useful in deciphering the environmental conditions of

early Mars.
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Figure 4.5b (B) A conceptual model of sediment transport and morphological change at the

Bayonne–Berthier bed confluence (from Boyer et al., 2006), at different flow stages and momentum

ratios: (i) Mr < 1 and high flow; (ii) Mr > 1 and low flow. The background grids show the bathymetry of

the bed. In the confluence, high values of turbulent stresses (Uw′; where U is the mean downstream

velocity, w is the vertical component of flow and the prime denotes the deviatoric value) were

observed along the edges of the shear layer, with the center of the shear layer being dominated by

normal turbulent stress in w (w′2). Bedload transport measurements were used to define transport

corridors, whilst regions of erosion and deposition were assessed from the measured changes in bed

morphology and bedload transport patterns.
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Figure 5.1 Bed morphology at the confluence of the Jamuna and Ganges rivers, Bangladesh. Plots

show morphology of confluence at various times (a–e) and a difference map of bed elevation (f).

Reproduced from Nature, 387: 275–277 (1997).
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Figure 5.5 Primary and secondary flow velocity fields at sections through a braid bar confluence on

the Rı́o Paraná (Confluence B in Figure 5.4). Reproduced from proceedings of the 5th International

Conference on River, Coastal and Estuarine Morphodynamics, Twente, The Netherlands (2007).
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Figure 7.5 Maps of a sequence (a–g) of changes in the downstream pattern of bedload transport

rate in two confluent anabranches and the downstream confluence in a physical model of a braided

river over a period of approximately one hour. The plots are approximately 10 minutes apart in

time. Colour transition from blue to red indicates increasing transport rate and the location and bed

elevation in the scour hole is shown in grey tones superimposed on the transport pattern. Cross-

section average transport rates were calculated by morphological methods (Ashmore and Church,

1998) at a series of closely spaced cross-sections based on high-resolution, photogrammetric DEMs

(Stojic et al., 1998). Flow is left to right.
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Figure 17.5 Topography of the drainage network shaded by the proportion of sand in the surface

layer, as indicated by the colour bar. The same scale applies to all three figures. The white lines

are two-metre contour lines, and the axes scales are in metres. (A) illustrates the initial steady-

state network; (B) and (C) illustrate changes in the surface texture at two different times following

the change in precipitation. The network configuration does not change between the figures.
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